Mike and Meg are very much in love... with each other... with life... with the way "the Jones" try to keep up with them. They like to do things with a flourish... like setting the table with their Gorham Sterling every day.

They bought their first place-settings in Gorham because ever since they could remember, the homes which had the finest and loveliest things invariably had Gorham sterling silver. They knew that one hundred and seventeen years of fine silver-making assured them beauty that would never grow old. Mike and Meg have used their Gorham every day since... enjoying it while they matched and added. And don't think it doesn't make them proud when Mr. and Mrs. Jones copy their way of living!


THE MODERN WAY to buy sterling is in units of place-settings—each consisting of six pieces. Place-settings about $25.00 (Fed. tax incl.), depending on which of the twelve Gorham patterns you choose.
Spring inspires this exquisite design... a sprig of morning glories hand-carved in heavy, lush crystal. It's a bountiful gift for those who love nice things... a cherished discovery for those who budget Christmas to include everybody... a crystalline portrait of loveliness and practical as a show tray for buffet service. It's only one of many Fostoria suggestions at better stores everywhere.
... tastefully decorated under the supervision of Fiske Kimball, Director of The Philadelphia Museum of Art, with Scalamandre crimson damask, exclusively and especially woven for The Thomas Jefferson Memorial at Monticello, to compliment its richly furnished interiors. The valances are trimmed with elegant, yellow fringe and lined in green linen creating a subtle, contrasting effect in the soft-flowing cascades.

Visit Monticello on your next trip, revel in its placid beauty, which reflects the spirit of authentic American Tradition.
Sloane-designed
... Sloane-made

18th Century Dining Group

Scaled to today's living yet planned for a maximum
of storage space. Each piece an adaptation of a fine antique. Note the
individual panes in the mullioned doors of the china cabinet
... the table's unusual pentagonal pedestals ... the distinctively recessed
front and top of the sideboard ... the chairs with their curved-for-comfort backs ... the solid polished brass gallery on the server. Of specially selected
Honduras swirl mahogany. And ready now at all five Sloane stores!

SLOANE'S BUDGET PAYMENT PLAN is an attractive one. Ask for particulars.
There's a place in your gift giving for glass by Viking.

In shining crystal from Viking, the glitter of Christmas stars to last the whole year through. Fabulous gifts from Viking... only seventy-five cents to five dollars.

Treasured American Glass from New Martinsville, West Virginia • Viking Glass Company
A Thrilling Gift... all Year 'round

Don McNeill, and the Breakfast Club start the day for millions of loyal listeners with a smile, a song, a friendly thought. And a few wise words about the finest refrigerator of all time... Philco Advanced Design... the most completely equipped refrigerator your money can buy. "See it... compare the features", says Don McNeill. Judge for yourself.

Listen to Don McNeill and the Breakfast Club Monday to Friday, 9:45 A.M. in the East, 8:45 A.M. everywhere else; ABC Network.

PHILCO
Famous for Quality the World Over
Somewhat costlier... so much finer

In Guildcraft the making of fine silverplate becomes an art. There is enduring beauty in every precious piece from the dainty coffee spoon to the magnificent carving knife.

GUILDCRAFT* is more richly plated with pure silver and costs a little more. It takes time to create silverplate of this quality and character. It takes mature craftsmanship to produce such perfection of finish, such deeply modeled design. Your investment in the beauty of Guildcraft assures a dividend in generations of wear. That is why Guildcraft is an enduring treasure to own or to give.

CONCERTO*—a pattern specially designed to blend with family treasures and contemporary taste. Available in six-piece place settings and all the longed-for accessory pieces. Ask to see the complete 50-piece Guildcraft service for eight. $75 including handsome, custom-built chest. At fine jewelers and silverware departments.

GUILDCRAFT
MASTERPIECES OF SILVERPLATE
A DIVISION OF NATIONAL SILVER COMPANY
A new idea in publishing

The authors in the first series are Nikolai Gogol, Prosper Mérimée, Douglas Jerrold, Pedro de Alarcón, Giovanni Verga, Frank Stockton, Thomas Hardy, Wilkie Collins, Anton Chekhov, Guy de Maupassant, Voltaire, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (did you know he has written short stories?)

Each of these volumes has been illustrated by an artist of outstanding reputation—like Philip Evergood, Arthur Zaidenberg, Walter Emerson Baum, Lewis Daniel.

Wonderful reading—easy to read

Each volume is being individually designed; each is painstakingly printed (the illustrations in some cases by special color processes) on good quality rag paper; each is handsomely and strongly bound, in leather or decorated fabrics, to withstand years of use. Each is in a custom-made slip case. And—above all—each is set in large, readable type, with wide margins, and with generous spaces between the lines! And each is light enough to hold with ease—even while reading in bed!

You will have, in STORY CLASSICS, books you and your family will read with increasing pleasure over the years, for these great short stories, like old wine, actually improve with age. These distinguished volumes will be priced low—for-quality, at Five Dollars each; with a ten per cent discount for advance payment of a year’s subscription.

Guaranteed pleasure

It is our plan to send one such volume each month to the members. You need not, unless you wish, pay for any volume in advance, only after its receipt. You furthermore have this double guarantee: 1. We will send you the first volume for FREE EXAMINATION—if it doesn’t delight you, you may return it within 10 days and you owe us nothing. 2. You are not obligated to subscribe for a whole year; if after receiving any of the first three volumes, you are not satisfied, you may terminate your subscription.

The first volume is now nearing completion. When you see it, we feel sure you will want not only this handsome volume, but all of the books to follow. So we invite you to—

Send for the free brochure

These STORY CLASSICS will not be available in bookstores. And because of the shortage of paper and cloth we are compelled to limit the number of members. So if you would like to be one of them we suggest that you mail the coupon below, for the handsome descriptive brochure which will be sent to you without obligation.

Selected short stories of Thomas Hardy has ten full-color oil paintings by Walter Emerson Baum. Two-color linen binding stamped in 23 carat gold. Ivory rag paper; decorations in color throughout.

Story Classics, J. J. Robale, Publisher
118 East 36th Street, New York 16, New York

Send me at once your free descriptive brochure, illustrated in color, giving complete information about the STORY CLASSICS, without obligation.

Fill me in as a member, and send me SELECTED SHORT STORIES OF THOMAS HARDY, illustrated with ten oil paintings by W. Emerson Baum, when it is off press. If I decide to accept the book, I will remit $5 within 10 days; otherwise, I will return the book and owe you nothing.

Name:

Address:

City Zone State
exquisite picture...perfect light
for reading-in-bed deluxe!

It's Decoralite by Lightolier

— hang it like a picture, plug it in like a lamp
— during the day, it's a rich wall decoration
— etched into glass
— at night, Decoralite provides the greatest
— reading comfort you've ever known
— sheds plentiful, glareless light downward,
— just where you want it
— spreads soft light upward for flattering
— room illumination
— comes in a variety of designs to go with all
— types of decors
— Decoralite is a permanently useful and unique
— gift, a delight to own
— it belongs on your Christmas list and in your home.

From Lightolier's decorator-designed collection of fixtures and
— lamps—at furniture, department, and electrical stores everywhere. Or
— through your architect, decorator, or electrical dealer at Lightolier Decorator
— Galleries, 11 East 36th Street, New York City; 1267 Merchandise Mart, Chicago.
There's only one Wamsutta! ... only one way to enjoy the smooth, dreamy luxury that has delighted six generations of brides. Choose Supercale® for comfort and long-wearing beauty ... for Christmas giving, too, in handsome, new gift boxes.

Since 1846, "The Finest of Cottons."

At Christmas time, when minutes are precious, and you do so want your decorations to stay fresh and colorful weeklong, do it the smart and economical way...ask your florist for large, long-lasting...

Denver Carnations

COLORADO STATE FLOWER GROWERS ASSOCIATION
FOR THE Hostess of Tomorrow

You can swing on a moonbeam—climb to the stars. You can conquer the world tonight! For you know you’re dressed by an artist—beautifully right-as-can-be! That same feeling is yours—forever—when your table is beautifully dressed with precious Heirloom Sterling... permanent beauty, carved deep in solid silver. But to know the inspired beauty of Heirloom Sterling you must see it... feel it. See all these patterns at your jeweler’s. The new Damask Rose may well be your pattern... for all your tomorrows.

Heirloom Sterling

Photograph by Anton Brukhl

*Trade-mark
Copyright 1947 Oneida Ltd.

FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION®
THE NEW Damask Rose®
Every room becomes more delightfully livable when you dress up your home with the textured beauty of Burlington House Fabrics, lastingly yours at unassuming prices.

Look for this label at leading stores

...and all through the house

Every room becomes more delightfully livable when you dress up your home with the textured beauty of Burlington House Fabrics, lastingly yours at unassuming prices.

Drapery Fabrics • Upholstery Fabrics
Nylon Curtains • Table Damasks
Bedspreads • Slipcover Fabrics

Burlington Mills

BURLINGTON MILLS CORPORATION OF NEW YORK
DECORATIVE FABRICS DIVISION • 271 CHURCH STREET

Send 10¢ for booklet "And all through the house" with instructions for making drapes and slipcovers
NEED AN EXTRA BEDROOM? GET A HIDE-A-BED BY SIMMONS!

Simmons' beautiful, new dual-purpose sofa gives you extra sleeping space for family or guests without using extra room!

Here's a wonderful new way to get an extra bedroom for your home—without adding an extra inch of space.

Get yourself a beautiful new Hide-A-Bed* by Simmons. By day, you'll have a luxurious living room sofa—covered with the finest decorator fabrics. At night, this wonderful sofa can become a roomy double bed!

And what a double bed! You're offered—not a skimpy, ordinary mattress—but the heavenly sleeping comfort of a genuine Simmons inner-spring mattress... or the extra luxury of an 837-coil spring Beautyrest Mattress by Simmons!

The price? Only $179.50 and up, depending upon style, cover fabric, and mattress you select. Little more than you'd pay for a good double bed today!

Remember, only Simmons makes Hide-A-Bed. See it and other beautiful Simmons Sofa Beds and Studio Couches at your local furniture and department stores. Easy budget terms.

A STYLE FOR EVERY TYPE OF ROOM

CLAREMONT

TUXEDO

Simmons Duplex Sofa Bed (S$45)—another smart version of a space-saving double bed.

Only SIMMONS makes HIDE-A-BED

Simmons Makers of the famous Beautyrest Mattress, World's only Electronic Blanket, Deepsleep Mattress, Ace Spring, Babybeauty Crib Mattress
Here's the perfect Christmas morning surprise! A handsome, mellow pine desk—the gift your entire family can enjoy every single day year after year.

And such beauty! Rich knotty pine—the color of wild honey—lustrously hand-rubbed to bring out the exquisite warmth of the grain. There's sound craftsmanship here, too. Finely tooled carvings, antiqued brass handles, eight roomy free-sliding drawers—and across the broad expanse of the writing surface—three green leather panels tooled in beautiful gold leaf.

Promise yourself, right this moment, that this magnificent pine desk will be sitting in your living room on Christmas morning.

At leading department and furniture stores. Price $149.50

PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. MATCHING CHAIR EXTRA.
At Christmas time... give the best time—Seth Thomas... proud product of almost a century and a half of distinguished clock-making. Careful craftsmanship, authentic design... make a genuine Seth Thomas the finest clock you can find... for the finest friends you know! Seth Thomas Clocks, Thomaston, Connecticut.

*Prices subject to change—tax extra.

Seth Thomas

"The finest name in clocks"

A PRODUCT OF GENERAL TIME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION

This distinguished Westminster chime clock is a "first" in gifts! 18th century English charm... distinctively grained mahogany case. Admire it on mantel, bookcase or cabinet... silver and antique brass dial. Electric or spring-wound. Legacy... $97.50*

Give a sleek-looking clock that's out-and-out modern! Fully polished mahogany and brass... new, rectangular dial... traditional Seth Thomas quality. It's a clock with an air of quiet dignity—and—it's an electric! (8½" x 4") Baxter... $25.00*

Give a banjo clock that strikes! Or hang it proudly in your own home! Panels in old ivory, mellow tan and brown blend warmly with the mahogany case. Electric or spring-wound. Brookfield (29 in. high)... $65.00*

Seth Thomas is Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
THE MELLOW WARMTH OF RARE CHERRY WOOD...

Wild cherry trees grow tall and straight in famous Cherry Valley. Crowded by soaring pines and elms, the trunks reach up as high as 30 feet without branches. Thirty feet of beautiful, fine-grained fruitwood without a knot or blemish. That's why Colonial Cabinetmakers chose this lovely wood for their choicest pieces. They found it hard and compact, free from warping and shrinking. A wood that works easily and "stays put," it ages to a deep and glowing luster unmatched by any other.

And this is the prize wood which Leopold Stickley of Fayetteville—at the gateway to Cherry Valley in New York State—builds into enduring furniture in the classic tradition of Old English cabinetmakers.

Every piece of genuine Stickley furniture has the unmistakable genius of Stickley styling, beauty and quiet dignity. Sturdy and strong, it grows more mellow and beautiful with the passing years.

The young bride beginning with a small home can purchase authentic Stickley pieces by Leopold Stickley from time to time, making her home a place of comfort . . . charm and beauty.

Preserve the beauty of your Stickley furniture. You take no risk when you polish it regularly with the original Stickley dressing. It preserves, brightens and deepens the luster, building up a mellow patina of rare old age. Ask for it at your Stickley dealer's.

L. & J. G. STICKLEY, Inc., Fayetteville, N. Y.
you're so right! . . .
in a
nali-bee dress

Whether it's a turn at the trowel in your garden, a dash to the store or station . . . or unexpected guests dropping in— you're ready and right in a Nali-Bee creation. Unconditionally washable; smartly designed in famous brand fabrics; and boasting style details usually associated only with "better dresses." You'll find Nali-Bee on sale at most good stores . . . or write Nali-Bee, 1350 Broadway, N.Y.C., for name of your nearest dealer.
Out of dogdom on to your shelves...
Handmade Ceramic Thoroughbreds

From our collection...
Top left: Cocker in black, taffy or spotted black and white, $9.75.
Top right: Dutch-cut Poodle in black and white, $8.00...
in grey and cinnamon, $9.75.
Center left: Skye Terrier in life-like blue-grey, $9.00.
Center right: Wire-haired Terrier with natural markings, $9.00.
Bottom: Sealyham in natural color, $8.50.

Your own brand of lipstick and perfume take on additional glamour when housed in a lipstick case and perfumette of sterling silver. They are in exquisite taste... perfect gifts for yourself or a discriminating friend. $20 each, including tax, postpaid from Shreve, Crump & Low Co., Boylston at Arlington St., Boston, Mass.

A good book is not only something to curl up with on occasions; it's something to be cared for. To do so—invest in this volume called The Care and Feeding of Books. It's got everything necessary to keep leather or cloth-bound volumes in first-class condition. $6. Post. 25c. Lewis & Conger, Ave. of the Americas at 45th St., N. Y.

Your own brand of lipstick and perfume take on additional glamour when housed in a lipstick case and perfumette of sterling silver. They are in exquisite taste... perfect gifts for yourself or a discriminating friend. $20 each, including tax, postpaid from Shreve, Crump & Low Co., Boylston at Arlington St., Boston, Mass.

Glass Ivy Ring

PERFECT XMAS GIFT
Beloved favorite! Gorgeous glass ivy ring, 12 inches in diameter. Distinctive table decoration of perennial beauty. Keep it filled with ivy or flowers. Use center for fruit or other ornamentation. The perfect gift. Festivals.

7/16 INCH SIZE, POSTPAID, $5
(Prices minus top which cannot be shipped) food-starch or money-order, Post paid for.

MELONM'S HOUSE & GARDEN STORE
526 N. Charles St. Baltimore 1, Md.

Judy Punch Set

OF AMERICAN SPARKLING CRYSTAL

If you like to feel real party-like serving your favorite punch, this set is for you. An old time Judy Cot sharply pressed into sparkling crystal. You'll get a kick out of using it without asking the punch. For receptions, parties and suppers. Great for your midnight lunch. Strong as a Joe Louis punch—sparkling as a Judy Garland Smile. Hurry for yours!

8 qt. Punch Bowl, 12 Cups $4.50 Complete
Mail Orders Shipped Express Collect. No C.O.D.'s
C. REIZENSTEIN SONS 505 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Please send Punch Set at $4.50 per set, express collect
Check for $4.50 enclosed.
Name_____________________
Address_________________
City_____________________

Smart, New CHEESE BOARD

Cheese board in highly polished paca wood rests on four chromium ball feet. Burn- and liquore-proof. A slit holds the stainless steel cheese knife with matching handle.

Complete, $15
Parcel Post Not Included.

Lazy Susan

Essentially same, head hammered gold or silver, extra $1.25 surcharge. Send check or m. n. today—NOW!

Order from: Royalty Ware Div., Libbey Co., Dept. H99, 204 St. Mark's Square, Phila. 4, Pa.
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AROUND

A winning pair. A combination as good as five and two is Lucite and nylon when it comes to good military brushes. In red or black, they measure about 3" square. For a novel as well as useful present, just roll out $3.95 to get them postpaid from The Artisan Galleries, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Out of this world figures are meant to hang in the fireplace, silhouetted against the flames where they look absolutely at home. A little devil and his companion, a broom-stick-riding witch, are of hand-wrought iron. Made in Trondheim, Norway, figures are 9"; overall length with chain 29". $12.50 ea., ppd. Exclusive with Susan Ranney, 175 E. 82nd St., N. Y.

Quite individual. A wooden bowl per person is one of the nicest ways to serve salad. These particularly nice ones, hand-finished with copper trim, have forks to match. Bowls are 6" in diameter, $2.50 ea., set of 4, $8.95; forks 7" long, $1 ea., ppd. from The Rio Grande Craftsmen, P. O. Box 845, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

DESK SET
Hand painted porcelain, pink, turquoise or yellow roses with gold swirl bands on white; 6-pc. set $98.50

MAKE YOUR OWN MERRY CHRISTMAS, by Anne W.ertzner is jam-packed with simple, well-illustrated directions enabling YOU to create every kind of Christmas decoration—wreaths, garlands, favors... to fireproof evergreens... to color the Yule log's flames... AND it presents succulent recipes for Christmas dinner. For a happy holiday, send for this book today! $2.00 postpaid
M. BARROWS & COMPANY, INC., Dept. H612
114 East 32nd Street, New York 16

WHAT BETTER GIFT THAN PLUMMER CRYSTAL?
Unusual value in large, quart-size American Crystal Decanters with cut diamond pattern. Pair $15.00.
Marmalade or Honey Jar of Imported English Crystal with geometric cutting. Cut star cover. Each $4.50.
Three handsome Hiball Glasses of 14 oz. capacity, with heavy base. Left, excellent crystal with brilliant Renaissance cutting. Cut star cover. Each $4.50. Center, attractive cut laurel, doz. $7.50. Right, cut flying geese over marsh grass, doz. $9.00.

Cocktail Set for 4—Shaker, 4 glasses, 2 canape trays, all fitted in a smart chrome-and-crystal tray, measuring 7½ x 14 ins. Set $14.50.

PLUMMER, Ltd.
Dept. G, 734 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please send me free Gift Catalogue.
Name
Address

YOU'VE WAITED AND WAITED...
$9.95

now that beautiful BLANKET COVER is back again!
Wonderful Washable! Touch of charm for every home. Blanket cover of superb rayon crepe, richly bound in rayon satin. Monogrammed too, if you wish! $3.50 extra. Eggshell, blue or tea rose. Single size $9.95—Double size $12.95—Pillow covers $3.95; monogram $1 extra.
Add $25 for postage. Sorry, no charges or c.o.d.'s.
Allow 2 weeks on monogrammed orders.

GLOW LIGHT CHRISTMAS TREE
Ablaze with color—so bright, so gay, so joyous, so certain to add worlds to your Christmas pleasure for many years to come. No picture or words can begin to show the beauty of this lovely, glowing tree. A single lamp inside shines through the 16 translucent prismatic bulbs for brilliant color. Ventilated white ceramic base. Fireproof foliage. Choice of green or white in many-branched foliage. 15" tall. Complete with lamp and rubber cord. State color choice.

By Mail $4.95 Postpaid

ANGEL FACE
These you'll love. Fat little cherubs with outstretched wings, they'll be halved pin-ups for a little girl's room, holiday decorations, gifts, or tiebacks. In white, with wings and hair brushed with gold; or wings tipped with turquoise and hair pale yellow, they're made of durable composition. 6" wide, $1.25 each postpaid.

HOLIDAY PRODUCTS CO.
Pontiac Illinois

MAKE YOUR OWN MERRY CHRISTMAS, by Anne W.ertzner is jam-packed with simple, well-illustrated directions enabling YOU to create every kind of Christmas decoration—wreaths, garlands, favors... to fireproof evergreens... to color the Yule log's flames... AND it presents succulent recipes for Christmas dinner. For a happy holiday, send for this book today! $2.00 postpaid

M. BARROWS & COMPANY, INC., Dept. H612
114 East 32nd Street, New York 16
In Tennessee SOUTHERN SPICE ROUND and HICKORY-SMOKED COUNTRY HAM are As Traditional As Santa Claus!

SPICE ROUND—that juicy, tender-cured beef, spiced as a Christmas kitchen—and pungently delicious TENNESSEE COUNTRY HAM, with that old-time hickory-smoked flavor, make a festive Christmas. Made by a great-grandfather’s recipe (and perfectly cured so that it will keep indefinitely) SOUTHERN SPICE ROUND is wonderful for parties, buffets, holiday dinners, or snacks while you’re decorating the tree. Both the ham and the Spice Round are Tennessee Taste Treats that can be shipped to you anywhere in the U.S. The hams weigh from 14-22 lbs.—cooked $1.50 lb., uncooked 98c lb. Spice Ronds weigh from 7-30 lbs.—cooked $1.50 lb., uncooked 98c lb. (All prices F.O.B. Nashville and subject to market changes.) Order them today for yourself and as presents for your friends.

ALEX WARNER & SON, 369G City Market, Nashville, Tennessee

In case you want to gladden the heart of the family handyman (or handywoman) give a pocket-size set of tools. They’re hardened steel, interchangeable, and all seven pack neatly into the leather-covered handle. With leather case, only 4½”, $5 ppd. Camaler & Buckley, 1141 Connecticut Avenue, Washington 6, D. C.

Attention please! Cocktails are being served, and if you haven’t already guessed, they are being shaken or swirled in this gavel. Unusual to say the least—and functional, too. Handle, movable for mixing in chrome base, has a strainer under detachable tip. $15. ppd. Our Blue Heaven Shop, Box 184, Buffalo 5, New York.

“What’s it?” Well, in one way it’s a duck; in another a rabbit . . . all according to the way you look at it, it’s a bottle opener—an amusing little stocking gift or party prize.

“What’s It” is made of aluminum, $1.95 ppd. The New England General Store, 3 Main St., Wenham, Massachusetts.
A ROUND
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Star performer ... a merry clown puts on a great show of waste paper collecting. Book him up and you'll have a hit on your hands. The basket, itself, is copper, hand-engraved and high-lighted with touches of red and black, $10 postpaid from The Henry W. Longfellow Studio, Weston 93, Mass.

Sterling miniatures. Almost anything you can think of for a doll's house or collector's shelf can be ordered from Chestnut Hill Studio. Shown: a five-piece tea set ... tray, teapot, swinging kettle, sugar and creamer, $10 ($2.50 ea.); gravy boat, toast rack, ice-bucket and tongs, also $2.50 ea. p.pd. tax incl., Box 156, Mamaroneck, New York.

Count on this for home or office ... a little adding machine is a big help in figuring bills, income tax, balancing checkbooks, etc. Compact, 4½" x 4½" x 7" deep, it is quick, simple to operate. Totals up to $99,999.99 and it subtracts, too! $17.50 postpaid from Lakeshore Gifts, 906 Bluff St., Glencoe, Minn.

WISCONSIN CHEESE SAMPLER

Gift packed, addressed and shipped, express prepaid, anywhere in the U.S.

3.75

Here's your perfect Christmas gift solution ... this gaily decorated metal container with Wisconsin farm name. Packed with this tasty assortment from Wisconsin's cheese centers: 1 oz. Melo Pure, 8 oz. Cheddar, 8 oz. Tangy Link, 7 oz. Smoky Link, 1 oz. May Bud, 5 oz. Gourmey.

Send us your Christmas gift list now ... we'll do the rest.

JOHNNY APPLESEED'S, Inc.

A New England Store

Imported Italian goat bells to add a merry tinkle to your Christmas decorations on front doors and windows; string of six gay bells, Postpaid $3.25.

Original Folly Core hand-blocked washable pure linen aprons, Order "Folli" (Illustrated), slate blue on white, or "Bod­ mon Real," apple green on white. Postpaid $3.50.

Personalized black bakedite coasters. Your initial (please specify) in silver or white. Will not cling to glass. Set of 12 in handsome holder, postpaid $12.

Write now for NEW FALL and WINTER CATALOG. The unusual at reasonable prices; quality gifts, country apparel, food delicacies.

JOHNNY APPLESEED'S INC.

Box 700

North Beverly, Mass.

Retail Stores: North Beverly & Hingham, Mass.

THE Epiceurence

GIFT-Texas Shelled Pecans

Fresh, rich, plump, golden-brown pecan meats for eating de­light! Hand-selected, gift packed – for your­self or for the perfect gift. Eat them as they come – eat them – add them to candy – how­ever you serve them, they are taste tantalizing! Send us your gift mailing list with check to cover. We do the rest.

$3.75 for 3-lb. box, $7.50 for 5-lb. box, $14.00 for 10-lb. box. Postage prepaid anywhere in United States. Sorry, no C.O.D.s accepted.

Send check or money order to NUTS-TU-YU

Dept. G

WEATHERFORD, TEXAS

(Reference—First National Bank, Weatherford)

THE Epiceurence

GIFT-Texas Shelled Pecans

Fresh, rich, plump, golden-brown pecan meats for eating de­light! Hand-selected, gift packed – for your­self or for the perfect gift. Eat them as they come – eat them – add them to candy – how­ever you serve them, they are taste tantalizing! Send us your gift mailing list with check to cover. We do the rest.

$3.75 for 3-lb. box, $7.50 for 5-lb. box, $14.00 for 10-lb. box. Postage prepaid anywhere in United States. Sorry, no C.O.D.s accepted.

Send check or money order to NUTS-TU-YU

Dept. G

WEATHERFORD, TEXAS

(Reference—First National Bank, Weatherford)

JOHNNY APPLESEED'S INC.

Box 700

North Beverly, Mass.

Retail Stores: North Beverly & Hingham, Mass.

SUNSHINE FOR CHRISTMAS

"Soup of The Evening BEAUTIFUL SOUP!"

From our groves on the Indian River come the perfect gift that will make anyone's Christmas compl­e­te. In this attractive half box are huge sweet oranges and grapefruit that defy the sugar bowl. nestled in the center is a jar of delicious grape jelly and sprinkled throughout are sassy apricots and cashew-nut Memories. Order — now — send your order for Christmas.
American Artists Playing Cards. A "collector's item" as the edition is limited on these popular works of foremost American artists, faithfully reproduced in all their colorful beauty, on highest quality "silk finish" playing cards. Your choice of the nostalgic farm scenes of Dale Nichols (illustrated), the pastorals of Luigi Lucioni, or the classical floral still lifes of John Steuart Curry. (Sorry, we can't split or mix sets.) Two decks in slide box, plus plastic "jewel case" gift box—a wonderful gift bargain at $5.50, ppd.

At Last a Curtain-less Shower that can be installed in a few minutes... fits any tub or faucet, and does not interfere with their use. Enjoy the finest shower you've ever had—stimulating needle spray that "hugs" the body and doesn't splash. Head may be kept completely dry. Adjustable, use one, two, or three sprays. No plumbing skill or special tools needed to install. High lustre chrome finished brass pipe. Only $8.50, ppd.

Pocket-Size MEMO PAD of Sterling Silver Handwrought from sterling silver, this diminutive Memo Pad is an original Doskow creation. Slim, shining and no bigger than a calling card, it can be tucked into a pocket or handbag. Clever gift for busy people! Complete with 3 hand-engraved initials and 2 extra refill pads.

Postpaid $5.00 Including Tax
LEONORE DOSKOW
SYLVESMITH
Box HGD
Montrose, N. Y.

THE ARTISAN GALLERIES
FORT DODGE
IOWA

FOR THE "HIM"
IN YOUR LIFE—
the share of his life!

with the DELUXE "COMFORT" ELECTRIC SAFETY RAZOR

Messages as if it shaved!

$7.95

THE NEW, REVOLUTIONARY, DELUXE "COMFORT" Electric Safety Razor is no ordinary electric razor—but an INVISORAZOR, which means that the skin surface and its underlying muscles are treated to a swift, invigorating professional "tone-up"!! This remarkable razor, with the non-slip plastic grip, requires no pressure, gliding almost of itself in an even, satinsmooth side-to-side action that completely eliminates the pull 'n' scrape burn on the most ornery of beards. The metal head holds any standard double-edge blade, is sanitary and easy to keep clean and in full guaranteed. Operates on A.C. current. AT LONG LAST—HERE IS THE SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT SAFETY RAZOR!

COMFORT RAZOR CO.
DEPT. HJ
1133 FOURTH AVENUE
KINGSTON, N. Y.

Please rush me
Safety Electric Razors.
Check □ Money Order □ C.O.D. □ NAME
ADDRESS
CITY... ZONE... STATE...

RADIO BED LAMP
For Music While You Read
Here's a unique combination of a finely-toned Sonora radio, coupled with a soft clear light. The handsome ivory plastic case hooks over the head board of your bed for added convenience. This is luxurious laziness at its best! Now, you can read AND listen to sleep-inducing music and hardly move a muscle. A welcome Christmas gift! $29.50 express charges collect
No C.O.D.'s.

THE CAMERA HOUSE
728 Lexington Ave., New York 22

S for swizzle, sterling silver, and something special to give when an occasion presents itself. Made of double-twisted wire with ball top. (Resemblance to an S in the bowl is purely coincidental.) Perfect for old fashioned or stirring in general. $22.50 a doz., incl. tax, ppd. Kennard & Co., 15 Arlington St., Boston 16, Mass.

Tailed to order. A bold, bold monogram turns plain silver or gold-plated discs into handsome a pair of earrings as a girl could well desire. With the matching scarf pin she's all set for town or country. Specify clip or screw backs for earrings and allow 10 days. Earrings, $6 pr.; pin, $3.50 ppd. incl. tax. The Lennox Shop, 1127 Broadway, Hewlett, L. I., N. Y.

St. Christopher, as you know, is the patron saint of travelers. Since all travelers' eventual destination is home, what could be more appropriate than to carry your home or car keys on a St. Christopher key-chain? It's of simulated gold and costs only $1.25 postpaid. Rendezvous Gift Shop, Asbury Park, New Jersey.

LEADERS IN FINE BAR ACCESSORIES

Whitehall-Kaye Co.
509 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 17, N. Y.

THE IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT
Novel-Useful-Desirable
T-Top is a light rigid top which fits over your card table, just doubling its size. It seats 7 persons comfortably—46" in diameter, 16" in circumference—gives perfect for home games and card games. T-Top hold in place on your table by clips at an inside corner. Can be tucked away in a closet or corner. Send for your T-Top now! Weight 16 lbs. Shipment made promptly by express. Specify Color Wanted—Dark Green, Rich Red, Dark Brown—$3.50, Equipped T-Top $5.50. All prices at Salem, Mass. No C.O.D.'s please
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO
T-TOP COMPANY, Inc.
Dept. 24
Salem, Mass.
AROUND

It puffs and puffs until the glowing embers burst into flame. This bellows has a full-rigged sailing ship embossed on brass top. Imported from England, it is 16½” long, made of wood with leather pouch and brass nailhead trim. $6.75 ppd. from Art Colony Industries, 69 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

For a flame ... for your cigarette or the current light of your life. An elegant match-case holder in sterling silver has a special compartment for a photograph. A wonderful gift for the person who forgets to fill lighters, it is $18, incl. tax. ppd. from Georg Jensen, 667 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Lens brush. A slight whisk of a soft camel's hair brush removes all traces of dust and lint from lenses. A wonderful gift for camera owners or eyeglass wearers. It comes in a little brass case that looks and functions just like a lighter. Only $1.50 postpaid from Lugene, Inc., 604 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

GOLD-TOOLED LEATHER GIFTS


BLACK, STARR & GORHAM

ESTABLISHED 1810

FIFTH AVE. AT 48th ST., N. Y., 19, N. Y.

WHITE PLAINS

EAST ORANGE

C.F.GABLE

JD-85

UNUSUALLY WELCOME GIFTS

Abbay Day & Night Markers grace the lawns of fine homes from coast to coast—since 1917. Made of everlasting carved California Redwood. The most legible house signs made. Raised white reflector letters on dark brown panel. No fancy décors. Price $2.50, plus 50c for each 2”, or 75c for each 3” reflector letter or numeral. Made up complete, ready to install, including 24” ground stake and screws. Punctualities free.

Shipped direct, postpaid by

ABBEY DECORATIVE PRODUCTS CO.

Pleasant Valley 9, New York

HIS N.A.M.E. C.H.A.I.N

Your personalized gift—His name linked for life to this lovely reminder of your thought. Polished gold-finished initials, 18-in. chain, Kingdon design, boxed, ready for giving. Lifetime guarantee.

FIRST NAME (12-LETTER LIMIT)

FULL NAME (18-LETTER LIMIT)

POSTPAID, INCLUDING 30% FEDERAL TAX)

MAIL COUPON NOW!

KINGDON CREATIONS

P. O. BOX NO. 1591, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

(PLEASE PRINT)

CARNegieY's

29 Central Avenue, Dept. AA-3, Tarrytown, N. Y.

ADJUSTABLE GOOSENECK FLOOR LAMP

PUTS LIGHT WHERE IT IS NEEDED MOST

For:

INDUSTRIAL USES: Over saws or sewing machines: precision work: fine line work.

PROFESSIONAL USES: Hospital for patients: operating rooms: dentist's and chiropodist's offices.


IN THE HOME: Reading: sewing: writing: reading in bed.

GIFTS

KEEPS GLARE OUT OF EYES


MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Send check or Money Order Today

Shipped Express Charges Collected

CARNegieY's

29 Central Avenue, Dept. AA-3, Tarrytown, N. Y.

MAIL ORDER POSTPAID

ABBOTT PIPES

Dept. H-257, East 59th Street

New York 22, N. Y.

THE PERFECT GIFT

For Your Favorite Man

"LORD ABBOTT" Fine Matched Pipe Set

Aristocrat* ol smoking pleasure, these Masterpieces of the pipe-maker's art will be a cherished gift for HIM. A distinctive matched pair of handsome pipes, carved from the finest selected Aged Imported Briar . . . mated in splendid gold-tooled suede Gift Cases.

Set = 1—Matched Pair of Smooth Natural Grain pipes $10.00

Set = 2—Matched Pair of Hand-Carved pipes, each fitted with wide Sterling Silver bands $12.50

MAIL ORDERS POSTPAID

PERFECT GIVEAWAY

YOUR NAME

NAME CHAIN

Your personalized gift—His name linked for life to this lovely reminder of your thought. Polished gold-finished initials, 18-in. chain, Kingdon design, boxed, ready for giving. Lifetime guarantee.

FIRST NAME (12-LETTER LIMIT)

FULL NAME (18-LETTER LIMIT)

POSTPAID, INCLUDING 20% FEDERAL TAX)

MAIL COUPON NOW!

KINGDON CREATIONS

P. O. BOX NO. 1591, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

(PLEASE PRINT)

CARNegieY's

29 Central Avenue, Dept. AA-3, Tarrytown, N. Y.

ADJUSTABLE GOOSENECK FLOOR LAMP

PUTS LIGHT WHERE IT IS NEEDED MOST

For:

INDUSTRIAL USES: Over saws or sewing machines: precision work: fine line work.

PROFESSIONAL USES: Hospital for patients: operating rooms: dentist's and chiropodist's offices.


IN THE HOME: Reading: sewing: writing: reading in bed.

GIFTS

KEEPS GLARE OUT OF EYES


MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Send check or Money Order Today

Shipped Express Charges Collected

CARNegieY's

29 Central Avenue, Dept. AA-3, Tarrytown, N. Y.

MAIL ORDER POSTPAID

ABBOTT PIPES

Dept. H-257, East 59th Street

New York 22, N. Y.

THE PERFECT GIFT

For Your Favorite Man

"LORD ABBOTT" Fine Matched Pipe Set

Aristocrat* ol smoking pleasure, these Masterpieces of the pipe-maker's art will be a cherished gift for HIM. A distinctive matched pair of handsome pipes, carved from the finest selected Aged Imported Briar . . . mated in splendid gold-tooled suede Gift Cases.

Set = 1—Matched Pair of Smooth Natural Grain pipes $10.00

Set = 2—Matched Pair of Hand-Carved pipes, each fitted with wide Sterling Silver bands $12.50

MAIL ORDERS POSTPAID

PERFECT GIVEAWAY

YOUR NAME

NAME CHAIN

Your personalized gift—His name linked for life to this lovely reminder of your thought. Polished gold-finished initials, 18-in. chain, Kingdon design, boxed, ready for giving. Lifetime guarantee.

FIRST NAME (12-LETTER LIMIT)

FULL NAME (18-LETTER LIMIT)

POSTPAID, INCLUDING 20% FEDERAL TAX)

MAIL COUPON NOW!

KINGDON CREATIONS

P. O. BOX NO. 1591, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

(PLEASE PRINT)

CARNegieY's

29 Central Avenue, Dept. AA-3, Tarrytown, N. Y.

ADJUSTABLE GOOSENECK FLOOR LAMP

PUTS LIGHT WHERE IT IS NEEDED MOST

For:

INDUSTRIAL USES: Over saws or sewing machines: precision work: fine line work.

PROFESSIONAL USES: Hospital for patients: operating rooms: dentist's and chiropodist's offices.


IN THE HOME: Reading: sewing: writing: reading in bed.

GIFTS

KEEPS GLARE OUT OF EYES


MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Send check or Money Order Today

Shipped Express Charges Collected

CARNegieY's

29 Central Avenue, Dept. AA-3, Tarrytown, N. Y.

MAIL ORDER POSTPAID

ABBOTT PIPES

Dept. H-257, East 59th Street

New York 22, N. Y.

THE PERFECT GIFT

For Your Favorite Man

"LORD ABBOTT" Fine Matched Pipe Set

Aristocrat* ol smoking pleasure, these Masterpieces of the pipe-maker's art will be a cherished gift for HIM. A distinctive matched pair of handsome pipes, carved from the finest selected Aged Imported Briar . . . mated in splendid gold-tooled suede Gift Cases.

Set = 1—Matched Pair of Smooth Natural Grain pipes $10.00

Set = 2—Matched Pair of Hand-Carved pipes, each fitted with wide Sterling Silver bands $12.50

MAIL ORDERS POSTPAID

PERFECT GIVEAWAY

YOUR NAME

NAME CHAIN

Your personalized gift—His name linked for life to this lovely reminder of your thought. Polished gold-finished initials, 18-in. chain, Kingdon design, boxed, ready for giving. Lifetime guarantee.

FIRST NAME (12-LETTER LIMIT)

FULL NAME (18-LETTER LIMIT)

POSTPAID, INCLUDING 20% FEDERAL TAX)

MAIL COUPON NOW!

KINGDON CREATIONS

P. O. BOX NO. 1591, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

(PLEASE PRINT)

CARNegieY's

29 Central Avenue, Dept. AA-3, Tarrytown, N. Y.
OUTSTANDING GIFTS BY AMERICA'S LEADING CRAFTSMEN
GUARANTEED fine silver on copper wrought by the famous International Silver Co.

- Sugar platter, diameter 17'/2 inches $18.00
- Gravy boat, attached tray $12.00
- Footed sugar and cream pitcher $21.00
- Bread tray $4.00

Prices include federal tax. Shipping express collect. No C.O.D.'s please.

BERKELEY OF LONDON
2272 Broadway at 83rd Street New York 24, N. Y.

SHOPPING

Afeud’n an’ afigh’n, the famous hillbilly boys bring a touch of “them thar hills” to the beer party. With their usual party manners, they relax against beer mugs and recline “’mongst the ‘taters.” Mugs are $3 each; pouter, $1.95; potato-chip dish, $5. ppd.

W. & J. Sloane, 575 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Place and show your guests where they are to sit with the “Lady Essex” set. It contains 8 tiny metal candlesticks, 8 place card holders, 16 candles and 24 place cards. Use them to deck the Christmas and New Year party tables and for birthdays and special occasions during 1948. Set is $3 ppd.

Speir’s Jewelry, Trenton, Mo.

Conversation pieces. Pure silk ties of original design come in wonderful colors. L. to R.: 21 Club Jockey on background of racetrack names; bookshelf with Staffordshire poodle; Temple of Isis — heads of Egyptian sun gods. $3.50 ea., ppd. State suit color. The Del Hagens of Westchester, 1936 Palmer Ave., Larchmont, N. Y.

STOP cleaning dirty skillets!

. . . with Panettes—the handy, aluminum foil skillet liners—there’s no need to wash greasy skillets, pans or casserole dishes. Just slip a Panette in the container, cook food as usual, then discard the liner. Bake and serve casseroles, puddings in Panettes. Available in 3 sizes, 6", 9" and 10'/4", at leading stores, or one box any size sent you postpaid for $1.00—all three sizes for $3.00. (6" size-box of 24; 9" size-box of 16; 10'/4" size-box of 14.)

PANETTES COMPANY
P. O. Box 1132, Pittsburgh, Pa.
AROUND DECEMBER 1947

2038 E. 71st Street, Dept. K, CHICAGO 49, ILL.

MAUDE B. MAY CO.

CHRISTMAS PLATE


10-inch Christmas plate
This festive Made in England of fine English china, holly and berry design is an ideal designed by Waite R. Duff in color.

SOLID CHERRY SEWING HELPER

are hand turned. Old-fashioned pin cushion top. Serpentine front drawer with secret lock, for of solid cherry — rich hand-rubbed cherry finish. 4 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 8" tall. Mailed postpaid for $3.65.

Easily taken from room to room. $3.65 postpaid from The Bar Mart, 62 W. 45th St., N. Y. 19.

DON'T HANG THE NUTS ON THE WALL

Kiddies Care for Own Clothes
Junior Clothes Rod

HANGS DOWN 22" FROM GROWN-UP LEVEL—EASY FOR CHILDREN AND SAFE. CAN'T BE PULLED DOWN. CAN ALSO BE USED ON SINGLE HOOK.

PAN-AMERICAN PAIR

This matched set of gold and silver plated powder and cigarette cases has the global interest so much in the news these days. Beautifully constructed with true "hemispheric solidity" by Wadsworth, they would make handsome reminders of South American cruises either completed or projected.

EACH $4.75 INCLUD. FED. TAX

No C.O.D.'s. please.

MUSICAL CHIMES

Complete with instruction-music sheet and felt covered wooden mallets.
Fine steel chime notes that give clear, true musical chimes on striking. Thrills children of all ages—gives them musical instruction while they play. Sturdy, durable. Satisfaction guaranteed.

$4.95 complete.
MAIL ORDERS

(Send postage paid with check or money order)

PERFECT GIFT
Entertaining—Educational

THE PERFECT GIFT

Entertaining—Educational

QUAINT POT BELLIED STOVE LAMP
Crafted in exquisite miniature, Hand decorated in black, bronze or white with gold-colored shade. Expires the top lid, and presto, it's a flower. Ivy or cigarette container. A perfect compliment to any home setting—yours or that of your hostess. Height, 12" overall; $10 ppd. from New Canaan, Conn.

HOURS...| Showers...etc.

A welcome addition to any home. Spherical solidarity" by Wadsworth, they are so very conveniently practical. Serpentine front drawer with secret lock, for needles and small scissors. Legs, posts and knobs are hand turned. Old-fashioned pin cushion top. Easily taken from room to room. 4 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 8" tall. Mailed postpaid for $5.65.

CARL FORSTLUND
GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICHIGAN

SEND FOR FREE CHRISTMAS CATALOG

CHRISTMAS PLATE

This festive 10 1/4 inch Christmas plate designed by Walter R. Duff in colorful holly and berry design is an ideal gift for your most treasured friends. Made in England of fine English china, the reverse side carries a traditional yuletide verse $3.25 each. Service of 8 for $25. F. O. B. Chicago.

Order on once—quantities limited!

MAUDE B. MAY CO.
2038 E. 71st Street, Dept. K, CHICAGO 49, ILL.

Solid Cherry Sewing Helper
Like the Quaint American original from which Auntie Lee's Sewing Helper was copied it is built of solid cherry — rich hand-rubbed cherry finish. Decorative — and so very conveniently practical. Serpentine front drawer with secret lock, for needles and small scissors. Legs, posts and knobs are hand turned. Old-fashioned pin cushion top. Easily taken from room to room. 4 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 8" tall. Mailed postpaid for $5.65.

GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER

CIGARETTE or PIPE LIGHTER

This handsome, nickel-plated lighter covered with pigskin leather makes "lighting up" a real pleasure. Simple and easy to use, it has the added feature of being a dependable lighter for pipes . . . throws the flame directly into the pipe. Everyone who sees it will admire its smartness and distinctive look. Makes a wonderful Christmas gift!

$6.50 postpaid

PIPE COMPANION

Any man who smokes a pipe will be delighted to find this Sterling Silver Pipe Companion in his stocking Christmas morning. Consists of a Reamer, Scooper and Tamper—everything to serve the smoker's needs, keep his pipe in excellent condition. It's a gift he'll really appreciate and thank you for.

$4.75 incl. Fed. tax
No C.O.D.'s. please.

THE PERFECT GIFT
Entertaining—Educational

MUSICAL CHIMES

Complete with instruction-music sheet and felt covered wooden mallets.
Fine steel chime notes that give clear, true musical chimes on striking. Thrills children of all ages—gives them musical instruction while they play. Sturdy, durable. Satisfaction guaranteed.

$4.95 complete.
MAIL ORDERS

(Send postage paid with check or money order)

PERFECT GIFT
Entertaining—Educational

QUAINT POT BELLIED STOVE LAMP
Crafted in exquisite miniature, Hand decorated in black, bronze or white with gold-colored shade. Expires the top lid, and presto, it's a flower. Ivy or cigarette container. A perfect compliment to any home setting—yours or that of your hostess. Height, 12" overall; $10 ppd. from New Canaan, Conn.
**At last...your “Dream” ashtray**

**HARPER AUT-O-OUT ASH TRAY**

Snuffer groove in movable center extinguishes cigarette almost instantly. One push on plunger drops cigarette into deep ash receptacle. "Forgotten" cigarettes are automatically extinguished in safety holder grooves, preventing damage to furniture or possible fire. Polished chrome with matching satin-finish stand $16.75. Without stand, $8.75. Postpaid. Send check or money order. (Plus 2% Sales Tax in Illinois)

HARPER-WYMAN COMPANY, 8552 VINCENNES AVENUE, CHICAGO 20, ILLINOIS

**SHOPPING**

They’re sharp, literally as well as colloquially. If you want to please the lady in the kitchen, rush an order quickly for this set of seven hollow-ground stainless steel kitchen knives. They’re shaped to cope with all kinds of food in all kinds of ways, have non-burn handles. Set is just $2.95 ppd. Spencer Gifts, Easton, Pa.

Push the lever on this box and presto! the lid opens and the cards pop up for your convenience. A wonderful gift for the bridge, poker or rummik playing family. It comes in bleached mahogany, $3.30; solid walnut, $2.50; red mahogany, $2.75. Postpaid from Godfrey’s, 169 South Second Street, Milwaukee 4, Wisconsin.

A splash of color. Strips of hand-woven palm make these gay Mexican wastebaskets. You might also use them as a catch-all for the children’s toys or your own knitting or sewing things. In natural, bright green, lemon yellow or fuchsia. Larger, 14" tall, is $3.25; other, 10", $2 ppd. Pan American Shop, 822 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 21.

**BEAUTIFUL MYRTLEWOOD CANDLESTICKS**

with Antique Hand-Hammered COPPER HANDLES AND SOCKETS

This Betsy Ross type of candlestick made of rare Myrtlewood—Oregon’s wonder-wood—appeals to lovers of the artistic and unusual. Money back guarantee. No C.O.D.’s, please. $5.00 THE PAIR, POSTPAID.

PACIFIC FOREST ARTS, 8007 S. W. Miles St., Portland 1, Ore.

**Give Personalized Photo-Charms**

IDEAL GIFT. Your favorite snapshot sealed into permanent, transparent key charm attached to nickel silver key chain, inscribed on back with personalized identification of your choice. Also, usable as "sweater pull." Send snapshot and desired wording for inscription. Size: 1½". Order NOW for Christmas. $1.00 postpaid. No C.O.D., please.

PHOTOCHARM Box 148 Lincoln, Nebr.
AROUND

Home fires start easily and burn brightly with this traditional Cape Cod light. It does away with newspapers and small kindling. The stone, when impregnated with oil, burns a long time. Of heavy cast iron, it is hard to tip over; $6.50, post. 50c. Johnny Appleseed's, Inc., North Bever-ly, Massachusetts.

The mail's in this handsome double letter box. Hang it in the entrance hall for incoming and outgoing mail, next to your desk for paid and unpaid bills, or in bar or kitchen for cocktail or food recipes and menus. Mahogany or maple finish, $6.50 postpaid from Muriel Reynolds, Box 187, Laguna Beach, Calif.

If you've been waiting impatiently for "Wiss" scissors to return, here is one of their most popular sets: 6" steel sewing shears; 5" sewing scissors; 4" embroidery scissors; all in a leather case of tan, blue, red or green. $18.75, Lewis & Gonger, Ave. of the Americas at 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

"Isola Bella" SCENIC WALLPAPER
Exquisitely colored vista of a "beautiful isle" in the sapphire waters of Lake Maggiore. An early 19th Century creation of Zuber & Cie, of Alsace, requiring 735 hand blocks in the printing. Set of 18 breadths, 18" wide, 12 ft. high. Ask for Booklet HG

34 E. 53rd St. Philadelphia
Speed Eagle Mansion, Stratford, Pa.

BARREL O' MONEY-BANK
It's Attractive! It's Practical!
Hand-made of half-inch natural white oak, banded with 4 brass hoops, it belongs where it will be seen. Measuring 6" x 4", it can hold $11 in pennies, or $32.50 in nickels, or $150 in either dimes or quarters (we've tried it!)—protected by a foolproof lock and key. A gift that won't be duplicated, since it's ours exclusively. But you'll want one too! No C.O.D.'s please.

$2.95 each. Postpaid.
DE WITT'S COUNTRY STORE
New Canaan Connecticut

WAFFLE IRON!!
The NEW Nelson automatic electric waffle iron with the built-in time-dial that tells you when your waffles are a crisp, golden brown. Complete with cord, and in a bright chrome finish (A.C. or D.C.) only $5.95 postpaid It will solve many a Christmas gift problem.

LET THEM EAT CAKE!
Decorative set complete with large cake plate, six individual plates and matching server. All in rich white china, with colorful French scene centers and wide 22 karat gold borders only $10.00 postpaid Send check or money order to Spencer Gifts Easton, Pennsylvania

COPPER IVY JUG
Holiday Bargain
Rare Old Copper Jugs at close-out prices. Very heavy solid copper—9'/ in. high—weight 2'/ lbs.—polished, tarnish proof. Graceful and interesting, as an ornament or for flowers. Make lovely Christmas gifts. Formerly retailed at $9.50 each but we are clearing them out, for immediate shipment, at

$2.75 EACH OR $5.00 FOR PAIRS, POSTAGE COLLECT

TREASURED MOMENTS
LIVE FOREVER
In ASHCRAFT Albums

ASH PRODUCTS COMPANY
415 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles 13, Cal.

OAK LEAF BON BON DISH
A token of gracious living—makes a long remembered gift. Non-Tarnish (requires no cleaning) OAK LEAF BON BON DISH

A BIT OF BRIGHTNESS
For Your MANTEL or LUNCHEON TABLE
Handmade Pottery Artware CANDLE HOLDERS
In BRIGHT TURQUOISE or GLOWING OXBLOOD $1.00 Pair—Ppd.
FRANLEIGH Ceramic Originals
Box 388 Austin, Texas

Non-Tarnish (requires no cleaning) OAK LEAF BON BON DISH

A token of gracious living—makes a long remembered gift. Federal tax and postage included Check, Money Order, or C.O.D.

George Sterne Co. JEWELERS SINCE 1922
191 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 16
Cast Iron Furniture
Grape design, graceful and strong. Painted in long-lasting White.
Settee 32 in. wide, 28 in. high [back], 70 pounds.
Chairs 18 in. wide, 28 in. high [back], 40 pounds.

**They make fine Christmas gifts**
J. F. DAY & CO.
Dept. 70
1901 Fourth Ave. S., Birmingham 3, Ala.

**Settee $25**
**Chairs $15 each**
**Table $25**
Send check or money order. Cradled free. When you get it pay freight or express. Indicate which way you wish it shipped. Immediate Delivery.

**Large Solid Table**
Top 28 inch diameter. 25% in. high. 80 pounds.

**Fun for the small fry!**
Your favorite youngster's very own name on this gay set! Makes tooth-care fun ... prevents family conflict! Hand-painted tumbler of fine plastic that won't bend out of shape. Tasteless, odorless.

**BOTTLE SEALER**
Truly unique and versatile bar accessory. It's a novel 2 ounces; it's also a useful bottle opener or a handy mallet. When you unscrew the bottom, handle, there's an efficient corkscrew. A wonderful Christmas gift!

**$2.00 postpaid**
No C.O.D.'s, please

**TERRACE NOVELTIES Dept. 612**
211 East 58th St., New York 22, N.Y.

**Gifts for the Amateur Bartender**
CHROMIUM BAR MAID

**Truly unique and portable**
A "handmaiden" to the bar and to the home, where she serves as a useful and attractive chromium bottle opener or a handy mallet. When you unscrew the bottom handle, there's an efficient corkscrew. A wonderful Christmas gift!

**$2.00 postpaid**
No C.O.D.'s, please

**TOWN & COUNTRY GIFTS**
904 Main Ave., Dept. GD, N.Y., N.Y.

**KEEPER OF THE KEYS**
Mad Orders Filled
Silver-buttoned ostrich leather case with sterling silver key chain.

**$7.50**
Incl. Fed.Tax

**LAMBERT BROTHERS**
Neighborhood Jewelers since 1877
LEXINGTON at 60th St., N.Y., N.Y.

**MATCHLESS MINIATURES**
A 4½" high secretary-desk of carved cherry wood has hinged lid and sliding drawers. The drop leaf table, also of cherry, has swinging legs to support leaves, stands 2½" high. Both are well made collector's pieces. Desk, $14.95; table, $5.55. ppd. Carl Forslund, Fulton St., E. Grand Rapids 2, Michigan.

**Electric tree turner** is something new and completely revolutionary in Christmas tree stands. A combination holder and turner works on AC current and turns freely, with no tangled wires. It adjusts to any room-size tree up to 15 feet, holds water to keep it fresh. A lifetime investment, $39.50 ppd.

**Tiny baubles for little trees.**
For the first time in ages, you can now get the pre-war glass ornaments that made Christmas trees so gay and colorful. These, only 1¾" in diameter, come in assorted colors, packed 12 to a box; $1. 6 boxes for $5. ppd. Q. T. Novelty Co., P. O. Box 54, Station F, N. Y. C. 16.

**FROM BRITAIN**
Back again in United quantities—the Haddon Home Firms and the interesting Collectible series—life-size cast reproductions in natural color:

**PARK SETS** 40 Farmer, Farmer's Wife, Sheep, Cow & Goat—9 pieces $2.25 Stabler Bag, Call, Berkshire Pigs, Hampshire Rams, Guineas, Co. & Co.—2 pieces $1.50 Stabler Bag, Dog, Tree, Cherry Tree, Cart Horse, Feal, Cott, Light Horse & Small Trees—10 pieces $5.00 Stabler Bag, Fox walking, fox hunting, Elm Tree & Small Tree, Prime Float—12 pieces $5.50 Stabler Bag, Bird, Dog, Pasturage, Horse, Cow, Bull, Sheep, Trees & Birds—16 pieces $8.00 Stabler Bag, Foundlings, Shiels, Sheep, Birds. Fox, Lamb, Fashion Trees & Statues—2 pieces $4.50 Stabler Bag, Dog, Fox, Trees \\n
**FOR 200—CIRCUS or JUNGLE** 12 Perforated or Non-Perforated Families—Farm Sets—5 Families $2.25 Eland Bull, Moose, Crocodile, Antelopes, Wolves, Llamas, Geese, Bird, Lizards, Gila Monster, Giraffe, \\n
**$4.00.** ppd. ppd. ppd. ppd. ppd. ppd.

**INTERNATIONAL MODELS, INC.**
879 Eighth Ave., Dept. H2, New York 19, N. Y. (bet. 52d & 53d Sts.)

**Distinctive ANTIQUE REPRODUCTIONS**
Incomparable in beauty—remarkable in value. These lamps will blend into all color schemes. Use a pair on your dressing, vanity or night tables.

**1-LIGHT:** Hand-painted milk white glass reproduction of oil lamp. Polished brass base and fittings. 16" high overall. Electrified. $10.00 each.

**2-LIGHT:** Milk white glass with brass fittings. Height 21" overall. Electrified. $10.00 each.

Mail Orders Only Express Charges Collect
STANLEY JAY STUDIO
49 Deepdale Drive, Great Neck, N. Y.
AROUND

Love’s labor. Put the finishing touches to a new briar pipe with this kit, which contains the unfinished pipe, complete with bit and filter, material and instructions to finish it in natural oil, varnish or stain. Specify Billiard, Dublin, Apple or Bent shape. $3.50 ppd. Collectors’ Club Pipes, 907 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

Pipeline. Important to the pipe smoker is the equipment on his desk or table. Accessories shown here are as masculine as the pipe he smokes. In fine cowhide, tan, brown or wine, and saddle-stitched: tobacco jar, $15; pipe rack, $13.50; wire-top ash tray, $12.50 ppd., Alfred Dunhill, 620 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 20, N. Y.

Album beauties. Your favorite records deserve the right kind of housing. These albums are of gold-tooled leatherette, specially treated for long wear, make handsome additions to the record cabinet. Order a set all in blue, red, luggage tan, or assorted. 10” size, $2.25 each; 12”, $2.50, plus post. Haynes-Griffin, 391 Madison Ave., N. Y.

Don’t forget for STAMPS

KEEP STAMPS HANDY in this attractive, colonial style paperweight of highly polished brass with green felt pad. ALWAYS HAS A STAMP WHEN YOU WANT ONE! Novelty gift—Practical—Permanent. Takes U. S. Post Office roll of 1c, 2c, 3c stamps. Send check or money order now. $1.50 POSTPAID. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Immediate shipment. It’s time to think of Christmas.

NURSERY RHYME TOWELS

White and fleecy as Mary’s Lamb, these wonderful towels will rub any young tub-splosher to a rosy glow. They’ll never get mixed up with the grown-up’s, because each is appliquéd with a Mother Goose picture. 6-piece set (two bath towels, two hand towels, two face cloths) $11.50; 3-piece set (one of each) $6.00. Prices include postage. No C.O.D.’s.

Don’t hunt for STAMPS


SUGAR BOWL & CREAMER

Here is an accessory you will admire for its decorative distinction and its practical utility. The subtle beauty of milk glass and the old Colonial styling of this tea set have been paired to make this set a “must” whenever your table calls for sugar or cream. Ideal for giving, too . . . per set.

May we send our new catalog? $2.85

FOR YOUR GARDEN OR TERRACE

FLORENTINE CRAFTSMEN

GARDEN SYRUP

FOR YOUR GARDEN OR TERRACE

FLORENTINE CRAFTSMEN
Grapefruit Cutter
No more "graping" about grapefruit save time...save aggravation! 12 curved blades cut your grapefruit into equal sections. Knife-edge hollow center post cuts out core simultaneously. Rotate handle to shear fruit away from rind. Aluminum and stainless steel. Postpaid $2.95

MALCOM'S
HOUSE & GARDEN STORE
526 N. Charles St. Baltimore 1, Md.

PREVENT FIRES! SAVE LIVES!

A TREASURED "LIFETIME" GIFT
A real SAFETY ash tray that's beautiful. No snuffing—just "park" cigarettes. Can't fall, roll out or burn past slot. Protects furniture, rugs. Solid brass, heavily chrome plated. Attractively packaged.

Size "A" 2 1/2 inch base. Size "B" 3 1/2 inch base. Prices (see coupon) include shipping cost. Immediate delivery. Payment with order. No C. O. D. accepted.

PARKITSAFE COMPANY
(Not Incorporates), MANUFACTURERS
910 LINCOLN RD., MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

Please send PARKITSAFES
Size "A" at $2.15.
Size "B" at $3.15.
Bridge sets of 4 (Size "A" only) at $8.30.

Name: ____________________________
Street & No. ________________________
City __________________ Zone No. ______ State ______

PARKITSAFE

THE IDEAL GIFT
rich in its simplicity
Heavy pure copper spun bowl for flowers, fruit or season's trimmings, will grace the finest table. Non-tarnishing. 4" deep, 11" in diameter.
$7.85 postpaid U.S.A. No C. O. D.'s, please

Marjorie S. Whitehead
Maker of distinctive metalware
104 WINDY BUSH ROAD
NEW HOPE, PA.

A real SAFETY ash tray that's beautiful. No snuffing—just "park" cigarettes. Can't fall, roll out or burn past slot. Protects furniture, rugs. Solid brass, heavily chrome plated. Attractively packaged.

Size "A", 2 1/2 inch base. Size "B", 3 1/2 inch base. Prices (see coupon) include shipping cost. Immediate delivery. Payment with order. No C. O. D. accepted.

PARKITSAFE COMPANY
(Not Incorporates), MANUFACTURERS
910 LINCOLN RD., MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

Please send PARKITSAFES
Size "A" at $2.15.
Size "B" at $3.15.
Bridge sets of 4 (Size "A" only) at $8.30.

Name: ____________________________
Street & No. ________________________
City __________________ Zone No. ______ State ______

PARKITSAFE

See? Gulls in flight are headed for a lass's lapel. They will make a happy landing on Christmas morning, bright and early. They're handmade in Mexico, of solid silver and measure 2 3/4" from tip to tip. $3.60 buys the pair, tax included and postpaid. from Southwestern Gifts, 630 East Alameda, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Trail's end for visitors hunting a country or suburban householder is this lawn marker which tells all. A 30" stake anchors it firmly. Order it for yourself or as a gift, in wrought iron with an aluminum bird, or with bird and name in aluminum. 22" wide. $19, express collect. Hagerstrom Metalcraft Studio, Wheeling, Ill.

A ringer. A clear Lucite ring 7" in diameter is a towel rack. A good-looking bathroom accessory to please an absent-minded daughter, hurried son, or impatient father, there is no time-consuming folding...simply pull towel through the ring and that's all. $3.95 p. d.

Berne Marling Inc., 181 Marine Ave., White Plains, N. Y.

(Continued on page 37)

Excitingly Different...Sensationally Priced

TAILORED Felt Bridge Table Cover
This New Wool Felt Bridge Table Cover in Forest Green is luxuriously designed to make card playing a real pleasure. The underside or oversize table presents no problem...this cover fits because you make it fit...Complete instructions. Satisfaction guaranteed or full refund. Send check or money order. ONLY $2.50 PREPAID

SHAWNEE CO., Box 428, Troy, Ohio

CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS
We'll put the name of each member of the family on a bright red felt Christmas stocking, to be hung by the chimney with care year after year. They are fringed at the top with green felt; the letters are white felt. Stockings measure 15" long from top to toe.
$1.50 each, postpaid
Write for Catalogue H-127

The SALT & PEPPER SHOP
445 E. 86th St., New York 28, N. Y.

ENGRAVED KNOCKERS and STAGECOACH LANTERN

Miss. MAE KOPEL
Circle No. 259

WARD'S CARRIAGE MIRROCDamps

ENSPRINTED BRASS DOORPLATE, 4", $3.50, 6", $4.50, 7", $6.00

ENGRAVED KNOCKERS and STAGECOACH LANTERN

SHAWNEE CO., Box 428, Troy, Ohio
ART COLONY INDUSTRIES, Inc.
81 Fifth Avenue, New York 14, N. Y.
ANDELIGHT—An exquisitely styled occasional clock in sparkling black glass, ground and polished to immuring elegance. $19.50, plus retail tax.

CANDLELIGHT—The same clock, but with a different case. Your choice of velvety, glowing, brown East India lambkin, or pigskin, bordered by white saddle-stitching. A superb gift! $19.50, plus retail tax.

And Delight — An exquisitely styled occasional clock in sparkling black glass, ground and polished to immuring elegance. $19.50, plus retail tax.

Candlelight — The same clock, but with a different case. Your choice of velvety, glowing, brown East India lambkin, or pigskin, bordered by white saddle-stitching. A superb gift! $19.50, plus retail tax.

**Christmas Gift Idea:**

**General Electric Gift Clocks**—from $535.00 to $4.95.

*A clock for every purse and purpose!* Each General Electric Clock shown here is a perfect gift clock... an enduring source of happiness... a chronicle of time and the giver. Each of these clocks has these wanted-and-waited-for General Electric features:

1. No need to wind—runs electrically.
3. Accurate—electrically checked by your Power Company to correspond with official Arlington time.
4. Dependable—on time, all the time. General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Conn.

**ORNING GLORY**—Beauty wedded utility! This attractive General Electric Alarm Clock's flawlessy cast metal case has a soft, satiny butler finish and gold-colored fluted feet. Its bell alarm is melodious, a positive! $17.95, plus retail tax.

**GAY HOUR**—A beautiful alarm clock with the General Electric feature—"Select-A-Larm." This gives the user the choice of personal volume control. Alarm can be set to ring "soft," "medium," "loud"... or any volume in between. $7.95, plus retail tax.

**HERALDER**—An especially acceptable LOW-COST GIFT ITEM is The Heraldr, with "Select-A-Larm" feature! One of our most popular alarm clocks, and only $4.95, plus retail tax. Available with luminous hands and hour dots at $5.95, plus retail tax.

**THE ADAMS**—A truly magnificent grandfather clock of 18th century design—even to weights and pendulum. The superb mahogany case is authentically styled. There is a special "moon dial," and the Westminster chimes sound each quarter hour on 5 tubular bells. $535.00, plus retail tax.

**RIDGEFIELD**—A beautiful mantel strike clock. This Colonial reproduction brings a note of graciousness into every room. Faithfully accurate in design, it strikes both the hour and half-hour on a deep-toned spiral gong. $32.00, plus retail tax.

**RHAPSODY**—Elegant in form, this new General Electric mantel chime clock has a diagonally grained mahogany case burned to a rich, satiny sheen. Full Westminster chimes, in all their subtle beauty of tone, strike the quarter hours. $55.00, plus retail tax.

*Why wind a clock today? Get a General Electric Clock and FORGET IT!*
"Dinner at Eight"  "It was a lovely party!"  "DO give me that recipe!"  "What delightful people!"  such nice words to hear, but best of all . . . "Your dining room is simply perfect!"

DUNBAR FURNITURE MANUFACTURING CO. • BERNE, INDIANA

CHICAGO: 1638 Merchandise Mart • BOSTON: 203 Clarendon Street • NEW YORK: 227 East 56th Street

Illustrated: 4453 cabinet on 25½" wooden base, photographed below on 9" metal legs; 4411 table, 3462 side chairs and 3461 arm chairs.

WHAT IS MODERN? Send 25 cents for this 28-page profusely illustrated booklet packed with Modern decorating ideas.
Recognize TAPERLITES by their graceful shape and even finish ... by the fresh beauty of their pastel tones and the patented Firm-Fit end that holds them proudly erect, free from tipping and dripping. At leading drug, department, gift, grocery and housewares stores.


LOOK YEARS YOUNGER AND PRETTIER in the golden flattery of Taperlite®

Lovely light that weaves a magic spell over the simplest menu!

Let Taperlites weave their golden spell over your evening meal. They'll make you look and feel flatteringly youthful ... kindle a mood of gaiety and gallantry in the most matter-of-fact husband ... and add a festive touch to simple menus.

Taperlites are civilizing restraints on the eat-and-run habits of the younger generation ... tactful reminders of life's little graces that add up to poised living and personal charm. Knowing mothers burn them every evening ... to add beauty and serenity to tonight's dinner ... and to ingrain habits of gentility and social ease on the impressionable minds of their children.

Will & Baumer Candle Co., Inc. Syracuse 1, N. Y. Candle Craftsmen for Ninety-two Years
Textron's Peppermint Drop "Shower" about $6.00

Sweet idea for her bath! Textron's newest "Shower" in white mint sugar-coated with color. Of finest rayon taffeta, crisp as hard candy. Textron-treated to be mildew-resistant and water-repellent. Textron-tailored with embroidered eyelets—no metal eyelets to rust or pop out. Peppermint drops in coral-and-moss green, gray-and-red, green-and-chartreuse, coral-and-teal or light-and-dark blue on white. "Showers" and matching ruffled window curtains at leading stores throughout the country. Many Textron showers from $3.95 to $7.95. TEXTRON, INC., Textron Building, 401 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Functional Modern** in sterling silver. A pickle fork and the perfect cheese or butter slicer are two up-to-date articles for everyday or party use. Nice little presents for hostesses or bride-to-be, the fork is $3.60; the knife, $4.80, tax and postage included. Modern Silver, Box 112, Kew Gardens, N. Y.

The better to see. A magnifying glass in a Lucite frame takes in a column width of type, measures 3" x 1½". Light and trim looking, it is very helpful for reading telephone books, maps and charts, or for inspecting coin or stamp collections. $3.65 postpaid from The Josselyns, Box 147, Dedham, Massachusetts.

On paper this looks like a whale of a gift basket and so indeed it is. It's filled to the brim with paper towels, cocktail and luncheon napkins, bridge sets, coasters, candles, lipstick tins and cellophane straws. Use the basket later to hold knitting, garden tools and so on. $5. Post. 40c. Dennison's, 411 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 16.

---

**FOR THE BOY OR MAN IN YOUR HOME**

IT'S NEW! A GIFT HE'LL LOVE!

The new indoor golf game, "18," can be played by adults or youngsters. You lay the cups—4" opening, 6" wings—right on the floor. The weight of the steel cups (1 lb., 11 oz.) keeps them rigid. One, two or more persons can play. Folder explains game. Wonderful winter practice for golfers!

Set 2 golf cups $2.00, postpaid.

**QUENTIN'S** Dept. 1
1862 Fairmount Ave., St. Paul 5, Minn.

Where do you PARK YOUR TEETH?

---

**GIVE A DIFFERENT GIFT!
GOURMET CORK PULLER**

NO MORE BROKEN OR "LOST IN BOTTLE" CORKS!
THE MODERN, PRACTICAL WAY TO PULL EVERY CORK FROM ANY BOTTLE QUICKLY AND EASILY.

WINFLOW WRIGHT CO.
1320 Ventura Court—North Hollywood, Calif.

**Personalized TOOTHBRUSHES**

Fine nylon-tufted toothbrushes to guard against toothbrush mix-ups. Ideal when traveling or visiting—or school—for the children (they are proud of their own NAME brush). A gift that is unusual and everyone can use.

A—professional, B—modern, C—oval, D—tufted. TT—for 2 to 6 years.

SET OF 3:

- with same FIRST name...$1.50
- with different FIRST name...$1.75
- with Morning, Noon, Night...$5.50

Sorry, No C.O.D.'s.

**WIL-NOR PRODUCTS**
Dept. 012
3002 N. Fifth St., Phila. 33, Pa.

---

**Electric Bow Tie**

It Lights Up!

- Just touch the hidden battery and see the tie flash on.
- Guaranteed for at least 10,000 laughs.
- The "Glow-Bow" is THE gift for kids of all ages.
- Choice of Red, Blue or Brown.
- Only $1.75 postpaid.
- Sorry, no C. O. D.'s.

**SALLY GRAVE**
80 East 11th St., New York 3, N. Y.

---

**NEW KEY-CHAIN-PENCIL**

Smart, trim, beautiful—a must for every woman. Ideal for motorists and shoppers. Handy key-chain for car and home keys combined with precision made all-metal collapsible mechanical pencil. Covered with fine genuine leather. Almost jewel-like in appearance. In beautiful gift box, postpaid $3.00. Sold assorted with rechargeable lead $2.50. Initials fit extra.

**CHI-Chop**

A gift no home should be without. Truly, the miracle gadget of the year. A Whip Chip Chop crushes ice safely, instantly and almost instantly in the glass—no fuss or bother. Has handy bottle opener–cork screw–sturdy metal handle for cracking large nuts. Unique model packed on slip.

**ELY CULBERTSON'S OWN BRIDGE SCORING PENCIL**

Every bridge player, man or woman, will want one of these magical aids. A twist of the dial shows any score, accurately and almost instantly. And the score has to be right, because this pen is calibrated with Ely Culbertson authority.

A super mechanical pencil value in beautiful gift box—only $1.00. Initials fit extra.

**FLEETWING GIFTS** Dept. HG-10
52 East 10th St., New York 3, N. Y.

**MAIL**

P. O. Box 6000 (check, money order, check)

**ORDER**

For which send immediately articles listed on attached slip.

**TODAY**

Name
Address

---

Blackamoors

Black-faced beauties designed by Betty Harrington to complement your table arrangements and to double as smartly-styled figurines. These elegant ceramic salt and pepper shakers have unusually fine detail and will make attractive and useful additions to any collection. Off-white with touches of green and auimomous, 4½" inches tall.

$2.25 the pair.
Postpaid in the U. S.

**STEVEN**

LONOMOCO WISCONSIN
Gifts of Distinction Moderately Priced

A GIFT FOR EVERY FAMILY WITH A BABY—BABY'S BOTTLEMASTER is a new, sanitary container to keep baby's bottle either hot or cold for at least 4 hours. Scientifically constructed with a double layer of welded plastic and thick fiber glass insulation, attractively designed with pink bunnies and squirrels on a blue background. Easy to clean. Ideal for early or late feeding or while shopping, walking or visiting friends with baby. Travelling too. Can't be beaten as a gift. Packaged in celophane—$2.

A GIFT TO GRACE EVERY HOME— include your own. An exquisite copy of an authentic 18th century paperweight— by Wm. Caliber original. Made of a modern alloy with the silvery lustre of pewter, but will not tarnish and has greater resistance to denting and scratching. Has many uses—ornament, ashtray, cosmetizer, candle or plant holder, candy or cigarette dish, etc. Gift boxed. 6 in.—$1.25. 6 in.—$2.

This beautiful silverware by Holmes & Edwards is now available in these exquisitely patterns:

(Top) Lovely Lady Outfit—$13.40. (Center) Danish Princess—(No federal tax) $12.50. (Bottom) Youth, $12.00. Check, Money Order, or C.O.D. Sent postpaid—immediate delivery.

HANDMADE HAND-DECORATED 30" HIGH

LANCASTER • PENNSYLVANIA

George Stern Co.
191 Madison Ave. New York 16

How Shall I Dress?

DON'T GUESS!

INDOOR

OUTDOOR

TEMPERATURES

AT A GLANCE

$60.00 p.p.

Look before you leap into clothing too heavy or too light! This new double-reading precision thermometer hangs indoors with capillary tube that slides over door or window sill for outdoor temperatures reading. Smart black plastic case. Christmas boxed, it makes a really novel gift for anyone whose weather-conscious—and who isn't?

Write for free Gift catalog

AFCO PRODUCTS CO.

204 Saint Marks Square, Philadelphia 4, Pa.

Automatic Pop-Up Toasters

The kind you've been waiting for—at an astonishingly low price! Toast 2 slices of bread at same time to desired brownness—Light, Medium or Dark. Current shuts off and toast pops up automatically when ready.

Beautiful chromium plated. Made by nationally known manufacturer. Carry regular one-year guarantee. Warranty will give years of satisfactory service. For AC current only.

$16.75 Postpaid

or C.O.D. plus postage

MORGAN DISTRIBUTORS

2221 So. Morgan St., Dept. HG

Chicago 8, Ill.

Hand-decorated, are a gift not only for today but for years to come! Each likely will become a family heirloom. Besides being decorative and gay with authentic old Pennsylvania Dutch designs they are extremely durable and practical. Order them in green, bright red, black and brown.

$9.95 delivered in U. S. and Canada. WRITE for Color Circular

OLD DUTCH CRAFTS

5 years

139 East King Street

LANCASTER • PENNSYLVANIA

Pennsylvania Dutch Chairs FOR CHILDREN

These charming little chairs, hand-dyed and hand-decorated, are a gift not only for today but for years to come! Each likely will become a family heirloom. Besides being decorative and gay with authentic old Pennsylvania Dutch designs they are extremely durable and practical. Order them in green, bright red, black and brown.

$9.95 delivered in U. S. and Canada. WRITE for Color Circular

OLD DUTCH CRAFTS

5 years

139 East King Street

LANCASTER • PENNSYLVANIA

SHOPPING

Little stand-ins for a curio cabinet bibelot shelf. Cloisonné trays in a variety of Chinese designs are beautifully colored. About 2" high, either round or square type, complete with carved wood stand, are $4.50 a pair, postpaid from Wayne's, 35 Palmer Avenue, Bronxville, New York.

Five years from now this book will be priceless. Bound in gold-tooled leather, the diary is complete with lock and key to guard its confidential contents. In dusty rose, copen blue, chartreuse or antique parchment, $3.10. Accompany it with a sterling or gold-filled pencil, $1.90. Tax incl., pd. Krebs Town Shop, 45 Broad St., Westerly, R. I.

Quilted leather, studded with bright nailheads, makes a handsome binding for desk and library accessories. Waste basket is $25; easel frame, 8" x 10", $21.50; jumbo pad, $13.50; engagement pad, $9.50. Colors are red, green or wine. From Saks Fifth Ave., 49th Street and Fifth Ave., New York 22.
AROUND

The right watch for an active youth who wants a sturdy time-keeper with all the modern assets. This one has a handsome chrome case, radium hands and numerals, a sweep-second hand and strong gray padded-leather strap. $11 including tax, postpaid from J. J. Anthony, 1517 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 5, Wis.

Post taste. A handsome mailbox of cast aluminum is made impervious to all kinds of weather by several protective coats of lacquer and a special hinged cover. A bandy double-pronged grip is convenient for magazines and newspapers. In black, white, green or mixed brown. $10 exp. col. from Ricfrs Inc., Atlanta 2, Georgia.

Build it yourself for yourself or as a present. Or start a young ship-builder on a fascinating hobby with the complete makings of a little tug boat. Stem to stern, it's 11". Kit, including carved hull, all necessary pieces, full-sized plans and instructions, is 86¢, exp. col. from Rich's Inc., Atlanta 2, Georgia.

IRON FOOT SCRAPPERS

A Christmas Gift for Dog Enthusiasts

Send card for enclosure

101 Scotty 102 Cocker Spaniel 103 Dachshund
104 Boston Terrier 105 Teddy Cat 106 Wire Terrier 107 Sealyham

These pure-breds are 10" from head to foot. The extra length prongs make them 16" overall. Weight nearly 5 lbs. and come in weather-proof Colonial black. You can give free delivery, or order them now to arrive for Christmas. $4.00 POSTPAID. TWO FOR $7.00. Money back in full if these pets fail to please you with their manners.

NAME OR HOUSE NUMBER INSCRIBED IN SILVER LETTERS $1.00 EXTRA

BELL GARDEN DESIGNS

Here's the gift for the outdoors family

Delight your youngsters this Christmas with a lasting gift for house and yard. This combination teeter totter and merry-go-round is ruggedly constructed of tubular steel with rubber tipped tripped legs. Enameled in red and black. Adjustable for varying weights. Tested to hold 400 pounds. Easy to set up. Ideal play equipment for growing children.

PRE-CHRISTMAS DELIVERY. SHIPPED EXPRESS COLLECT

Send check or money order to:
THE SERVANT COMPANY
69 W. Washington Chicago 2, Ill.

CLASSIC SILVER

Mint Julep Cups

Authentic copy of a Mint Julep cup, originally created for an ante-bellum Louisiana plantation home, by a famous New Orleans silversmith. Gracefully designed, generously proportioned of heavy sterling silver to give you a frosty Mint Julep in the hospitable manner of the Deep South. $24.00 each, tax incl. Height 6½". Sold individually or in dozen lots.

WALDHORN CO., Inc.

Dealers in Antiques
Established 1881
Royal Street, New Orleans, 16

CLASSIC SILVER

Mint Julep Cups

Authentic copy of a Mint Julep cup, originally created for an ante-bellum Louisiana plantation home, by a famous New Orleans silversmith. Gracefully designed, generously proportioned of heavy sterling silver to give you a frosty Mint Julep in the hospitable manner of the Deep South. $24.00 each, tax incl. Height 6½". Sold individually or in dozen lots.

WALDHORN CO., Inc.

Dealers in Antiques
Established 1881
Royal Street, New Orleans, 16

A MAN'S CHOICE

PIPE KNOCKER TRAY, 8-inch diameter, solid copper, burn-proof finish, patent pipe rest—$3.00 plus 25c postage.

ASH RECEPTACLE, 4-inch diameter, Attractive burnished copper, with locking top, patent scissor action, traps ashes and odors both indoors and outdoors—$3.50 plus 25c postage.

SAVOY SHOP
431 Delaware Ave.
Buffalo 2, N.Y.

CLASSIC SILVER

Mint Julep Cups

Authentic copy of a Mint Julep cup, originally created for an ante-bellum Louisiana plantation home, by a famous New Orleans silversmith. Gracefully designed, generously proportioned of heavy sterling silver to give you a frosty Mint Julep in the hospitable manner of the Deep South. $24.00 each, tax incl. Height 6½". Sold individually or in dozen lots.

WALDHORN CO., Inc.

Dealers in Antiques
Established 1881
Royal Street, New Orleans, 16

A MAN'S CHOICE

PIPE KNOCKER TRAY, 8-inch diameter, solid copper, burn-proof finish, patent pipe rest—$3.00 plus 25c postage.

ASH RECEPTACLE, 4-inch diameter, Attractive burnished copper, with locking top, patent scissor action, traps ashes and odors both indoors and outdoors—$3.50 plus 25c postage.

SAVOY SHOP
431 Delaware Ave.
Buffalo 2, N.Y.
RUMBA TUMBLERS
GIFT SET OF 8 SHATTERPROOF TUMBLERS
by X. Cugat

RUMBA KING

Out just in time to solve those last-minute gift problems, this set of sleek 12-oz. tumblers features droll, colorful caricatures by Xavier Cugat, cunning artist with baton or brush. Each of the 8 tumblers depicts a typical group of dancers and musicians of a different Latin American country. Big, stunning gift box. (Sorry, No COD’s).

$3.95
Delivered in U.S.A.

ELDON PRODUCTS • 731 E. Gage St. • Los Angeles 1, Calif.

BAR SETS IN SILVER FOR THE HOST
Ideal Christmas Gifts

2 Mixing Spoons
3 Cocktail Forks
2 Muddlers for Old Fashioneds
2 Cocktail Picks
2 Swizzles for tall drinks
3-piece Barmaster Set

Add 20c for postage ... Sorry, no C.O.D.’s.

Write for catalogue JOANNE BENT
45 Grove St., Dept. G, New York City 14

DURABLE PLASTICS, Inc.
315 No. 36th, Seattle 3, Wash.

3758

"DURASIGN"
Lighted house numbers—distinctive, attractive gift. Durable aluminum frame, plastic raised-letter face (as many as 5 numerals). Over-all dimensions 9" x 3½ x 1¼". Easily connected with doorbell transformer. Fully guaranteed, operates for few cents a month. Installation instructions enclosed. Specify doorbell transformer voltage when ordering. $4.95 prepaid, check or money order. Special name signs to order. Write for particulars.

DURABLE PLASTICS, Inc.
315 No. 36th, Seattle 3, Wash.

DENSLows
Carmel-by-the-Sea, Calif.

Clear plastic Steak Set—Ideal for your informal suppers... sparkling lucite handles with stainless steel blade and tines ... $10

Mail orders filled—Prepaid in California 2½% Sales Tax Matching 6-piece place setting shown in our Christmas booklet

Other California Shops at Palm Springs, La Jolla, Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco

SHOPPING

Waste not your precious perfume, nor spill a speck of face powder in transit from large size to purse containers. A sure and attractive way to avoid such extravagance is to have this scoop-funnel handy. Of sterling silver, 2½" long, it's $6; in 14K gold, $8.60. Tax incl. ppd., Alfred H. Glasser, 421 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Classic lines distinguish a table lighter designed to harmonize with the most formal setting. It's the Ronson "Decanter" model, in heavy silver plate, about 4½" high and, of course, utterly dependable. It's one of the nicest gifts anyone could receive. $16.20 ppd. tax incl. Black, Starr & Gorham, Inc., 594 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 19.

A snappy stowaway for vitamins, pills or aspirin is a fluted metal box. In sterling silver, it's $4.95 ppd., plus 20% tax. You can also get it in gold plate for $5.95 ppd. and no tax. Either way, it's a happy thought for a stocking gift or to have on hand for a party prize. Richter's, 585 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

BRING LIFE AND ACTION TO YOUR CHRISTMAS TREE

Animated Christmas Bird
Will Amaze and Amuse All
• Self-balancing; perches on any tree.
• DRINKS AND DRINKS AND DRINKS out of pretty plastic cone.
• Your choice of robin, canary or bluebird.
• $1.50 postpaid. Or order a whole treeful, set of six, for only $7.95.

SALLY GRAYE, 39 East 11th St., New York 3, N. Y.

Handsomen SPORTSMAN'S TRAY
A really distinctive serving tray—with horseshoe design by C. W. Anderson, himself. Has black, rich red, tole green, or brown background and rich gold border. Ov­ 

Logical tray made of heavy sheet steel—will not warp or sag when filled with glasses. Size: 13 x 18 inches. State color preferred. Price prepaid, only $7.50. Money back if not delighted.

"little joe" Wiesenberg Co.
Dept. BB4
Baltimore 3, Md.

The New
IDEA HAT BOX
SELECT THE HAT... SLIDE OPEN THE LUCID DOOR

$3.89 Send Check or Money Order
Sorry No C.O.D.'s

LUCID CONTAINERS
445 GREEN ST. • NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
AN IDEAL GIFT, TOO!
Your description is not clear or has errors. Please provide a clear and error-free description so that I can assist you better.
Old Fashioned Peppermill

For New Taste Thrills

Not only is this "a conversation piece" but a dandy for freshly grinding the seasonings that add so much zest to favorite sauces. Your "amateur chef" will prize it. Comes in mahogany, maple, walnut.

$4.25 postpaid

bag of pepper corns included

Please Be Sealed

Is your child too large for the high chair but too small for a grown-up seat? Our new-type seat is the solution. Sturdily built, adjustable with washable white leatherette covering, it is securely attached to any chair by two straps. $6.50 postpaid


"Yl^^

ful hand-painted reproductions of the companion pair.

$16.50 each, exp. col. $30.00 for a

Colors, warm burnt sienna and black.

scarce china originals, they're beauti­

These Staffordshire dog lamps. Faith­

1037 Rush St. Chicago 11

AMAZING DICK TRACY

WREST RADIO

Sends and Receives

- No batteries, no tubes, yet it's a REAL radio, guaranteed by manufacturer.

- For all kids — of any age — who love the over-zealous characters in the famous strip.

- $3.95 postpaid

- SEND AND RECEIVE WITH A SET OF TWO — $7.90.

Sorry, no C. O. D.'s.

SALLY GRAVE

80 East 11th St., New York 3, N. Y.

WANT BAR, REFRIGERATED.

Really tops for home or office entertaining, this bar, covered in leatherette, beige, red, green or black, has 4½ cu. ft. of re­frigerated space, stores and freezes over 100 ice cubes, is 43" x 23" x 44" high and rolls easily on casters. Liquor cabinet locks. AC, $385, exp. col.


STEAK LOVERS (which means pretty nearly everybody) will find this set of steak knives just about the last word. Made in England, they are hand­forged of stainless steel, have genuine India Stag Tip han­

dles. They come boxed and the set of six is $22.50 postpaid.

Hoffritz Cutlery, 331 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

WONDER BAR, REFRIGERATED.

Here's the cutest little nite­lite you've ever seen. So very wonderful for baby's room— and big sister or brother's, too. Comes in pink or blue. Orders filled immediately.

$3.95 postpaid

Sorry. No COD'S

VA S S A R

P. O. BOX 18, RIVERSIDE, R. I.

SHOPPING

A writing case of pure wool felt, fitted with 14 pockets for stationery, writing tools, stamps and unanswered letters, is a boon to the traveler as well as a correspondent at home base. Order it in any color with con­trasting monogram and bind­

ing, 12" x 15", $9.75 postpaid

from Elizabeth Lacey, Harel House, Hopedale, Mass.

For Added Beauty

These beautiful hand carved Chinese mirrors are full of charm and in­
terest and particularly wonderful for added beauty to an English or mod­ern interior. The Six-Light model is 20½" high and overall size 17½" x 25½", or un­
framed size 24" x 24". The frames are 3" wide in two tone green and red blending perfectly with the picture. $88.00— the pair unframed, postage paid

$34.00 — the pair framed, express collect.

Picwood Galleries

26-44 Austin St., Forest Hills, N. Y.
AROUND DECEMBER, 1947

From glass to glass. No drip! No waste! Made Just Insert jigger corit in bottle and tilt. Pours C.O.D.'s please.

Set of 3, $4.50. One, $1.50. Postpaid. No another. Pauses in pouring while moving it JIGGER DISPENSER of transparent plastic. Fascinating In action.


W. J. DORAIS CO. AUTOMATIC

S12.. tax incl.. ppd. .Selden coop. George Vanderliilt

$12: earrings, clip or screw.

matching earrings...

beret.

to anchor a scarf or trim a

Pin dogwood to the belt of a favorite dress, or use it to anchor a scarf or trim a beret. Add matching earrings... and it might as well be spring! Hand-made, of sterling or gold plate. The pin, 2½” in diam., is $12; earrings, clip or screw, $12 pr., tax incl., ppd. Selden Cooper, George Vanderbilt Hotel, Asheville, N. C.

TORSO HIBALLS

Here’s just the thing to shock a maiden aunt. But watch Uncle Foster’s eyes pop when you serve him a holiday hiball in one of these white ceramic torsos. What a full bodied drink that’ll be! Flowered Torrons: $2.00 each (Postpaid); Bare: $1.75 each (Postpaid). (The lucite dice stirrers are .60 each)

Write for Free Catalog of Smart Bar Accessories.

the GAME ROOM

1538 Connecticut Ave., Washington 6, D. C.

JEWEL CASE—Fit for a queen! Lovely quilted moire fabric. Zipper opening. Tucks neatly into drawer or lets suitcases when traveling. Lining has pockets for rings, earrings. Special pad for pins. Lots of room for larger pieces. Charmingly grey, green, white, peach, black. ONLY $5.50. With 3-letter white monogram $6.50. With silver on top and velvet-lined $9.50. POSTPAID.

HOSE PACK—Pretty, protective accordion pockets prevent tearing of precious hosiery. A “must” for home or away. Perfect shower or traveling. Keeps hose and hosiery separate. Lined with velvet, moire fabric, with handle. $1.75. POSTPAID.

Everyone will appreciate this “Space Saver” Shoe Rack* that holds approximately 22 pr. shoes. Designed to fit inside any standard closet door. Special racks for wedgies, heels, hosiery. Hooks for clothes brushes and belts. White enamel. Express charges paid in U.S.A. Price $8.00. (Send cash, check or money order. No C.O.D.’s please.) 4½” h. by 2½” w. by 7½” d. Double for $8.25. POSTPAID.

COVER GIRL—of 1967

Mother and Daughter fashions for a little girl—and her doll! Pinafiores of white cotton with embroidered edged flounces for the young miss with one to match for her doll! Embroidered edges at neck, too. Tie back and buttons as shown. Doll size fits 12 to 14” doll. Little girl sizes in 2, 3, 4, and 5, $5.95 for the two, plus 25¢ for sending.

No C.O.D.’s, please

Edith Chapman

164 East 33rd Street New York 16, N. Y.
**Finest Gift for the Pipe Smoker**

Everything the pipe smoker needs, right at his fingertips. Exclusive features that every pipe lover will fully appreciate. Beautiful polished chrome finish, equally attractive in office or living room. Outstanding value at $12.50 postpaid. With matching satin-finish, heavy stand $20.50. Send check or money order.

_HARPER-WYMAN COMPANY, 8562 VINCENNES AVENUE, CHICAGO 20, ILLINOIS_

---

**But/er-ficms, Inc.**

tric sealer, buffer and aluminum funnel.

for heat sealing cellophane bags and goodness sealed in. A proven method for fruits and vegetables for freezing.

you can easily prepare your favorite carton coverings. Complete with elec­

Keeps their delicious freshness and

---

**Serve Fresh Vegetables All Year 'Round!**

With the Ev-R-Seal home packaging kit you can easily prepare your favorite fruits and vegetables for freezing. Keeps their delicious freshness and goodness sealed in. A proven method for heat sealing cellophane bags and carton coverings. Complete with electric sealer, buffer and aluminum funnel.

$4.95 postpaid.

**THE EV-R-SEAL CO.**

533 Dawson St. Waterloo, Iowa

---

**W.H./G Rose Coverlet**

Unpretentious dignity and warm romantic charm marked Colonial Coverlet. This pattern is smartly woven in the mountains of Old Va. and believed to have originated in England when the Whig Party was formed.

Available in dark blue on white, size 84 x 105 inches. only $20

72 x 105. ....... pair $36

Please allow extra time for weaving in light blue, rose, red, rust and green on white.

**Liza's Gift Shop**

New Market, Virginia

---

**Charming, Graceful Interiors**

Candilume Lamps enliven every room with shimmering, romantic, dancing candlelight. Crystal sparkles every surface reflects a mellow softness that transforms each gathering into a gay, cheerful event.

Make your period settings lovelier, more beautiful with Candilumes,

Quick Delivery

---

**PLANT STAND**

Unusually handsome with its garden-like charm. With gracefulness and durbility, this stand of hand wrought iron proudly carries all size plants. Easy to move and keep clean. Extra long spacious shelves.

Finished in White

- Shelves 8" x 10", Height 24", 2 Tier...$12
- Staves 8" x 10", Height 24", 2 Tier...$15

**SUSIE CUCUMBER'S**

CLOTHES BRUSH—ONE DOLLAR

Who'd a-thought it? SUSIE CUCUMBER!

A clothes brush that is really and truly a HORSE BRUSH!!

Made for Old Dobbin himself, it whisks doghairs and lint like magic.

Such a wonderful gift for YOU or for Dad, Mommy, Grandad, Aunts, Uncles, small cousins.

Susie says order several today for Christmas gifts.

**Mimic mixer**, just like mother's, is a toy that really works...it will actually whip cream! Hand-operated, it has a play cord, switch, speed adjuster, raisable mixing head and bowl, 5" in diam. About 8" tall, in red and white, $1.95 ppd., Miles Kimball, 100 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

---

**Special show tonight.**

Youngsters can put on their own performance without endangering the family projector. This toy one, operated by hand, does a very satisfactory job, taking standard 16 mm film. It comes boxed in miniature theater, complete with screen, billboards, tickets, and one reel of film. $10.25 ppd. Young Books, 746 Madison Ave., N. Y. 21.

**Music maker.** Wind the little hand organ and hear three nursery tunes. A small child would have a great time turning it from grown-up to grown-up (the wheels do turn) and collecting a penny or two. Pink with blue trim, vice versa, or all silver, 7" long. $7.95 ppd. Gwendolyn Maloney, 170 E. 51st St., New York 22, N. Y.

**Love Thy Neighbors!**

But first you must know them. Next to travelling, Handcrafts offer the best introduction to our American neighbors, South and Central.

Exotic Haiti, once ruled by the fabulous King Christophe, a former negro slave, offers Genuine Mahogany exquisitely carved and polished by hand: Bowls—Tables—Trays—Lasy Susans—Book Ends—Candy and Nut Dishes—Cigarette Rases—Cabinetts, Light—Dark—Two Tone. For every Purpose. And every Purse.

**We The Americas**

Dept. HG-32

Station "O"--Box 74, New York 11, New York

---

**Shopping**

**Minin** mixer, just like mother's, is a toy that really works...it will actually whip cream! Hand-operated, it has a play cord, switch, speed adjuster, raisable mixing head and bowl, 5" in diam. About 8" tall, in red and white, $1.95 ppd., Miles Kimball, 100 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

---

**Special show tonight.**

Youngsters can put on their own performance without endangering the family projector. This toy one, operated by hand, does a very satisfactory job, taking standard 16 mm film. It comes boxed in miniature theater, complete with screen, billboards, tickets, and one reel of film. $10.25 ppd. Young Books, 746 Madison Ave., N. Y. 21.

**Music maker.** Wind the little hand organ and hear three nursery tunes. A small child would have a great time turning it from grown-up to grown-up (the wheels do turn) and collecting a penny or two. Pink with blue trim, vice versa, or all silver, 7" long. $7.95 ppd. Gwendolyn Maloney, 170 E. 51st St., New York 22, N. Y.

**Love Thy Neighbors!**

But first you must know them. Next to travelling, Handcrafts offer the best introduction to our American neighbors, South and Central.

Exotic Haiti, once ruled by the fabulous King Christophe, a former negro slave, offers Genuine Mahogany exquisitely carved and polished by hand: Bowls—Tables—Trays—Lasy Susans—Book Ends—Candy and Nut Dishes—Cigarette Rases—Cabinetts, Light—Dark—Two Tone. For every Purpose. And every Purse.

**We The Americas**

Dept. HG-32

Station "O"--Box 74, New York 11, New York

---

**Susie Cucumber's Clothes Brush—One Dollar**

Who'd a-thought it? SUSIE CUCUMBER!

A clothes brush that is really and truly a HORSE BRUSH!!

Made for Old Dobbin himself, it whisks doghairs and lint like magic.

Such a wonderful gift for YOU or for Dad, Mommy, Grandad, Aunts, Uncles, small cousins.

Susie says order several today for Christmas gifts.
AROUND

December, 1947

Home-made music. Toot your own tunes around the piano this Christmas on a recorder—...the easiest of all instruments to play. The children will pick it up in no time, and you'll have the makings of a family orchestra. Soprano recorder is $9.50; alto (more advanced), $25. G. Schirmer, 3 E. 45th St., N. Y. 17.

Easy money—easy to get at, anyway, in this handy pull-purse, a coin-purse-wallet combination that has a special slot through which bills can be pulled without opening wallet. Made of Saffran-grained leather in red, black, blue or green, $6 add 20% tax. postpaid from Mark Cross, 707 Fifth Avenue, New York 22.

Film splicing. A "Splicer-master" is an all-electric machine that splices both 8 mm and 16 mm motion picture film. Eliminating all fuss and bother of old mechanical splicers, it welds, with no overlap, in 10 seconds. Full instructions make it easy for even an amateur to edit or mend. $34.50. Willoughby's, 110 W. 32nd St., N. Y. 1.

PERSONALIZED GOLF BALL

At last! A golf ball made to fit your score—AND IMPROVE it. The perfect gift for any golfer—Expert or Duffer, or in-between. 3 initials on 2 sides. When ordering state person's average score and 3 initials. A dozen or more may be ordered for different scores in multiples of three.

Finest quality. Personalized Golf Balls have liquid centers, and are wound with rubber all the way to the tough vulcanized rubber covers. Don't forget to order some for yourself. Order now to insure delivery before Christmas.

THREE $2.35  DOZEN $9.00

Sorry! No C.O.D.'s. Postage Paid.

Alexander-Tagg Industries

Hatboro, Pa.

Bar Boy

Here's the gift you've been needing. A gadget to fill all bar requirements—Bottle Opener, Corkscrew, Muddler, Graduated Jigger, Ice Hammer, and Seal Cover for bottle tops. In a pinch use it for scooping ice cream, for forming chicken croquettes, or for a candle snuffer (no kidding). All this in one and in solid aluminum, $1.00 (Postpaid).

Write for free catalog of smart bar accessories.

The Game Room

138 Connecticut Ave., Weahl A, D. C.

Christmas Gifts She'll Really Use

COASTER ASH TRAYS

So versatile, so attractive are these anodized aluminum coaster-ash trays that will protect table tops from rings and stains...be admired by everyone when used as decorative and practical ash receptacles. Choice of 8 contrasting eye-appealing "brilliant" colors, or 8 soft "pastel" shades. Any woman would welcome a set as a gift.

$2.95 Set, plus 25c postage

MEAT and FOOD CHOPPER

After years of experimentation—the Stanet Grinder beautifully designed, effortless to operate. The unique Oval Shape prevents any food from accumulating in cutting chamber. Self-sharpening, stainless steel knife blades chop meat as easily as vegetables. Made of lightweight, simple to clean aluminum. It is corrosion and rust resistant. Quickly assembled, the chopper may be fastened to any ledge. Complete with sure grip red plastic handle and two interchangeable knife blades.

$6.30 postpaid

No C.O.D.'s. Please.

Fairway Gifts

72-20 Austin Street

Forest Hills, New York
COLORFUL CHAIRSIDE CIGARETTE TABLE
A New and Original Gift

Here is an attractive, carefully-crafted table which blends beautifully with either Modern or Traditional.

Four custom lacquered colors for the base and genuine leather tops in six colors (hand tooled in gold) offer an infinite variety of color combinations of your own choice.

YOU select the base color and genuine leather top color which best fits YOUR color scheme.

LAQUER BASE COLORS
Black, Red, Green, Driftwood.

GENUINE LEATHER TOP COLORS
Olive or Dark Green, Geranium or Dark Red, White, Wedgwood Blue and Parchment.

Dimensions, Top 13" x 13", Height 22".
Weight cartoned 14 lbs.

Price $19.50
Shipping Charges Collect
Sorry, no COD's

THE CENTURY COMPANY
500 Fifth Avenue
New York 18, New York

SHOPPING

"Quack Ducks" that actually quack as they follow their youthful owner at the end of a string, bring a new note to the nursery barnyard. Mother Duck and her ducklings are enameled wood, sturdily made to survive the buffets of life at the hands of a toddler. $8.45 ppd. Lucille Distributing Co., 41 Union Square, New York 3.

Three heads are better than one when it comes to paper-doll play value. So we are happy to present Trudy who smiles, weeps or sleeps according to her owner's inclination. She has movable arms and legs, comes with 12 colorful outfits. Complete with plastic scissors, $1. Post. 15c. Miles and Miles, 366 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

The furniture fits a child from 2 to 10 years old; it adjusts to grow with him. Top can be used for eating, play or tilted as a drawing board. Initials in chair may be changed by the next occupant. All hardwood plywood with a natural lacquered finish, table-and-chair set is $19.98; separate chairs.

HANDSOME and HANDY

• Hand-Made
• Sugar and Creamer
Gay oven-glaied pottery set lends a festive note to holiday table settings. Novel streamlined pitcher fits the hand for non-spill pouring.
Blue, Green or Yellow, in Gift Wrapping.
• SET, $1.65 Postpaid.

PERSONALIZED CASH AND COIN CUP

New you can keep your bills and coins together and really available. Nickels and dimes are handy for less cash or that important telephone call. Hills kept neat and handy, enabling all handling and searching. Double duty clay fired finish. Attractive gift box. Three initial combinations.

Hand Made $2.50

PERSONALIZED CASH AND COIN CUP

Peacock JEWELERS
CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS
110 YEARS IN CHICAGO

A DISTINCTIVE GIFT

American Primitives Naval Prints
After Newly Found Originals. Size: 9½" x 12½". Framed in black and gold as shown or antique maple. If requested, $10 per pair.

Helen Moser Studio
Dept. B
85 Washington Place
New York 11, N. Y.
AIRSTUN BERTUS.

Airmail special. Store a roll of airmail stickers in the top section of this sterling holder, a roll of stamps in the lower, and your most important mail will be taken care of in style. $30. For incoming mail...a sterling clip, $.65. Tax included and postpaid from Carter Inc., Fifth Ave., 52nd Street, New York 22, N.Y.

An ice time is coming to the girl who gets this plastic-cased watch on a heavy gold-plated bracelet. One day she'll wear it on her wrist, another on her lapel and still another on her belt as a fob. For all its fragile air it's practically indestructible, and a reliable timekeeper. $38.50, p.d.p. incl. tax. Tournear, 431 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22.

It's crystal clear that one or more of these will be on your gift list. They're made of hand-cut, imported crystal, which means they are brilliant highights for any room. Table lighter, with Swiss insert, $29.50; cigarette cup, $12.50; 3½" ash tray, $7.50. Add 35¢ post, Alfred Orlik, Inc., 680 Fifth Ave., New York 19.

Don't give a present...GIVE A HOBBY A PRACTICAL MATCH BOOK ALBUM

More and more people—you'd be surprised—get a big kick out of saving Match Book covers! Your friends...and you too...are sure to appreciate our big gay colored Album for its easy way of mounting the covers without paste or glue. Send for one or more now—and soon! Album plus a Refill...p.d.p. Only $3.50 No C.O.D.'s please. Send check or money order.

MATCHLESS ALBUM CO.
Dept. HG
Long Branch, N. J.

Pennsylvania DutcH

DECALS PATTERNS
DECALCOMANIAS. Easy-to-apply authentic Dutch designs in full color for decorating furniture, trays, boxes, etc. Large sheet of 35 decals with instructions, No. 10, prepaid...

$1.00

PATTERNS. Many Dutch designs, four sizes of each, for needlework and painting. Trace with carbon paper on cloth, wood, etc.—use repeatedly. Four large sheets with complete color guide, No. 100 A.B.C.D., prepaid...

$1.00

HEX SIGNS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA DUTCb

Almost everyone has heard of the famous Pennsylvania Dutch Hex Signs—one of the oldest forms of peasant art. Tracing patterns for needlework and paintings are now available showing 23 of these signs each in three convenient sizes. Also a new booklet giving the history of these signs with 24 full color illustrations. Set of patterns and booklet, No. 100 EF, prepaid...

$1.00

DECALS for home decoration—Hex Signs in full color. Large sheet of 48 decals, No. 30, prepaid...

$1

R. W. CUMMINGS INC. LANCASTER 2, PA.

A PIPE MAN'S PIPE RACK

Hangs on Wall...Convenient...Saves precious desk or table space 1. Holds 14 (count 'em) pipes! 2. Air-righ humidtor jar-drawers. 3. Larger drawer for accessories. In hand-crafted knotty pine, waxed, hand-rubbed. Sizes 13 x 18" (Pipes not included)...

$12.50

Express Collect. Check or Money Order—No C.O.D.'s

Field House BOX 159 NO. CONWAY, N. H.

After Degas

Edgar Degas had an especial admiration for the ballet girls of the Paris of his day, if we are to judge by the frequency with which he used them for models. The warmth and sympathy that pervades all his work has been captured successfully in these enchanting little figures by Fred Press. They are made of a durable composition in grayed tones of mauve and green, ¾ inches tall. $9.00 the pair

Postpaid in the U. S.

Check or Money Order—No C.O.D.'s

STEVENS

ECONOMOWOC WISCONSIN
A Place in the Car for Your Favorite Pipe!

- A new clamp type pipe rack holds pipe firmly in an upright position, eliminates spilling ashes.
- Adjustable both for bowl size and proper drying angle.
- Constructed of springy metal with a suede finish that can't scratch pipe and a genuine leather rubber vacuum cup to attach to any smooth surface.

A Perfect Gift for the Man who Smokes a Pipe

$1.00 POSTPAID  NO C.O.D.'S

BOYD F. SCHERNBECK
5045 PORTLAND  MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Cigarette Dispenser

The newest in smokers' accessories—a dual-purpose cigarette container. Open, it's handy dispenser with individual metal holders displaying a full pack of cigarettes; closed, it's a humidor that keeps cigarettes fresh and mellow. Made of gleamed china with raised gold designs, may be had in green, brown, blue or rose.

39c EACH

SHORT CUT STOP

GOOZH

815 Pa. Ave., N. W., Wash, 4, D.C.

FREE BOOKLET

booth, H-22

BEN VAN ARSENAY, CHICAGO, ILL.
It's a good rule to measure your knitting as you go along and that's just what these permanently-ruled needles do. An excellent idea, the assortment presented in this case will delight any knitter. Of moiré taffeta in black, brown, navy, red, wine or green. $5, post. 10c., Stern Bros., 41 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 18.

Oriental splendor. Black and gold lacquer on thin wood makes a tea service that could come only from the workshop of a Chinese artist. Each piece is hand-painted with dragons and other traditional Chinese motifs, each one a masterpiece of design and color. A treasured gift today ... an heirloom tomorrow. $75 exp. col. K. T. Liang, Inc., 16 E. 54th St., N. Y.

Budding photographers will get fine results with either of these new, fixed-focus cameras. The Spartus Ful-Vue reflex takes 2½” x 2½” pictures, costs $9.95. The Winpro miniature takes 35 mm film including color, costs $10.95. Tax and post. incl. Both will give many years of pleasure. The Camera House, 728 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 22.

For All Who Wear Glasses:

EYEGLASS CLEANING TISSUES
Specially treated patented tissues clean perfectly, leave no lint, prevent moisture. These handy, vest pocket booklets provide clear vision, make wonderful gifts. Give them—and use them!

Box of 9 BOOKLETS
(Year's Supply) ... Send $1
OR

THE SWANKY-MOST
10 Deluxe, gold monogrammed booklets, gift-wrapped in transparent box ... send initials and $2.50

CLEAN-OMIST
BOX 7, ORADELL, N. J.

AROUND

Hollow Stemmed Champagne Glasses
Hollow stemmed glasses (so rare for so long) are now yours again to make every occasion a sparkling event.

Set of 8 — $7.50 (add .25 for postage)
In Ohio, add 3% sales tax

The Union, COLUMBUS 15, OHIO

DE LUXE CAST ALUMINUM BACON GRILL

ONLY $3.95 POSTPAID

Flavorful, crisp bacon ... a new taste thrill! So easy to achieve . . . just insert strips of bacon, cover with perforated lid that holds the bacon flat. Bacon grease automatically drains into a deep well around the gold dome. Excellent for sausage patties, thin ham, etc. Streamlined satin-finish cast aluminum with polished lid that hinges on edge of grill. Send check or money order.

No C.O.D.'s please

EMBASSY DISTRIBUTORS Dept. A
64 Gramatan Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y.

EXCITING XMAS GIFT!

Letters to children from the Little Red Train

15 WEEKLY LETTERS CARDS • 10 EXCITING GIFTS

The Little Red Train tours the countryside and sends 15 weekly mailings about the cities it visits, plus 10 exciting gifts, directly to the child. Ideal for 8 to 9 year olds. SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER—WE DO THE REST.

Include your name, relationship, child's name and address

CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL LETTERS CO.
BOX 117 - OLD CHELSEA STA. - N. Y. C. 11

EYELASH CLEANING TISSUES
Specially treated patented tissues clean perfectly, leave no lint, prevent moisture. These handy, vest pocket booklets provide clear vision, make wonderful gifts. Give them—and use them!

Box of 9 BOOKLETS
(Year's Supply) ... Send $1
OR

THE SWANKY-MOST
10 Deluxe, gold monogrammed booklets, gift-wrapped in transparent box ... send initials and $2.50

CLEAN-OMIST
BOX 7, ORADELL, N. J.

GAY GIFT IDEA ... for a new lease on light!
Shed a new light on nooks and niches, night stands or dressing table, with this decorative little lamp delight, 17½" ... gleaming Brass with Maize Shade or polished Copper with Leaf-green Shade. Shade 14" wide. Water-proofed plant container.

Lamp with Philodendrons ready to plant or place in water................. $4.95 ($12.50 pair)

Shipped Postpaid East of the Mississippi; elsewhere add $1.00.

Park Ave. at 54th St.
Dept. B
New York, N. Y.

Established 1889
America's Largest Florist

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION
FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE
Resident Day Classes
Start Feb. 2nd • Send for Catalog 12
Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses. Longer courses in interior architecture.

Home Study Course
Starts at once • Send for Catalog 1C
Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, simple, useful, and intensely interesting.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION
115 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

For All Who Wear Glasses:

EYEGLASS CLEANING TISSUES
Specially treated patented tissues clean perfectly, leave no lint, prevent moisture. These Handy, vest pocket booklets provide clear vision, make wonderful gifts. Give them—and use them!

Box of 9 BOOKLETS
(Year's Supply) ... Send $1
OR

THE SWANKY-MOST
10 Deluxe, gold monogrammed booklets, gift-wrapped in transparent box ... send initials and $2.50

CLEAN-OMIST
BOX 7, ORADELL, N. J.

MOISTURE-PROOF
SALT AND PEPPER SET
An ideal gift. Can be used either as a piece set or for the family table setting. Dry salt placed in the shaker cannot absorb moisture due to self-sealing action in the upright position. Finish optional in gold, sterling or gun-metal plate on brass body. 9½ in. height.

$3.95 sterling or gun-metal plate
$4.95 gold plate
Prepaid—Tax included—No C.O.D.'s

CHARLES G. DUFFY
27 Dannell Drive
Stamford, Conn.

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION
FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE
Resident Day Classes
Start Feb. 2nd • Send for Catalog 12
Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses. Longer courses in interior architecture.

Home Study Course
Starts at once • Send for Catalog 1C
Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, simple, useful, and intensely interesting.
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**SHOPPING**

Pure gold forever shines brightly while imitations dull in time. So, if you're in the market for a pair of combs that will stay lovely, consider these trimmed with the real thing (14K). They grip firmly and come blond or brunet. $12 a pair, incl. tax, ppd. The Park Curiosity Shop, 536 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Logs for the fire are conveniently and handsomely kept in this solid brass Winthrop Wood Holder. Also nice for magazines. With rolled edges for additional strength, it is 23" x 13½" wide, priced at only $18.75. express collect, from The Detroit Mantel & Tile Company, 1431 Farmer Street, Detroit 26, Michigan.

Three maple leaves, in gleaming brass or copper, make a stunning centerpiece or candy and nut-server. The gracefully-cupped leaves have delicately-lined edges, are joined together by a metal rope that loops up into a handy carrying handle. 820 postpaid from The House of Aristocracy, 42 Spring St., Newport, R. I.

**Use them where "GOOD TASTE" is important**

Add new cheer to your party table with these beautifully scalloped colorful paper napkins. Each box of 400 contains 100 Hollyhock Pink, 100 Lettuce Green, 100 Water Blue, 100 Lemon Yellow. Scalloped edges. Extra heavy, soft, strong and absorbent.

- Tea Size 12½ x 12½... $5.50
- Cocktail Size 9½ x 9½... $4.75

Check proper square above and return ad with check to:

**HAPPY HOSTESS CREATIONS, Dept. G-105**
110 West 26th St.
New York 1, N. Y.

**Sunshine Plant Shelf**
**FITS ANY WINDOW**

Dramatize your potted plants by lifting them up into the sun; double your window garden capacity; make a showpiece for prize miniatures! Ivory enameled metal, special alabaster, 4" deep, adjusts telescopically to fit windows 24 to 40 inches wide. Equipped to fasten easily at all heights. No interference with curtains.

- Effective in pairs. Inspired gift idea! $9.95 ea.

**ORDER BY MAIL**

391 BRECK BLDG.
BOSTON 9, MASS.
"Jewels of the Madonna." Jewel colors and the sparkle of sequins make this paper weight a thing of beauty. It's the embodiment of the true Christmas spirit... a thoughtful and timely gift for a lady's desk. Hand-made, of heavy glass, it's $14.75 from Henri Bendel, 10 W. 57th Street, N. Y.

In the balance of apothecary scales hang two little copper containers, about the size of custard cups. They are very effective filled with philodendron or ivy. Use also for nuts and candies. In Pompeian green finish, about 12" high, $3.25 postpaid from Verard's, 1610 York Ave., New York 28.

The first cup of coffee can make or break a day. It will surely start things off right if it's served in this "Continental Breakfast Set" from England. Perfect for a bedside table or to carry to a sunny spot with the morning paper. Mauve, yellow or green; $10 exp. col. Davis Collamore & Co., Ltd., 7 E. 52nd St., New York 22.

A NOVEL FAMILY GIFT
Treat your family to a Plantation Ham.

AROUND DECEMBER, 1947

Chill Your Drink... Don't Disturb! New... Improved PLASTIC ICE CUBES
The ice is in the cube—SEALED! Keep beverages COLD this amazing way without dilution! Use "NICE CUBES" in highballs, cocktails, soft-drinks, fruits, juices, wine, etc. even BEER! Tasteless, odorless, shatterproof crystal plastic cubes with water permanently sealed in, freeze solid in ice-tray. Drop them in your drink—they'll chill without dilution—far, when the ice melts, the water remains sealed in the cube! Can't melt! More than that—a household necessity! And they LAST INDEFINITELY. Just re-freeze and re-use again and again!

RARE ANTIQUE ORIENTAL RUGS
In Perfect Condition.
At Moderate Prices

- 650 Semi-Antique and New Orientals in old designs
- See your desired size, color, and style—order the one you want. Postpaid $2.50 per rug, shipped express collect.
- Unsold rugs are sold by Chas. W. Jacobsen & Co., 10 W. 57th St., N. Y.

At Home—IN THE SMARTEST HOME!
Personalized, Hand-Painted, Initials Wreath Basket. $2.50
Solve that "What can I get them?" problem!
Give initial wanted, name of recipient address. We enclose Greeting Card bearing your name. $2.50 postpaid (no C.O.D.'s)

PERFECT GIFT FOR GOLFERS
GRILL over charcoal, apple or Hickory wood right in your Fireplace (or outdoors) with Handi-Glue. Modernized and improved version of a genuine Mexican charcoal burner. Neat, attractive, compact, convenient, effective. Solid cast aluminum for long-time use. 16" diameter, 9" high, weighs 15 lbs. Shipped express collect. $15.95. Satisfaction guaranteed. Available for re-sale. The ideal gift. Other special culinary items on request. Order Handi-Glue now for Xmas delivery.

At Home—IN THE SMARTEST HOME!
Personalized, Hand-Painted, Initials Wreath Basket. $2.50
Solve that "What can I get them?" problem!
Give initial wanted, name of recipient address. We enclose Greeting Card bearing your name. $2.50 postpaid (no C.O.D.'s)

GOTHAM GIFTS
67-85 EXETER STREET • FOREST HILLS, N. Y.

At Home—IN THE SMARTEST HOME!
Personalized, Hand-Painted, Initials Wreath Basket. $2.50
Solve that "What can I get them?" problem!
Give initial wanted, name of recipient address. We enclose Greeting Card bearing your name. $2.50 postpaid (no C.O.D.'s)

GOTHAM GIFTS
67-85 EXETER STREET • FOREST HILLS, N. Y.

GOTHAM GIFTS
67-85 EXETER STREET • FOREST HILLS, N. Y.
THE VERSATILE CAMERA—
TAKES PICTURES QUICK AS A FLASH

The versatile camera provides the taking of a world-wide array of
pictures. It is a magic development in the important art of
photography. It has been designed with the aid of scientific
inventions, to assist the amateur in the taking of a vast number of
pictures quickly, economically and scientifically. It is a far easier
way to take clear, sharp pictures—enlargements up to 11 x 14.
Complete with a flash. $9.95. Includes tax and postage. Write for
details.

GODLEY PICTURES

116 MILL ST.

NORMAN'S

VERSAVLE

THE

THE GIFT CENTER

Valatie

New York

THE EAGER WEAVER can produce
a blanket, scarf, shawl and pot-holder with the
"Weaveit." It comes with simple
instructions and book of intrigue
to make different 4" squares. Fun
for young and old. It is $1.50
plus 10c post. Alice Maynard,
558 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22.

Crackers and milk taste extra good when served in a
colorful set of Dorchester pottery. The covered milk jug,
bowel and plate are blue and white with a cheerful straw-
berry design. The jug keeps milk hot, too, for hot cereal.
$7.50 ppd. W. of Mass. $7.75.
Frances Hall Perrins, Old Homestead Orchards, West-
ford, Massachusetts.

Salad service with style. Utterly simple and purposefully
designed, this handsome set is everything it should be. It's of
good weight, has satin finish silver-plate on copper. A prac-
tical 10½" size, the price for a pair is only $6.50, no tax.
Postpaid from Berkeley of London.
2272 Broadway, New York 24.

(Continued on page 55)
Kencork—on floors and walls—is a modern flatterer. Its golden browns and leafy tans form soft-hued squares and rectangles. These subtle patterns flatter every color—glamorize fabrics—and furniture, art, accessories. And these natural cork tiles contribute to gracious living because they absorb sound. They emphasize comfort and luxury because they cushion footsteps. They offer security with a safe, non-skidding surface. And Kencork's natural insulating qualities contribute warmth in winter, coolness in summer. Kencork—for walls and floors—looks like luxury, yet is moderately priced and will last a lifetime. Ask your decorator and your flooring merchant about Kencork or write us for a copy of the informative full-color booklet. David E. Kennedy, Inc., 55 Second Avenue, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.
OUTDOORS and IN — they make your home glow with good Christmas cheer!

SYLVANIA FLUORESCENT TREE LIGHTS
The only outside lights that look so well indoors, too!

Now at a new popular price . . . the most unusual Christmas tree lights ever made . . . fluorescent lights! They’re sturdier, more versatile! You can use them to decorate both indoor and outdoor trees. They’re cool-burning, long-lasting. You get seven lights on a string . . . each light works independently. Finest safety wiring. Permanent clips on each socket. This year, add cheery new glow to that merry old tree with Sylvania Fluorescent Tree Lights!

MILLER ELECTRIC COMPANY
Pawtucket, Rhode Island

PRICE REDUCTION!
FORMERLY $6.50
NOW $4.95
SET OF SEVEN LIGHTS PLUS TAX

ATTACH TO REGULAR LIGHTS
COLORED WHEN LIT
LIKE A SNOWBALL WHEN OUT
SHOPPING AROUND

Bake a dish of fish or creamed foods in gleaming copper. With a block tin lining and bronze handles, it goes straight from oven to table, sizzling hot, and when not in use it adds a decorative touch to your kitchen wall. 11¾" x 7¾", $11.75 postpaid from Bazar Français, 666 Sixth Ave., N. Y. 10.

Lift the lid of this aluminum tray and discover a glass insert for relishes, cheeses, nuts and candies or preserves. The tray and insert can be used separately, too, with or without the cover. Embossed aluminum. 10" x 16" overall; modestly priced at $5 ppd. Marcos Sales, 2554 Decatur Ave., Bronx, N. Y.

Tray gay. Brilliant jewel tones of gold, bronze, green and purple make these metal ash trays stand out in any company. Produced by a new, exclusive processing, they are both heat- and alcohol-resistant. Set of 4 (in one or assorted colors) is $3, or $1 ea., ppd. and gift-boxed from Killinger Company, Marion, Virginia.

NO MORE CREASES IN YOUR SKIRTS
... when you use this newly designed Prac-T-Rack. Holds six skirts at a time, yet one can be removed without disturbing the others. Another useful feature—the rack hangs flat against door or wall conserving precious closet space. Smoothly finished in yellow, pink, green, or blue pastels.

Ideal for Outdoor Cooking
Instant heat control. Temperature regulated by turning crank, which moves basket up or down.
• Easy to install in Masonry. Lifts out for storage.
• Convenient portable Grill when combined with Steel Cabinet.
No tools required for assembling. Write for Descriptive Folder
Grillcraft Barbecue Unit...$42.50
Grillcraft Portable Cabinet...$15.00
Prices F.O.B. St. Paul
GRILLCRAFT COMPANY
120 W. Sixth St. St. Paul 2, Minn.

CRYSTAL CLEAR COASTERS
In smartly designed lucite... grooved so that your glasses will not stick, and available with either a matching or contrasting holder. (Red, Blue or Green.) Finished corners prevent nicks and scratching. A gay note for your own table and the perfect gift for Xmas.
Set of 8 (with holder)......$6.55
Postpaid... Check or money order, no C.O.D.s
Variety Houseware Sales Co., 44 West Houston St., N. Y. 12, N. Y.

WOMEN'S FASHION

FOUNTAINS OF LIGHT
The importance of your room will be emphasized and its beauty greatly enhanced by these glamorous electrified fountain lamps. Each lamp has 27 sparkling crystal prisms spreading out over a gold plated base. Just the thing for the credenza, mantel, console table, etc. Complete with bulbs.
Height overall 14½"...$13.95 the pair, postpaid
MARCOS SALES
2554 Decatur Ave. Bronx, N. Y.

FAMOUS PARKER GAMES

MAKE-A-MILLION
Many thousands consider MAKE-A-MILLION the most original and exciting of card games. Its liveliness of play, quick climaxes, and adroit use of the sensational Bull and Bear cards, make it a game for YOU to play! 75c.

RICH UNCLE

We strongly recommend this novel, exciting, and fast playing game, $3.00.

MONOPOLY—Most popular of the world's finest standard games. Sets at $2.00. Famous White Box set with Grand Hotels, removable Bank-tray, etc., $3.50.

CAMELOT—A far better game than Clue. Easily learned, cunning. Gray box set $3.50. sets with ivory playing pieces $5.00.

ROOK—America's widely loved card game. 75 cents.

CHILDREN'S HOUR—Three games in a box, "Pawnee the Elephant, the Pig," and "ABE Fishing," $2.00.

FINANCE—Fast action trading game. $1.50.


PARKER BROTHERS INC.
SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LONDON
TEA

The Gift of Good Taste

$5.50 Postpaid

As a Gift

A pound of the finest
China Congou Tea
(English Breakfast)
A tea of universal appeal
in an attractive and useful
hand-carved, amethyst
glass jar.

HENRY F. SEMKE
Purveyor of Fine Teas
- OCEANSIDE, N.Y.

CHEESE BOX

Smooth, flavorful, delicious!
Six crocks contain Stilton and
Cheddar cured in port wine;
Roquefort and Gorgonzola in
Old Brandy; Edam in Sauternes;
Swiss in Kirsch D'Alsace.

Set of six 4 oz. crocks...$4.85.
Set of six 8 oz. crocks... 7.85

Prepaid anywhere in U. S.
Write for Catalogue "C"

M-m-m !
Real Old-Fashioned
GOODNESS!

AUNT MARIA'S
Home-Made Sugar Cookies

Mouth-wateringly delicious cookies,
made from an old New Eng­
lard recipe. An original gift idea.
Delighted to serve at all Holiday
festivities.

Ten Dozen, in Blue Tin Box, will
stay crisp indefinitely. $2.75 Post­
paid.

Aunt Maria, Dorset, Vermont

SIX INDIVIDUAL PLUM PUDDINGS
with Brandied Hard Sauce

Six generous servings—each be­
deeded with a bright red cherry—
each portion wrapped in cello­
phone. The bottled Hard Sauce
completes this traditional dessert.

IDEAL FOR HOLIDAY DINNERS, PARTIES
AND GIFTS • ATTRACTIVELY PACKAGED
IN A DECORATIVE GOLDEN GIFT BOX

$2.25 Six individuals with 4 oz. of Brandied Hard Sauce.

BIBRO GIFTS Dept. M1 - 928 Madison Avenue - New York City 21

the gift supreme

- Deluxe Red Block Quintuplets and Texas

Hard Tangerine in antique, Swabian- Intricate, Deb-Ornamented, Marked with Long Black, North Dakota.
- The Gift, Carrot—2 lb.市场 Red Block

- The Fruit of the South—4 lb. Texas Grape

- Four mats and four napkins $9

Prepaid anywhere in U. S. Write for Catalogue "C" with gift list of choice.

El Rancho Blanco
CITRUS CO.
Mt. L., Box 764-B, Brawley, California
(Member Texas Citrus Packaging Assn.)
AROUND

Bright-eyed bear. A cuddly bear gives the little squeezer a big surprise... when you hug or poke him, his eyes light up! (thanks to a flashlight battery which is replaceable). 13" tall, he comes in pink or blue rayon plush. Shatter-proof eyes can't be pulled out. $2.98, post. 25c.

M. C. Flyns, 43 E. 59th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Bathing beauties. A six-piece bath set in lovely shades of flamingo, turquoise or mimosa yellow with a delightful pattern of dogwood embroidered in white will provide a cheerful touch to bath or dressing-room. Set includes 2 bath, 2 face towels, 2 washcloths, $26.50 postpaid from Léron, 745 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 22.

Crib-age-ers will be enchanted with the hand-painted borders of these fine percale crib sheets. Designs include circus, pandas, Bambi, bear cubs, boats and trains. Washable, of course. 42" x 72", $3.50 each, or buy one decorated and three plain sheets for $6. Postpaid from Léron, 826.50 postpaid from Leron.

M. C. Flynn, 43 E. 59th St., New York 22, N. Y.

...Not just ONE gift for that favored one—but a YEAR-ROUND PARADE of fine Food Gifts... All Different!

Here's an exciting box of seven of Wisconsin's most expert cheese men and aged to give it that mellow, tangy flavor that folks like. An ideal gift for you, your guests—splendid for Christmas. Postpaid

Hicks' Gift of the Month by Hicks

OLD ENGLISH BAKERIES

3-month gourmet series

3-month assortment series $5.50
6-month deluxe series 50
12-month remembrance series 85

Write Dept. G1 for beautifully illustrated catalogues.

from the deep south...

From Infinite!, 241 Adams Street. Milton, Massachusetts.

SALTED & TOASTED PECANS

From GEORGIA groves direct to you.
Large, selected pecan halves pressure packed in vacuum jars for fresh keeping. Finest quality grown! Toasting in pecan oil gives these pecans their delicious flavor. Ideal for entertaining and gifts. Order now for the holidays. PRINCESS PECANS, Inc., Dept. HG, Camilla, Ga.

New Delicacies for GIFTS

Two delightfully different taste sensations: Fruited Macaroons and our famous Honeyed Fruit Cake—both flavored with rum and brandy, packed in hermetically sealed tin, keep fresh forever. Sent postpaid anywhere in the world. Gift wrapped with cord enclosed. Order several now for yourself and friends. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or M. O. No COD's, please.

2 lbs. of Fruit Cake or Macaroons $2.90.

Old English Bakeries
5 BOYLSTON ST. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
FLORIDA

ORANGES

GRAPEFRUIT and TANGERINES

The Gift they cannot buy at home—HADLOCK Choice Quality, deliciously fresh, fully tree-ripened fruit—only found in grocery stores. Beautifully hand-packed—all the fresh, juice-laden sweetness ensured by fast express direct to the lucky ones on your gift list! Order now.

EXPRESS PREPAID

QUALITY SELECTIONS (as shown) $6.00
Generously packed 15 lb. Bushel
Half Bushel—27 lbs. $3.25
DE LUXE GIFT PACK, choice fruit, 4 assorted pound
marmalades, pound fruit cake, pound
fancy pecan—full 60 lb. Bushel
Half Bushel—30 lbs. $5.50
DE LUXE SPECIAL GIFT PACK, choice fruit, 6 as­
sorted marmalades, 3 pounds fancy pe­
cans, pound fruit cake—full 66 lb. Bushel
Half Bushel—30 lbs. $8.00

A delightful to give or to get! No ordinary Susan, this, but an obliging little wooden stand that revolves—serving up rare herbs, vinegars and salts as it travels merrily around. Provides those flavorful, knowing touches to the master chef's cookery. Complete. $10 from The Herb Farm Shop Ltd., 347 Fifth Ave., New York 16.

A Roman triumph. Chariots with a patrician air right out of the pages of your Roman history book hold plants or cigarettes. Available in copper or polished brass; take your choice. There's an aluminum cup inside each, for practicality, 3½" high, $2.95 each, postpaid, from The Towers, P. O. Box 1043, Glendale, California.

BETTY CLARK'S

CALIFORNIA

FRUIT CAKE

"Deliciously Different!"

FROM THE WORLD-FAMOUS
KITCHEN OF TOM CLARK
A never-to-be-forgotten fruit and nut cake made of tandy ingredients from the four corners of the globe—pecans, pineapple, cherries, orange, citron, honey, butter, rum and brandy.

BRIGHTLY PACKAGED

Send postpaid $3 to 2 lbs., $4 to 4 lbs.

MAIL ORDER

TOM CLARK
of California Inc.
Route 7, Box 1172
Phoenix, Arizona

THE SPHINX DATE CO.
Route 7, Box 1172
Phoenix, Arizona

Show business. Marionette enthusiasts will really be in business with this stage for their cast. Well-constructed, it measures 23" x 20" x 18", folds to 4" depth, is $10.75. Easily manipulated, marionettes shown are 3 of 4 in the Cinderella set, $18.75; separately $5 ea. All ppr, Hazel's Marionettes, 911 E. 10th St., Kansas City, Mo.

A delight to give or to get! No ordinary Susan, this, but an obliging little wooden stand that revolves—serving up rare herbs, vinegars and salts as it travels merrily around. Provides those flavorful, knowing touches to the master chef's cookery. Complete. $10 from The Herb Farm Shop Ltd., 347 Fifth Ave., New York 16.

A Roman triumph. Chariots with a patrician air right out of the pages of your Roman history book hold plants or cigarettes. Available in copper or polished brass; take your choice. There's an aluminum cup inside each, for practicality, 3½" high, $2.95 each, postpaid, from The Towers, P. O. Box 1043, Glendale, California.

TRY THIS OLD

SLAVE FAVORITE

A rare candy treat from the Deep South, Savannah Benne is the real "old slave" brittle made from the famous hundred year old recipe. Crisp and golden brown, water thin, it is filled with full-flavored, "good luck" benne seeds. $1.25 per lb. post paid, $1.15 per lb. for each additional lb., same order, same address. Insurance included.

SAVANNAH BENNE CANDY CO.
1500 W. Bay St. Savannah, Ga.
Frivolous French poodles have apparently just been greeted by a wolf call... and why wouldn’t they be? Such chic! Such grooming! And such hats! Hand-made of white ceramic with decorations in color, each is signed by Jean West. 3½" high, $15 a pair, ppd. from Misty Hollow Studios, Clyde St., Forest Hills, N. Y.

Worldly wise is the owner of this new home-library atlas and gazetteer. It’s fairly bursting with information, maps, photographs, all carefully indexed for easy reference. Bound in blue leatherette. $5 plus 10c for post. C. S. Hammond & Co., 1 E. 43rd St., New York 17.

Christmas greens. Gladden the hearts of city friends with a gift of fragrant evergreens, a ten pound assortment of holly, mistletoe, cedar garlands, two 12" wreaths, gaily painted cones, a candle holder with red tapers, a 30" door charm with red bow and 3 bells, and more, is $7.50 ppd. G. R. Kirk Co., Perkins Bldg., Tacoma 1, Wash.

MAPLE PECAN CANDIES

Stuckey's world famous pecan candies are again available by mail order. A gift for you and yours... and to mail the same day!

SPECIAL $2.45 PER BOX

Stuckey's Georgia

JUMBO Paper Shell Pecans

Unexcelled—Shipped Direct From My Own Orchards

King of the Pecan family. Most delightful flavor, every box unconditionally guaranteed. A most unique gift not only for Christmas but the year round. Some of our clientele of fifteen years' standing order each year as many as 100 boxes sent direct to list of their friends. A "try out" will convince you for always. Packed in three and five pound heavy, attractive corrugated boxes.

Prices $3.75 & $6.25 respectively, prepaid

J. W. WHITELEY

FARM HOME FOODS, Dept. H, Watertown, Wis.

Honshel Brandied FRUIT CAKE

Dusk, full-flavored brandied fruit cake — cram-jammed with glazed fruit and choice nuts. Mellowed with rare old brandy and finesherry...a real treat—and a delightful gift to anyone; shipped anywhere in the United States.

1 ½ lb. cake $1.79; 2 lb. cake $3.32; 3 lb. cake $5.24. In box with branded Hard Sauce $4.32. Prepaid this side of Rocky Mts., beyond add 15c.

Fruit Puddings, Figs, Fig & Date, 2 lbs., $1.65 each. (Add 15c west of Rockies)

Dept. W, 47 Hortenlson Wisconsin

Cheese Specialists for over 15 years.

World-Famous Hostess, Elsa Maxwell. From Hundreds

a Treat of Treats, America’s Finest, Selected

From Hundreds By World-Famous Hostess, Elsa Maxwell.

THREE TYPES OF SUBSCRIPTIONS

6 MONTHS $17.50

3 MONTHS $11.75

1 MONTH $6.00

All three prices include postage, insurance and handling. You save over 10% on the regular retail price of these candies.

Send name and address of each recipient. Boxes of candy will be sent on consecutive months unless you specify special dates, such as birthdays, anniversaries, Mother's Day, Easter, etc. Write for Colorful Brochure.

Santa Claus comes Every Month

(except JUNE, JULY, AUGUST)

when you give a subscription to the...

Three Box a Treat of Treats, America's Finest, Selected From Hundreds By World-Famous Hostess, Elsa Maxwell.

Each Box a Treat of Treats, America’s Finest, Selected

from Hundreds By World-Famous Hostess, Elsa Maxwell.

Month after month, remind fortunate friends of your Christmas thoughtfulness by sending Candy-of-the-Month Club subscriptions. Swiss chocolates from David Kopper, New York; chocolate-coated Almond Clusters from Beverly Hills; Texas Pecanity and Pralines; Aplets from Washington state; Princessse de Condie's French Chocolates; New York; rich milk chocolate Almond Roca, Tacoma...and other treats, equally delicious. Every box (approximately one pound) comes fresh from the confectioner's.

Candy of the Month Club, Inc. • 902 Ambassador Building • St. Louis 1, Mo.
HOUSE & GARDEN

**Surplus Silver, Diamonds and Jewelry to JULIUS GOODMAN & SON**

Our firm has a background of more than 75 years of fair dealing and integrity. Direct buyers, and authorities on silver and jewelry, we are in position to offer more attractive prices than most dealers for individual pieces or entire collections. We pay express charges.

From our own stocks, we offer for sale more than 400 patterns of rare and unusual flat silver, as well as many distinctive matched pieces. Correspondence invited.

**JULIUS GOODMAN & SON**

77 Madison Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee

Julius Goodman

References: The First National Bank, Memphis

**FIELD FRESH**

**VILLAS**

**FLOWERS**

in GIFT BOX
direct from FLORIDA

$3.50 PER DOZEN

POSTPAID

[Text continues on next page]

**BISCUIT BASKETS**

From Old Mexico

Every meal a Fiesta when you serve bread and rolls in these gay Mexican biscuit baskets! Hand-woven bamboo strips over sturdy bamboo frames. For dining or fes- toon-room snacks, branch-time sandwiches or smorgasboard. Use them, too, for fruit, potato chips, pop-corn... Make swell sewing baskets—wonderful gifts!

Set of 2 Gay Biscuit Baskets, ppd... $1.00

**SHOPPING**

**Flutterbirds,** What is home without a pair of love-birds? The way these two carry on as they flutter down the pole, you'd think they were on their honeymoon. If you can wrest them away from the children, stand them on the bar to entertain your giddier friends. $1.75 postpaid. Sally Graye, 80 E. 11th St., New York 3, N. Y.

**A pointer for pencils of all shapes and sizes, and one we are delighted to welcome back after so long an absence. People who can't think without a sharp pencil, need struggle no more with a hand-hewn point. For home or office, $2.50 ppd. Afeo Products, Lexington 73, Massachusetts.
AROUND

DECEMBER, 1947

Junior's place at table is the place for this Kirk sterling silver set. An intermediate-size knife, fork and spoon have reousseau in a beautifully-designed pattern. The price for three pieces is $10, tax included and postpaid from Henry Kohn and Sons, 890 Main Street, Hartford 1, Connecticut.

High-lighter right over the bed for midnight readers. A trim, streamlined fluorescent lamp with rubber-covered grippers fits any headboard. 14" long, in ivory or mahogany finish, it blends nicely with most color schemes. Complete with 8-watt bulb, $5.98. Abraham & Straus, Fulton and Hoyt Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.

FOR HER PERFUME

Unusually pretty perfume vial. With its own little funnel, to save every precious drop. Shining gold plate, with a sparkling stone in the top. 2½" long. $3.15 postpaid. Federal excise tax included.

MADOLIN MAPELSDEN
825 Lexington Avenue
New York 21, N. Y.

GIVE PLEASURE for months

Here's a perfect gift—different, practical, Give Silverim Plates for informal entertaining—no dishes to wash afterwards. Hammered metal plates (8 inch) last for years. Glass paper refills are tossed away after using. The smart way to serve sandwiches, salads, cold cuts, pastries, ice cream and cake. Additional refills available.

Box of 4 Holders and 100 refills $4.95
3 boxes $13.95 del. No c.o.d.'s please.

COLLINS CRAFTSMEN, INC.
Dept. G
884 Main St., Waukesha, Wis.

LAP TRAYS

If you've ever gasped as nervous guests balanced your favorite china on their knees, you will appreciate the value of these 10½" lithographed metal trays for serving refreshments. Also, decorative for mantel or any informal setting. Washable and alcohol-resistant finish. Your choice of Blue, Red or Forest Green.

Order No. 231,
SET OF EIGHT POSTPAID
Write today for your FREE CATALOG of toys and gifts which can be mailed with the famous "Santa Claus, Indianapolis" postmark.

SANTA CLAUS LAND
SANTA CLAUS, INDIANA

GREETING SOLID BRASS Cape Cod Fire Lighter

With Torch — only 99¢

Handsome Colonial Candelsticks 9 inches high ... only 99¢
7 1/2 inches high 695¢

Each here Express Collected
Send Check or Money Order

Ethel Meeser
Gifts of Distinction — Interior Decorations
State College, Pa.

TOAST GLASSES

These exquisite little celebration toast glasses add the perfect touch to every happy occasion. Set them in cakes, pastries, appetizers, or any table decoration to lend a piquant and buoyant air to your celebration. Each toast glass holds ¾ ounce of any beverage. An ideal gift or possession, $5 for the dozen. Prepaid. Write to:

MAUDE B. MAY CO.
3038 E. 71st Street Dept. K
CHICAGO 49, ILL.

Outdoor and indoor temperature ... at a glance

Placed on the wall of any room, this lighted panel shows outdoor temperature, lower, indoor temperature. Easy to read, no clock. Highly accurate. Attractive design will grace any interior. Ideal gift. Precision made by nationally known instrument manufacturers.

$6.75 each prepaid.
(No C.O.D. orders please)

JAS. P. MARSH CORPORATION
2045 Southport Avenue
Chicago 14, Illinois

PLYWOOD PLATE EASELS & HANGERS

DELUXE LACQUER FINISH Plate & Platter Holders
Universal Plate $ .75
2. Universal Platter 1.25
4. Medium Plate—9" 1.50
5. Large Plate—12" 2.50

Hanging Plate style $ .85
4. Average Plate size $ .90
5. Large Plate size $1.25

Top, Front and Back $ .95
Cup and Saucer Holders $ .85

Miniature size $ .75

Cape Cod Fire Lighter
Handsome Colonial Candlesticks
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Acclaimed by Pipe Smokers

HARPER DOUBLE BARREL PIPE

Overcomes major objection found in other pipes. No throat-irritating tars or distasteful liquids can ever reach smoker's mouth—no matter how pipe is tilted. All condensed juices are trapped in lower reservoir chamber. Imported briar bowl slips off to drain condensate. Easy to clean. Feather light!

Only $10.00 postpaid. Send check or money order.

(Plus 2% Sales Tax in Illinois)

HARPER-WYMAN COMPANY, 8562 VINCENT AVENUE, CHICAGO 20, ILLINOIS

SALT AND PEPPER MILL SET

To add fresh, zesty saliv to any meal, try this salt and pepper mill set made in the authentic French design. The pepper mill has grinders of a case hardened steel guaranteed to last a lifetime. The salt mill has a dehumidifying hardwood interior that absorbs moisture and prevents dampness. Each mill is set with the key and grinds directly over your food. The mills are available in Antique Maple, Blonder Maple, Mahogany or Walnut finish.

Complete with a jar of peppercorns and a jar of salt $4.00 per set prepaid.

Pepper mill with a jar of peppercorns $2.00 prepaid.

Salt mill with a jar of salt crystals $1.65 prepaid.

A C.O.D.'s Write for our complete folder.

Bazar Français
EST 1857
666 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK 10, N.Y.
(All zones)

SALT AND PEPPER MILL SET
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A C.O.D.'s Write for our complete folder.

Bazar Français
EST 1857
666 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

MERINO FLUFFS

from Peru. Warm-as-foam slippers with soft leather outside soles and lustrous white Alpaca fur collars. Perfect for home, travel or dormitory running.

Ladies' sizes 3-11
$7.50 postpaid
State shoe size

GOOD NEIGHBOR IMPORTS
16 East 50th St., New York 22, New York

PAUL REVERE LIBERTY BOWLS

New, classically beautiful reproductions of famous "Sons of Liberty Bowl" designed by Paul Revere in 1768. Useful as individual ash trays, sports trophies, or for serving nuts, mints, jelly. Boxed with historical explanatory leaflet. 2 3/4" wide, 1 1/4" high.

Set of 4, $10.00. C.O.D.'s please. Copper $4.50; Silver plate $7.20

Sterling $20.00
Send for free gift catalog.

THE NEW ENGLAND GENERAL STORE
30 MAIN ST., WENHAM, MASS.

A SPOON RACK

Mahogany or maple finish
10 1/2 x 19 with metal liner for plants.
$10.00

Cup and saucer hangers for demi-tasse or standard cups.
$1.50 each

EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT

Muriel Reynolds
Box 171
Laguna Beach, California

USEFUL GIFTS

FAMOUS COOKING RECIPES

have been carefully selected for this attractive series of gift books. Covers are beautifully wood
grained masonite. Appropriate decorations done in colors. Size: 7 1/4" x 9 1/4". Postpaid price: $2.25 each, or your choice of the for $5.00. Same for gift by astwy such as silverware covers, $11.50 each, postpaid. (All zones)

The Salad Book
The Cookie Book
Fine Old New England Recipes
Fine Old Dixie Recipes
Tempting Western Recipes

HEARTH BROOMS: Colorful, artistic, handy. Rubber bristles and artistic blending of colors. "Best Maid". "Carved Handle" or "Butter Pecan" $2.00 each. "Brown Hair", $1.00 each, postpaid.

DRINK MIXING: World famous recipes. "Harri's How"—covering all types of drinks—"John Gushfork", Plymouth, "Coin Tail", etc., each $1.00, postpaid. (All zones)

THE OLD LOG HOUSE

Box 722
Concord, Mass.

A gay blade. Porky the Pig accompanies 50 sharp Person

na blades which, in themselves, are a wonderful present for a man. He'll use Porky for blade disposal if Junior doesn't ap­propriate him for a penny bank. The price for the set is $8 from John Wanamaker, New York and Philadelphia.

The Garden Calendar faces each week's engagement list with a seasonal garden photograph and heads each page with a timely quotation. Blank pages in back are for noting the blooming dates of flowers or miscellaneous garden notes. Paper-bound, with cover in color, it's $1.00 M. Barrows & Co., Inc., 114 East 32nd Street, New York 16.

The Country Store
(Continued on page 65)

Help someone
SEE"
BETTER
with this unique
Christmas gift

HOUSE & GARDEN

50 Actual Size

HOW satisfying at Christmas—to give someone dear to you "see­
comfort" for years to come! With this beautiful new type magnifying glass with the long lens, you can read newspaper print a column wide. Its 1 1/4 inch lens provides a large, sharp field of vision, and magnifies 2 1/2 times. Folded into a mottled brown plastic handle—trim, smart and dignified. You'll be proud to give —or own—a Longview! Packed in a gift box—$6.50, postpaid. If not com­pletely satisfied, your money will be refunded.

EDROY PRODUCTS CO.
484 Lexington Avenue, New York 17
Charmed settings... to make your precious thoughts graciously memorable...
Further distinguished additions to the notable Correspondence Elegances collection:
Drollery, Dixie Fiesta, Crescendo, Salute to Cyrano.
Kellogg is a Division of the United States Envelope Co.

Kellogg
FINE WRITING PAPERS

50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, N. Y.
Cynthia comes home...

Softness and warmth...a cheek, an arm, a blanket. All to be forever an intimate part of her life. Later the cheek and the arm will become "mother," the beautiful blanket, St. Marys. Later Cynthia, grown up with St. Marys, will buy them for her own. That's how it goes down generations...for reasons of pride, protection, thrift. Always in purest wool, with deep satin bindings, in colors that make homes look happier.

Ask for St. Marys.

ST. MARYS BLANKETS
ST. MARYS, OHIO
Delightfully sheer, Amazingly strong HATHAWAY NYLON marquisette CURTAINS in 5 lengths

AT SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICES!

- STRONGER worn, entirely of Dupont Nylon Yarn in Eggshell tone.
- LOVELIER than any other tailored curtains; exquisitely sheer and soft.
- WIDER by 12 inches to the pair than average tailored styles.
- WASHABILITY as easy as Nylon hose and they keep their shape without stretchers.
- SUPERIOR QUALITIES, sun resistant, mildew resistant and fire resistant.

SPECIFY LENGTH DESIRED
54 inches long  4.95
63 inches long  5.50
72 inches long  5.95
81 inches long  6.50
90 inches long  6.95

ALL ARE 46 INCHES WIDE TO THE PAIR

POSTAGE prepaid to any point in U.S.; simply send check or money order. Sample on request!

THE EGG CUP and YOU!

Want to make sure your thoughtful, distinctive gift will be remembered every day of the year? Give these practical, person-alised egg holders; tastefully hand-painted in lovable colors with delicate designs and any first or last name you choose. Matching salt-and-pepper shakers make this set of glass table accessories a cheery addition to any meal—especially on Christmas morning.

- Entire 3-piece Set, $2.25 postpaid.
- Egg cup 75c—postage 25c.
- Pair Salt and Pepper Shakers $1.25—postage 25c. No C.O.D.'s, please.

Mail orders promptly filled.

FLEDDON FLATWARE. Truly bargain babies, this spoon and fork, just the right size for tiny hands, are made of Holmes & Edwards sterling inlaid silver plate in the Danish Princess pattern. The price for the set is only $1.75 postpaid. No tax.

From George Stern, 191 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Monogrammed Lucite Magazine Rack
This smartly practical one-piece magazine rack of heavy, clear Lucite lies flat on your desk or coffee table. Holds up to five LIFE-size magazines — which slide easily in and out of open ends. Comes with any three-letter monogram engraved in 3/8-inch high letters as shown. $10.75 postpaid. No C. O. D.'s.

Peachtree Studio
P. O. Box 511 Atlanta, Ga.

Personalized Leather Gifts She'll Adore!
TWO-TONE CIGARETTE CASE of genuine leather, designed especially for smokers of King-Size Cigarettes. In two colors with decorative gold trim and 3-letter monogram, this is one Christmas gift she'll be proud to show off to her friends. Assorted colors, $2.95. Regular size also available. $2.50.

FRENCH PURSE—so attractive, so useful, so new looking. Complete with zipper wallet and leather-lined two compartment change purse, it is large enough to carry essentials, small enough to slip into a handbag. Made of Genuine Morocco Leather in brown, navy, red or green with 3-letter monogram $5.50 including tax.

No C.O.D.'s, please.

LUCILLE DISTRIBUTING CO.
Dept. 6172
41 Union Square, New York 3, N. Y.
IT'S NEW ... THE GIFT SHE WILL Cherish!

It's the smartest, most usable gift you can give her. Table of Contents listed below gives just a glimpse into the completeness of "My Correspondence." Expertly bound in genuine Morocco, Blue, Red, Green, Black, imprinted in gold leaf. The 226 pages are gold edged fine quality paper beautifully printed in two colors. Size 5½ x 7½ inches. Packed in distinctive gift box, Send check or money order today. Specify desired colors. Guaranteed delivery before Christmas. Postpaid, $7.50, Kansas purchasers add 2%, for sales tax.

### TABLE OF CONTENTS

- **Wedding Anniversaries**
- **Birthstones and Flowers**
- **Address of Correspondents**
- **Anniversary Calendar**
- **Easter Calendar (1940-2000 A.D.)**
- **Greeting Cards**
- **Holidays Generally Observed**
- **Your Horoscope**
- **and other valuable correspondence data.**

### CREST-MARKED BOOKS

108 W. 6th St. TOPEKA, KANSAS

---

**For People Who Have Everything**

Adds Bedside, Chairside Comfort

---

**ACCESSORIES**

Correspondence

- Correspondents

**KANSAS 108 W. 8th St. TOPEKA, KANSAS**

---

**The Perfect Gift**

For People Who Have Everything

**HOLDAFONE**

Ideal for long cord or plug-in phones.

---

**The Gift to Remember**

At your elbow when you telephone, or on the desk at the office, this handsome Sterling Silver and plexiglas memo-box will make itself useful in a baker's dozen of ways. One of our most popular articles, it is convenient, too—6½ by 5½. Order now in good time for Christmas. Price, with engraved initials, $14.50, including tax.

---

**SHOPPING**

Bubble shooter. Here is the latest toy of 1947. Sure-fire fun for little boys and girls, just pull the trigger and hundreds of bubbles shoot out, singly or in strings. Gun contains a harmless, stainless liquid that lasts about 2 weeks, $2.95, post, 25c; box of 6 refills, 30c, Bleazby's. 31 E. Adams, Detroit 26, Mich.

Proudly presented. A gala gift of hand-knit booties and mittens of softest pink or blue wool comes on a lace-covered, woven tray of straw, Straw or nurse will use it later to hold baby's safety pins and dusting powder. $3.50 for the set, plus 15c for post, from Gerulli, 807 Madison Ave., New York 21.

A new twist creates a new masterpiece in "Pipe Cleaner Art." Extra long, brightly-colored pipe cleaners bend over backwards, or any which way to make place markers, toys, lapel pins etc. Box of 100 with pattern sheet. $1 ppd. Ordered at the same time, 100 refills are 75c ex. Breck's. 396 Breck Ave., New York 21.

---

**PROFESSIONAL BAR TOOLS**

Beverage and everywhere give their drinks the "professional" touch with these first rate bar tools. The shaker, strainer and stirring rod are made of stainless steel to resist fruit acids and alcohol staining. Heavy molded glass includes a thick, double wall. The strainer is an excellent model with uncluttered surfaces. Length 8".

Price $7.95

THE HOLDAFONE COMPANY

4727 Gayne Rd., Minneapolis, Minn.

---

**A Practical Gift Idea!**

**Protective PLATE PADS**

For Your Fine China

Just what you've been looking for! Soft felt pads, ideal for inserting between your china plates and saucers when not in use. Provides perfect padded protection against breakage, scratching and chipping. Attractive red, green and black pads will fit to 4, 6" and 8" plates. You'll want several for your own use ... for gift! Set, prepaid...

$1.25

- **Write For FREE Gift-Catalog!**

---

**The Christmas Gift for the Man Who "Has Everything"**

Give him a 14" Dartnell Personal Record Book—the aristocrat of appointment, memo and personal desk books. He will use it every day on his desk at home, at the office or on trips. For 23 years the choice of top business executives, professional men, high army and navy officers.

In luxurious Imported Black Sheepskin binding with gift edges. Size 3 by 6 inches, 300 pages of appointment, personal memo, 200 pages of useful data. A place to keep track of anniversaries, golf scores, investments, income, tax deductions, etc. Lists best hotels in leading cities, railroad and air tariffs, road distances, etc.

Price includes gift box. For 30 cents extra we will imprint his name in gold.

**$5.50**

THE DARTNELL CORPORATION

4664 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Illinois
AROUND

A new baby has nothing on this latest Dydee doll. Her young mother not only can feed her and change her diapers, but she can wash her hair, clean her soft ears and even make her blow bubbles! Complete with baby-spoon, bottle, layette and bubble pipe, $20.95. F.A.O. Schwarz, 745 5th Ave., N. Y. 22.

Funny-face. Here's a bagful of fun for the children. They can make all sorts of fantastic faces of men or animals by changing the magnetized ears, noses, etc. on "Juggle-Head." It's a great rainy-day toy and perfect for a child who has to spend a day in bed. Of washable plastic, $2.50 ppd. Crane's, 419 E. 57th St., N. Y.

Symphony for minors. Under the baton of a young maestro, a three-piece orchestra will give concerts . . . the like of which have never been heard before. The set, including plastic clarinet, violin, bugle (that really play) and baton is $3.75, postpaid from Page & Biddle, 21 Station Road, Haverford, Pennsylvania.

GOING SOME WHERE?
Waterproof bag of double texture brown duck, with top grain saddle leather, moulded handles, loops and side stripes.

20" long . . . . . . . . . . . $10.25
With monogram . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11.25
Monogram also made in block letters.
Fed. tax and postage included.
Sorry, No C.O.D.'s.
JAA GEE NOVELTIES 1300 WEBSTER AVE. CHICAGO 36, N. Y.

ORIGNAL PLANTER CREATIONS
Quaint and colorful, these tarnish-proofed originals are hand-made in California by a master metal craftsman.

Left: Polished copper kettle 2'/4" deep on 5" swinging fireplace crane, $6.50
Right: Two polished copper buckets 3'/4" deep—brass or copper bracket and polished 5" hardwood pulley, $13.50
Postpaid—No C. O. D.'s, please.
ROY FERRIER 5737 Venice Blvd. Los Angeles 35, Calif.

SODA SYPHON . . . GRAND NEW WAY TO MIX DRINKS—MAKE ICE CREAM SODAS AT HOME WITH TRUE PROFESSIONAL TOUCH
Metro's Newest Soda Syphon . . . THE SMARTEST GIFT IDEA IN MANY A MOON! Squirts the soda, guards the bubbles! Keeps the sparkle in ginger ale or club soda days longer! Great for mixed drinks and for making honest-to-goodness ice cream sodas at home! Aluminum and chrome finish. Two syphon tubes for long or short bottles. Individually boxed . . . cellophane wrapped.

$2.00 POSTPAID No C. O. D.'s Please
CRAIG'S P. O. Box 5226, Chicago, Ill.

GREENLEAF RUBBER COASTERS!
The wins in these genuine rubber coasters trap the excess moisture in the same way as those in real leaves. Exact replicas of the delicate leaves, these coasters are a charming touch for the well-appointed dinner table. For practical, gay, festive use with water and wine glasses or as a vase for flowers, they will set side, nor mar the finest furniture. Three or more drilled gives effective protection for warm dishes. Attractively gift boxed in sets of eight—personalized in silver $2.95 each.

3 for $7.50 or $2.50 each postpaid 
PAYABLE AT RECEIPT OF ORDER
LA PALETTE, Dept. 848, 509 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

PROVINCIAL in feeling...

this hand-rubbed reproduction of an old Colonial cobbler's bench. Fashioned in solid maple of heavy stock, its generous proportions will make it the focal point of a proud room. 36" long, 16'/2" wide, 20'/2" high.

27.50
No C.O.D.'s . . . Express Delivered Anywhere
FINE FURNITURE SINCE 1894

TO PLEASE ANY CHILD
Or even a grown-up, gift this personalized tumbler and toothbrush. Tumbler is frosty white plastic (too bend but won't break) hand painted designs in pink, blue or red. Matching brush has nylon bristles. Child's own name painted on tumbler. Tumbler—75c. brush—50c. Packing and postage—25c.

Check or money order; no C.O.D. please
LA PALETTE, Dept. HG1 303 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
**FRIGID-DIGITS**

**8650 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Calif., Dept. A**

**WHITE LEATHER HARNESS**

**KIT GUARANTEED FOR EVERY SIZE**

**Dress Him Up for CHRISTMAS**


**Handsome Round Collars**

New! Different! Finest workmanship! White, tan or black round collars. Pet's name on plate. Red, blue or green jewels. Creations, $2.35. FLAT military collars. RED, WHITE or BLUE, rhinestones, precut name tape included.

**The Boles**

**Pleasing Gift for Flower Lovers**

Newest cleverest trick in flower arrangements. Simply swing Adapto's arm supports across vase top and it's ready for use. Fits vase tops 3 to 6 inches across. For a few blooms or many. Orders shipped same day. Only $1.00

Mail orders with remittance to "Adapto Products, Dept. H, Box 102, Maplewood, N. J."

**Pennsylvania Dutch Pottery**

Hand made and decorated in authentic designs by a Pennsylvania Dutch artist. Pitcher, creamer white, brown lining, $4.00. Serrati Plates, 8" diameter, and Traile Plaque 6" diameter, both in creamer white, bone white, beautiful, $11.50 each. Dish, rest, with design and multicolored country white, 7 1/2" x 4", $4.36. Shoe, creamer white, bone white, decorated in multicolored, 3" x 2", $2.25.

No C.O.D.'s please.

Send for list of gift holiday and we will obligate upon receipt of any order.

**SUSAN RANNEY**

Dept. 6-137

175 East 82nd St., New York 28, N. Y.

**Shopping**

Book these leather-bound beauties for card-playing friends. The two-volume set contains two decks of standard size cards. The pocket edition is just right for a game of solitaire on the train. Gold-tooled cases: red, green, tan, blue or brown. Large, $6.50, small, $2.75. post. 25c. Dale Fifth Avenue, 719 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 22.

**Phylodendron included.** A bright pair of copper wall sconces will bring a bit of brightness and greenery to winter days. Blending beautifully with either modern or traditional decorative schemes, they are 12" x 4 1/4" wide. $4.75 each. $9 a pair postpaid from Goldfarb's, Park Ave. at 54th St., New York 22.

**The good taste** of this Chippendale tray will enhance the good taste of the chops or hors d'oeuvres served upon it. It's a traditional design, faithfully reproduced in silverplate with delicate etching and the authentic Chippendale rim. 14" long, $27.50 tax incl., post. 50c. Biggs Antique Co., 105 E. Grace St., Richmond 19, Va.

**Pennsylvania Dutch Pottery**

Hand made and decorated in authentic designs by a Pennsylvania Dutch artist. Pitcher, creamer white, brown lining, $4.00. Serrati Plates, 8" diameter, and Traile Plaque 6" diameter, both in creamer white, bone white, beautiful, $11.50 each. Dish, rest, with design and multicolored country white, 7 1/2" x 4", $4.36. Shoe, creamer white, bone white, decorated in multicolored, 3" x 2", $2.25.

No C.O.D.'s please.

Send for list of gift holiday and we will obligate upon receipt of any order.

**SUSAN RANNEY**

Dept. 6-137

175 East 82nd St., New York 28, N. Y.

**Pleasant Gift for Flower Lovers**

Newest cleverest trick in flower arrangements. Simply swing Adapto's arm supports across vase top and it's ready for use. Fits vase tops 3 to 6 inches across. For a few blooms or many. Orders shipped same day. Only $1.00.

Mail orders with remittance to "Adapto Products, Dept. H, Box 102, Maplewood, N. J."

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

**Here's a Clever Little Number!**

"FRIGID-DIGITS"

**A Frozen Asset to Every Drink**

**Added Chill Plus Identification**

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8! Know whose drink is whose! Just freeze these gaily-colored, water-filled numerals in your ice-tray. Then float one in each glass. They'll coolly remind everyone your drink is exclusively yours! Shorterproof crystal plastic, with water forever sealed in. Tasteless — Odorless. Last indefinitely.

When entertaining more than 8, use different colored sets. Your choice of this exciting assortment: Tangerine, Cherry Red, Hawaiian Blue, Mint Green, Lime, Mandarin Rose, Lemon Yellow, Georgia Peach, Concord Grape, Burgundy, Apple Green, Hollywood Orchid.

**Gift Box of 8**

$2.25. Add $1.00 for delivery.

**"Pink" ... the pixilated pachyderm**


Postpaid in attractive gift box complete with shot glass... $4.

**Humor House**

9001-D Grant Ave., Brookfield, Ill.

**Dress Him Up for Christmas**


**Handsome Round Collars**

New! Different! Finest workmanship! White, tan or black round collars. Pet's name on plate. Red, blue or green jewels. Creations, $2.35. FLAT military collars. RED, WHITE or BLUE, rhinestones, precut name tape included.

**Pleasant Gift for Flower Lovers**

Newest cleverest trick in flower arrangements. Simply swing Adapto's arm supports across vase top and it's ready for use. Fits vase tops 3 to 6 inches across. For a few blooms or many. Orders shipped same day. Only $1.00.

Mail orders with remittance to "Adapto Products, Dept. H, Box 102, Maplewood, N. J."

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
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Czechoslovakian crystal makes sparkling twin containers for oil and vinegar as well as salt and pepper. A single handle for each set simplifies passing. The cruet alone is $3.75; cruet with one salt and pepper, $6.25; with two, $8.75. Postpaid from Bedine's of Baltimore, 2119 N. Charles St., Baltimore 18, Maryland.

Portable presser. A dependable little traveling iron comes in a simulated leather case fitted with emergency sewing needles, thread, thimble and scissors. The whole thing weighs only 3 pounds, operates on both AC and DC current, will come in handy anywhere. $9.95 plus 30¢ E. of Miss., W. 50c. Myron Berlow, Winchester, Massachusetts.

Picture these as your own or put pictures in them for someone else. Slim and simply designed, they look like jewelers' frames, ornamental at home, or for traveling. Both are of non-tarnish Dural-gold, larger, 2½" x 2¼", $15.00; smaller, only 1¼" sq., $1, plus 15¢ post. Joanne Bent, 45 Grove St., N. Y. 14, N. Y.

SERVICE WITH BEAUTY
Handmade in Copper or Brass
"As Aristocratic as Newport itself!"
"Merry Christmas!" means happiness and joy. Your gift problem is solved and the spirit of the season is conveyed by our combination of service with beauty which your friends will cherish always.
A. Creamer 2" high 3 oz. contents $7.50
B. Sugar bowl 2" high $7.50
C. Pitcher 4½" high 14 oz. contents $10.50
D. Tray 8" x 8" $11.55
(The complete set may be purchased for $35.00.)
Information on above items in Sterling Silver furnished on request.
Postpaid. Send check or money order to THE HOUSE OF ARISTOCRACY
42 Spring Street
Newport, Rhode Island

AUTHENTIC
ANTIQUET PINE BUREAU

This AUTHENTIC ANTIQUE PINE BUREAU combines the early American furniture with the latest American tradition. It makes a fitting furniture companion for the home. A bedroom, a den, or a dining room—the warm honey-tones of the natural pine. Your choice in light, dark, or medium finish. Planked sides, dovetail drawers. Hardwood knobs. Height 39", width 17". Length 38", weight approximately 65 lbs. Orders filled promptly. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. An exceptional value for $60.00. F.O.B. Ipswich, Mass. Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s, please.

EDWARD H. SALZBERG
Authentic American Antiques
3 South Main St.
Ipswich, Mass.

New! Original! The Grand Slam Gift!

BRIDGE PARTY CAKE MOLDS

Spade, heart, diamond, club ... each cake serves 4 ... set serves 16 ... easy to bake with Renalde cake molds . . . heavy cast aluminum 1/4" thick, 2" deep, average 6 x 6" across. For yourself, for gifts, order this exclusive Renalde product sold only by mail. Set of 4 molds with recipe . . . RENALDE . . . 1523 18th St., Denver, Colo.

LOCKET PIN

A PERSONALIZED gift of lasting beauty holds the treasured photo. . . . Handmade in Sterling Silver with your own monogram.

Postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.
$12.00 pp. tax included

COOK'S NUT CRACKER AND SHELTER

These charmingly designed—Size: 3"-$2.50
Lightweight—Size: 3"-$5.00
No more rough fingers—no more broken finger nails—no need to shatter a good cooks' outfit! Oven-proof, stainless construction assuring a long, serviceable life. A wonderful secret—save your fingers! The Cook's Nut Cracker and Shelter makes an ideal Christmas gift.

COOK SALES
Dept. D
P. O. Box 5166
Stefan B New Orleans, La.

Ideal Baby Gifts

263 DESIGNS • IDEAS
Including
CALIFORNIA RANCH TYPE

For the newest member of the family, order these plans and ideas you ought to have. Artistic pictures of homes already built. Not just skeletons. Each complete with detailed description and floor plans. All types architecture, American, Colonial, Mexican, Georgian, Mediterranean, French, English, Ranch House, and others. Hints for every detail. Order by mail or send 50c for complete blue print plans and specifications only. Also color book of 47 plans. Ideas for homes, frame homes, one and two story, Home to town homes. One to three beds. A wonderful collection of plans and ideas. Used by contractors, architects, builders and building material dealers. Complete blueprint plans and specifications available. Also color book of 47 plans. Ideas for homes, frame homes, ranch homes, patio, wall, fences, and rockery.

CHECK THE BOOKS YOU WANT

1. Authentic American Antiques
2. The Grand Slam Gift,
3. House Plans
4. Building Your Own Home
5. Housekeeping
6. The Complete Book of Housekeeping
7. The Bath Book
8. The Kitchen Book
9. The Inn at Wethersfield
10. Winterthur in Winter
11. The Old House, New Home
12. The Old House, New Home
13. The Old House, New Home
14. The Old House, New Home
15. The Old House, New Home
16. The Old House, New Home
17. The Old House, New Home
18. The Old House, New Home
19. The Old House, New Home
20. The Old House, New Home
21. The Old House, New Home
22. The Old House, New Home
23. The Old House, New Home
24. The Old House, New Home
25. The Old House, New Home
26. The Old House, New Home
27. The Old House, New Home
28. The Old House, New Home
29. The Old House, New Home
30. The Old House, New Home
31. The Old House, New Home
32. The Old House, New Home
33. The Old House, New Home
34. The Old House, New Home
35. The Old House, New Home
36. The Old House, New Home
37. The Old House, New Home
38. The Old House, New Home
39. The Old House, New Home
40. The Old House, New Home
41. The Old House, New Home
42. The Old House, New Home
43. The Old House, New Home
44. The Old House, New Home
45. The Old House, New Home
46. The Old House, New Home
47. The Old House, New Home

Lightweight—Size: 3"-$5.00
Sterling Silver RATTLE and TEETHER-$2.50

Charmingly designed—Size: 3"

Unique gift ideas—compliment the parents and please the little one. Federal tax and postage included. Check, Money Order, or C.O.D.

GEORGE SALTZBERG
JEWELERS SINCE 1922

108 MADISON AVE NEW YORK 16
French Chef Salt and Peppers
$2.95
A useful and decorative gift for any occasion. You'll want a pair to add a gay touch to your own table, and restore to kitchen or barbecue. No C.O.D. please. Five inches of highly polished natural California wood, topped with a gleaming white Chef's cap.

Sharpen Knives in 30 Seconds
$2.50
A modern, scientific application of the old-fashioned grindstone. By a simple push and pull of the knife, the sharpener rolls back and forth along table top or bench. No special skill is required to operate. A minimum of metal is stripped off leaving a finer edge thus prolonging life of cutlery.

Musical Pedestals for Party Cakes
$7.50
For birthdays and anniversaries... wonderful excitement for young and old. You set your cake on the pedestal... and music plays as cake turns 'round and 'round. Specify your choice of tune. 1. Happy Birthday 2. Wedding March. Pedestal easily holds three pound cake. Postpaid, no C.O.D.

Bibro Gifts • Dept. M-S • 928 Madison Avenue, New York City 21

Variations on a theme of smoked turkey... in slices, diced or pâté form. This "Pantryette" assortment offers suggestions for party delicacies or gourmet gifts, consists of two 12-oz. tins—(sliced and diced)—and one 6-oz. tin of pâté, all for $4.95 postpaid. Pinesbridge Farm, Ossining, N. Y.

California Lazy Susan
Natural birch and hand-hammered copper combined in a handsome new version of today's most practical serving accessory. Bowl and 2 grooved trays are removable. New top revolves with retractable action on both bearing copper base. Highly polished finish.

Make your own Space Saving Hollywood Studio Couch or Divan in 10 minutes!
It's easy! You attach sturdy legs, with self-contained screws, ankle plated floor slides to wooden-frame box spring. Complete set includes 6 logs (choice of maple, mahogany, walnut or natural finish) and simple instructions on how to change your old-fashioned bed into a new, space-saving studio couch. Complete set, $3.95 Specify finish Postpaid No C.O.D.'s Add $1.00 if set of six casters is desired. Send your order today. Write now to—Henry H. Gutman Company 1216 Park Row Bldg., New York 7, N. Y.

Make your own Space Saving Hollywood Studio Couch or Divan in 10 minutes!
It's easy! You attach sturdy legs, with self-contained screws, ankle plated floor slides to wooden-frame box spring. Complete set includes 6 logs (choice of maple, mahogany, walnut or natural finish) and simple instructions on how to change your old-fashioned bed into a new, space-saving studio couch. Complete set, $3.95 Specify finish Postpaid No C.O.D.'s Add $1.00 if set of six casters is desired. Send your order today. Write now to—Henry H. Gutman Company 1216 Park Row Bldg., New York 7, N. Y.

Frame your masterpiece.
If you excel in the culinary arts and baked dishes are your specialty, serve them simply and attractively in this ivy-decorated frame that holds the hot Pyrex dish away from the table, to protect the surface. In chartreuse or white, 12½" x 8". $4. Post. 25c. Neiman-Marcus, Dallas 1, Texas.

Jack-pot dice... something new to appeal to the gambler's instinct, has all the excitement of the one-armed bandit itself. The dice, of ivory plastic, have the familiar symbols in color, come with shaker and score card for just $2 postpaid from The Game Room, 1538 Connecticut Ave., Washington 6, D. C.

Wanted Broken Jewelry
All kinds. Highest cash prices for jewelry, rings, spectacles, gold teeth, diamonds, broken and usable watches, sterling, etc. Prompt remittances. Satisfaction guaranteed.

WRITE FOR FREE SHIPPING CONTAINER
Lowe's Dept. HG Holland Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Make your own Space Saving Hollywood Studio Couch or Divan in 10 minutes!
It's easy! You attach sturdy legs, with self-contained screws, ankle plated floor slides to wooden-frame box spring. Complete set includes 6 logs (choice of maple, mahogany, walnut or natural finish) and simple instructions on how to change your old-fashioned bed into a new, space-saving studio couch. Complete set, $3.95 Specify finish Postpaid No C.O.D.'s Add $1.00 if set of six casters is desired. Send your order today. Write now to—Henry H. Gutman Company 1216 Park Row Bldg., New York 7, N. Y.

Copy of Famous New Orleans Iron Lace Wall Bracket
A graceful branch and leaf design that will add a charming touch to any room. A Decorator's Item made of heavy cast aluminum, hand finished—Specify ANY COLOR. Suitable for figurines or other objects d'art. Shell 7" deep. Single $22.50—Pair $42.50. Send check or money order. Packing charge is included, express charges collect, no C.O.D.'s.

Carrigge Trade Box 3393, Mede. Mart, Chicago, Ill.

Copy of Famous New Orleans Iron Lace Wall Bracket
A graceful branch and leaf design that will add a charming touch to any room. A Decorator's Item made of heavy cast aluminum, hand finished—all colors, any color. Suitable for figurines or other objects d'art. Shell 7" deep. Single $22.50—Pair $42.50. Send check or money order. Packing charge is included, express charges collect, no C.O.D.'s.

Carrigge Trade Box 3393, Mede. Mart, Chicago, Ill.

Pantryette assortment offers suggestions for party delicacies or gourmet gifts, consists of two 12-oz. tins—(sliced and diced)—and one 6-oz. tin of pâté, all for $4.95 postpaid. Pinesbridge Farm, Ossining, N. Y.

Jack-pot dice... something new to appeal to the gambler's instinct, has all the excitement of the one-armed bandit itself. The dice, of ivory plastic, have the familiar symbols in color, come with shaker and score card for just $2 postpaid from The Game Room, 1538 Connecticut Ave., Washington 6, D. C.

Make your own Space Saving Hollywood Studio Couch or Divan in 10 minutes!
It's easy! You attach sturdy legs, with self-contained screws, ankle plated floor slides to wooden-frame box spring. Complete set includes 6 logs (choice of maple, mahogany, walnut or natural finish) and simple instructions on how to change your old-fashioned bed into a new, space-saving studio couch. Complete set, $3.95 Specify finish Postpaid No C.O.D.'s Add $1.00 if set of six casters is desired. Send your order today. Write now to—Henry H. Gutman Company 1216 Park Row Bldg., New York 7, N. Y.

Make your own Space Saving Hollywood Studio Couch or Divan in 10 minutes!
It's easy! You attach sturdy legs, with self-contained screws, ankle plated floor slides to wooden-frame box spring. Complete set includes 6 logs (choice of maple, mahogany, walnut or natural finish) and simple instructions on how to change your old-fashioned bed into a new, space-saving studio couch. Complete set, $3.95 Specify finish Postpaid No C.O.D.'s Add $1.00 if set of six casters is desired. Send your order today. Write now to—Henry H. Gutman Company 1216 Park Row Bldg., New York 7, N. Y.

Make your own Space Saving Hollywood Studio Couch or Divan in 10 minutes!
It's easy! You attach sturdy legs, with self-contained screws, ankle plated floor slides to wooden-frame box spring. Complete set includes 6 logs (choice of maple, mahogany, walnut or natural finish) and simple instructions on how to change your old-fashioned bed into a new, space-saving studio couch. Complete set, $3.95 Specify finish Postpaid No C.O.D.'s Add $1.00 if set of six casters is desired. Send your order today. Write now to—Henry H. Gutman Company 1216 Park Row Bldg., New York 7, N. Y.
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II-lustrious. Outlined and decorated with copper luster, this little after-dinner coffee set is something pretty special. With pink or blue background, pot, sugar and creamer are $10.50 ppd., demi-tasse cups and saucers are $2.50 each, 8 for $18.75. The Salt and Pepper Shop, 445 E. 86th St., New York 28, N. Y.

For your magazines. A graceful leaf design is the motif of this hand-wrought metal magazine rack. It looks very well in either modern or traditional surroundings. 16" x 5 1/2" x 17" high, it comes in an oxidized or white-enamel finish. $4.98 exp. col., Crystaler, 485 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 17.

Mock turtle, hand-carved of solid mahogany and polished to a fare-thee-well, is a handsome container for candy or nuts. It measures 6" wide by about 8" long and can be had in light, dark or two-tone wood, $8.50. Larger size, about 9 1/2" long, for cocktail party snacks, $20.

an aromatic assortment of long needled Norway Pine, White Pine and Cones, direct from the snow laden forests of Northern Minnesota. Assortment includes materials for several arrangements. Shipped to arrive just before Christmas. Will remain fresh for weeks.

An aromatic assortment of long needled Norway Pine, White Pine and Cones, with a few boughs of Balsam and Cedar, direct from the snow-laden forests of Northern Minnesota. Assortment includes materials for several arrangements. Shipped to arrive just before Christmas. Will remain fresh for weeks.

A HARRIET SHERRY ORIGIHAL ADAPTA-
TION. The candle to light cigarettes, the plate for an ashtray. Plates of different designs, colors, and by various makers, set in handsome polished brass base. A lovely addition to coffee or cocktails table. $9.25 each, prepaid. No C.O.D. Return guarantee.

Mock turtle, hand-carved of solid mahogany and polished to a fare-thee-well, is a handsome container for candy or nuts. It measures 6" wide by about 8" long and can be had in light, dark or two-tone wood, $8.50. Larger size, about 9 1/2" long, for cocktail party snacks, $20.

DECORATE FOR CHRISTMAS

A crystal clear lamp of Piaxiglas with frosted edging is tipped by a shade of spun rayon under tulle plastic lace for texture and contrast. Shades are gold lace over choice of dupionnet, chartruse, or emerald green spun rayon or gold lace over gold foil. Interior of shade brilliant white paper parchment. Height 23". 19.50 each

personalized key chain

personaiiiizcd key chain

PERSONALIZED KEY CHAIN

For Luscious Lobster

We'll place a small wager that these distinctive lobster forks—exclusive with The Jamaica Silversmith— will not only draw compliments from your guests, but will also make the lobster taste better! Doubles as an appetizer fork— and these hand-wrought sterling forks go with any price seafood. $3.00 each, prepaid. No C.O.D. Return guarantee.

THE CHRISTMAS TREE

Thousands of delighted customers tell us these percolators make the finest coffee ever. The secret— heavy cast aluminum base plate and lid— heats hot, and stays hot longer. Brews a deep-down goodness into every cup. Why not give coffee-lovers on your list the complete set of three sizes?

For your magazine. A graceful leaf design is the motif of this hand-wrought metal magazine rack. It looks very well in either modern or traditional surroundings. 16" x 5 1/2" x 17" high, it comes in an oxidized or white-enamel finish. $4.98 exp. col., Crystaler, 485 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 17.

Mock turtle, hand-carved of solid mahogany and polished to a fare-thee-well, is a handsome container for candy or nuts. It measures 6" wide by about 8" long and can be had in light, dark or two-tone wood, $8.50. Larger size, about 9 1/2" long, for cocktail party snacks, $20.

Mock turtle, hand-carved of solid mahogany and polished to a fare-thee-well, is a handsome container for candy or nuts. It measures 6" wide by about 8" long and can be had in light, dark or two-tone wood, $8.50. Larger size, about 9 1/2" long, for cocktail party snacks, $20.

DECORATE FOR CHRISTMAS

An aromatic assortment of long needled Norway Pine, White Pine and Cones, with a few boughs of Balsam and Cedar, direct from the snow-laden forests of Northern Minnesota. Assortment includes materials for several arrangements. Shipped to arrive just before Christmas. Will remain fresh for weeks.

CRISP MODERN

By Greenart

This crystal clear lamp of Piaxiglas with frosted edging is tipped by a shade of spun rayon under tulle plastic lace for texture and contrast. Shades are gold lace over choice of dupionnet, chartruse, or emerald green spun rayon or gold lace over gold foil. Interior of shade brilliant white paper parchment. Height 23". 19.50 each
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personalized key chain

PERSONALIZED KEY CHAIN

For Luscious Lobster

We'll place a small wager that these distinctive lobster forks—exclusive with The Jamaica Silversmith— will not only draw compliments from your guests, but will also make the lobster taste better! Doubles as an appetizer fork— and these hand-wrought sterling forks go with any price seafood. $3.00 each, prepaid. No C.O.D. Return guarantee.

THE CHRISTMAS TREE

Thousands of delighted customers tell us these percolators make the finest coffee ever. The secret— heavy cast aluminum base plate and lid— heats hot, and stays hot longer. Brews a deep-down goodness into every cup. Why not give coffee-lovers on your list the complete set of three sizes?

For your magazine. A graceful leaf design is the motif of this hand-wrought metal magazine rack. It looks very well in either modern or traditional surroundings. 16" x 5 1/2" x 17" high, it comes in an oxidized or white-enamel finish. $4.98 exp. col., Crystaler, 485 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 17.

Mock turtle, hand-carved of solid mahogany and polished to a fare-thee-well, is a handsome container for candy or nuts. It measures 6" wide by about 8" long and can be had in light, dark or two-tone wood, $8.50. Larger size, about 9 1/2" long, for cocktail party snacks, $20.

Mock turtle, hand-carved of solid mahogany and polished to a fare-thee-well, is a handsome container for candy or nuts. It measures 6" wide by about 8" long and can be had in light, dark or two-tone wood, $8.50. Larger size, about 9 1/2" long, for cocktail party snacks, $20.

DECORATE FOR CHRISTMAS

An aromatic assortment of long needled Norway Pine, White Pine and Cones, with a few boughs of Balsam and Cedar, direct from the snow-laden forests of Northern Minnesota. Assortment includes materials for several arrangements. Shipped to arrive just before Christmas. Will remain fresh for weeks.

CRISP MODERN

By Greenart

This crystal clear lamp of Piaxiglas with frosted edging is tipped by a shade of spun rayon under tulle plastic lace for texture and contrast. Shades are gold lace over choice of dupionnet, chartruse, or emerald green spun rayon or gold lace over gold foil. Interior of shade brilliant white paper parchment. Height 23". 19.50 each
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PERSONALIZED KEY CHAIN

For Luscious Lobster

We'll place a small wager that these distinctive lobster forks—exclusive with The Jamaica Silversmith— will not only draw compliments from your guests, but will also make the lobster taste better! Doubles as an appetizer fork— and these hand-wrought sterling forks go with any price seafood. $3.00 each, prepaid. No C.O.D. Return guarantee.

THE CHRISTMAS TREE

Thousands of delighted customers tell us these percolators make the finest coffee ever. The secret— heavy cast aluminum base plate and lid— heats hot, and stays hot longer. Brews a deep-down goodness into every cup. Why not give coffee-lovers on your list the complete set of three sizes?

For your magazine. A graceful leaf design is the motif of this hand-wrought metal magazine rack. It looks very well in either modern or traditional surroundings. 16" x 5 1/2" x 17" high, it comes in an oxidized or white-enamel finish. $4.98 exp. col., Crystaler, 485 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 17.

Mock turtle, hand-carved of solid mahogany and polished to a fare-thee-well, is a handsome container for candy or nuts. It measures 6" wide by about 8" long and can be had in light, dark or two-tone wood, $8.50. Larger size, about 9 1/2" long, for cocktail party snacks, $20.

Mock turtle, hand-carved of solid mahogany and polished to a fare-thee-well, is a handsome container for candy or nuts. It measures 6" wide by about 8" long and can be had in light, dark or two-tone wood, $8.50. Larger size, about 9 1/2" long, for cocktail party snacks, $20.

DECORATE FOR CHRISTMAS

An aromatic assortment of long needled Norway Pine, White Pine and Cones, with a few boughs of Balsam and Cedar, direct from the snow-laden forests of Northern Minnesota. Assortment includes materials for several arrangements. Shipped to arrive just before Christmas. Will remain fresh for weeks.
If you've looked high and low for two novel gifts . . . , you need look no further!

**NEATEST GIFT NOTIONS OF THE MONTH**

**Send for Free Christmas Gift Guide**

**Single Cup Coffee Drip**
The personal coffee maker coffee fans love! Brews perfect cup and a half of real coffee, any strength, any time, in 3 minutes flat! No muss, no fuss. Coffee is drunk right from glass in its own plastic holder. (Choose: red, yellow, green or ivory.) Perfect gift for barbershops, beauty salons, barber girls, commercial coaters. You deserve one yourself! Complete coffee maker $2.00 extra. **Sorry no C.O.D.'s.**

**Save 1/3 on Monogrammed Poker Chips**

**DELUXE BANKER'S BOX**

A truly Merry Christmas gift, Tournament Walnut Chest of 500 monogrammed chips (see above), Monogrammed Medalion insert on lid, 3 removable trays, space for 3 decks of cards. Handlome, durable, 11½ x 11½ x 3½. State initials desired. Regular $74.50 value; now only $16.50 postpaid.

**THE WARNER SHOP, Dept. 115
109 AMBRA AVE. CHICAGO 8, I.L.**

**A light touch for porch or patio dining, or for an informal setting indoors, is this combination hurricane lamp and plant holder. It's 15½" high over-all. In painted metal; green, chartreuse or white, $6.50 each. In polished brass or copper, $7. Add 50c post. Nessa Gaultos, 723 Lincoln Rd., Miami Beach, Fla.**

**Typically New England.**

Old-fashioned green tomato piccalilli, wild beach-plum jelly, chocolate peppermint and wintergreen patties and New England style cookies will bring pleasant memories to former residents and a new taste-experience to "furiners." All in gift package, $4.25, p.p. Holiday House, Old Hadley, Mass.

**Football bank.** Here's an incentive to save for his real football and there's no question whose bank this is. It's white porcelain with his name and trim in gold. Thanks to a removable disk on the bottom, he won't have to break it to make a purchase. $3.50 ppd. Nora Barbour, Box 1241, Grand Central Station, New York 17.

**Legend decrees that those who wear their birth signs move in an aura of good luck. So if you're looking for a present for a man, whether he's Leo, Libra, Aries or one of the other nine, get him a Zodiac tie clip and key chain. Each symbol is a masterpiece of design by Cini. Sterling, $6, tax incl. p.pd. Ethel Meserve, State College, Pa.**

**LEMONIERE is a combination lemon juicer, strainer and server all in one. Appreciated by everyone who likes his (or her) sauce, beverages, salad dressings, fish, all flavors to taste better with Lemonier. Easy to use. No stains or squirts. Every bit of pure, strained lemon juice flavors your food. Tiny lamp-shaped Lemonierette stencils in crystal clear or red Lucite, adds charm to any table. No C.O.D.'s. Please. On sale at better stores or order direct from:**

- Set of four, $4.50 plus post.
- ALSOJAN ASSOCIATES, Dept. 2, 224 Tonnele Ave., Weehawken, N. J. (Continued on page 75)
THE HOUSE THAT GREW AND GREW...

Even if you can't push out the walls of your home—you still have two magic ways of making rooms spacious: Mirrors and Plate Glass. You can do it in any style you like. Your department store or other local glass supplier can help you work out these ideas.

SISTER'S ROOM. For a growing girl (or boy) there's no sounder investment than a full-length door mirror of Pittsburgh Plate Glass. Encourages neatness—discourages gloom. Be sure it's at least 5½ feet high.

LIVING ROOM. A dozen flowers become two dozen in front of a mantel mirror. The heart of your home can sparkle with a double supply of good cheer. Just use Plate Glass mirrors to reflect its charm.


BEDROOM. You can create a royal suite out of a commonplace bedroom by paneled a wall with mirrors of Pittsburgh Plate Glass. It becomes a crystal fairyland, twice as big and twice as beautiful. Your store can help you arrange the installation.

DINING ROOM. Make your garden, or your most attractive view, a part of your room scheme. A picture window is the trick. Twin-window, Pittsburgh's new window (with built-in insulation), makes it more practical than ever.

...a little extra glass means a lot of extra charm
For Gifts that GLOW with GOOD CHEER

JIGGER-TOP DECANTER
Gracefully proportioned, practical, always popular, a gift that keeps on giving. Perfect for his private bar . . .
Kentucky Tavern, Bottled-in-Bond Kentucky Bourbon . . . 4/5 quart.

EARTHENWARE JUG
Good for a surprise and a smile. Comes in colorful holiday box. Perfect for hard-to-please friends . . .
Glenmore, Kentucky Straight Bourbon. This whiskey is 7 years old, 90 Proof . . . 4/5 quart.

OLD ENGLISH LANTERN
Not only makes an unusual gift, but when the bottle has been removed makes smart holiday decoration for door, table or mantle. Kentucky Tavern, Bottled-in-Bond Kentucky Bourbon . . . 4/5 quart.

COLORFUL CANDLE
Gay in appearance to match season's mood. A lighter whiskey to lighten your holiday shopping. Old Thompson, Blended Whiskey, 86.8 Proof, 67 1/2% Grain Neutral Spirits . . . 4/5 quart.

When remembering friends, give them something they'll remember—something you'd like to receive yourself—give them these attractively packaged fine whiskies . . . You have your choice of Kentucky Tavern, Glenmore, or Old Thompson—three traditionally famous whiskies. Your dealer has these four outstanding gift packages now.

GLENMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

GLENMORE, THE HOUSE WITH THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT
SHOPPING AROUND

With sound effects! Musical greetings, more than just a card. Combine phonograph record and printed message. "Happy birthday" or "Merry Christmas" recordings were made by professional singers and instrumentalists. Six of either type in a box are $2. p.p.d. from Leecraft, 405 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

The snow queen of fairyland fame might have worn this snow-flake pin and matching earrings. Of rhodium-finished metal studded with sparkling rhinestones, earrings can be ordered with clip or screw backs, whichever you prefer. Pin; $5; earrings, $3.95, add 20% tax, postpaid from Gerlou, 501 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 17.

Coffee klatch, 1948. The main features of this set are its material assets, and the convenience of its all-togetherness. Of chrome and glass, the bottle (Pyrex), sugar and creamer have stars-and-stripes design. Tray measures 7¼ x 12". All for $10, postpaid. Bren Linda Products, 485 Madison Avenue, New York 22.

Smart service in a tray and coaster set with big, bold initials right in the middle of each piece. Of heavy, hand-forged aluminum that doesn't require polishing, it is a handsome and wonderfully practical gift. The tray (9" x 14") and eight coasters, gift-boxed, is $5.95. Post. 25c. Ellison's, 410 Delaware Ave., Wilmingtom, II. Del.

KNIFE SHARPENER
Simple, Quick, Easy To Use
Entirely different from other sharpeners, the Rube Knife Grinder works on a new improved principle. Made of sturdy durable plastic, it will give many years of satisfactory service. To operate it, you merely roll Rube forward to sharpen. Let it roll freely to retain the guidance against the knife edge. Carefully engineered, it inures a uniformly keen, sharp edge. An original gift?

$2.50 postpaid
No C.O.D.'s, please.
NOMMEL NOVELTIES
CORNWALL BRIDGE, CONN.

AN ENTIRELY NEW IDEA
IN DESK CALENDARS

THE PLANNING GUIDE
The modern memo-organizer. One of the most practical daily reminders ever developed: Handsome 7¼" x 6½" 20-ring binder, with scientifically planned memorandum, appointment and calendar pages that provide for daily and weekly organization of activities. Must be seen to be appreciated! A huge success already among professional and business people as well as in the home. THE IDEAL GIFT. Dark blue imitation leather cover, $2.95. Genuine Morocco Grain, $6.50. Deluxe Genuine Pigskin, $10.00. 100% satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Postage paid when cash accompanies order. For $2 extra, send prepaid or gift to any address, your card enclosed. Discount on quantity purchases. Write Dept. 19, Wilson Memo-dex Co. 149 Carter St. Rochester 3, N. Y.

Canterbury — the Aristocrat of American China ware, presents a gleaming white 3-piece china Tea Set in time for your Holiday Gift-Giving. With its famous Godley print and gold trim, each piece is truly an achievement of classic beauty. Teapot, Sugar and Creamer of translucent china bear the hallmark that distinguishes genuine Canterbury China.

$10. the set — postpaid
Sorry No C.O.D.'s

AN ENTIRE NEW IDEA IN DESK CALENDARS

R. J. MASON STUDIO
HILLSDALE, NEW JERSEY

$4.95 POSTPAID
R. J. MASON STUDIO
HILLSDALE, NEW JERSEY

THE PLANNING GUIDE
The modern memo-organizer. One $2.95

CORNWALL BRIDGE, CONN.

THOMAS'S TRADE MARKS

$2.25—Postage prepaid
MARGARET COPE, Gifts
6419 Ventnor Avenue
Ventnor, N. J.

SELF-SEALING POURER
New, spectacular Seal-Spout makes pouring a pleasure; outdates corks, bottle-caps and ordinary non-sealing pourers; halts evaporation and spilling. Keeps the "fizz" in carbonated beverages. Precision-built of aluminum and stainless steel for lasting service.

$2.25—Postage prepaid
MARGARET COPE, Gifts
6419 Ventnor Avenue
Ventnor, N. J.

KNIFE SHARPENER
Simple, Quick, Easy To Use
Entirely different from other sharpeners, the Rube Knife Grinder works on a new improved principle. Made of sturdy durable plastic, it will give many years of satisfactory service. To operate it, you merely roll Rube forward to sharpen. Let it roll freely to retain the guidance against the knife edge. Carefully engineered, it inures a uniformly keen, sharp edge. An original gift?

$2.50 postpaid
No C.O.D.'s, please.
NOMMEL NOVELTIES
CORNWALL BRIDGE, CONN.
Look! 1000 TOYS IN COLOR!
NEW WONDER TOY from HOLLYWOOD

FUN! FAST! FASCINATING!
Children love RIG-A-JIG. It's entirely different!
RIG-A-JIG, INC. Dept. G.
32 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, Ill.
1202 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.
Mailed
Postpaid

PORKY THE PIG

This attractive bank in silver plate is an ideal gift for a child. No pottery, or glass to break when bank is filled.

Children Love It!

$4.50
POSTPAID Postage Tax Included

SWISS MUSICAL MUG

Plays a delightful tune with each sip. 4½" high, hand-painted with child's first name and boy or girl design.

$7.95
Express Collect—No C.O.D.'s

Evelyn Reed
538 Madison Ave.
New York 22

WEE SCOTCHGOLF

Complete equipment for 9 hole putting green at home. No injury to grass as holes are simulated by cup size arches. Finest workmanship and material. 27 piece complete set of arches, flags and tee-markers. Red enamel, black numbers (1 to 9) on flags and tees. Stained wood carrying case. Arch and flags stand 23 inches for excellent visibility. Can be set out in 5 minutes. Ideal for one or competition for several. Will fit your lawn. An adult game.
The perfect gift—practice for the experienced—the opportunity to learn for the beginner. Patents Pending—Prompt Shipment
Send check or money order for $15.00. Prepaid in U.S. No C.O.D. Please
P.O. Box 297 NELSON PRODUCTS Co. Col, Conn.

CUNNING AND COLLEGIATE

A white cotton "T" shirt with Mother or Dad’s college or school letter. A useful gift for the children. Specify color of letter.

Size 1-6 $2.90 ppd.
The cunning elephant design is hand-blocked in colors of navy and light blue or yellow and gray on white background.

Size 1-6 $2.90 ppd.
No C.O.D.'s

THE WOOL SHOP
6-8 Church St. Wellesley, Mass.
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FOR HER CHRISTMAS!

Entirely American in its origin, the charming Nantucket Rocker has been carefully reproduced in an appealing style that readily fits into Today's Contemporary home. Solid mahogany frame, hair filled seat and back. Tapestry patterns vary according to color—beige, green, rose, 18 inches wide, 34 inches high, seat 15 inches from floor. $59.00. Prepaid anywhere in U.S.A.

De Luxe Tea Wagon Plays Many Roles

The versatile Arden will play host in your home this fall — and every season. Select ed hardwood, smoothly sanded, ready to paint or decal. You'll assemble it in five minutes — and use it a lifetime.Styled for traditional or modern interiors. Perfect as a bar, serving table, in the nursery or sick-room. Comes in red, blue or natural. $4.85 ppd. The Franklin Work shop, Rohrerstown, Pa.

The Land of Make-Believe is artistically mapped out to guide a child through the realm of fantasy. Peopled with familiar characters like the Pied Piper, Hansel and Gretel, Cinderella, always something new to discover. In color. 37 1/2" x 26 1/2", in mailing tube. $1. On linen, $3.75; lacquered wall plaque, $7. ppd. Hagstrom Co., 20 Vesey St., N. Y. 7.

Hand-loomed table mats, thick enough to protect the table from hot plates, come in a variety of colors: solid yellow, green or turquoise; with colored fringe, white or blue or brown; with white, or gray with white border. They won't fade, no matter how often laundered. $1.50 ea., post 15c. Bozarth of Williamsburg, 462 Francis St., Williamsberg, Va.

EASY READING THERMOMETER

No need to open windows or doors on raw, blustery morn­ings to find out how cold the weather is. Just fasten this accurate, attractive Easy Reading Thermometer outside, read inside. Scale runs from 0° below zero to 130° above. Red bull's-eye and pointer plus big figures save eyestrain — easy reading up to 10 feet away! 4" transparent plastic dial. Equipped with strong bracket, arm and screws. Weatherproof. Designed to last a lifetime. For the sake of your family's health, order this outdoor thermometer now.

Only $2.00 Postpaid
No C.O.D.'s, please

Jonathan Lodge
Newport 7 New Hampshire
A ROUND

Sleepy-time gal croons a tinkling lullaby to little bedtimers. Pajama-clad in flowered flannel, she is soft and cuddly, stretches a good 17½" from the top of her be-tasseled night cap to the tips of her toes. Pleasant company to be tucked in with, she is $9.50 ppd. Malcolm's, 526 N. Charles St., Baltimore 1, Md.

It's fun to hang up an overcoat on an elephant's trunk. An inspired idea for teaching children orderliness, this set also comes in the shape of a duck. It can be hung at a height they can reach and comes personalized with first name. With two hangers, the set is $3.25 ppd. from Evelyn Reed, 538 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22.

Waker-upper plus. This new electric alarm clock has a night light which can be switched on to illuminate face or bed table. Made by General Electric, it is called the "Morning Star." In ivory plastic case it measures about 4¼" square. $9.54, incl. tax, add 25c post. Lambert Bros., 60th at Lexington Ave., N. Y. 21.

GMNT PIGGY BANK
For the most intriguing gift under the Christmas tree give a Giant Piggy Bank. This Money Hog holds over $100! Beautifully decorated in Satin Black Hydrastone. Secret opening permits the bank to be reused. $4.95 plus 35c postage (50c West of Mississippi)
NEPTUNE GIFT SHOP 3522 Boardwalk Wildwood, N. J.

HAND-PAINTED CHINA PINS & EARRINGS Pins in beautiful rose floral designs with black backgrounds and gold trimming. Kiln fired safety catch pins—vertical or horizontal 1½" by 1½" 2.00 ea. Earrings to match—small round or oval 2.00 pr. Complete sets 3.85. Prices inc. tax & postage
Web China Studio P. O. Box No. 1195 Atlantic City, N. J.

DESK SET
OF GENUINE PORTORO MARBLE FROM CARRARA, ITALY
For the study or office. This handsome set, consisting of pen stand, ash tray and paper knife is craft-made in Carrara, the source of the world's finest marble. The pens are made in the U. S. A. by one of the leading pen manufacturers and are fully guaranteed.

DISTINCTIVE PRACTICAL
$44 Postpaid. No C.O.D.
ORNAMENTAL MARBLE DIVISION, KUNZ, TAYLOR AND CO. 12th & Walnut, Denver 4, Colorado

They All Tumble for These Tumblers
They have a satin anodized finish that is acid and stain proof. Leaves no metallic taste.
Set of eight 9 oz. anodized aluminum tumblers $10.00 express collect.
No C.O.D.'s please
CROWN GIFT SHOP 630 E. Broadway Alton, Ill.

MAD MONEY
But don't try to spend it—because these handsome earrings are made of honest-to-goodness Mexican silver coins (the size of our quarters). What a gift for someone who loves distinctive things! Price $3.00 tax & postpaid. No C.O.D.
MEXICRAFT 2766 S Alameda, Corpus Christi, Tex.

THE GIFT BEAUTIFUL
Lovely Madonna and Child Flower Vase pictured above in choice of ivory or blue, 11 inches high. Perfectly suited for any kind of flower arrangement. $2.35 Postpaid, U. S. A.
PAULINE CERAMICS 1528 Franklin Park South, Columbus 5, Ohio

CHRISTMAS GIFT STAR
SOLID BRASS ENGRAVED NAME PLATE

A gift sure to win a warm welcome . . . solid brass nameplate, lavish-sized, 2" x 4½", highly polished, bevel-edged. Engraved to your order (please print name clearly), and happily priced at only $2.98, postage paid, screws included. Send check or Money Order — no C.O.D.'s.
DEPT. HG-12
UNIVERSAL ENGRAVING CO. 221 Columbus Ave., Boston 16, Mass.
The Thoughtful Gift

Here’s a gift any man will appreciate. Even if he has a dozen pipes he’ll choose the Brookwood because it’s cooler, sweeter, easily cleaned ... always fragrant.

The Brookwood is not just another pipe. The stem is a filter in which his own smoking tobacco is used. Nicotine intake is reduced more than 60%—a fact accepted for advertising by the American Medical Association.

Custom made from imported briar it is hand finished, wax polished and attractively boxed ... a quality pipe in every respect. The price is $10.00 postpaid. No c.o.d.’s please.

Brookwood Industries Inc., Birmingham, Michigan

On a large scale ... a simply enormous shell, 16½” wide. Wonderful for party knick-knacks, canapés—the silver plate, the higness, the classic design all contribute to making it an outstanding gift for Christmas, weddings or anniversaries. $25, tax incl. ppd. Bergdorf Goodman, 5th and Fifth Avenue, New York 19.

Shocking pink elephants will be welcomed at a cocktail party if they confine themselves to coasters and napkins. The cork coasters and poplin napkins are hand-painted ... and the elephants won’t run amuck when laundered. Napkins or coasters, 6 for $3; 8, $4. ppd. The Gift Stall, 1604 K St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

Chinese silk brocades, very elegant looking, make beautiful evening purses and eyeglass cases. The purses have both change pocket and double hill compartments, the cases come with round or square ends. In any color, give two choices. Purse is $12, tax incl., spec. case, $3.95 ppd. Gunn &Latchford, 323 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 16.

Choirboys who are tall and must be reached high, have 60” electric cord, removable glass chimney. Perfect for desk, console, mantel ... in den, play-room, any room. At this unbelievably low price, you’ll want at least one for yourself.

Only $5.50 ea. $18. a pair postpaid Sorted no c.o.d.3

Raymond Neuman Co.

276 E. 42nd Rd. - Dept. 10- New York 17, N. Y.

Silent PLATING BUFFING—LAQUERING REPAIRS

Bromwell master craftsmen will remove dents and disfigurements, repair broken and restore the original finish to perfection. Write or ship express collect for estimate. References: Dun and Bradstreet or your bank.

D. L. BROMWELL • 710 12TH ST., N. W. WASH. 5, D. C. • FOUNDED 1873
AROUND DECEMBER, 1947

Notewell, Pennsylvania Dutch designs on double-folded cards are colorful prefaces to informal notes and post-Christmas "thank you" letters. Designs are authentic and each color is applied with a different hand-cut wood block. Box of 10 with envelopes, $1 postpaid from The Corner Store, Myerstown, Pennsylvania.

Pink clover in a field of white is the delicately hand-painted design on these two English china jars. For jam, jelly or honey, they add a very cheerful touch of brightness to the breakfast table. Both are about 4" high, $4.50 the round, $5 the cylinder, exp. col., from Alice Marks, 9 W. 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

He'll pocket his pride—a pure linen handkerchief, personalized with his initials in script. This is the kind of a handkerchief he'll be proud to offer a lady in distress. Just $9.50 buys twelve of them. Postpaid from Mosse Incorporated, 659 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, New York.

So-o heavenly just wait till you taste it! Fruit cake that's fairly crammed with luscious, tender fruits, choice nuts and fragrant spices. And then—ah wonderful—heavily flavored with fine old rum and sherry. We warn you, better order now for Christmas feasting—and gifts!

One-pound tin, $1.25 1-lb. 12-oz. tin, $2 1-lb. 8-oz. tin, $1.75 2-pound tin, $2.25

BUCKET CHAIR

This little chair of antique pine finish is just the gift for your favorite little tot. Handmade original of old American with fine hand-painted design. Sturdy construction, Handle to facilitate carrying. Height 15".

Limited quantity for Christmas delivery.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. $12.50 express collect

LEONORA FISHER
Locust Valley, N. Y.

GIFTS OF DISTINCTION

Illustrated catalog contains 100 original Hagerstrom hand-crafted specialties—weather vanes, house signs, mail boxes, foot scrapers, candlesticks, etc. Write for copy.

TWO SPANIELS

For your own home or that of a friend

A. D. HAYDEN
5679

Early American style. Name is clearly visible against the rustic finish board. Cut-out aluminum letters on both sides for easy cleaning—you never have to paint them.

12" high, 18" wide $20.00

14" high, 22" wide 25.00

COPPER LANTERN. Black to match sign, 20" high, 12" wide, with 4 x 4" post cap. $25.00

Orders now for shipment in time for Christmas. 

So-o heavenly just wait till you taste it! Fruit cake that's fairly crammed with luscious, tender fruits, choice nuts and fragrant spices. And then—ah wonderful—heavily flavored with fine old rum and sherry. We warn you, better order now for Christmas feasting—and gifts!

One-pound tin, $1.25 1-lb. 12-oz. tin, $2 1-lb. 8-oz. tin, $1.75 2-pound tin, $2.25

J. J. ANTHONY 1517 W. North Ave. Milwaukee 5, Wis.

Metal globe lamp container with Decalcomania applique—beautifully finished in Chinese Red, Pencil Blue, Lemon Yellow or Jade Green—5" wide x 4½" high-weighted base. Solve your shopping problems by sending us your Christmas list, with mailing instructions for direct delivery, $2.00 postpaid. In gift box with gay Christmas wrapping 50¢ additional. ORDER NOW—SUPPLY LIMITED. Send Check or Money Order.

Foundry Craft
2513 North Lincoln Avenue Chicago (14), Illinois

BUCKET CHAIR

This little chair of antique pine finish is just the gift for your favorite little tot. Handmade original of old American with fine hand-painted design. Sturdy construction, Handle to facilitate carrying. Height 15".

Limited quantity for Christmas delivery.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. $12.50 express collect

LEONORA FISHER
Locust Valley, N. Y.

FIRESIDE MAGIC

For the fire you love to watch. Light the fire with a long match. Use Kindle-Lite to bring it to life. Then add...of colorful flames from these containers. Enjoy winter evenings of dreamy delight before the most unusual fire of all.

Also available...The Whippet Powder Extinguisher. Kills fires fast...works wonders on wood or grease. Non Poisonous, will not freeze. Fireplace matches...

Kindle-Lite $1.00 box

Enchanted $1.00 box

Whippet Powder Fire Extinguisher $2.50 container

Add 25¢ postage for each.

Gift package of all 4 $5.75 postpaid

Write for free catalogue

GWENDOLYN MALONEY
170 E. 57th Street
New York 21, N. Y.
I'm Pixie Baby
8" high
$2.95 ppd.

We're easy to cuddle and would like to live with some little boy or girl who will love us.

$6.75 for both, ppd.

DANIEL'S DEN
A Shop of Choice Things
141 Newbury St., Boston 16, Mass.

Two Gifts in One! A Beautiful Painting Becomes a Projection Screen—in an instant!

A WONDROUS GIFT FOR ANY HOME!

Your choice of a selection of the finest paintings of outstanding artists—PLUS a cleverly concealed Radiant projection screen that rolls down, ready for instant use. The projection screen has the famous Radiant glass-beaded surface that makes your movies, slides and film strips look twice as bright!

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR
Just fill in your name and address in the Coupon below for the fully illustrated PICT-O-SCREEN circular giving complete details, price and selection of pictures available. We will also send the name and address of your nearest dealer where you can see and examine these amazing new PICT-O-SCREENS.

RADIANT PROJECTION SCREENS

RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP.
1205 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, Ill.

Gently: Without obligation, please send me illustrated circular on PICT-O-SCREEN—also name of nearest dealer where I can see PICT-O-SCREENS on display.

Name
Address
City, State

A Chinese chest...something new and different for your jewelry and trinkets. Daintily carved in gleaming plastic, it is equally at home in boudoir or living room. Comes in red, green or ivory on solid black base, has velvet-lined drawers that will not fall out. 7½" x 5½" high, $6.25 ppd. England Bros., Pittsfield, Mass.

A STURDY, SAFE STOOL FOR THE YOUNGSTER'S OWN USE, WITH HIS OR HER OWN NAME ON IT. THIS PRACTICAL GIFT IS SURE TO DELIGHT ANY CHILD—AND PLEASE THE PARENTS, TOO! BUILT TO USE AND STAND ABUSE. SIZE 9½" X 9½", 5" HIGH. BRIGHT RED, BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW OR WHITE.

$2 POSTPAID, ANYWHERE IN U.S.
SPECIFY COLOR AND NAME WISHED.

HEINRICH INDUSTRIES
Veradale Washington

COTTON BABIES
FROM THE DEEP SOUTH
Cuddly, hand-made dollies of washable stocking knit. Soft and safe enough to keep the smallest baby company. Bright hand embroidered faces and suits. Contrasting pastel ribbon trim. Stuffed with best grade Miller Plantation cotton. Pink, white, or blue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.75 each

Add 25¢ for postage

Mrs. A. Miller Gibson
Miller Plantation Osolna, Mississippi

DO YOU COLLECT MINIATURES?
DO YOU COLLECT DOGS?

This charming little ceramic white French Poodle sitting on a gay little pillow, with a gold lustre collar and pink lustre bow, is only 2 inches high. Entirely hand made, decorated and signed by the artist "Jean N. West." These poodles are $5.00 each.

WE WILL PAY POSTAGE ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
JEAN N. WEST
MISTY HOLLOW STUDIO
CLYDE STREET FOREST HILLS, N. Y.

NOW AT LAST... Belinda Pink-Ears' own "Book of Surprises." A magic Story book with actual tiny toys incorporated into the illustrations . . . . . . . 2.09

TINY TOT GIFTS OF HOLLYWOOD
Tiny Tots Publishers
1834-5 W. 11th Place Los Angeles 6, California

FRAGRANCE OF THE NORTH WOODS
Is captured in pine cones especially treated for holiday hearth fires—and in delightful wreaths of evergreen for Christmas decorations. Pine cones at $5.00 the bushel and wreaths 20 inches in diameter at $4.00—attractively packed and prepaid anywhere in U.S.A. Mail order only.

BREATH OF THE NORTH
Three Lakes Wisconsin

YOUR CHILD WILL LOVE GETTING LETTERS

THAT ADORABLE LETTER-WRITING RUMMY!

A LETTER A WEEK... AND A "TOY SURPRISE" IN EVERY ONE. A gift to delight any youngster from 2 to 16 years old. Attractive gift card with reader's name accompanies first letter. Let Belinda add year child's name to her mailing list. Send 3 Letters $1.50 • 6 Letters $2.50

How At Last... Belinda Pink-Ears' own "Book of Surprises." A magic Story book with actual tiny toys incorporated into the illustrations . . . . . . . 2.09

SHOPPING
AROUND

What a to-do! Here's a long-term investment for parents of pre-schoolers. The "Pre-School Educator Set" contains a wide variety of games, graduated to test the skill of children from 18 months to 6 years. Blocks, beads, pegs, cut-outs...there's no end of fun. $4.50 ppd. from Moira's, 33 Highbridge Avenue, Pelham 65, New York.

A miniature chafing dish makes a graceful holder for plants. Gleaming copper and brass will set off the various shades of green in your own arrangement. Without plants, $10.95 ppd. 5 1/2" high; 9 1/2" long, including the handle. Order from Jenifer House, New Marlboro Star Route, Great Barrington, Massachusetts.

It's fun to learn polite manners to a musical accompaniment. These records for children are approved by the PTA and Angelo Patri as both entertainment and education. All of Vinylite. "It's Fun to Eat" (3 records for $4.65) "Toytime" and "It's Fun to be Neat" (single records $1.54 each). 25c post. Liberty Music Shops, 450 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22.

"...Watch O'er Me Keep"
Guardian Angel bedside lamp to banish every childhood fear...and make a grown-up feel a little safer, too. This serene and smiling angel is all metal-cast, finished in baked enamel. She stands in front of a Sylvania fluorescent bulb which sheds one candlepower of diffused light. Lamp, in white only, with bulb...$6.95, Express Collect. No C.O.D.'s, Please
JANET CONNOLLY
475 Fifth Avenue • New York 17, N. Y.

YOUR HELPING HAND
the chuck-box
An indispensable carry-all. Makes the job easier. Carries anything—any place. For your garden tools, work shop, hobby supplies, cleaning equipment, or just those odds and ends that are important.
Carefully constructed of wood, and brightly painted in red, blue, yellow, or black. Size 7 x 12; 9 1/2 inches. Handsomely colored and whether for man, woman or child. A wonderful gift.
$2.85 postpaid
ZEIGLER CORPORATION
77 W. Washington St., Room 1525
Chicago 2, Ill.

SAFETY SKATES
Double-runner safety ice skates that make every beginner an expert! Adjustable—they'll fit almost any child from two to ten years of age. Sturdy steel, cadmium-plated to resist rust and last for many a year.

By Mail $1. Postpaid

YOUR HELPFUL FRIEND
the chuck-box

SAFETY SKATES

YOUR HELPFUL FRIEND
the chuck-box

SAFETY SKATES

YOUR HELPFUL FRIEND
the chuck-box

SAFETY SKATES
A Shining Gift Idea!

COLONIAL HURRICANE PLANTER LAMPS

Every room in every home from Maine to California will be enhanced with a pair of solid brass Hurricane Planter Lamps. You'll cherish these exclusive, authentic reproductions that offer the utmost in beauty and utility. The water-proof brass bowls are protected with an everlasting lacquer finish. Ideal for planting philodendrons or ivy.

Ideal Christmas Gifts

You'll want a pair to give and another pair for your own home. The overall size is 10 1/2" x 6". The chimney is of frosted glass. Ivory flame bulb included. UL approved cord. (Plant not included-$9.95) Sold in pairs only.

Ideal for indoor use. Dining-room table, night stand, desk or office.

SHEPPARD HOME FURNISHINGS CO.
609 Lee St.
Des Plaines, Ill.

Does He Tinker?

Hobby happy! That's what he'll be with this "little giant" pocket-size tool kit. Eight serviceable tools with a hundred uses. Includes jackknife, hammer, chisel, file, screw driver, spreader & gouger, can opener & cup lifter. All compactly fitted into a 4" x 5" zippered heavy top grain saddle cowhide case. Complete-$8.50.

Mail Orders Filled. Send For Gift Catalog.

HOFFRITZ FOR CUTLERY

Mall Order Dept., 89 E. 35th St., N.Y. C. 16
355 Fifth Ave., near 55th St., N. Y.
90 W. 34th St., near Broadway. (MoAlplan nulul) Gr. Central Terminal. Coinmudoro Cuncour.io 331 Madison Ave., cor. 43rd St., N. Y.

KNITTED SOCKS FROM THE PINION TREE STATE

Luxurious socks from Harmony, Maine—a little town way down East where everyone knits, and turns out the softest, wooliest base for men, women, boys and girls. Blue, grey or white.

Women's and Girls' socks $1.50 a pair
Men's regular length 1.95 a pair
Men's ankle length 1.65 a pair
Boys' socks 1.65 a pair

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN COMPANY
Portland, Maine

Personalized Hand Rolled

CIGARS

Give him truly fine cigars. Each in a cellophone wrapper printed with his name or firm name (print clearly). . . . Expert craftsmanship perfected in years of blending and rolling choice Havana tobaccos will provide him a new thrill in smoking pleasure.

$10.75 per 100
Send check or Postal Note.

No C.O.D.'s, please

Money order

“the discriminating gift”

FLORIDA HOUSE OF CRAFTS, Box 1417, Dept. H, Orlando, Florida

REALIZE MAGNETIC ACTION TOYS

Animals in motion
Ships in motion
Now your children can enjoy this new idea in toys—animals moving around a farmyard—built mov- ing in an aluminum tank containing 3/4 " of water—all controlled by a permanent magnet beneath the field of view. No parts to break. Keeps the children busy and safely occupied while you do the housework.

$3.25 postpaid for either Magic Farmyard, Merchant Marine, or Sailboat Set—19" x 30".

Order by mail today direct from Remotrol Co., Dept. A, 24 West 37th St., New York 18, N. Y. No C.O.D.'s please.

MAZIC FARMYARD

ANIMALS MOVE BY REMOTE CONTROL

Scoop, Make party news by giving headline prominence to potato chips, pretzels or popcorn—easy to pass in this brass or copper server with pine handle and back. Measuring about 8" x 12" it is very nice for casual, informal entertaining.$6.25 postpaid from Harel House, Hopedale, Mass.

A pipe man’s pipe rack, and one that his wife will like too, keeps all his paraphernalia in one place. Made of knotty pine with soft hand-rubbed waxed finish, it holds 14 pipes, has 3 jars for tobacco and a drawer for accessories.

Hangs on the wall out of the way. 13" x 18".$12.50 express collect from Yield House, Box 179, North Conway, N. H.

BRAIDED RUGS

The Ideal Xmas Gift IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Washable—Removable—Available in basic combinations of Blue, Red, Brown, Green.

• 24" x 36" $2.95
• 24" x 48" $3.50
• 30" x 48" $4.95
• 48" x 72" $10.85

Extra Large Size 4' x 6'

DERMAN COMPANY
95 Main St., Watertown, Mass.

YOUR DOG DESERVES A HOLIDAY GIFT, TOO!

GIVE A "DOUBLE PROTECTION" DOG COAT 100% VIRGIN WOOL LINED—WATER REPELLENT

Fine quality genuine wool lining for warmth—durable, waterproofed poplin cover for dryness. Handmilled tailored to rigid army k-9 corps specifications. Now available in "hard-to-get" large sizes only—22", 24", 26". (Measure base of neck to base of tail.) Ideal for boxers, dobermans, setters, dalmatians, pointers and dogs of like size. Satisfaction guaranteed.

ONLY $5.00 POSTPAID—
Send Check or Postal Note.

S. MEISTER
380 Orleans Ave., Dept. HG
New York 10, N. Y.
AROUND

It’s the Dickens influence that makes these glasses so entertaining. Convivial drinking scenes in color, permanently fired, appear on the highballs, old fashioned, stemmed cocktails and 4 two-oz. jiggers. Made by Libbey, with Safedge rims, complete service for 8 (28 pieces) is $10 ppd. The Bar Mart, 62 W. 45th St., N. Y. 19.

Bottle parties. These are glamorized openers for soda or soft drinks. Carved from Syrocowood, the party on the left has a white finish, the one on the right a cordovan. At $1 each, postpaid, they open up possibilities as those hard-to-find prizes for the men. Norman’s, 416 Mill St., Bristol, Pa.

Solid. A hefty ash tray that won’t skid or tip over is one of man’s best friends. This one of heavy bronze is 5" across; also a good weight for papers. The design of playing cards and poker chips makes it particularly appropriate for a game room or a card table. $2.75 postpaid from Lauer Metal Shop, 1108 Cathedral St., Baltimore 1, Md.

GOLDEN APPLES

... as irresistible as that golden apple of Hesperides for which Aphrodite gave Helen to Paris. Done in that non-tarnishing Ormolu gold. The smaller one, for cigarettes, with matching ash tray, $8.95; larger one for bon-bons, $9.95. All pieces have removable liners.

Another apple, still larger, vacuum lined for ice tray, $27.43. Express Collect—No C.O.D.’s.

RENDEZVOUS GIFT SHOP
Gift Counsellors
Ashbury Park, N. J.
Luscious California FIGS
Direct From ALTA VISTA Orchards - Choicest of the 1947 Crop
New Unusual Gift Packs in Colorful Lacquered 14” Tray of Early Calif., Spanish Motif

If you take pride in giving unusual things at Christmas, here’s the answer to your gift problems. Luscious, rich, giant size choicest California Calmyrna sun-drenched figs from the famous Alta Vista Orchards. Tender prime fruit hand picked and individually selected for delicious eating quality. Gift packed in colorfully gay 14” inch lacquered tray of authentic early California Spanish motif. A riot of color, a masterpiece of gift wrapping. Card included. Safe arrival guaranteed. A gift to give with pride.

NO. 10A DELUXE PACK 5 lbs. net. Choicest Calmyrna Figs capped with candied cherries; almonds, walnuts plus candied fruits and luscious California Dates in lacquered gift tray. Exp. prepaid. $9.25. NO. 12A CALMYRNA PACK 5 lbs. net. Choicest Calmyrna Figs, same lacquered gift tray. Exp. prepaid $7.50. Send check or M.O. Satisfaction guar.

ALTA VISTA ORCHARDS
Growers and Packers
Box 1721 Dept. H4137 Fresno, Calif.

Delicious
SHELLED PECANS
The Answer to: "What to Give?"
For the woman who desires something that is distinctive, yet sure to be acceptable, these shelled pecans are most appropriate. Golden brown and delicious, they are carefully selected from the finest nuts grown.
3 lbs. $5.00 5 lbs. $7.95 10 lbs. $15.00
Shipped Prepaid to the Continental U.S.

STERNBERG PECAN CO.
Dept. II
Jackson, Mississippi
Box 195

SAW BUCK TABLE
A reproduction of one of the earliest designs, still in use today. Native pine... pegged, doweled and glued throughout. Hand finished... rubbed to achieve pure grain lustre. Top finished with pine cross-grained ends 1/4” or 1/8” thick. Legs curved at bottom. 29”” high, 32” wide.
4 ft., 5 ft., or 6 ft. lengths
$3.95 triple; wall shelf (with or without towel rack) $3.95 double. $4.95 triple, ppd. Variety Houseware Sales Co., 44 W. Houston St., N. Y. 12.

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHELLWOOD PRODUCTS
410 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 22.

FRENCH PEPPER GRINDERS
... with the world-famous Pepper Fives grinding mechanism. Once tried, you’ll agree that these grinders were well worth waiting for. In heavy cast aluminum, the world-famous Peugeot Freres grinding mechanism. For the woman who desires some- thing that is distinctive, yet sure to blend with the finest table service, only $18.00.

Big and bold, monograms on this bath set leave no doubt as to who owns them. Choose them in white, rose, yellow, green, blue or peach, with any color initials, to blend with your color scheme. Set of 2 face cloths, 2 bath and 2 face towels. $9.95; matching bath mat, $3.95. Drone. Albert George, 679 5th Ave., N. Y. 22.

Light catchers. Wall shelves made of clear Lucite and glass are sparkling additions to any room. A good backgroud for bottles, miniature or ivy pots. Corner shelf is $2.90 double, $3.95 triple; wall shelf (with or without towel rack) $3.98 double, $4.95 triple, p.p. Variety Houseware Sales Co., 44 W. Houston St., N. Y. 12.

Soft greens and reds are the predominating colors of this fine reproduction of “On the Terrace” by Auguste Renoir. Has all the freshness and charm of subject-matter that distinguishes Renoir’s paintings. Printed in Austria, the 16” x 20” size is $7.50; 22” x 28”, $12. Post. 35c. Lexington Art, 960 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 21.

Tempting, Intriguing DELICACIES
Taste Sensations that have no equal
LEBUCHEK (original Nuremberg style)—Made from a famous German recipe, made year round. All of delicious natural ingredients. Vividly rich, nourishing. No artificial colors or flavors. Dazzling combination, Energy—builds up, Nourishes. Edible fruit jam, candy, preserves. 1 lb. net for $1.95, 2 lbs. for $4.25; 5 lbs. for $9.50.
“Pastry Sticks”—Made of the finest natural ingredients. Color and texture; filled with delicious chocolate cream. Their “mouth-watering.” Packed in round tin containers. 2 lbs. for $4.95, 5 lbs. for $9.50.
Aunt Nancy’s RUM and BRANDY Fruit Cake—Only the choicest ingredients are used. Dressed in full of wholesome goodness. 1 lbs. fruits and nuts. Packed in 1 lb. rectangular tin and 2 lb. round tins. 1 lb. $1.29; 2 lbs. $2.58.

Order NOW. We Pay The Postage in U.S.A.

ROLL BISCUIT CO., Dept. 310, 827 B’way, N. Y. 3, N. Y.

A UNIQUE GIFT FOR SMOKERS
The Tray-Pak is a cigarette pack holder and ash tray all in one, with a narrow band on the back for your matches. No more fumbling in your purse—everything you need for your smoking enjoyment. Its beautiful silvery sheen, the simplicity of design, make the Tray-Pak an ideal remembrance for your friends. You’ll want one for yourself, too.

Price $1.50 each or 3 for $2.95 Delv. No C.O.D.’s, please.

COLLINS CRAFTSMEN, INC.
Dept. G-2
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

POST MARK
BOBBING BIRD CAGE
—Cheerful home wall decoration. White enameled wire cage contains colorful bird, 8'/4" high x 8'/4" wide. COMPLETE . . . $4.95 p.p.d.

BOBBING BIRD SWING STAND
—Unique table decoration. Only colored bird on crystal rods, set off by birch base. 16' high x 2' wide. COMPLETE . . . $4.95 p.p.d.

NEW! BOBBING BIRD CREATIONS

- The BIRD keeps bobbing back and forth and occasionally stops to take a drink.
- STAND and CAGE make unique decorations for living room, breakfast nook, sun parlor, or porch.
- BIRDS placed on glasses or bowls make unusual decorations.
- Hand fashioned in glass and colorfully hand painted by disabled War Veterans.

STERLING SILVER CABLE CAR on revolving turntable

To delight your friends, send this most unusual gift—an exact replica, including outside seats, of the famous San Francisco Cable Car. Turntable is the size of a 10c piece.

For Charm Bracelet, Pendant or collector's item. $3.65 (incl. Fed. and State Taxes)

MAIL ORDER TODAY

FLEETWING GIFTS, Dept. 81-A
53 E. 10th St., N.Y. 3, N.Y.

Three to go. Ready and set to solve a gift problem, here you are—an ash tray cup and ash tray, silver-plated, and a matching dish to use for buns, nuts, a posy of flowers. An exclusive design, the cup and ash tray are $.75 each; the dish $12 exp. col., add 20% tax. Carole Stupell, 507 Madison Avenue, New York 22.

“Scissors to grind.” If the little man doesn't come around any more, don't worry, invest in an “Aladdin Blade Edger.” Simply draw the shears across the metal edge a couple of times, and start cutting up again. $2.10 postpaid from Madolin Mapelden, 825 Lexington Ave., New York 21.

Aysterious post lantern—of rust-proof copper

A wonderfully welcome gift for the country home, providing charming illumination for the gate or walkway, HAND MADE by craftsmen, of strong, rust-proof copper, with black finish, fully wired. Gleaming bronze eagle on top. Size 8'/4" x 18", $18.75. Large size, without eagle, 14'/4" x 26", $36.

Send check or money order
LAUER METAL SHOP
1108 Cathedral Street, Baltimore 1, Md.

SHOPPING

“Cherries to grind”... If the little man doesn't come around any more, don't worry, invest in an “Aladdin Blade Edger.” Simply draw the shears across the metal edge a couple of times, and start cutting up again. $2.10 postpaid from Madolin Mapelden, 825 Lexington Ave., New York 21.

Sterling Silver CABLE CAR on revolving turntable

To delight your friends, send this most unusual gift—an exact replica, including outside seats, of the famous San Francisco Cable Car. Turntable is the size of a 10c piece.

For Charm Bracelet, Pendant or collector's item. $3.65 (incl. Fed. and State Taxes)

MAIL ORDER TODAY

FLEETWING GIFTS, Dept. 81-A
53 E. 10th St., N.Y. 3, N.Y.

Three to go. Ready and set to solve a gift problem, here you are—an cigarette cup and ash tray, silver-plated, and a matching dish to use for buns, nuts, a posy of flowers. An exclusive design, the cup and ash tray are $.75 each; the dish $12 exp. col., add 20% tax. Carole Stupell, 507 Madison Avenue, New York 22.

“Scissors to grind.” If the little man doesn't come around any more, don't worry, invest in an “Aladdin Blade Edger.” Simply draw the shears across the metal edge a couple of times, and start cutting up again. $2.10 postpaid from Madolin Mapelden, 825 Lexington Ave., New York 21.

Aysterious post lantern—of rust-proof copper

A wonderfully welcome gift for the country home, providing charming illumination for the gate or walkway, HAND MADE by craftsmen, of strong, rust-proof copper, with black finish, fully wired. Gleaming bronze eagle on top. Size 8'/4" x 18", $18.75. Large size, without eagle, 14'/4" x 26", $36.

Send check or money order
LAUER METAL SHOP
1108 Cathedral Street, Baltimore 1, Md.

SHOPPING

“Cherries to grind”... If the little man doesn't come around any more, don't worry, invest in an “Aladdin Blade Edger.” Simply draw the shears across the metal edge a couple of times, and start cutting up again. $2.10 postpaid from Madolin Mapelden, 825 Lexington Ave., New York 21.

Sterling Silver CABLE CAR on revolving turntable

To delight your friends, send this most unusual gift—an exact replica, including outside seats, of the famous San Francisco Cable Car. Turntable is the size of a 10c piece.

For Charm Bracelet, Pendant or collector's item. $3.65 (incl. Fed. and State Taxes)

MAIL ORDER TODAY

FLEETWING GIFTS, Dept. 81-A
53 E. 10th St., N.Y. 3, N.Y.

Three to go. Ready and set to solve a gift problem, here you are—an cigarette cup and ash tray, silver-plated, and a matching dish to use for buns, nuts, a posy of flowers. An exclusive design, the cup and ash tray are $.75 each; the dish $12 exp. col., add 20% tax. Carole Stupell, 507 Madison Avenue, New York 22.

“Scissors to grind.” If the little man doesn't come around any more, don't worry, invest in an “Aladdin Blade Edger.” Simply draw the shears across the metal edge a couple of times, and start cutting up again. $2.10 postpaid from Madolin Mapelden, 825 Lexington Ave., New York 21.

Aysterious post lantern—of rust-proof copper

A wonderfully welcome gift for the country home, providing charming illumination for the gate or walkway, HAND MADE by craftsmen, of strong, rust-proof copper, with black finish, fully wired. Gleaming bronze eagle on top. Size 8'/4" x 18", $18.75. Large size, without eagle, 14'/4" x 26", $36.

Send check or money order
LAUER METAL SHOP
1108 Cathedral Street, Baltimore 1, Md.

SHOPPING

“Cherries to grind”... If the little man doesn't come around any more, don't worry, invest in an “Aladdin Blade Edger.” Simply draw the shears across the metal edge a couple of times, and start cutting up again. $2.10 postpaid from Madolin Mapelden, 825 Lexington Ave., New York 21.

Sterling Silver CABLE CAR on revolving turntable

To delight your friends, send this most unusual gift—an exact replica, including outside seats, of the famous San Francisco Cable Car. Turntable is the size of a 10c piece.

For Charm Bracelet, Pendant or collector's item. $3.65 (incl. Fed. and State Taxes)

MAIL ORDER TODAY

FLEETWING GIFTS, Dept. 81-A
53 E. 10th St., N.Y. 3, N.Y.

Three to go. Ready and set to solve a gift problem, here you are—an cigarette cup and ash tray, silver-plated, and a matching dish to use for buns, nuts, a posy of flowers. An exclusive design, the cup and ash tray are $.75 each; the dish $12 exp. col., add 20% tax. Carole Stupell, 507 Madison Avenue, New York 22.
AROUND

Provincial porcelain. This coffee ensemble, handmade and hand-decorated, won the International Ceramic Prize at the Paris Exposition. It has a charming design on a grayish background. Coffee pot, sugar and creamer are $15.4 cups and saucers, $10. Matching tile, $3. Pp., Cooper Crafts, 54 W. 21st St., N.Y. 10.

Post-weighted. A tiny, very sensitive scale for weighing letters and small packages saves many trips to the post office. It carries a listing of all domestic postal rates in various classes, up to 12 ounces. Top measures 2 1/2” x 3”. Of cream-colored metal, it is $1, post. 15c. The Union, Columbus 15, Ohio.

Silhouette wall plaques. Old-fashioned figures are processed in black with color trim on washable composition tile. The standing couple is on a blue background, the seated pair on rose. 4 1/4” square. With wall hangers attached to the backs, $1 a pair, postpaid. Paddy Novelty Co., 65 Washington Ave., Goliad, Texas.

NEW, CLEVER TOYS
JUST THE THING FOR THAT YOUNGSTER

SOLID MAHOGANY for Christmas Giving!

Gleaming, impressive pieces imported from Haiti, a delight for salad or fruit. Complete with serving fork and spoon, and six individual bowls to match... $25.
Large bowl (serves 8) ....... $11.95
Small bowls alone ....... ea. $1.85
Fork & Spoon ........ 1.95

* All postpaid. Sorry, no cash.

RALPH H. JOHNSON CO.
Dept. A
483 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.

HELIOCOPTER

This model actually flies. Sways over 100 ft. Pull string to operate. Aluminum and plastic. 2 nickel size C. Educational for future engineers. For all age groups... $3.69

“BLACKIE”

The center lamb you have ever seen. Stands one foot tall. Superior in what it is on the market; all hand-made of imitation Persian Lamb. $4.79

COLOR TOP

Teach your child colors. Pastel-colored disc insert produces perfect blend of colors when spun. C.O.P.E. on base prevents accidental kit to test new paint... Only $1.30

THE ROBERT SALES CO.
907 Time Bldg.
727 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minnesota

IDEAL FOR BIRTHDAY OR ANNIVERSARY GIFTS

magazine rack
- Sturdy construction
- Mahogany finish
- Carton packed
- Express prepaid anywhere in U. S. A.
- $6.95 each

singing cabinet
- No C. O. D.’s
- Immediate delivery
- Order today
- $16.95 each

KEYSTONE HOUSING CO.
Box 809, Williamsport, Pennsylvania

HANDBET

Pick a winner with this convenient race track wallet. Holds money, program and tickets securely. Put your “bank” in the front, and your winnings in the back for simple accounting after the last race. Attractive gift for the “man who has everything.” Red, green, blue, yellow or gray plastic. 82.50 postpaid.

Summit Meadows Corp.
Pepoon Pennsylvania

Not for Adults!
AT LAST! A CHILD’S TOY
APPROVED BY LEADING PSYCHOLOGISTS FOR MAXIMUM
Child Play Appeal!

Open-Top Play House allows children to manipulate real life elements in a real life setting. For boys or girls, in every home. Complete sets available at same price. They are the result of seven years by psychologists assures you that the Play House is what your child wants and needs to stimulate imaginative play.

HERE’S WHAT’S IN IT

Complete 8 room painted wood house. 37” x 26” x 21”. Furniture and bookcase in living rooms; all furniture in kitchen and bath. 12 pieces starter furniture and 4 doll puppets. Assembled. Yellow, blue and red color schemes. School house and Hospital sets available at same price.

Send check or cash for $17.50 or order C.O.D. at $17.50 plus shipping cost from

TOWNE PRODUCTS CO.
8121 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

UNBREAKABLE!
Guaranteed Heavy Silverplate
ICE TUB

It’s new... it’s wonderful! Thepleasig lined ice bucket that you’ll use for life without fear of breakage. Preserves ice cube with an efficiency equal or superior to former lining materials. (Tax Ins.)
Embroider Check or Money Order Express Collect
Label of Quality Since 1873

D. L. BROMWELL
710 12th ST., N. W., WASH 5, D. C.

RETAIL PRICES ON ALL SALT AND PEPPER SETS

...to harmonize with your silver service and sparkling glassware. They’re a “must” for entertaining—for complete, correct table settings.
Convenient, too, for your guests’ and family’s use. They’ll make a wonderful gift! Order several sets for your table now! Gift box of 4—prepaid...

FREE Gift Catalogue!

New catalogue chuck-full of distinctive, personalised “Gifts that are different.” Brilliant ideas for you and everyone—for any occasion. All reasonably priced!

Write today for new FREE Catalogue!

MEREDITH, INC.
EVANSTON ILLINOIS
The charm of BIGGS authentic Colonial Reproductions is exemplified in this solid mahogany Chippendale Pie Crust Table. Distinctive pieces that will give generations of service in your home are to be found in BIGGS.

Ideas for Christmas

Write today for illustrated brochure of Holiday suggestions.

Address
BIGGS CRAFT SHOP
105 E. Grace St.
Richmond, Va.

Holiday Ideas for Christmas

NEW GIFT IDEA
For Anyone Who Sits Up In Bed!
The LeLo Bedjacket is an amazingly different, new patented design that's pretty as a picture and SO practical, too! Look at these advantages:

- Warm As a Robe—Keeps chest covered; no clinging or wrapping around!
- Snug As a Muffler—Keeps throat warm as toast!
- Comfortable As a Sweater—Can't twist or come open!
- Handy As a Bedside Table—A big build-all pockets for cigarettes, tissues, aspirin, matches, etc.
- Luxury-Lounging—Perfect for sitting or reading in bed, in recliner, cradle, or living room; ideal for a 3-year-old to grandchildren!
- Satisfaction Guaranteed—or money back. Only $13.50, delivered. Limited quantity assured. Free Catalog upon Request.

ORDER DIRECT FROM:
The La-Lo Co.
1266-B Philadelphia Blvd.
Arlington, Va.

LeLo Bedjackets at $13.50
Cash, postage-paid.

Color:

Nude

Address
City & State

Cocktails for two. Whether you prefer stirred manhattans, martinis or the shaken type, here is the right-sized mixer. If you like variety, get both. Each holds 1 pint, comes in star-cut design. Stirrer and mixing spoon, $3.95; shaker with chrome top and spout pourer, $4.50. Post. 25c. Bryce Gifts, 302 W. Chelten Ave., Phila. 44.

Straight from the Ozarks comes this rugged throne. Now there is all dressed up in a brand new apron with Paw and the feller settin' in the chair sharpened up purdy in clean overalls, all ready to join any collection. Standing dolls, $2.25 ea.; seated one, with chair, $3.25, ppd. The Painted Saddle, Branson, Mo.

Dial in style on this good-looking telephone table with bench to go with it. The frame is of solid metal and the shelves and seat-top are of plywood, covered with leatherette. The lower shelf is handy for telephone books and the bench fits neatly underneath. In brown, black or ivory, $14.50 each.

Write for your copy of BIGGS CRAFT SHOP's 1951 catalogue. Address:

1502-B Fidelity Bldg.
The La-Lo Company
Richmond, Va.
**AROUND**

French-type telephones are fun for children and also handy for room-to-room communication. Made of metal, they come with 50 feet of wire and four standard flashlight batteries, are very simple to install. The set is $7.95 postpaid from Hamilton Gifts, 8500 3rd Ave., Brooklyn 9, N. Y.

Cornered? You bet ... and very nicely, too, with a beautifully designed pair of scroll corner shelves. Finished in satin mahogany, they are fine for figure collections or plants. They are 24” high, $12.95 a pair, $6.50 each, postpaid from Rochelle Gifts, 481 Main Street, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Match this if you can! Eighty personalized match books look their best in a container of clear plastic. Order them in metallic red, blue, green, gold or silver, or assorted, and give initials or two names to be imprinted. (One week delivery.) $4.45 ppd. The Berkley Co., Suite 906, 1418 Walnut St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

**BOWLS OF CHOICE**

Golden Birch

Growing design and planting material finish attract plenty of admirers. The 3 compartment, red ash plate No. 418, $2.25 postpaid. The serrated No. 492 comes with interchanger and 4 picks, $2.50 postpaid. The handy-sized, double bowl with a diameter of five inches, $2.50 postpaid. Write for catalog of complete line of woodware.

B & H NOVELTY COMPANY

469 Burton St., B. W.

Grand Rapids 9, Michigan

**FASCINATING! UNEXCELLED TOYS IMPORTED THROUGH THE COOPERATION OF THE U.S. GOV'T!**

D. AMAZING MINIATURE GEAR SHIFT CAR. The famous Schuco Exmino, imported from the U. S. Zone in Germany is far and away the finest and most sensational toy marvel of its kind. Has real clutch action with 4 forward gear speeds, reverse and neutral gears, steering wheel and hand brake, masterfully made of heavy gauge metal for durability with powerful clockwork motor, 6” long. $.75 ea.

**QUANTITIES LIMITED—ORDER PROMPTLY**

WE PAY POSTAGE. NO COD’S.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

Q. T. Novelty Company

P. O. Box 54, Station F

New York 16, N. Y.

**HE’LL VOLUNTEER TO CARVE** if presented with this set. Husky Carver, long slim Slicer for ham or lamb, and smaller Poultry Slicer have Case concave-ground blades. These, plus Fork and Shapening Steels, fit into wood block. Pukka wood handles. Set, 19.75

**SHE CAN MAKE UP,** manicure, or read while relaxing in the tub with this Bathtub Tray. Removable cosmetic box with mirror is 9’’ x 10’. Side well has soap dish, ash tray. Chrome rods grip side of tub. 19.95

FOR A PERFECT POLISH, put Man-U-Kit on the job. Toe-and-finger-shaped moulds in lid act as rest and separators. Deep pockets keep open bottles from spilling. 12 compartments, some adjustable, hold supplies. Black and ivory plastic, chrome trim. 5.95

**FOR MORE INFORMATION, WRITE TO:**

LEWIS & CONGER

Ave. of Americas at 45th St.,

New York 19, N. Y.

Please send me:

Name

Street

City

State

Check or M. C. Jumbo

Charge my account HG-12
Selected for Christmas

Table and tree decorations
A. wreath angel...each 2.15
B. mirrored angel...each 2.15
C. snow man, approx. 11" high 4.00
D. gothic window candle... 7.50
E. choir boys...each 2.75
F. choir loft... 8.50
G. madonna with candle, 16" high... 13.50
H. place card and napkin holder... each 1.25
J. sleigh salt and pepper... 5.25
K. deer and tree highballs doz. 15.50
L. assorted Xmas motif highballs... doz. 11.50
Shipping charges collect — sorry no c.o.

Set 'em up at a party on a bar that even the lady of the house can assemble in less than an hour. The "Bar-O-Pine" is made of knotty pine, looks well as is or painted to match the room. It comes with nails, screws and instructions. 4', 5' or 6', $24.75, $28.75 and $32.75 exp. col. May Sherwin, 545 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 17.

For CAFE BRULOT—a la New Orleans...

Silver-plated brulot bowl, tray and ladle...but that isn't all! We include a package of famous New Orleans coffee and the other ingredients (minus brandy) and original recipe for making this after-dinner delight—exactly as served in New Orleans' Famous French Restaurants. Gift Wrapped—Shipped Express Prepaid, including Federal Tax...$50.

ADLER'S
NEW ORLEANS' FINE JEWELERS
722 CANAL STREET, NEW ORLEANS

Exquisite Crystal...

In soft smoky green, imported from "Leerdam" of Holland...the 10-ounce tumblers are $21 the dozen...the pitcher is $11.
Drum major—and minor.
Here is an engaging lamp for
a child's bedside or to use as a
hall night light... because the
drumhead glows in the dark.
It's red plastic with black and
white trim, $7. Companion
hassock, 20" in diam., holds
toys, records, games. $14.95.
Hammacher Schlemmer, 145
E. 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Double indemnity. An um­
brella with your name on it is
not only protection from rain,
it's also less likely to get picked
up by mistake by somebody
else. These are sturdy 16-zib
ones, rayon-covered, in black,
wine, blue or plaid. With name
engraved in gold or white on
Lucite handle, they're $6.95 ea.
ppt. Crown Craft Products,
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1.

The bright colored flower motif—and the graceful
lines of the inkwell—make it a most desirable acces­
sory for the desk. A penholder completes the
ensemble. About 6¼ x 2¼ . . . . . . . . . . $12.50
Add 1% for postage in America.
TRAVELING COCKTAIL SHAKER — Of polished aluminum, with E-Z Pour Top, 2 metal cups, folding corkscrew. All fit compactly into handsome saddle-stitched cowhide case with zipper fastener and convenient strap handle.

12¼" x 3½" x 4" 18.00

SILENT BUTLERS — Roomy receptacles for emptying overladden ash trays tidily and quickly. Two attractive styles, both silver plated with crest design and wooden handles.

Oblong, 7¼" x 5½" 11.70
Round, 6" diameter 8.34

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Delivery free within 150 miles For delivery in New York City, add 2% Sales Tax.

Ask for Gift Catalog "G-3"

Hammacher Schlemmer
145 East 57th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

ORDER BY MAIL

Delicious!

A GIFT BOX
OF FIVE FAMOUS-DISTINCTIVE NEW ORLEANS CANDIES

Elmer's

HEAVENLY HASH
Milk chocolate, pecans and marshmallow

GOLD BRICKS
Luscious pecans and milk chocolate

MINT BUBLETS
"Mint in your mouth"

These delicious, original candies are sweeping the nation! Their delightful taste will thrill you and your friends. Ideal Xmas gifts. Just send us your Christmas list! Huge souvenir box with beautiful New Orleans scenes contains:

- 1 lb. HEAVENLY HASH
- 2 cartons of GOLD BRICKS
- Carton of MINT BUBLETS
- Carton of PECAN PRALINES
- Carton of COFFEE CANDIES

$3.95 Postpaid Anywhere in the U.S.

Limited Edition Lithographs $5.00 ea.

Just 200 of these original prints are being hand-pulled from the stone...then there'll be no more! Artist signed black-and-whites, matted, ready to hang. Approximately 14" x 20". Write for information on other art gifts.

Cat and Leaves . . . . . Doris Bothwell
Pelicans . . . . . . . . Albert Reid
Wind Blown . . . . . Ray Burrell
White Fronted Geese . . . . . . Gail D. Zumwalt

FINE ARTS • P. O. Box 801 • San Francisco 1, Calif.

SHOPPING

Two is company. When you and your husband are dining alone, use these individual place mats, hand-painted with your name on one, his on the other. Border design is repeated on 12" napkins. Colorfast on butcher linen, white, aqua, pink or maize. One week delivery. 4 pieces are $4.50 ppd.

Charles Latshaw, 121 N. Fairfax St., Alexandria, Va.

Press the "Presso" and poppo! out come your keys! This automatic key case holds three keys of any size and thickness. With just two fingers of one hand it opens quickly. Chrome-plated, only 2¾" long, it has rounded edges to prevent pocket fraying. 75¢ postpaid from Western Tool Co., Box 1061, Tucson, Arizona.
AROUND

Next to a chair or on its own, a Pembroke table is a dignified mainstay for lamp, vase and/or ash tray. Of mahogany with inlaid borders, it has a single drawer and two drop leaves. Top measures 24" x 15"; with leaves up, 24" x 29", $37.50, exp. col., from Flint & Horner Co., 66 West 47th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

Main line stop for toy trains is also a box for storing them. "My Town Station" has a loading platform, freight office with sliding doors, ticket and Western Union office. Lift the roof and there's room for tracks and other equipment. 12½" x 19¼" x 9¼" deep, gray with red roof, $10 exp. col. Educational Toy Shop, Church Lane, Westport, Conn.

Delicious Holmesmade NEW ORLEANS PRALINES

Order By Mail For Christmas
Perfect for gifts or to delight your family. Crunchy pralines, generously filled with selected new-crop Louisiana pecans, smoothly blended with pure Louisiana sugar by a treasured, old-time recipe. The New Orleans candy treat visitors rave over. Order this rare holiday treat today!

D.H. Holmes CO.LTD.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Deck the halls with boughs of holly—the table with beautiful Christmas tree plates and glasses decorated in full color. Christmas is the time to be jolly—these enchanting accessories will add gayety and charm to your holiday entertaining.

10 inch service or dinner plates of fine china, captivating embellishments, each . . . . . . . . . $2. Hi-ball glasses repeat the Christmas tree motif with durable, colorful decor, the dozen . . . . . . . . $5.

Attractively gift wrapped and sent postpaid anywhere in U. S. A. Sorry no C.O.D.'s!

NEW ORLEANS FINE JEWELERS • 722 CANAL STREET

Indoors or outdoors, for perfect poise and perfect parties, keep food, drink and tempers under control with SNACK-MASTER.

• Palette-shaped
• Balanced with the thumb to eliminate spills
• Partitioned to hold your favorite party foods, beverages...even a slot for your napkin
• Brilliant ruby, emerald, amber and sapphire marbleized translucent plastic
• The ideal gift

ORDER NOW!
For yourself and your friends.

TREBOR DISTRIBUTORS
84 William St. • New York 7, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
Please send me (qty) sets of SNACK-MASTER @ $2.95 set. Enclosed find $...

check □ money order □ C.O.D. □

NAME ______________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY __________________ STATE ________
The House & Garden Travelog

A DIRECTORY OF FINE HOTELS AND RESORTS

For further information about these listings write to House & Garden's Travelog, 420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 17

The House & Garden Travelog is back... bringing up-to-date information on fine resorts and hotels. Use them whenever you plan an important trip. Identify yourself with House & Garden.

Arizona

Tucson

Santa Rita Hotel. 250 rms. Tucson's Social Center; Western Banquet, Atmosphere, Supper existence; famous Dance Bands, Pool, Golf, Neck Hall, Mgr. Travel Agent or New York Office: 221 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y.

BOCA GRANDE

Boca Grande Hotel

Fireproof—in the Gulf of Mexico, and offers the utmost in comfort and homelike surroundings. Every room is outside with tile bath, Superb cuisine, private beach and golf course, fine fishing. Rates $16 per person and up. American plan. N. Y. Telephone MURray Hill 2-3341.

BOCA RATON

The Boca Raton Club


FORT LAUDERDALE

The New Marie Antoinette

—for gracious living on famed Lauderdale Beach. Spacious, exquisitely furnished apartments—hotel rooms. Elevator to second floor and penthouse apartments. Beach level, studio apartments with balcony balconies. 24-hour switchboard, daily mail service, Private beach, parking. Brochure—reservations, write: F. G. Strobbe, Brickell Drive, Fort Lauderdale, Fl.

Florida

MIAMI BEACH

The Hotel Good

Through the years, the traditions which have pleased a highly discriminating clientele for more than a decade. Beautiful appointments—gay, friendly atmosphere, conservative policies. Central location—private ocean beach—cabanas. Superior dining room, air conditioned cocktail lounge. Immediate reservations advisable. Carolyn Good Tucker, Owner—G. S. Pickel, Mgr.

FLORIDA

The Sea View

Newest, finest on oceanfront—initial season 1942-43. Exclusive "north beach" location. Advanced design provides more winter sun-shine, tradescend beauty. Marine views from every room. Private balcony-verandas featured. Private ocean beach, pool, cabanas. Advance reservations, Fats Dunham, Manager—for 7 years manager of The Whittams.

Platt's

The Villa Margherita

Located on the Battery—The Villa is internationally famous. Charleston's finest address. After the day's tour of quaint places and "beauty spots," return to the tranquil atmosphere of the Villa. Our cuisine is unexcelled. Rates American plan: Double $35 to $40 per day. Write for information and brochure.

Missouri

KANSAS CITY


Missouri

Hunts

Why not make this a Dude Ranch year for House & Garden readers? Tell your story of wide open spaces, easy living, and colorful cowboys this easy way.
Many an early American clock still strikes the hours with rare fidelity. An object of beauty and utility, it is also an expression of craftsmanship, the pride of the maker still attested by his name on the dial or by a label pasted on the inside of the case.

If we counted the hours since the Crane mills were established, the figure would be rather impressive. Continuously, since 1801, we have been making fine papers of cotton and linen fibres only and watermarking each sheet with the name of Crane. This continuity and this fidelity to the highest standard of quality give Crane's Papers a difference and distinction that make them highly desirable for business and personal correspondence, social forms and needs, and for matters of importance that you would protect against time itself.

When next you buy paper, we suggest you look for the mark of Crane by holding the sheet of paper against the light.
American Modern

strikes the festive note...

Hand-made by STEUBENVILLE POTTERY COMPANY
from the Inspired Designs of Russel Wright

Simplicity walks arm-in-arm with good taste in American Modern Dinnerware. Russel Wright's masterly combination of fresh forms, restrained colors, and inviting textures lends joyous harmony to the best appointed tables.

16-pc. Starter Set:
4 dinner plates • 4 cups and 4 saucers
4 bread-and-butter plates

$6.95

Write for brochure showing American Modern shapes, colors, and prices.

Boston Store of Milwaukee WISCONSIN
Lucky, lucky is the woman who owns a Home Freezer...

YOU are the lucky woman when you don't have to bundle up the children and yourself and go to market when the weather's bad...

When you have a General Electric Home Freezer you can have 280 pounds of fresh food on hand... lamb chops, steaks, chickens, vegetables, fish, and ice cream by the gallon.

YOU are the lucky woman when you can do a month's baking in one day. And then...

In the General Electric Home Freezer your baking will stay oven-fresh week after week after week.

You can keep your favorite treats on tap for the children and guests at all times!

And lucky is the man of the house, too!

YOU are lucky when you don't have to eat the game and fish you bring home and eat it practically at one sitting—until it comes out of your ears.

You just fresh-freeze your surplus game and fish. The General Electric Home Freezer keeps most food fresh and nutritious up to a year.

YOU are lucky when you don't have to pay high food prices for much of your food.

When you have a General Electric Home Freezer, you can buy according to the seasons—when quality is best and prices are right. You can buy meat in quantity and get the choicest cuts.

You're both lucky (and smart)
to own a dependable General Electric Home Freezer!

Only General Electric has the famous sealed-in-steel freezing unit so successfully used in General Electric Refrigerators.

More than a million of these refrigerator units have been giving satisfactory service in homes for ten years or more.

Only General Electric has the "Perfect Seal" cabinet that hoards cold to keep operating costs at rock bottom.

In laboratory tests, this cabinet proved so efficient that it kept food frozen for several days after the current was turned off!

General Electric Home Freezers come with a written one-year warranty on the complete freezer, plus an additional four-year protection plan on the hermetically sealed system.

See these remarkable 4- and 8-cubic-foot home freezers at your General Electric retailer's. General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Conn.
Fun to GIVE...a Thrill to GET

ELECTRICAL SERVANTS

DECK THE TREE WITH "KM-MAGIC" GIFTS THAT PLEASE... BOTH YOUNG AND OLD, USEFUL GIFTS... AND GIFTS THAT PROMISE BETTER LIVING... JOY UNTOLED!

"KM" Waffle Baker — Handsome?
Yes, indeed! Makes handsome waffles, too, extra big, in any one of three shades. Signal light goes off when waffle is ready.

"KM" Pop-Up Toaster — Trusty "two-at-a-time." Adjustor gives you seven toast shades. Quick—no preheating wait. Quiet—no ticking! Removable crumb tray, too. This will bring thank-you "toasts!"

"KM" Speed Mix — This good "mixer" is always welcome! Control gives you 101 speeds! Revolving turntable, push-button beater release, two bowls, juicer. Whips, stirs, extracts juice, mixes, beata.

"KM" Liquidizer — Star Performer! Mixes, purees, chops, grinds, grates, even shaves ice! Makes delicious drinks—flick the two-speed switch—it does the rest. Baked enamel and sturdy glass. A magic gift!

"KM" Speed Iron — All new—the air-cooled top that can't burn fingers; Mag-Kurve for neckbands, armholes; "radiant type" fabric dial; swivel-type cord. A designed for easier, faster ironing!

"KM" Corn Popper — The life of the party! You don't lift a finger to stir or shake the corn. Watch it pop through the clear, glass top. Beautiful aluminum base! A measuring cup for oil, too!

Save your gayest wrappings for these "KM" gifts! You're giving MORE than handsome appliances... you're giving MAGIC! Magic hands to do a hundred tiring chores. Magic moments of leisure saved from time consuming tasks. Magic aid for entertaining, for everyday good living. And while you tie the bright ribbons, make a wish... that someone will make YOURS a magical Christmas, with "KM" gifts.

FOR MODERN MAGIC

KNAPP-MONARCH CO. • St. Louis 16, Missouri
In this issue...

Alec Waugh, well-known British writer and traveler, likes to travel where it's hot. His latest novel, *Unclouded Summer*, soon to be published by Farrar, Straus, takes place on the Riviera; and on page 107 of this issue, he describes his favorite warm-weather island group, the West Indies.

W. H. Auden, British-born poet, essayist and playwright, has preferred cold countries to hot ever since he can remember and he tells why on page 110.

In 1937 he visited Iceland, which so impressed him that, with his friend Louis MacNeice, he wrote a book about it, *Letters from Iceland*.

Jack Breed, geology major at Harvard, officer-photographer for Navy Air Intelligence in the Caribbean and Pacific, has taken pictures ever since he was in school. Considered by many the ace scenic color photographer in America, he wrote the camera article, p. 172, took the picture on p. 105.

Nathaniel Currier, born in 1813, at 15 became the first apprentice to the first lithographer in the U.S.A. By the time he was 22 he was in art for himself at No. 1 Wall St. and that year his picture of a disastrous fire brought him success. In 1852 he met Mr. Ives. See p. 121.
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SOME like the tonic that only the surf, a sun-seared beach, or a tropical moon can give. Some like the snow on a mountain slope, the crisp crunch of ice incised by a skate, or the breath-taking descent of the toboggan. Whatever your preference, this year with a little effort you can hardly avoid achieving it.

Some like it HOT

YOU MAY lounge on the gleaming sands of Rio, where beachcombing is accomplished with style, or lap up the luxurious hospitality of the new Quitandinha Hotel in nearby Petropolis. You may savor the aura of history: in Peru, where mammoth ruins of the ancient Inca civilization loom enigmatically at Cuzco and Machupicchu; or in San Juan Teotihuacan, Mexico, dominated by the pyramids of the Sun and the Moon, whose builders are still unknown. New Mexico boasts a skyscraper village built hundreds of years before the first tall building appeared in New York, the Indian settlement atop the 400-foot-high Rock of Acoma; and at Taos, Indian civilization is seasoned, oddly enough, with a Greenwich Village flavor. But if it’s sun and more sun you want, in a climate not-too-warm, not-too-cool, you’ll do well in the West Indies, Bermuda, or Hawaii; and there’s always Florida, constant as a cocker spaniel and ready to lick the kinks out of your work-worried nerves and muscles.

Some like it COLD

YOU MAY not be able to take in the Winter Olympic Games in Switzerland next month, or to ski in the Chilean mountains beside the Christ of the Andes; but you could hardly be dissatisfied with New England’s hundreds of charted ski trails; with Sun Valley, Idaho; the Sugar Bowl, California; or with gay, gaudy Aspen. Across our northern border lie the steep slopes of the Canadian Rockies and the rolling terrain of the Laurentians, the former with its several exciting ski centers ranging northward from Banff, and the latter with its highly publicized Shawbridge-Mont Tremblant-Labelle region. And for solid, Continental comfort there is Quebec’s Château Frontenac, from which one can commute to Lac Beaucourt, Valcartier and Mont Sainte Anne. Hot or cold, take your choice. Alec Waugh likes the West Indies, W. H. Auden likes Iceland. Each states his case on the following pages. From here on it’s up to you. Directions for reaching most of the places mentioned here can be found on page 173.

Opposite: BRAZIL

Every day at noon little fishing boats, called jangadas, come racing in on the surf of the beach at Recife, Brazil. Before they can be beached, cooks of the granfinos (wealthy families) and other purchasers wade out to look at the catch. An entire load is frequently sold before the boats are pulled out of the water. The river-sliced, coastal town of Recife, generously sprinkled with fine old churches and picturesque houses, is sometimes called “the Venice of Brazil.” EARL LEAF took this picture from the beach of the old fishing quarter with an Anniversary Speed Graphic camera using 3¼ x 4¼ Kodachrome film. Time: noon; exposure: 1/100 second; aperture: f-11; color filter.

Turn to page 172 for advice by Jack Breed on how to film your vacation.
ARIZONA

Patterned by the slanting rays of the late afternoon sun, Monument Valley is as strangely haunting as a Dalí landscape, especially at Tí-fay-Bí-Geh (the Indian name for “Among the Rocks”).

JACK BREED photographed it standing ½ of a mile from the farthest cliffs, with a Speed Graphic Camera, using Kodachrome 4 x 5 Daylight Film.

Exposure: ½ second; aperture f-18.
JAMAICA

Near Ocho Rios (Eight Rivers) on Jamaica's north shore lies the rambling, historic Shaw Park. Columbus is believed to have encamped there on his second visit to Jamaica; the Spanish and the British battled in its hills and on its beaches, and legends of buried treasure still persist. Today, visitors relax and play on the lush, romantic grounds of the Shaw Park Hotel, swimming at nearby Dunn's River Beach, shown with its beach house.


HAVANA, Cuba's National Police Station is housed behind crenelated battlements.

CAP-HAÏTIE, One of the many carnival-colored, little houses of the Haitian port.
Alec Waugh, the author of this article, is an Englishman who writes travel books as well as fiction. His earlier books include Wheels within Wheels, The Balliols and No Truce with Time; his latest novel, Unclouded Summer, a story of life on the Riviera, will be published shortly by Farrar, Straus.

**I like it HOT**

**IN THE GRIM WINTER MONTHS** between January and April, the West Indies have everything to offer—so much of everything that I have made five separate trips to the Caribbean. The way of life in the West Indies is as gracious and congenial as the setting. In whatever island he may choose to visit, the routine of a traveler’s day will be very similar. He will wake shortly after six, in a large hotel bedroom. The sunlight striking through the shutters will be designing a zebra pattern on the walls and ceiling. He will throw open the shutters and walk out onto his balcony. The sun will be warm upon his cheeks but a cool breeze will be blowing from the hills. Across the road an untidy garden will be bright with yellow cassia. The road below him will be narrow and uneven; in one direction it will lead into the mountains in whose shelter the town is built, in the other it will run down into the port. Above gray-tiled and corrugated iron roofs he will see the gray-blue stretches of the harbor. Square-sailed fishing boats will be tacking near the shore. A launch carrying coastal cargo will be chunking its slow way between them and the shadowy outline of another island on the horizon.

An expedition to one of the estates will probably have been arranged. The traveler will be driven over a mounting, circling road into the hills. The valleys will be bright with sugar cane. The bush will be dotted with shades of wattle and corrugated iron. Here and there he will see the ruined masonry of an aqueduct or gateway, relics of the old plantation days. A succession of women with baskets upon their heads will pass him on their way to market, their blouses of red and yellow set off by the deep green of the hills.

In Trinidad and Grenada he will be taken to see the working of the cocoa. He will watch the trampling of the seeds for polish in large circular cauldrons by laughing, sweating laborers, with their trousers rolled above their knees. In St. Vincent he will be taken to see an arrowroot plantation. The factories are as clean as dairies; there is a ceaseless roar of water as the starch is passed from butts to strainers, thence to the settling tables. In Antigua and in Barbados he will watch bundles of sugar cane crushed between rows of rollers till the last drop of juice has been extracted. He will be back

*(Continued on page 183)*
HAWAII

For many years the native girl in her skirt of grass has been the symbol of the carefree life, and the group of islands she represents has never let her down. One of nature's more spectacular success stories, the Hawaiian archipelago of lowly origin—15,000 feet below the sea—has risen with the assistance of several erupting volcanoes and an equable climate to become one of the world's most famous playlands. Its inducements are too well known to detail, but as a reminder we reproduce GORDON WINTERS' photograph, composed like a Japanese print, of typical scenic ingredients: volcanic mountains, blue sea, white breakers and exotic flora. The camera used was a Graphic View; the film: Super XX; time: late afternoon; exposure: 1/100 second; aperture: approximately f-22; filter: K-2.
W. H. Auden, the author of this article, was born in York, lives in Brooklyn, is well-known as a poet, essayist and co-author with Christopher Isherwood of the plays, The Ascent of F. 6 and The Dog Beneath the Skin. His latest poem, The Age of Anxiety, was published by Random House this year.

I like it COLD

THIS IS NOT A TALE of travel but a psychosomatic case history. I know nothing about the perpetually hot or cold countries; I am as ignorant of the Polar regions as I am of the Sahara Desert. I have just crossed the Arctic Circle but no more; I have nearly touched the Equator but not quite. My coldest memory is of the Christmas week of 1928 in Berlin. I had spent my month’s allowance and the friends from whom I might have borrowed were all out of town, so that I could not afford to leave the house and passed the days with my feet up on the very inadequate tiled stove, reading War and Peace for the first time, cold, hungry and very happy. My hottest memory is of the first fortnight of August, 1944, in New York City. I had money, friends, an electric fan, a shower, a refrigerator. I lay in a stupor wishing I were dead.

My feelings have been oriented by the compass as far back as I can remember. Though I was brought up on both, Norse mythology always appealed to me infinitely more than Greek; Hans Andersen’s The Snow Queen and George Macdonald’s The Princess and the Goblins were my favorite fairy stories, and years before I ever went there, the North of England was the Never-Never Land of my dreams. Nor did those feelings disappear when I finally did; to this day Crewe Junction marks the wildly exciting frontier where the alien South ends and the North, my world, begins.

For reasons which will be, perhaps, more obvious to psychologists than to me, North and South are the foci of two sharply contrasted clusters of images and emotions. For example, as I reflect at this moment, I get the following associations: North—cold, wind, precipices, glaciers, caves, heroic conquest of dangerous obstacles, whales, hot meat and vegetables, concentration and production, privacy. South—heat, light, drought, calm, agricultural plains, trees, rotarian crowds, the life of ignoble ease, spiders, fruits and desserts, the waste of time, publicity. West and East are relatively neutral. West is more favorable, i.e., more northern, but conjures up the unheroic image of retired couples holding hands in the sunset; East is definitely southern and means dried figs and scorpions. (Continued on page 189)
Above:

**CANADA**

From mid-December through March and early April the gleaming, white slopes of the Laurentians are streaked with the tracks of many thousand enthusiastic skiers. Dotted with French-Canadian villages, the most highly-concentrated skiing area in North America begins at Shawbridge, 40 miles north of Montreal, and extends well past Mont Tremblant, offering excellent downhill running; but most skiers come here for the cross-country tours over sloping, pine-covered hills, like those of Scandinavia. **ANDRÉ KERTÉSZ** took this picture at Mont Tremblant with a Rolleiflex, using Ansco Color film-120. Time: sunset; exposure: ½ second; aperture: f-8.
THE WINSTON COWGILL HOUSE IS ONE OF THE DOZEN-ODD CHALETS SET AMONG THE PINES.

THE CHALET WAS BUILT AGAINST THE HILL FOR HANNES SCHROLL, FAMED AUSTRIAN SKIER.

UNDER SNOW-LADEN TREES, THE PET JONES HOUSE, A WESTERN MOUNTAIN LODGE

Below: JEROME HILL’S HOUSE

PIERRE BONNARD PAINTING ON NATIVE STONE WALL

PICTURE-WALLED DINING CORNER IN THE COMMON ROOM
SUGAR BOWL

High in the California Sierras, just five hours by automobile from San Francisco, is a natural bowl, site of a delightful skiing community. It is aptly called Sugar Bowl, and is reminiscent of many little resorts tucked away in the Austrian Tirol. Grouped around the lodge among the trees and up the creek toward ski slopes, are tiny chalets owned by avid skiers.

FREDERICK LYON took the Kodachromes, opposite, with a Crown View camera with 5¼" Zeiss Tessar lens; aperture: f-32 and Harrison C14 filter; half second exposures for exterior shots; 30 seconds, with photoflood lights for interiors.

Ski lodge in winter—
country house in summer

WURSTER, BERNARDI AND EMMONS, ARCHITECTS

Sugar Bowl is a skiing community near Donner Summit, California, which was built by a number of enthusiastic San Franciscans who didn’t want to go to Switzerland for challenging slopes and 12 feet of hard-packed base powdered with dry snow. One of the builders was Jerome Hill, an expert skier and collector of modern American and French paintings. These dual interests are the raisons d’être for his Sugar Bowl house shown on these four pages. The house is undeniably a success—Mr. Hill makes it his year-round headquarters.

There was no doubt about what qualities the house was to encompass. It had to be self-sufficient as a boat because six-foot snowfalls are a powerful isolating factor. It had to have room for a ski workshop, fireproof vault for paintings, a darkroom and a wine cellar, besides bedrooms for guests and for Mr. Hill. A sharp rise of ground, five minutes from the ski lift and bordering a trout stream, was selected as the site. The basement story burrows into the slope while the two upper floors barely top the crest. In winter the skiers’ entrance at the bottom of the hill is often concealed by a 15-foot snow embankment. In addition to the well-equipped ski room which doubles as heater and game room, the ground floor contains a dark room, laundry, fireproof vault, servants’ quarters and access to the wine cellar.

The house is dominated by an ample L-shaped living-dining room which shares the main floor with two guest rooms and the kitchen. It is really a “common room” where the whole household gathers. Breakfast and tea are served in the sunny alcove where Melisande, the canary, holds court, and Buzz Bomb, the cat, yawns contentedly. There are usually guests for tea who come in ski boots, and hover around the Chinese teapot. (Continued on page 176)
Cross section of Mr. Hill’s house

Built on a steep slope at the brow of a hill, the down-grade end is of stone on three levels, the up-grade end faces a trout stream. Windows clear the 10-foot snows. Numbers 1, 2 indicate the common room—3, study-bedroom—4, dressing room—5 and 6, guest rooms—7, ski workshop and game room—8, darkroom—9, storage—10, wine cellar.
KITCHEN revolves about four work centers which allow Mr. Hill and several friends to cook simultaneously without bumping elbows.

THE GUEST ROOM MIRROR, framed by storage space, reflects built-in apothecary. Historical chart was found in an old mining town.

COMMON ROOM has great warmth and richness. The brilliance of a painting by de la Fresnaye contrasts with the roughness of the stone masonry.

THE HOUSE half-buried in snow. A large terrace opens off the living room; ski tracks lead to ground-floor entrance.
Bird's eye view of the house from the East, as shown in the photograph at the top of the page.
A new ranch house

with an old tradition

The well-known sculptor, Allan Clark, who has spent the last 20 years in New Mexico, has a warm understanding of the country and its people. This affection is also apparent in the house which he designed near Santa Fé (shown on these four pages). The interiors are spiced with the Spaniards’ love of the Baroque; the shadows of projecting vigas (joists) on exterior walls are pure Pueblo Indian; while the soft outlines of adobe are of the New Mexico earth. A sign at the entrance to the ranch reads “Sin Vacas,” which means without cows. But cows are about all that Sin Vacas lacks. The 30 acres are in a small fertile valley where chili and alfalfa are watered by snows melting on the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. Friends come often and from long distances with the Westerner’s characteristic indifference to mileage. Visitors from other parts of the country are quickly indoctrinated in New Mexican ways. The ancient pueblo of San Ildefonso is three miles away; the atom bomb site of Los Alamos a short drive further.

SEE PLAN PAGE 180

Opposite:

Ranch house in three parts gives privacy indoors and out

In the semi-arid climate of New Mexico, pools have a special significance. They reduce the parching dryness. They mirror the surrounding mountains. The lap of water affords a sense of coolness. The swimming pool, left, of this ranch house near Santa Fé, juts into a corner formed by bedroom and children’s wing, which contain bath and dressing rooms. The plan, lower left, is in three parts: an L-shaped main house connected by portales at each end to a subsidiary children’s wing and guest house. This dispersion was determined by three giant cottonwood trees, a passion for outdoor living and a desire for privacy for parents, children and guests. The shape of the plan, serpentine garden walls, loggias and pergolas form several patios where sun, wind or shade can be followed at will. Three portales—an expanded, Latin-American adaptation of the porch—are tucked in or wrapped about portions of the house to augment the outdoor living areas. During siesta hours, thick adobe walls and small windows of the house are a barrier to the glaring sun.

Drawing by Madelaine Thatcher

THE GATEWAY to Sin Vacas ranch.

PATIO is shaded by giant cottonwood. Sleeping porch, reached by stairs at left, commands view of ranch and Sangre de Cristo Mountains. Door leads to pool-side portale.
FROM ENTRANCE, the living room forms a cool contrast to brilliant New Mexico sunshine. The bar is two steps below living room at right. On chilly evenings, reflections from the fireplace flicker on exposed roof timbers.

THE LIVING ROOM as seen from the bar and toward the entrance. At far right is the dining room. Amply proportioned sofa by Bruce Cooper.

THE DINING ROOM. Squared vigas (joists) on carved brackets support the adobe roof. The window overlooks loggia.
THE KITCHEN photographed from higher floor level of adjoining breakfast room. Old Mexican tiles form decorative and washable wall below the hood of a wood-burning stove.

THE MASTER BEDROOM is also a private sitting-room and study. Set in a wall recess, the twin beds share a gilded headboard.

A BATH-DRESSING ROOM opens off each bedroom. This one is in the master suite.
OF FOUR GROUPS WHICH TRAVELED TO BETHLEHEM, THE WISE MEN COMING FROM AFAR WENT HOME AGAIN WISER WITH THE PEACE WHICH ALL OF US ARE SEEKING

BY RICHARDSON WRIGHT

What an incongruous retinue surrounds the Christmas story—angels, shepherds, wise men and heavenly hosts! All come to Bethlehem, all having traveled to reach there. How far the angels and heavenly hosts traveled, winging illimitable distances, is beyond our calculation. All we know of them is that they arrived suddenly and suddenly began to sing. For the shepherds it was an easy trek across the hills to Bethlehem, leading their sheep. The glow of a starlit sky showed the familiar paths. The coming of the wise men was a much more difficult enterprise. They were watchers of stars. Into their vision had swung one overwhelmingly brilliant planet. They were commanded to follow it until it came to rest above the new-born King. No time to argue. They must start at once—gather a few gifts worthy of a king and be on their way!

They came a long journey—twelve days on the road. They embarked on an uneasy journey, for the way led through Arabia Petraea and its craggly rocks. They chose a dangerous journey, through Arabia Deserta and the black tents of Kedar, infamous for robberies. They traveled at the worst possible season of the year. On arriving, they found a little wicket leading to a barnyard, and yet it was as a great gate opening to them "with their camels and dromedaries to enter and all their carriage." Very wise men indeed, these three travelers. Soon they discovered they had done the wisest thing in all their lives. A star in the heavens had kindled a star in their hearts. They were of the generation of them that seek Him.

Some of us have a long way to come to Christmas. The road threads through the confusion, dangers, failures, tensions and hatred of the world. And yet we will never do a wiser thing than come, bringing the gifts of ourselves. We come to a paradox that confounds all our neatly calculated reasoning. To the Word that was not able to speak a word. To Him that thunders in the heavens, crying in a manger. To One who is so great and high, condescending to be so little as a child. "In order that weakness might become strong, strength became weak." For such a little One was all this glory, by Him this peace, through Him this good will. We may well begin at that manger. It will lighten the eyes of our understanding. It can, if we are willing, guide our feet into the way of peace, when once we are home again. Of the wise men it is said that each returned to his country his own way—back through all the inconveniences, dangers and weariness, each man alone, each man wiser than he had come.

Opposite:

AMERICAN FLOWER PRINT NO. 2

The second choice in House & Garden's American Flower Prints is this Currier & Ives vase of moss and cabbage roses, lilies and tulips. Out of a possible total of 5,800 scenes studied, Currier & Ives produced 108 devoted to flowers. Of line, crude in color, they satisfied the taste of the day when they appeared. Contemporary collectors consider them worth acquiring. Shown by courtesy of Harry Shaw New
THE VASE OF FLOWERS.
Below: Whimsical fantasy in a lamp by Tony Duquette.

Karin and Ernst Van Leyden vitalize stained glass in a mural, lamp and table, shown by László.

Above: With wit and style, John Dirks carves animals out of exotic woods.

Allan Adler works sterling silver into patterns of modern elegance.

Painting on porcelain is art when Merlin Hardy does it, witness his service for fish.

Donald Nelson sculptures silver by the cire perdu (lost wax) process, combines it with wood.

Karin and Ernst Van Leyden vitalize stained glass in a mural, lamp and table, shown by László.

Left: Merlin Hardy's chic concept of a classic head motif, painted on china.

Pyrex chess set by Sam Schlemowicz.
Glass chess board, reverse-painted by Joan Hinchman.

Stoneware fruit set designed by Ellen Atkins is a harmony of form, texture and glaze.
California scrapbook

West Coast artists set decorative trends in motion

It was the onset of war in 1939-40 and the dwindling of foreign sources that woke America as a whole to what Californians were achieving in creative designs and handcrafts. Everyone with shop shelves to fill raced West to corral, encourage, finance talent. Chambers of Commerce did yeoman work. "California Shops" of decorative accessories blossomed in big stores all over the country. It was all wonderful, exciting. It might have been a colossal bubble, to burst, as did some wartime booms. But it did not.

Result: California is now established as a burgeoning focus of creative American design in ceramics, fabrics, silver, furniture, decorative arts of all kinds. As her sport clothes have influenced fashions everywhere, so her designs for living affect your house. In these four pages, HOUSE & GARDEN shows you why California is in the vanguard. Here you will meet some of the artists who find California stimulating, and who in turn stimulate creative thinking elsewhere. Californians worship less at the altar of tradition than do most Americans. It is with an eye livened by a spectacular climate that they translate design into an idiom of their own—particularly when it comes to color. Because they live outdoors and love the outdoors, they use desert colors, flower hues in arresting combinations. From their patios come designs for barbecues, from their ranch houses, architecture and furniture, from their Spanish background, romantic accents. In the quality of individuality they give to all this, California designers score heavily.

Four of the designers whose work you see opposite

Much is owed to sponsors

Among them are Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Gump, seen above facing artist Merlin Hardy. Their noted store, Gump's in San Francisco, has a fine collection of California arts and crafts.

Tony Duquette, decorator, stage designer, creates ebullient decorative accessories.

Donald Nelson labors over delicate details that characterize his solid silver sculptures.

This is Merlin Hardy, whose paintings have won acclaim.

Allan Adler works his silver into handsome modern patterns.
Rare flower theme
Ayako Okubo, a Winfield China decorator, designed the new bird-of-paradise motif.

Romantic modern
This fresh, adaptable pattern in blue on Franciscan China is by Mary K. Grant.

Marguerite Wildenhain, ceramist
Once a Bauhaus student of Dr. Walter Gropius, Marguerite Wildenhain is noted for designs such as this fruit plate.

By the Dowlings
Artistic merit and teamwork give double interest to the pottery made by John and Jean Dowling.

Glen Lukens at his work table
World-famous ceramist Glen Lukens, head of Fine Arts at the University of Southern California, is developing unique glass in desert colorings.

Tony Hill works in clay
With wide art experience, Tony Hill made ceramics his medium under the aegis of Glen Lukens. The lamp is a Hill design.

Free form by Wilmer James
With deceptive technical ease, Wilmer James, West Coast potter, uses glazed trailing to decorate her pieces. She likes dual-purpose forms.

Harry Osaki, silversmith
Because he is, first, a sculptor, then a silver designer, there is a sculptural quality to Osaki's "Continental Modern." Even during the war he found time to win first honors in a California G.I. sculpture show.
Make a garden corner in your kitchen

When designer Charles Middeleer planned the all-electric kitchen of the Roessle McKinneys' house in New Canaan, Connecticut, below, he wanted to bring a bit of outdoors indoors. He turned the dining area into a garden corner whose year-round greenery makes it an inviting spot for meals, reading or relaxation. The window on two sides provides ample light for plants, while the atmosphere of a kitchen, moister than that of a living room, makes it possible even to grow orchids here. Red-brown and chartreuse cypripedium (lady's slipper) were planted because this hardy variety does not require high temperatures and needs little care beyond having its leaves washed once a week. Its blooms suggest color schemes to the McKinneys' breakfast table, opposite. Like the chairs, the table is of wrought iron and was designed by Woodard. Available from Modernage Furniture Corporation, table $72, chairs $30 each. Full information about the equipment in this kitchen appears on page 19.

WINDOW PLANTING makes this kitchen the most lived-in room in the house
Paul T. Frankl, pioneer modernist

By now, Paul Frankl is an old settler in California's decorative arts world, having moved his multiple interests in industrial, stage and interior designing there in 1934. The picture of his work, right, typifies his skill in creating distinguished furniture.

James West

His desire to translate decorative quality of South Pacific flora into textile design started James West, above, on his career. Bold, overscaled fabrics like the one, at left, are typical of his treatment of motifs, whether floral or geometric. They are hand-blocked.

Rooke-Ley, interior designer

Peter Rooke-Ley, manager of Gump's interior design division, contributes highly individual furniture designs such as this hand-some card table with its Chinese nuance.
ON THE SILL behind the sink, a Chinese lily which once pined in the living room, thrives in kitchen's moist air.

THE APPLIANCE CLOSET (B) holds all cooking utensils, is separate from the storage areas for glass, china, silver.

Beauty and practicability live side by side

THE PLAN of this living kitchen, below, evolves from the working axis between sink, range and refrigerator (C, D, E). The pantry, with its broom closet, is a link between the kitchen and the rest of the house. The dining area (A) takes advantage of the corner window garden and a view of the grounds beyond. Table, left, is set with James G. Hardy's earth-brown cloth (Altmann's) and pale green Winfield Ware Avocado pattern china (Bloomingdale's).
What every prospective country house owner should know about well water

Where water is found . . .
how it is brought into the house . . .
treatments that it may require

If you dig, drill or drive a pipe into the ground far enough, sooner or later you will find water in the ground. It has been agreed among those who are experts, that if water is found at a distance of less than 22 ft., it is called a "shallow" well. More than 22 ft., it is a "deep" well. Deep wells sometimes go down hundreds of feet before a water-bearing vein is reached. Charges for drilling are customarily by the foot and the price per foot increases as the well goes deeper.

At the present time there is no definite method known to determine the depth of a well that will produce an adequate supply of water. At best, the construction of a private well is a gamble. There are certain steps that will help in locating the well in the most favorable spot. Near neighbors who have wells should be questioned on the difficulties they have encountered, how deep their wells had to be, the quality of the water and the amount of flow. Often a competent geologist can foresee, from the topography and geological formation, the most likely place to find water. State or county Departments of Health should be consulted, for they may have experts in both sanitation and geology who will advise without cost.

With modern pumping equipment, the well can be placed almost anywhere that is most favorable for finding water. The most important consideration is that no contamination results from barns, stables, stock pens, cesspools, dry wells or septic tanks, either through proximity or through being on a higher level. Each is a possible source of contamination. A high point of land should be selected so that the movement of the surface water from rain and melting snow will wash away from the well.

Shallow wells take advantage of a situation where a water-bearing layer of earth is close to the surface. A hole big enough for men to work in with shovels can be excavated and lined with masonry, or a pipe with a special perforated point can be driven or a casing can be dropped into a mechanically-drilled hole. Then a suitable pump is installed. The water that is available will have fallen, as rain or snow, on the ground within a small radius of the well itself. It then seeps into the ground until it reaches a clay or rock stratum to form a water-bearing layer. The water level of a shallow well is likely to fluctuate greatly and in a long dry period, the supply may fail completely. Shallow wells are also more subject to pollution.  

(Continued on page 177)
Some of the rain and snow that falls to the earth forms streams, lakes and ponds. Some of it evaporates, and some seeps into the ground. If it is contained in the upper strata of the ground it can be made available by rather shallow wells. If the water makes its way to rock formations that are far below the surface, a deep well is required to reach it. The deep well seldom goes dry.

Deep well pumps are made that will deliver over 3,000 gallons of water an hour from a depth of 600 feet. An automatic pressure tank insures a constant supply of water. The well house shown is completely below ground and the water in the tank will not freeze. Dry wells permit draining of the house plumbing if the house is not to be occupied for a time.

Pumps for shallow wells, known as “ejector” types, will deliver water to fixture outlets up to 40 feet above the water level. This often makes it possible to have the well house 100 feet or more away from the main house to eliminate the noise and vibration made by the automatic pump.
"FRESH PAINT" is the succinct legend which house painters put up when they want to semaphore the warning, "Look out!" In assembling the 12 paintings reproduced on the following pages and on the cover of this issue, the house painter's warning and his intimation of newness are implied. Many of these works have been painted in recent months. Most of them have yet to be seen by the public. Paradoxically, those which have hung in art shows (or are owned by collectors) are still "fresh paint" by virtue of their beauty, their ideas, their technical perfection and grace. The elements which keep a work of art eternally fresh are the clarity, vitality and integrity with which the artist communicates his own unique and personal vision. The challenge implied by "fresh paint" is: beware of fads in buying paintings. Buy only that picture which speaks directly, personally and truthfully to you. The dozen paintings herein reproduced were painted by a Frenchman, two Russians, two Germans, seven Americans, ranging in age from 24 to 64. Two are completely self-taught; some of them have been intensively and elaborately educated in their craft. They employ varied techniques. The pictures they produce can be bought for as little as $50 and as much as $2,500. Aside from the fact that they are all painting today, what is it that binds them together? Their common denominator is their basic vitality, their sharp awareness.

CAMILLE BOMBOIS is, at 64, France's most distinguished living painter of primitives. Today, this ex-circus performer, strong man, farm hand; this former laborer who earned his keep by digging excavations for the Paris subway; this World War I three-medal hero is a legend. Until his recent one-man show at Manhattan's Perls Galleries many of his American admirers thought him dead. The 24 paintings of which his very successful show was composed, all of them recent, prove him magnificently alive. They continue to present what his literal, shrewd, discerning eyes see, what they have seen: circus life, river life (his father was a bargeman, Bombois spent his early years on barges) middle- and lower-class types, frugal interiors, flowers, trees. Since he is essentially French of good, substantial peasant stock, his paintings are archetypically French, absolutely indigenous. His is the sharp, startling sophistication of a child. There are no tricks to his art; nothing is extraneous to it. Everything on his canvases is inevitable, accomplished with clarity, beauty and wit. About 1923 people began buying Bombois. have been buying him ever since. He had an enormous show soon after the Liberation, he will not be able to have another soon, for his paintings have all been sold. The Spring Bouquet is Bombois at his flower-painting best, reveals his genius for brilliantly-controlled color. Today, Bombois continues to paint in his

(Continued on page 161)
CAMILLE BOMBOIS:
THE SPRING BOUQUET
PERLS GALLERIES

8½" x 10½"

On the next two pages are ten canvases by artists whose work makes news.
ERIC ISENBURGER: 
ROAR OF THE WOODEN HORSE  
M. KNOEDLER & CO.  
$40.5" \times 30"$

BEN-ZION: 
APPLE ORCHARD  
BERTHA SCHAEFER GALLERY  
$19.5" \times 60"$

KARL PRIEBE: 
THE MIGRANT  
PERLS GALLERIES  
$16" \times 26"$

WILL BARNET: 
CHILD PLAYING  
BERTHA SCHAEFER GALLERY  
$22" \times 18"$

CORRADO DI MARCA-BELLI: 
CITY SQUARE  
NIVEAU GALLERY  
$24" \times 28$
CHARLES RAIN:
LICHEN DOCUMENT
M. KNOEDLER & CO.
8" x 6"

EDWARD JOHN STEVENS:
WOMAN IN MASK
ROY NEUBERGER COLLECTION
22" x 13"

ROBERT GWATHMEY:
TOBACCO FARMERS
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
30" x 24"

STEPHEN GREENE:
VERONICA
DURLACHER BROTHERS
53" x 16"

NICHOLAS VANLIFF:
SUNFLOWERS
BERTHA SCHAFFER GALLERY
22 1/2" x 36"
Why not turn your Christmas dinner into a picnic?

This year we are having our Christmas dinner in a basket, and we will eat it picnic-fashion, in front of our own fire! Why? A long story but I'll try to make it short.

Have you ever driven 3,000 miles across the continent with two stalwart sons just to go on a picnic in a grove of palms by the sea, on Christmas Day? Well we did. It was all my husband's idea. We were in New York and he was in California and we all wanted to be together, so we accepted his invitation (and letter of credit) and set forth, promising to arrive intact and on time, on Christmas Eve, and so we did (in the pouring rain, ten minutes ahead of time to be exact), and my husband was there to greet us.

He had gone out the day before, in the glorious sunshine, found the most beautiful private picnic grounds in a grove of palms by the sea and decided it would be fun to take us there for a picnic Christmas Day. He then proceeded to track down the most beguiling picnic basket in town, and filled it bursting full with every fattening delicacy under the California sun, along with plenty of bottles for Christmas cheer. All was ready, red bow on the basket, but—as I said before it was raining when we arrived (and it was still raining three days later when we tore ourselves away, homeward bound).

It is positive proof of our faith in the California sun that we stubbornly refused all invitations by friends to abandon picnic plans and disrupt their own private family gatherings. Instead we stuck steadfastly to Joe's plan for a private picnic and sat around all day waiting for the sun to come out. It all ended by our having, late in the day, good, but not very Christmasy roast beef sandwiches, produced by the hotel chef, and lukewarm coffee, preceded by far too many bits and pieces from bottles and basket.

But we were all very very gay, and so we have decided to try a Christmas picnic again this year from Joe's basket by way of showing our appreciation.

The menu will be: Scotch Mists; celery and olives; cold shrimp, sauce remoulade; cold turkey on Joe's idea of crisp French buttered garlic bread, made with onions instead; hot baked sweet potatoes in their jackets; followed by cookies and festive after dinner coffee, with chocolate bouchées. Finally as a surprise, walnuts in their shells! What's surprising about walnuts? Wait and see. (Continued on page 181)
There are many ways
to wind up Christmas

Suddenly everything comes in a rush—There are the zero hour presents to buy, parties to plan, stockings to fill, the presents to wrap, the final cards to address and mail. Thumb-tack your lists over your desk and, if you live in an apartment, get the list of building employees. Each night, make a schedule for the following day as a reminder: crisp bills from the bank, a cache of small gifts for the unforeseen emergency, carols on the piano, wood for fireplaces, tree lights working, the Christmas tree ordered, an extra maid engaged. Trimming the house gives rein to imagination:

Outline your screens, your overmantel (see left), your doors with pine garlands. Wind them round the bannisters and loop them like curtain swags.

Hang two wreaths, one below the other, at each window. Make a table centerpiece of a fir wreath in which you have nested frosted love apples; or tie Christmas tree balls into clusters like a giant bunch of grapes. To display Christmas cards, string them on colored Scotch tape and hang these streamers over the mantelpiece.

Supply yourself with yards of satin ribbon, red and green, metallic and plaid: to wind around wreaths, to tie the holly on the plum pudding, for bows on fat red candles, looped on the top of the stockings which will hang in a row on the mantel, to dress up the dog’s collar and for the thousand-and-one gay packages which you will deliver to your friends the afternoon of the 24th.

Half the fun of Christmas is twilight with snow underfoot and stars bright in blue-black skies. So trim your house outdoors as well as inside. Sets of electric lights are now made which will not be dimmed by blizzards or sleet. If you have no trees or shrubs to hang them on, festoon them on the wreath on your front door. Be sure

Plaster swag has loops to hang from a door, Reed & Stevenson

Caroling choir boys, St. James, New York

Above:
For your secretary
Tortoise-shell paper to cover picture frames, on tables, $2 a sheet, Laverne Originals. Ceramic room ben, $10 each, Neiman-Marcus. Fourcast lipstick ket to complexion type, $5.50 plus tax, Helena Rubinstein Inc. French porcelain box, $9.50, imported by Ben

Wreaths at Mrs. Frank J. Bersbach’s house, Stamford, Connecticut

Carol: chor boy, St. James, New York

Plaster swag has loops to hang from a door, Reed & Stevenson
to bundle the young ones in your car and drive them around to see the great Christmas trees in the squares and down the avenues. Trim a tree in your own garden with stars painted with luminescent paint to glow softly at night. Nothing is more festive than Christmas gift wrappings. Wonderful papers in glistening colors can be made still more glamorous by starring them with sequins or by shellacking and sprinkling with gold dust. Arm yourself with paper and ribbon; rubber cement; good, big, sharp scissors (tied to a table leg so they won’t get lost in the welter); skeins of wool (to twist into cord and fluff into pompons); little bells to make your packages jingle; boxes of colored Cellophane straws; paper doilies, pine cones, a feather or two; sprigs of real holly; rolls of Scotch tape and quantities of stickers, including gold and silver stars; florist’s wire for attaching bows. Unless folding tidy corners comes naturally to you, take ten minutes to watch the girls at the gift wrapping counters of a department store. They know a dozen tricks for tucking in edges, and tying multi-looped bows. Notice how they run a dull knife down a length of paper ribbon so it curls into a ringlet.

INCLUDE YEAR-ROUND presents on your list. Subscriptions to magazines are perfect. You can also subscribe for flowers to be delivered once a month. Florists, like Ann Hagan in New York, make special Christmas-flower vases which say “Merry Christmas” (as on the table of Mrs. Frank J. Bersbach’s Stamford house, shown opposite). Most big cities with good zoos have memberships for children. Members of the Bronx Zoo had the supreme pleasure of previewing the platypuses before other people and a lot of them found themselves in the newsreels the following week. Many movie houses will sell you a roll of tickets for a present, and some repertory theaters and most concert series can be subscribed to.

Your Aunt Hattie might like tickets for a lecture series, or membership in a book club.

(Continued on page 138)
Tickets to go to some place wonderful, West Indies, Bermuda, a ski weekend, are a delight. At Hanover, New Hampshire, there is a special holiday session for children (parents are not invited) from which the young return incredibly expert at skiing and with a raft of new friends. Arrangements for such a trip would make Christmas memorable. Then there are the store gift certificates which lessen problems of selection, and also dispose of difficult-to-please people. **The Night Before Christmas** is for grown-ups, far more than for children. It is then that you trim the tree, fill stockings, go to a midnight church service. It is then that families and clans gather in warm comradeship. It is then, too, that your main if you're happy enough to have one, wants to be off to her own family. So plan a buffet supper. One hot dish, a gumbo, a casserole, a big wheel pastry shell filled with anything from oysters to chicken-and-mushroom in a sherry-laced sauce, can be your *pièce de résistance*. If you own a chafing dish, you are all set. Then load table or sideboard with trimmings: the *Lebkuchen*, the *Oblaten*, hard-boiled eggs, apples and raisins and nuts, Christmas cakes, salad, cheeses. You can be as simple or as complicated about your menu as you like, just so long as it is made up of things which will stand practically all night, so that people may eat when they will. Set out drinks on a serving table in the living room and food in the dining room, to make serving easy. Be ready with music for the inevitable songs (Christmas is a time for music) and if you have no piano, plan to hear the Christmas radio programs, especially the chorals and the masses. Or listen to Dickens' *Christmas Carol* on the phonograph. **Have a Little Gift** for everyone who comes to your house this night. Wrap them in copper paper and put them in the silver punch bowl. Men will like the big pencils which write in four colors and cost about $1 at stationers'. Bath oil for ladies, or a couple of Christmas candles tied together with satin ribbon, are nice. Tuck a flower in the bow on each package, so everyone will have one to wear. (See pictures above, left of the candles ready for the Christmas Eve party. They cost 15 cents apiece.)
FILLING STOCKINGS is one of the most diverting parts of the night before Christmas. This year's plastic surprise is the tube of clear material which you can blow into enormous balloons. A set will fit snugly into the toe. Tiny pincushions or emeries, shaped like strawberries, are fun. A teen-age girl might like an elephant pincushion in the top of her stocking. Younger fry would rather have the Punch-and-Judy animals which posture and strut when you put your hand in them. There are infinite numbers of small gifts from which to choose: pocket diaries, tiny water-color paint boxes, luggage tags, giant soap and pomander balls, little down powder puffs, vari-colored thumb tacks, rolls of stamps and rubber bands. Interlard them with nonsense from the toy counters and tie them up separately to prolong the joy of diving deeper and deeper, unwrapping as you go. THE TREE is the center of the day itself. Obtain butterflies, flowers or wax fruit from hat trimmers to make it sophisticated and different. Make a special tree for a knitting friend by winding skeins of yarn into balls and hanging them on a miniature tree. Put little tin stars back of each light on your tree for a magical effect. Set your tree in a novel container like the one at the foot of this page in its gilded hamper. The snowball tree designed by Olive Reed, above, right, has balls which open to hold gifts. The boxwood tree, opposite, by Michael Tree, planned for someone who's a-bed or lives in a hotel, is abloom with roses in water-filled holders, wax candles and clusters of walnuts with candies wrapped in bright paper. UNFORGETTABLE: the Christmas morning when you found a toy automobile under the tree, and in it a check for a real one! (Same procedure for a White Faced Hereford tucked in a silver cow creamer.) Unforgettable, the expression on your child's face when he finds there's a real live puppy in the beribboned basket under the Christmas tree. See page 197 for store addresses
In a variety of ways the flat planes of ledge rock can be used to embellish gardens. Laid up in low or high retaining walls, ledge rock makes a substantial contribution to the structural beauty of gardens. In the two country places shown here, it has been generously used. The country place of Mrs. Arthur Hoyt Scott, at Media, Pennsylvania, is on a succession of levels—lawn and flat area around the historic farmhouse leading to a walled peony garden. From here the land rises to natural-looking plantings of rare trees and flowering shrubs. Across the road, in a hollow reached by ledge rock steps, is a primly formal garden of old-fashioned flowers in raised beds supported by ledge rock. The glory of this garden is its peonies, left, many of them home-hybridized. In the glimpses of the Clothier garden, below and opposite, ledge rock has been effectively used for easy garden stairs between levels and in the spring house, with its flared embankment retaining walls, and in the formal and scattered pavement which afford a varied approach.

Peonies for massed effects

In most gardens, peonies are grown as individual specimens. In the Scott garden they are massed, so that the effect at flowering time is a sea of blooms—tints of pink, maroon, white flecked with gold.

Ledge rock and greenery

Fortunate is the garden in a ledge-rock country, for the flat planes of the rock can be used to many admirable advantages. In the Clothier garden they form walls and steps to support shrub and bulb plantings.
A shrub-embowered spring house

On the country place of Mr. Isaac R. Clothier, at Radnor, Pennsylvania, the old spring house has been given a unique setting. The doors and small balancing windows are painted black against the white wall. A cigar-store wooden figure mounts the top. Approach is by wide flagstones and crazy paving between massed clumps of rhododendrons rising above the ground cover of pachysandra.
Hollies that everyone can grow

How to make them thrive in all parts of the country

BY BETTY BLOSSOM

To most Americans and Englishmen, holly is a part of Christmas and has been since the Fifteenth Century or earlier. An ancient Christmas carol told of a contest between holly and ivy for the Christmas honors. Holly won because of its red berries, and has been an important part of our Christmas tradition ever since.

Hollies with prickly points on their evergreen leaves and red or black fruits, or with smaller leaves, some with smooth edges, are native to three main localities in the world: the United States and southward, the European continent and the British Isles, and Asia including both China and Japan. There are others from the Canary Islands, from other parts of Asia, and other places in the Western Hemisphere. Only the evergreen hollies useful for ornamental planting and decoration in the United States will be considered here.

The early colonists in this country soon noted a holly tree, similar to their English plant, but with leaves less shiny, fewer prickles, and berries more scattered. But there were still plenty of these spines on the leaves so the plant was used primarily for barriers and hedges to keep cattle and other animals from destroying choice flower or vegetable gardens. In time, the branches came to be cut in
such large quantities that there was a real danger of our losing the holly native on the Eastern Coast from Cape Cod, Massachusetts, to Florida.

Today, the interest in our native holly has grown to such proportions that many nurserymen are propagating numerous varieties of the American species as well as Oriental and European ones, to use as ornamental plants for country places. And in the Northwest, from Puget Sound to California, choice types of the English holly are propagated in huge quantities, not only for transplanting to home grounds, but also as sources of tons of cut branches for the Eastern market at Christmas. Within the past ten years, in one section of the Northwest, where the climate is similar to the British Isles, over 50,000 trees are grown, from which over 350 tons are cut annually.

In England over 100 varieties of Ilex aquifolium and its hybrids have been developed. Only a small number is worthy of propagation for use here. Outstanding are the variegated types, with yellow or silvery edges, known generally as Golden Queen, Silver Queen, etc. Another group, useful for Eastern gardens from Long Island southwards and for Northwestern gardens include those varieties which are hybrids between the English, Ilex aquifolium and I. perado, a native of the Canary Islands. To this group belong I. altaclarensis, its variety called hodginsi, that known as I. camelliaefolia, a large-leaved form, and the two forms known variously as Van Tol and Dutch Type. These last two are grown in many sections of California as well as the Eastern Coast from Philadelphia southwards.

English holly, in all its forms, has leaves shinier than our native American, Ilex opaca. Also, its berries are borne in large clusters on last season's growth, whereas I. opaca and its varieties bear their fruit on the current season's wood in scattered clusters of two and three-or-so fruits in each. Today there are many varieties of American holly available for planting, from those with one or few spines up to those with many: some with much darker and more leathery leaves than others. Hollies are no more difficult to grow than many other popular, broad-leaved evergreens. For fruit, the first requisite is two trees, one female or pistillate, the other male or staminate, for hollies are dioecious (each plant is male or female). Pollen-bearing (male) trees are just as attractive as fruit-bearing trees in foliage and general effect. One of these will (Continued on page 199)
This garden disproves
an old superstition—

**You can grow flowers near salt water**

The terrace garden

Though only 22' x 40', the small garden cut from the hillside has the advantage of both the colorful sloping background and the choice planting of low shrubs and spring-flowering perennials and bulbs.
The garden of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Gilleau-deau, at Rye, New York, slopes down to Long Island Sound. With a wide knowledge of suitable plant material, Mrs. Gilleau-deau created an informal setting for the Mansard-roofed house. Quantities of taxus, American box, azaleas, rhododendrons, andromeda, flowering crabapples, dogwoods and mountain laurels were massed on the hillside and set at advantageous spots in the garden. Beneath these are various ground covers—Phlox divaricata, epimedium, pachysandra, ivy and ferns, with violets, arabis, primroses, Iris cristata, scillas and daffodils for further spring effects. The slope, supported by dry walls, is broken to make flat areas for lawn and informal flower beds. A gnarled old apple tree near the house has been carefully preserved as a feature. From the house level stone steps lead down to a miniature sandy beach between rocks—the house's waterside setting.

The Sound side

A series of stone and grass terraces leads from the house to the sandy beach in a rocky cove. Tall, over-arching elms, maples and locusts give the house a leafy setting.

Approach to house and Sound

Large elms, maple and mulberry trees shade the drive, interspersed with white pine, dogwood and hemlock. A lawn slopes down to the house level and the ancient apple tree amid a drift of pachysandra and spring bulbs. The house planting consists of taxus, ilex, pieris, rhododendron and azaleas, with an ivy-edged path to the garden.
Do your tables just stand around — or do they pay their way?

Back in the Eighteenth Century, when English and American houses began to be more comfortable and tea and coffee drinking became habits, some of the best efforts of the great furniture designers went into handsome tables. Today, we are in a similar cycle of good tables because in this age of servantless living people are asking for tables which work for them in more than one way, which hold and store more within hand's reach, which help them to economize on space by folding away, nesting or stacking. Look at the tables House & Garden shows you here. There isn't a drone in the lot. Some are useful classics, like the Pembroke. Some are modern sleight-of-hand, such as the coffee table that turns into dining table. Other examples are the tea table, now larger, more serviceable; the hunt table, once a collector's item, today a practical party table. Each is prepared to serve you in more ways than one and look well in the bargain.

*Prices may vary at stores in other regions

Four under one

Four little tables nest under the big one, in a Pendleton design by Joseph B. Platt. Made of stained oak by Robert W. Irwin Company, the set of five is about $80** at Famous-Barr, St. Louis.

Six double duty tables which are both decorative and useful

Always a distinguished design, the hunt table is leading a new life today. Drop-leaf ends enlarge this leather-topped mahogany one, with its fine detail. By Weiman, and $170* at Rich's, Atlanta.

Individual cube tables, grouped side by side, make a coffee table. Stacked, they can store books, records. These, in various lacquer colors, are Edward Wormley designs for Drexel, $15* each at McCreery, New York. They are part of the new "Precedent" collection.
A lot in a little

Size isn’t everything. From the Victorians comes a useful, sturdy table by Vander Ley. $80 at Schuneman’s, St. Paul, Minn.

For the family circle

Don’t be surprised if your most important living room table turns out to be your coffee table. One like this will be the hub of pleasant gatherings, of impromptu meals. Its scale is good for sofa and chairs. Imperial makes it. Strawbridge and Clothier, Philadelphia, have it. About $80 in dark mahogany, tooled leather top.

Try a French provincial end table like this walnut one by Bodart. Available in 2 months. $140, Neiman-Marcus, Dallas.

Sliding shelves in this silver elm Drexel “Precedent” rack almost hand you your magazines or albums. A Wormley design, $75, L. S. Ayres, Indianapolis.


Strong design, rare tamo wood and open shelves mark this Dunbar table designed by Wormley. At Lord & Taylor, New York, $195.
Today’s legerdemain turns tables into dining aids

This is really three tables in one

It starts as a pleasant console table, wide enough (20”) to hold a 34” Lightolier lamp, a drink set, an African head. Extend its two tops and you have a square table, left, for games or dinner for four. Insert three 12” leaves for your full-scale dining table. Orchard & Wilhelm, Omaha, has this Oak Extensible table, $900, by Extensible Corporation.

If you have a living-dining room

An Eighteenth-Century mahogany table adapted for a living-dining room. Closed, it is a space-saving, practical drop-leaf. Extended fully, it gives you scope for a dinner party, right, or buffet. The Di-Functional table is made by John Widdicomb, $1600 at Hathaway, New York.
The Pembroke has no peer in adaptability

The cherished Pembroke table survives the centuries because it lends itself to so many tasks. See how charming a tea table it is, and then, above, right, how well it adapts for study. This one is in mahogany, by Heritage, and Carson Pirie Scott & Co. has it in Chicago, for $85*.

Use a nest of tables for solo meals

It would be hard to improve upon the traditional nest of tables for sheer usefulness, space saving and economy. The Eighteenth Century's Mr. Sheraton inspired this one, in antique-English-finished mahogany and boxwood, by Brandt. $50* at Bullock's-Pasadena.

This versatile coffee table can be raised and lengthened for dinner parties

The decorative base of this ingenious California Manor table is the secret of its dual use. The legs open out and up, to add 30 inches to the 60-inch length, and 10 more to its height, for pleasant, informal dining. Made by Karpen, in oak, it is $169* at McCreery, New York.

More tables and additional details will be found on pages 182 and 183. *Prices may vary at stores in other areas.
Your radio looks as well as it sounds

Here are 15 new models in 15 decorative schemes

The design of radio cabinets has come of age. They add more than music to good decoration; today they are fine pieces of furniture which you will be proud to include in your own room schemes. Look at the radios, radio-phonographs and the television set on these pages. Each one is at home in its setting, and settings range from ultra-modern to quietly conservative. Period designs are fastidiously executed, details nicely proportioned. Modern designs are simple but not stark, at no time lacking in grace. Period or modern, all of these radios are examples of meticulous cabinetmaking. The woods are handsome, the finishes rich. And, most important of all, the over-all dimensions are so well scaled that they are harmonious in relation to other furniture. Thanks to better design, radios nowadays have moved out of obscure corners to take their rightful place, as the center of groupings devised for comfortable listening and pleasant, graceful living.

Eighteenth Century, the “Early Georgian” Capehart by Farmworth Television & Radio Corporation, $1155, Steinway & Sons, New York. Its setting is elegantly old world with a pink-and-gray Gothic wallpaper.

Modern simplicity, in Stromberg-Carlson’s “New World” cabinet, $450, Carson Pirie, Scott & Co., Chicago. On it at eye level are a lively painting by Burlink, a low bowl and a handsome, slender lamp.
Provincial, sophisticated, the pine cabinet of the radio by Bendix ($200 at Paine’s of Boston), the Biedermeier fruitwood chairs, the rosette wallpaper, the antique spice jars and old French radish print.

New with old. Philco Corporation’s modern console with projection television ($795 at John Wanamaker, Philadelphia) is well suited to use with Regency or Biedermeier furniture, graceful against damask paper.

Hepplewhite. The design and detail of the Freed-Eiseman “New World Hepplewhite” make it that rare find: a cabinet as suitable for town as it is for the country. It is $695 at W. & J. Sloane, Washington, D. C.

Stylized version of contemporary design in Scott’s “Metropolitan Modern,” $950, photographed at Haynes-Griffin against pigskin-patterned paper. Black and gold chair in Regency style; painting by Carreño.
Sleek lines characterize Magnavox’s “Contemporary” radio ($285, Marshall Field & Co., Chicago); on top is an antique gazelle. Other accents: white Koroseal chair and textured brown rug lit by an up-and-down lamp.


Forthright and modern is Ansley Radio Corporation’s “Skyline,” $575, Baldwin Piano Co., St. Louis. Blue cabinet front (it can be covered in any fabric) is striking with black-and-white paper, Spencer’s painting.

To a man’s taste: the Meissner, Old World Mahogany “Chippen-dale” radio, $1385, Barker Bros., Los Angeles; the clean-cut plaid paper; the side chairs with striped seats; the brilliant painting by Raoul Dufy.

For additional radios see page 178. For information on furniture, wallpapers, carpets, accessories and stores see page 194.
Dishes are washed sparkling clean in 10 minutes — automatically — in this new dishwasher! They dry in their own heat!

1. A whole day's dishes for a family of four are safely put in separate racks in the Dishwasher. China, glassware, silver, even pots and pans are ready for automatic and hygienic washing.

2. All you do now is put in a detergent (not soap), close the cover, and turn a switch. The Dishwasher starts and water swirls in — getting hotter gradually, till it's much hotter than your hands could stand!

3. While you're free to do as you like, each piece in the Dishwasher is thoroughly cleaned and scoured by the hot water and detergent. Only the water moves — not the dishes. They stay safely in the racks. Then . . .

4. Automatically, the dishwater drains out. And — automatically — the dishes are given two rinses in clear, steaming hot water. They are now sparkling clean, hygienically clean . . . cleaner than you could get them by hand!

5. After the rinse water has drained out, the cover opens by itself, and both dishes and Dishwasher dry in their own heat. Can you imagine such a labor-saving blessing?

YOUR CHOICE OF 3 TYPES

1. Dishwasher, without cabinet, for installation in your own kitchen work surface.

2. As a separate appliance in a cabinet of its own (24 inches wide).

3. In a complete General Electric Sink* (48 inches wide).

*Can be equipped with Disposal — General Electric's registered trademark for its food-waste disposal appliance — the marvelous electrical helper that gets rid of food waste down the kitchen drain.

FOR THE COMPLETE TABLE-TO-SHELF DISH JOB

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Nine new time- and money-savers that will lessen your labors, provide increased conveniences and prolong the life of your possessions.

**Adjustable sock forms.** One pair of these new Celanese plastic frames takes over the whole family's needs. They adjust to any sock size from 9 to 13, including half sizes, and to any of three leg lengths. Fine wool socks, washed carefully and hung up to dry on forms like these, will not shrink, snag or discolor. Sturdily constructed, the skeletal design speeds up the drying process. $1.39 a pair. Macy's, N. Y. 1.

**Knife sharpener.** For a professionally keen edge on all your cutlery, use the new Robo Knife Grinder. With blade automatically set at the correct angle against the grindstone, an easy one-handed push and pull rolls the Robo back and forth along the entire length of the blade. Ten push-pulls on either side give in 30 seconds a keen edge, uniformly sharp from handle to tip. $2.50. Hammacher Schlemmer, N. Y. 22.

**Toss-away broiler pan.** Put an end to messy dishwashing by using Broileze, the new disposable fiber-stone grill and pan. In two lightweight pieces, the pan is lined with foil so juices can't leak; asbestos-insulated to hold heat in. The corrugated grill prevents sticking; drain holes and spout corners make pouring off fat simple. Use to roast, broil or bake. Cheap enough to discard. 1 units only 59c. Macy's, N. Y. 1.

**Silver polish.** Brighten up your silverware with a liquid rouge polish used by jewelers. The basic formula of Silverme Silver Polish is English, improved here by combining jeweler's rouge with special ingredients to keep the mixture homogeneous. There is no necessity to shake Silverme before using. Just pour a little on a soft cloth and rub silver to a luster. An 8-oz. bottle sells for $1.00. Black, Starr & Gorham, N. Y. 19.
Self-wringing mop. This newcomer does away with splashing floors, dipping hands into soiled water. One pull on Ring-R-Mop's metal lever turns up a third of the mop, a second pull brings it up two-thirds; a third all the way out, damp-dry, ready to use. Aluminum cylinder, detachable mop head for replacement, hardwood handle in red, blue or natural, $3.98. Extra mop heads cost $1 each. At Hammacher Schlemmer's, N. Y. 22.

Aluminum roasting pan. Ample enough to hold a 15-lb. turkey or 24 lbs. of meat, this good-looking roaster turns out a succulent dish. The self-basting cover is grooved to drip juices back over the roast; vented to permit steam to escape. Collapsible handles on the trivet make removal easy. This newest member of the long-lasting Reynolds Lifetime Aluminum Triple Thick Bottom Ware is $8.95 at Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn 1.

Electric timer. Schedule your kitchen chores—pressure cooking, egg boiling, baking, formula fixing—by General Electric's new kitchen clock and 30-minute timer. Then go about your other household tasks confident that the Little Chef will call you back to the kitchen, sounding off loud and clear. Stands 3½" h., 4" w., 2½" d. White numerals on blue face, red alarm hand. $5.95 plus tax. Wanamaker, Phila. 1.

Baby feeder. Busy mothers will welcome this unique heat-and-serve unit. The Nursery Chef simplifies heating, cuts dishwashing to a minimum. Water is brought to a boil in the aluminum pan; the Melmac plastic tray sets right over it. The low surface heat retained by the plastic permits immediate serving of baby's meal. Detachable self-locking handle for easy storage or packing. It's $6.95 at Lewis & Conger, N. Y. 19.

Dessert molds. Individual servings of ice cream, gelatin, salads or puddings are quickly chilled in, easily released from, these plastic Jiffy Molds. By pressing indentations at base of mold, food slips out neatly without sticking. Companion-pieces to Jiffy ice cups which instantly release ice cubes. Convenient refrigerator tray with 12 ice cube cups, $1.95. Molds sold separately, 6 for $1. Bloomingdale's, N. Y. 22.
GOURMET FARE
Fine foods and drink make holidays festive

The shelves of the specialty stores are rich this year with delicacies for Christmas and New Year parties. Their flavors are delicate, their textures exquisite and they are packaged in such style as to make wonderful gifts. At a time when we are all bound to save food, remember that with these delicacies in glass and tins, there is no waste, either of the food itself or of your time. They come to you ready to eat and any one of them will raise a routine dinner to party level. You see them below, ranged from cocktail appetizers to after-dinner coffee companions, as good to look at as they are succulent to taste.


Enter the entree: Forst’s Catskill Mountain smoked turkey, choice bird cured in rare herbs and spices, smoked over fragrant applewood. Weighs 8-18 lbs., $1.50 per lb., Ellen Grey or direct from Forst’s, Kingston, N. Y. Silver platter, Enske, Espey’s ready-to-use oyster stuffing, tangy with famous Espey smoked oysters. Two tins stuff a 12-lb. bird, 75c per 14-oz. can, Hammacher Schlemmer. Lovell’s old-fashioned cranberry sauce made with whole berries, 3 for $1.20, Stumpp & Walter. Silver carving set, Georg Jensen, Inc. Steuben’s champagne glass. Dry Imperator Brut champagne. Cooler by Robinson International.


Finishing touches: Wedge-shaped wafers in tins: Old Carlsbader Oblaten, plain to serve with champagne, $1.60; chocolate iced $1.35, Hazelnut fanciers, chocolate biscuits, $1.20. FrouFrou chocolate nut croquettes, $1.35, Hicks. Gay Nineties keg filled with brandied dates, $8.75 at Altman’s, Australian Tour Vale muscatel raisin clusters, 95c, Charles & Co. Silver-footed dish from Robert Enske offers Selka’s threesome; Almond Lebkuchen; Almaroons, miniature Lebkuchen; Florentines, nut cookies with chocolate base, $1.95 per lb., packages, Maison Glass. Cordial glass, Georg Jensen, Inc.
Gifts that sure have an edge...

ShurEdge hollow-ground, stain-proof chrome-vanadium steel knives feature the exclusive new Perma-Sharp process that makes knives keener, keeps them keener longer; lustrous Pal-kawood handles resist acids and heat.

Unusual, practical gift ideas: In Santa’s belt, Gourmet Carver, "the knife that sharpens itself," 22.50 (available also at 10.00 and 15.00); left, 6 pc. Steak Set, 17.50; right, knife "wardrobe," 18.00. At better cutlery and gift departments.

Robeson Cutlery Company, Inc., Perry, N.Y., makers of ShurEdge, finest household cutlery for over three generations.

HERE ARE NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC AIDS

With these cameras and accessories, you can make a lasting record of your trip.

Until the invention of the camera about a hundred years ago, you had to be an artist with brush or pen to make a permanent record of your travels. Now, the camera is your "remembering eye" that preserves forever the sights that have pleased, interested, impressed you on your journey. Because travel is one of the most delightful things you can do, prolong the pleasure with visual reminders of it. The binocular, the light meter, the cameras, moving and still, shown below, are some of the many efficient, compact modern devices for helping you remember better the faces and places of your travels.

Kodak "Reflex" shows full image on ground glass, has twin f/3.5 lenses. $137.92, tax incl. Eastman Kodak Co.

General Electric's exposure meter "holds" dial reading till you are ready. $34.75 with case from Camera House.

New Argus #21 with "Markfinder" shows just what will be in the picture. $58.08, case, tax incl. Camera House.

Leica model 3C with 2 Summitar lenses. Speeds, 1 to 1/1000th sec. $448 tax incl. Case, $10.50 extra. Leitz.

Briskin magazine 8 movie camera. With 2.5 coated lens, $99.50. Willoughby's, Inc.

Sard 6 x 20 prismatic binocular, 4½ ounces, fits into palm of hand. $190, tax included. Abercrombie & Fitch.

© 1947 ROBESON CUTLERY CO., PERRY, N.Y.
Here's a bright, new way to greet the Holiday! Steep your traditional Yuletide pudding in Cointreau's delicate flavor—and set it aflame. Enjoy its warming, cheery glow,—its spirited, satisfying taste.

And, if you already know the joys of Cointreau as an after-dinner liqueur, or in a Side Car, remember that there are other unforgettable recipes in the pages of Cointreau's booklet: "The Gourmet's Guide to Dining and Drinking." It's free.

You will be amazed at the wealth of ideas in this book: drinks, salads and desserts. Clip the coupon—and discover New Worlds of delight in the sphere of taste!

PLUM PUDDING on COINTREAU
Pour Cointreau generously over your pudding—and set it aflame. Then serve with this delicious hard sauce:
Cream ¾ of a cup of butter. Add 2 cups of confectioners' sugar and beat until fluffy. Fold in 2 tablespoons of Cointreau.
Color takes to the air! in the Inter American

Color that minimizes the sun's glare in high altitude flying! Color that induces rest and relaxation! Yes, the INTER AMERICAN introduces a new era in plane interior decor! These beautiful functionally decorated DC-6's are now flying a through-flight service — over the routes of Pan American and Panagra — from Miami to Balboa, Lima, Santiago and Buenos Aires — without change of plane. Color is another comfort innovation...like the new sleeping-berth accommodations on these luxury liners that bring you to your destination rested after a good night's sleep. Now, more than ever, you'll want to plan your trip... in this glamorous sky-setting to South America's lands of romance and adventure!
FRESH PAINT continued

Foundation gave him a fellowship to do this), Today, Gwathmey teaches art in New York. His paintings are to be seen at the A.C.A. Gallery in New York. They sell from $150 to $2,200.

STEPHEN GREENE, until late last spring, was almost utterly unknown to the general gallery-going public. Then Durlacher Brothers of New York City gave him his first one-man show: he came up as the most important new art news of the season. Greene is a shy, soft-spoken, 29-year-old native New Yorker who worked in New York department stores, studied business at William and Mary, drawing at the National Academy, received a master's degree in painting at Iowa University. He has taught at Indiana State and at Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri. Currently he is living in New York and working hard. Almost all of his paintings have obvious religious connotations. But Greene's canvases go beyond theology. He is concerned with victims—not Christ, the eternal victim, the pages of Fraders of Christ. There is an important contemporary message here. But to depict the savagery, the insecurity of the world is only one part of his work. His paintings are exquisite, almost Persian, almost too carefully classic in design, almost too carefully colored. In every painting you can see dignity and beauty even in the most abased, also indicate why private collectors realized instantly that here was something really new, exhilaratingly good. All the Stevens pictures were sold. All the Stevans pictures were sold. The Rain world consists of faces—people—places, plant life, birds and insects, motifs and butterflies. But usually he combines them in a dreamlike juxtaposition. Essentially he paints in the great tradition of romantic realism—frequently these are portraits of real people—places, plant life, birds and insects, motifs and butterflies. But usually he combines them in a dreamlike juxtaposition. Essentially he paints in the great tradition of romantic realism: the intense lyricism with which he views what he paints lifts it into the magically real. His is an art dependent upon the technical perfection with which he finishes his paintings, upon the beautiful fabric-rich colors which he employs so subtly. At 20 Rain left Lincoln, Nebraska, went to Chicago, studied there for a year at the Art Institute. Then he departed for Berlin to study, to paint big, dazzling abstractions. One day he came upon a Bronzino in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, was instantly excited by its romantic, realistic perfection. He abandoned abstract painting, set himself to studying Bronzino, the Flemish masters, all the great painters notable for their highly-finished textures. He returned to America, taught himself to draw, devoted himself to mastering the actual technical elements and tools employed by the great masters. Today, Charles Rain's paintings are as caressing to the eye as velvet is to the touch. Lichen Document (page 133) shows Rain in transition, his classic enameled surfaces begin to lose their hardness, pulse with a new softer light. The little work is filled with space, air, with the meticulous beauty of dead twig.
Added protection for sheets and linens

Odor / Mildew / Dampness

(can't stand self-ventilation!)

Your soiled things are kept safer until washday if they're in a Pearl-Wick Hamper. For this is the hamper that's Self-Ventilating—all sides woven with hundreds of tiny air vents that keep laundry "barreled" in air. Rotting mildews, dampness and odor have little chance!

Careful homemakers so overwhelmingly prefer Pearl-Wick Hampers, that they have become the world's best-sellers. Choose one for the added protection of Self-Ventilating—plus beautiful designing and fine construction.

Moderately priced, in decorator-approved styles and colors. Many sizes—wherever better housefurnishings and furniture are sold. Shown: Handsome "pearl" front panel, chrome-edged, with "pearl" top to match. Fully self-ventilating.

PEARL-WICK
SELF-VENTILATING
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lichens, mohs. Rain now paints in a midtown Manhattan studio on East 42nd Street, is currently being shown at Knoedler's. His paintings sell from about $300 to $2,500.

Among the 12 paintings which we have reproduced there are six with ornament and an art element which links them: a sweeping sense of decoration.

ERIC ISENBURGER is 45; was born in Frankfurt, Germany; was educated in Vienna, Barcelona, Paris; is widely known in Europe; has; since his escape from the Nazis, established himself firmly here. Now he works in his New York studio. Summers find him painting and exploring Canada or our Northeast. Whether he is painting New York, summer places, people, the Europe he has loved, his color is varied, subtle, his design has a gusto peculiarly his own, America, with its bright light, its vast spaces and speed, has intensified his artistic virtues. Roar of the Wooden Horse (page 132) is Isenburger combining the best of his one-time pale poetry, his more recent vitality. He will have an exhibition at Knoedler's late this season. His paintings sell from $450 to $2,500.

HANS MOLLER, 42, was also born in Germany and educated there. He left Germany as a protest against the Nazis and now works in a Manhattan studio, where he divides his time between contriving clever magazine layouts and covers and easel paintings. The wit of Canaries (cover), its fresh color, its bright design, its delight in the inconceivable are typical of Moller's latest work. He also finds time to play chess, collect other artists' work, to teach Graphic Arts at New York's Cooper Union. His students find him inexhaustibly patient, never at a loss for new ideas. His work may be seen at the Kleemann Gallery. It is surprisingly inexpensive.

BEN-ZION is 50; was born in the Ukraine, studied Hebrew there; started painting in 1932 after he had been in America 12 years. Like Bommels he is a self-taught painter. His world is a wild, emotional one usually peopled by fantastic painted Hebrewic characters. Even Apple Orchard (page 132) is imbued with his special fury. He lives in Greenwich Village, is sponsored by the Bertha Schaefer Gallery, sells for between $200 and $1,500.

NICHOLAS VASLIEFF is 55, was born in Moscow and educated there at the Academy. He early training was by masters grounded in the ancient tradition of icon painting. His predilection, he later discovered, was for French Impressionism and Post-Impressionism. Renoir, Bonnard, Matisse, Cezanne seem to have interested him most. His most individual works are still-lifes. In these paintings, such as Sevastopol (page 133), his gift for brilliant color and careful design are most telling. He paints his canvases in his studio on Union Square in Manhattan or his country place at Nasco, New York. There, when he is not painting the flowers he loves, he is tending them. His work runs from $200 to around $1,500, is also at Bertha Schaefer's.

WILL BARNET was born in Beverly, Massachusetts, is 36. His paintings of children and his multi-colored abstractions hang in some of America's foremost museums. Barnet loves children, has three of his own, is constantly painting them. Child Playing (page 132). He lives and works in a sunny apartment off Central Park West in New York. His canvases are tenderly filled with the special amazement with which a small child views the world. He is also distinguished for his teaching at New York's Art Student's League, for the block prints which he enjoys making. Barnet is another Schaefer protege, costs between $75 and $800.

COrRADO DI MARCA-RELLI is 34, is the most mysterious artist in our group. One day last year he walked into the Niveau Gallery on 57th Street, asked the gallery's proprietor, Vladimir Margoulies, to look at some paintings he had with him. Margoulies looked, thought them enchanting in color, execution and content. City Square (page 132) is indicative of what he saw. It is replete with Marca-Relli's special Edwardian elegance, his smoothly-modulated and integrated color—a gaily surreal painting with just the faintest reminder of Dufy. When Margoulies spoke with Marca-Relli, he discovered that the self-taught looking painter of these very Continental canvases was Boston-born, had been educated in Italy and then lived in Argentina and Mexico, had recently been in the army. Margoulies gave him a show, sold many of the paintings, discovered that he had launched a find. Marca-Relli is now in Europe. He sells for about $250 to $500.

KARL PRIEBE, Milwaukee born, 33, held his first Manhattan one-man show at the Perls Galleries in 1943. Because of his Midwestern antecedents it was expected that the paintings would be conventional regional articulations. They revealed, however, a world as remote from Chicago and Milwaukee as theatrical scenes in atavistic savages' and beer plants. Priebes' realm is peopled by strange birds and beasts, postured blackamoores, insouciant fauna and flora which blossoms nowhere else in the world save in the artist's luminous imagination. Priebes taught art, used, drawing in Milwaukee and Chicago. For four years he was ethnologist in the anthropology department of the Milwaukee Public Museum. He was a museum director. During the war he worked in a local defense plant. But it is his ethnological training which seems to contribute most to the original quality of his fantasy. Priebes' Negroes are done up in wigs of sequined gauze, in crests of pastel feathers, in bands of gemmed satin. His<Key:3>PEEFRESH PAINT continued
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his fourth New York one-man show this

coming January at Perls, receives anywhere from $150 to $500 for individual paintings.
Hard to believe, but a million owners know it's true! Here's a gift of luxury that's a gift of thrift as well!

Luxury, because the better-washing Bendix brings washday leisure never known before. Thrift, because it's actually more economical on hot water, soap, clothes. And it's priced lower—by as much as $90—than new, unproved automatics.

Just RELAX while your Bendix does all the work! It pre-soaks, washes, rinses three times and damp-drys the clothes. Simply set the dial, add soap, and you're through.

You'll be dollars ahead on hot water and soap! Amazing! Fresh, clean suds for every load of clothes, yet you save up to $10 a year on soap alone! Yes, compared to an ordinary washer, the Bendix uses gallons less hot water—and only 1/5 as much soap—on a single 9-pound load of clothes. For "Tumble-Action" is the thriftiest way to get clothes cleanest.

Keeps clothes "like new" longer. No other method does such a thorough washing job so gently. Bendix Home Appliances, Inc., South Bend 24, Indiana. Dealers throughout the United States and in Canada and Mexico.

BENDIX automatic Washer
MECHANICS OF LIVING

New equipment for your house which is bound to make it far easier to care for and far pleasanter to live in

“Air Clear” is a new, small, home-size ionizer that brings clear, odor-free air into your house or office electrically. It works by destroying odors with ozone, the purifying agent created in nature by lightning and by the action of the sun’s rays on oxygen. Air Clear has two settings: high, for clearing air quickly; low, for maintaining air freshness. AC only. $24.50. General Ozone Corp., 17 West 60th St., New York 23.

“T-Roll” is a new method of applying paint that makes it easy for the amateur to do a professional job. It consists of a can (with handle attached) around which is wound a sleeve of thick-napped material. Paint is poured into the can and fed into the cloth through slits in the can. With a “T-Roll,” you can apply paint evenly to flat surfaces, $3.49. Paitrol Mfg. Co., Stephenson Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich.

“Air Sentry” is a thermostatically operated ventilator that automatically regulates the temperature of sleeping rooms by controlling the amount of cold air that may enter through an open window. It is wholly mechanical; needs no electricity. A movable vane expands or contracts as the temperature changes. Small size, $22.75; medium, $24.95. Made by Air Sentry Corporation, Box 910, Milwaukee 1, Wis.

“X-Pandotile” is a white, mortar-like cement that is particularly valuable for mending cracks because of its unique tendency to expand while setting. It forces its way into the pores or irregular surface of any material. The result is a firm, tight joint of maximum strength. It dries so hard that it can be drilled or ground after setting. ½ lb. can is $3.50. X-Pando Corp., 43-15 36th St., Long Island City, N. Y.

(Continued on page 166)
How to save money on Steel Venetian Blinds

They may seem the same when you shop for them—the “goods” and the “not-so-goods” in Venetian blinds. Yet the “not-so-goods” are the ones that really cost you money in the long run.

Make no mistake. The way to save money when you buy Venetian blinds is to buy steel Venetian blinds. And for top quality, be sure they are made with galvanized, bonderized flexible steel slats.

Here is one easy way to identify these top quality blinds. Look for the “yellow-and-black seal with the flower on the window sill” shown below. Here’s why this is important:

... Galvanizing, a zinc coating, protects steel against rust and corrosion.
... Bonderizing, a chemical coating, makes enamel adhere to metal, prevents cracking and checking.

Flexible steel slats that are galvanized and bonderized keep their smooth beauty under hard wear and retain their shape, even though they bend easily for cleaning.

Remember, an easy way to tell top quality is to look for the yellow-and-black seal. Ask to see it at leading stores and Venetian blind dealers.

FREE: "A Gallery of American Windows"—a new booklet of ideas from leading stores and decorators for beautiful windows in your home. Send for your free copy.

This advertisement is printed by Acme Steel Company, Chicago, to encourage quality labeling for consumer protection.

Look for this seal of quality when you buy Venetian blinds.
What makes it the first choice insulation of architects, builders and homeowners alike? What makes it the most widely used in all types of building construction?

First and foremost, Fiberglas Insulation—soft blankets of fine fibers of glass, containing millions of tiny air pockets—is highly efficient in reducing heat losses. Because Fiberglas is glass, it is inorganic, inherently firesafe, moisture-resistant, odorless—and provides no sustenance for insects and vermin. Being light in weight and highly resilient, Fiberglas Insulation stays put—will not disintegrate or settle.

Finally, Fiberglas Roll Blankets provide a continuous vapor barrier from floor to ceiling, protecting walls against moisture condensation and resulting stains. In short, Fiberglas is the “lifetime” insulation that does a complete job, for life.

Distributed nationally by four industry leaders (Armstrong, Certain-teed, Flintkote and Kelley Island Lime), Fiberglas Building Insulation is sold by practically all top-flight lumber and building supply dealers. Ask your architect or builder about the plus values provided by Fiberglas, product of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo 1, Ohio.

In Canada: Fiberglas Canada Ltd., Toronto, Ontario.
Don't hedge on Dad this Christmas

GIVE HIM A PINCOR ELECTRIC HEDGE TRIMMER!

Watch what happens when Dad gets his hands on this gleaming new Pincor Electric Hedge Trimmer! He'll say it's the grandest gift ever seen—and don't be surprised if you catch him trying it out on the Christmas tree. Once you see the Pincor, you won't blame him for not being able to wait until Spring!

Pincor says "goodbye forever" to tiring, tedious shrubbery trimming jobs around the house and garden. So simple! Just plug in the Pincor, flick switch—and watch this streamlined lightweight trimmer zip through the thickest foliage. Slick as the well-known whistle!

Spring, summer and fall—Dad will thank you for this truly unusual Christmas gift. He'll admire its workmanship as well as its work—for the Pincor has everything a man demands of a fine machine. Perfect balance. Power. Precision in every detail.

See and buy Dad's new Pincor Electric Hedge Trimmer at your favorite store—now!

PINCOR ELECTRIC HEDGE TRIMMER... AT YOUR FAVORITE STORE $32.50

GIVE HIM CAREFREE LAWN CARE... give him a new PINCOR POWER LAWN MOWER—the self-propelled mower that's scientifically engineered to give that country-club look to your lawn, effortlessly, economically. "The most mower for the money!" $150 f.o.b. factory. At your favorite store.
A present with a future! Yes...women who receive Pendleton blankets for Christmas cherish them...not only because of their rich and colorful beauty, but because their superb quality means years and years of completely satisfactory service. Shown here...one of Pendleton's official National Park series...the Glacier Park...of pure virgin wool, with a deep, fleecy nap. At America's better stores, $21.50

For outdoor and indoor living give a Pendleton Dunsmuir Sports and Motor Robe $17.50

PENDLETON WOOLEN MILLS • PORTLAND 4, OREGON
New hope for a Guest-Shy house!

A guest-shy house is bashful because it’s embarrassed by worn, shabby rugs and carpets.

A guest-sly house is bashful because it’s embarrassed by worn, shabby rugs and carpets.

Hearten your house with new rugs

New color, new spirit, new comfort for your house... with new Bigelow rugs! Gay florals, subtle two-tones, luxurious textures and many, many other house-warming beauties are at your favorite store right now. All in the B.H.F. colors. Watch for Bigelow's famous blue-and-gold label... it means long wear, lasting beauty and Lively Wool. There's a Bigelow rug for every pocketbook... so be sure the rugs you buy are marked Bigelow.

SEND FOR Bigelow's purse-size, color "Match Book," 72 paper color samples to use in harmonizing your rooms. Mail 10¢ to Bigelow Weavers, Dept. HG127, 140 Madison Ave., N.Y. 16, N.Y.

BIGELOW WEAVERS
Fine rugs and carpets since 1825

Copr. 1947, Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., Inc.
THE exciting Nu-Hue Color Bar puts 1000 colors right at your fingertips. Now you can have in your home exactly the color scheme you want. Now it's easy to find the matching, contrasting or harmonizing shade for nearly any color sample. For the 1000 Nu-Hue custom colors are systematically displayed in transparent color charts and on individual 3" x 5" color cards. It takes only a minute to make your selection. What's more, there's no guesswork in mixing, no disappointment. Nu-Hue colors are machine
mixed as accurately as a prescription, dry on the wall to the exact shade you choose. Each can be duplicated at any time. Each is available in oil base flat, satin gloss or enamel finish. Nu-Hue whites and colors are the finest quality obtainable, are washable, wear months longer than ordinary paints. See for yourself why America's leading decorators are using Nu-Hue... visit your Nu-Hue Color Bar today. Many leading stores now have it, more will have it soon.

The Martin-Senour Co., 2520 Quarry St., Chicago.
TRIP LIGHTLY

This new luggage—light, handsome, durable—makes traveling pleasant and practical because it's well-designed and well-made.

Overnight case fitted with a large mirror contains everything for skin care: Helena Rubinstein, $25, plus tax.

Brown-beige tweed carryall with shoulder strap is for train or plane. John-Frederics, New York, $75 plus tax.

Strong lightweight case of laminate. Man's 2-suit by Hartmann has four hangers, brown and white stiff canvas cover. $108 tax incl. Saks Fifth Ave.

Man's kit bag in lightweight vegetable leather is soft-sided, practical, versatile. 24" long; $138, tax incl. Mark Cross.

Amelia Earhart "Airlite" luggage in brown tweed. $25.95, $56.25, $39.05 plus tax. From Alfred Dunhill, Inc.

Airplane luggage, blue- or maroon-and-white gabardine and rawhide. $39.50-$89.50, tax incl. Dale Fifth Ave.

Wheary "Colonel" set in suntan cowhide. 24" 2-suit, $72.50; 21" case, $52.50, plus tax. Abercrombie & Fitch.

Mary Baker Eddy was born in 1821 at Bow, New Hampshire, of a family prominent in clerical circles. She showed at an early age an unusual curiosity for and a notable ability to discuss religious subjects. The beginning of her interest in spiritual healing can be traced to her 12th year when she was cured of a fever through prayer. In 1866, she fell and was injured severely. After a few days of medical treatment without showing improvement, she turned to her Bible and experienced an immediate recovery. From that time, Mrs. Eddy devoted her life to teaching and demonstrating her religion by healings. In 1876, she and a few followers founded the Christian Science Association and 3 years later organized the Church of Christ, Scientist.
With RUSCO
you just arrange...you never change

Always comfortable and safe with
RUSCO RAINPROOF, DRAFT-FREE, FILTERED-SCREEN
VENTILATION regardless of weather or season. Simple
ad-just-able, plastic screens filter out dirt, dust
and insects.

RUSCO...THE WORLD'S FIRST PATENTED
ALL METAL, SELF-STORING COMBINATION SCREEN AND STORM SASH
...gives you all these advantages—

* Storm sash, screen and weather-proofing in one permanently
  installed unit... NOTHING TO CHANGE, NOTHING TO STORE
* Year 'round, rainproof, draft-free,
  filtered-screen ventilation
* Plastic screening that won't rust, rot or discolor
* Finger tip operation from inside
* Simplified window cleaning
* Control of steaming and frosting
* Greater comfort on 3/4 less fuel
* Can be installed on old or new homes

You can learn all the amazing benefits that RUSCO Windows provide
simply by sending coupon for beautifully colored descriptive
booklet and name of nearest RUSCO Distributor.

Available in both Aluminum and Steel!

THE F. C. RUSSELL CO.
6400-G HERMAN AVENUE • CLEVELAND 2, OHIO

The F. C. Russell Company
6400-G Hermit Avenue
Cleveland 2, Ohio

Gentlemen:
Please send me illustrated booklet on RUSCO Windows and the name of nearest RUSCO Distributor.

I own my home ( ) I plan to build ( )

Name
Address
City..............Zone........State........

"Always one step ahead of the weather with
RUSCO"

FILM YOUR VACATION
AS YOU GO

To most Americans the words recreation and travel are synonymous, and we love to travel in our cars, photographing as we go. Before you squeeze the old box Brownie or maybe your $300 miniature into your bag or suitcase there are a few preliminary steps you might take to assure you better pictures.

If you have a new camera or even an old one you haven't used for a long time, study it carefully before you put a roll of film in it. Make certain that you are thoroughly familiar with every phase of its operation, especially proper loading and unloading.

Is your camera good and clean? Before you put in that first roll of film, set the shutter on "time," open the lens to thewidest aperture, and then click the shutter open. Holding the camera about 18 inches in front of your eyes, you can easily look through the lens toward some light source and tell just how much dirt, dust and grime have accumulated on the lens elements. It doesn't take long to clean all this off with a bit of soft lens tissue or a lint-free cloth. Don't grind the dirt into your lens. Clean the lens very lightly and gently. At the same time give the camera a good wiping all over. Close the camera, set it on 1/2 of a second, click it a few times to check its operation, and then load your camera ready for action. No matter how or where you carry your camera, keep it in its case or well covered in some way when it's not in use.

The best place to keep the camera is on the seat beside you. Never put it in the glove compartment of the car as it will be nicely roasted! If you're traveling by plane, train or boat, keep the camera in your hand if you can, as you never know when you will want it. A few rolls of film for the day's use can be kept in your handbag or in a small leather carry-all, a necessity for the traveling camera fan.

Film is still scarce. So it's much safer to stock up before you leave home. If you can get it, especially if you're going into some of the more remote parts of this country or into foreign countries where the particular size you use may be a rarity. It's also a good idea to pick up a few more rolls here and there along your route if you come across them in stores.

Proper film storage is something too many people overlook. Heat and dampness are the two big enemies of film emulsions, especially color film, so it's best to provide against them before you start. If you're going into a tropical climate, wear your dealer to get you film that has been tropically packed—that is, sealed in a container against dampness. Then, if you can, store it in the refrigerator of the hotel or somewhere cool until you're ready to load it into the camera. You never know when you will want to use it or when you will want to stop and load it.

In cool climates you won't have to worry much about the film as cold weather usually agrees with it. But you may have to worry about your camera. Extremely cold weather will slow up the shutter and incorrect exposure will invariably result. Before you go out, give the camera a good warming up under your coat. Then with the lens cap on, snap the shutter several times to get it working smoothly. If you have a movie camera, run the motor for a minute or two before you load it.

Once your film has been exposed, it should be removed from the camera and developed or processed as soon as possible to prevent deterioration of the emulsion and hence the image. In almost any vacation spot you will find first-class photographic stores that will do a satisfactory job of developing your black-and-white film, usually overnight. If you're using color film, by all means mail it in to the nearest processing laboratory at once.

In Canada, Mexico or countries abroad you will have little or no trouble taking your personal film into the country with you. The developing of black-and-white film can be handled almost anywhere, and the Eastman Kodak Company operates plants for the processing of Kodachrome in several large foreign cities. Otherwise, color film should be returned to the United States, preferably by air mail. There will be no delay of your film at the Customs as long as the return address is given in the film package.

When you step to take a picture, take time to get out and frame your picture. A good rule to remember is to compose, then expose, if you want a real picture instead of just another snapshot. Keep in mind that foreground and background often make a picture even more than the subject does. The presence of people in your vacation pictures sometimes improves the composition, and then again all too often hurts. Naturally if you're snapping some street scene in Mexico, you want people (preferably Mexicans) in the picture to add atmosphere and interest. But if you're taking a picture of the Grand Canyon, the people could be strictly secondary. No matter where you pose people, watch the background. No one looks very attractive with a telephone pole or a trash can coming out of his head.

Cameras that require shutter and diaphragm settings are no cause for worry. Exposing a picture isn't as difficult as you think if you follow one or two simple rules. The first is that you will soon become acquainted with a "basic" or average exposure meter made is the little descriptive pamphlet that comes with the film, especially for color film. The second rule is that you can readily make the necessary changes to more or less exposure indicated by the subject, lighting and weather conditions.

For Kodachrome film, a good basic exposure for average subjects outdoors in bright sunlight is about 1/60th of a second at f 6.3 or in other

(Continued on page 175)
words with a lens setting between f-5.6 and f-8. In the clearer atmosphere of the West or at high altitudes, slightly less exposure can be given.

About the only filter you need to consider for color film is a Pola Screen, which will greatly deepen the blue in your sky and really snap out the clouds. It is an excellent filter to use when photographing fall foliage as it intensifies and clarifies the vivid colors. However, don't forget to increase your exposure by two stops when using this filter at full right angles to the sun.

The commonest, basic all-around exposure for sunlit scenic pictures on black-and-white film is 1/50th of a second at f-16. But again remember those clouds, and use a medium yellow filter (K-2) to bring out the detail in your sky and add a little more life and contrast to your pictures. With this filter, increase your exposure at least one full stop.

Something few people seem to realize is that the longer the exposure given, and the smaller the stop opening used, the greater depth your pictures will have. Thus if you want everything from that pine tree in the immediate foreground to those mountains a hundred miles away to be in perfect focus, close your lens wide open in order to achieve a good depth of field and keep everything in focus.

HOW TO GET THERE

When you've actually decided to take a trip, you should visit your local travel agent; he knows all the necessary particulars, and he will make your trip easy for you. But for general information and inspiration the following may be helpful in shaping your plans:

CANADA
The Rockies. The principal year-round jumping-off place is Banff (and in the summer, Jasper, via Canadian National). You can get there via the Canadian Pacific and Soo line from New York or Chicago. A first-class, round-trip fare with berth from New York is $192.95 plus 15% U. S. transportation tax; from Chicago, $121.15 plus U. S. tax.

Trans-Canada flies from New York to Calgary, Alberta (about 80 miles from Banff) in 12 hours, 10 minutes; $134.10 plus 15% U. S. tax.

The Laurentians. Commuter service by plane, train or private bus from Montreal to the Shawb Aircraft ski region is good and fairly continuous. The New York Central will get you to Montreal, or you can fly. It's 2 hours, 10 minutes from New York on the Canadian Airlines line; $20.60 plus 15% U. S. transportation tax.

Quebec. Again the problem is to get to Montreal (see Laurentians). Canadian Pacific runs a plane from Montreal which takes 1 hour and costs $7.50 and, along with the Canadian National Railway, runs trains by day and night.

SOUTH AMERICA
Chile and Peru. The Grace Line has one of 6 "Santa" ships sailing every Friday from New York down the west coast of South America to Valparaiso, Chile, Fares (3 in cabin) range from $210 (to Cristobal, C. Z.) to $490 (to Valparaiso).

Pan American has through flights, operated by its affiliate, Panagra, leaving Miami every day for Lima, Peru (16 hours; $229) and Santiago, Chile (26 hours; $439). Both flights offer a 10% reduction for round trips.

Pan American also flies with handiwork of flowers, rocks or objects that aren't going to move much can be kept down to about 4 and 2 feet of film respectively. Scenes that have definite action—a yacht racing or a deer running across the meadow—can be just as long as the action requires.

JACK BREED

The three following basic rules of good movie-making will make your pictures outstanding. First and foremost, hold the camera steady. Second, don't pan the camera—that is, move it from side to side or up and down or both unless you are following some definite motion. If you must pan in order to get the whole expanse of Yosemite Valley into one scene, pan very slowly and evenly and preferably from a tripod. Pans are rarely well done, so it's best to leave them out altogether. Instead of panning to photograph an extensive area, it's best to frame several individual "still" shots of each important sector of the scene. And finally, make your scenes long enough. Remember that you're not making snapshots with your movie camera. You're making moving scenes that will have to have time enough on the screen to live and act. It is a good rule always to count to ten, evenly and slowly, in shooting an average scene with movement. If you keep a careful check of the footage exposed, make your scenes at least 6 feet in length on 16mm film, or 3 feet on 8mm film. Individual close-ups of flowers, rocks or objects that aren't going to move much can be kept down to about 4 and 2 feet of film respectively. Scenes that have definite action—a yacht racing or a deer running across the meadow—can be just as long as the action requires.

Weekdays, Pan American flies from New York down to Santiago, Chile in 38 hours; fare $275. Pan American also flies, via handiwork of flowers, rocks or objects that aren't going to move much can be kept down to about 4 and 2 feet of film respectively. Scenes that have definite action—a yacht racing or a deer running across the meadow—can be just as long as the action requires.

JACK BREED

After dinner coffee before the fires in the living rooms is especially hospitable for holiday festivities. When you entertain, you will enjoy the roony convenience of a drop-leaf cocktail table, and you will be equally pleased with the rich finish and skilled craftsmanship of an Imperial.

A gift of a beautiful Imperial Table will be remembered through the years—for its beauty, utility, and enduring charm. This decorative drum table in the 18th century tradition of style and the Imperial Tradition of fine quality is one of those incidental pieces that help so much to make your living room really livable.

IMPERIAL FURNITURE COMPANY, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Founder Member Grand Rapids Furniture Makers' Guild
Imperial Tables are made and sold in Canada under the name Dedicated Imperial.

(Don't ever be without one of the finest tables in all the world to entertain your family and guests with. Today's best tables are made by Imperial Furniture Company. They are available in beautiful finishes to match your oak, cherry, walnut, mahogany, maple or birch furniture. Imperial Tables are made and sold in Canada under the name Dedicated Imperial.)

Friday from New York down to the west coast of South America to Valparaiso, Chile, Fares (3 in cabin) range from $210 (to Cristobal, C. Z.) to $490 (to Valparaiso).

Pan American has through flights, operated by its affiliate, Panagra, leaving Miami every day for Lima, Peru (16 hours; $229) and Santiago, Chile (26 hours; $439). Both flights offer a 10% reduction for round trips.

Pan American also flies with handiwork of flowers, rocks or objects that aren't going to move much can be kept down to about 4 and 2 feet of film respectively. Scenes that have definite action—a yacht racing or a deer running across the meadow—can be just as long as the action requires.

JACK BREED

The three following basic rules of good movie-making will make your pictures outstanding. First and foremost, hold the camera steady. Second, don't pan the camera—that is, move it from side to side or up and down or both unless you are following some definite motion. If you must pan in order to get the whole expanse of Yosemite Valley into one scene, pan very slowly and evenly and preferably from a tripod. Pans are rarely well done, so it's best to leave them out altogether. Instead of panning to photograph an extensive area, it's best to frame several individual "still" shots of each important sector of the scene. And finally, make your scenes long enough. Remember that you're not making snapshots with your movie camera. You're making moving scenes that will have to have time enough on the screen to live and act. It is a good rule always to count to ten, evenly and slowly, in shooting an average scene with movement. If you keep a careful check of the footage exposed, make your scenes at least 6 feet in length on 16mm film, or 3 feet on 8mm film. Individual close-ups of flowers, rocks or objects that aren't going to move much can be kept down to about 4 and 2 feet of film respectively. Scenes that have definite action—a yacht racing or a deer running across the meadow—can be just as long as the action requires.

JACK BREED

After dinner coffee before the fires in the living rooms is especially hospitable for holiday festivities. When you entertain, you will enjoy the roony convenience of a drop-leaf cocktail table, and you will be equally pleased with the rich finish and skilled craftsmanship of an Imperial.

A gift of a beautiful Imperial Table will be remembered through the years—for its beauty, utility, and enduring charm. This decorative drum table in the 18th century tradition of style and the Imperial Tradition of fine quality is one of those incidental pieces that help so much to make your living room really livable.

IMPERIAL FURNITURE COMPANY, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Founder Member Grand Rapids Furniture Makers' Guild
Imperial Tables are made and sold in Canada under the name Dedicated Imperial.

(Don't ever be without one of the finest tables in all the world to entertain your family and guests with. Today's best tables are made by Imperial Furniture Company. They are available in beautiful finishes to match your oak, cherry, walnut, mahogany, maple or birch furniture. Imperial Tables are made and sold in Canada under the name Dedicated Imperial.)
The plan of Jerome Hill’s house in Sugar Bowl, California, proves that an owner's wide interests and divergent needs can be met easily without sprawling a house over the landscape. This house couldn’t spread. The steep mountain site would have required too much excavation, snow loads would have necessitated a lot of heavy roof construction. Instead, the house steps up the hill in three floors with activities divided between them: hobbies and maintenance in the basement; entertaining on the main story; and at the top the owner’s retreat.
Lustertone sinks are custom built to meet your individual requirements; also available in five standard sizes.

For Prompt Delivery order one today.

CARRIES THIS GUARANTY

Lustertone beauty is more than surface deep. Built into its extra heavy gauge STAINLESS STEEL construction are both everlasting beauty and lifetime utility. Electrical welding throughout eliminates all visible seams, joints, and overlapping flanges, making Lustertone the most sanitary sink in the world. Modern, smooth, sloping drainboards—free from old-time grooves—assure positive drainage and reduce to a minimum the danger of breakage of treasured china and glassware. Besides, the rust-acid-and-stain-resisting stainless steel surface is easy to clean and keep clean and harmonizes perfectly with any color and decoration scheme. Don't be satisfied with anything less in Quality than a genuine Lustertone sink. And remember—there's only one Lustertone and only ELKAY builds Lustertone sinks—Guaranteed for the Life of the building.

MAIL THIS COUPON for this beautiful brochure that will tell you how you can double the Beauty of your kitchen.

ELKAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1874 S. 54th Ave, Chicago 50, Ill.

Please send me without charge your brochure R. C. 1247

Name
Address
City
State

ELKAY MANUFACTURING CO., 1874 South 54th Avenue, Chicago 50, Illinois
SKI LODGE continued

or toast their hands at the fireplace. The walk-in cold room is well provisioned, for Sierra blizzards often last a week at a time bringing five or six feet of additional snow. The incinerator off the kitchen is convenient when icicles barricade the service porch.

Nestled under the apex of the roof is Mr. Hill's own suite. It is bedroom, workroom, sitting room in one, with its own balcony poised over a view of the valley. Here, with a four-foot blanket of snow overhead for insulation, he can shut himself off from the world. A storage wall in every bedroom and an abundance of bathrooms, complete the plan of a house which achieves great distinction through understatement. Walls are of simple native materials. Rough stone and sugar pine are at home in the rugged landscape; while on the inside they form an apt setting for skiers, comfort and a choice collection of modern paintings.

The furnishings are from everywhere: there are Alpujarra and Berberian rugs; shutters in the deep window reveals, and an end table, which is a marble-topped sewing machine, came from an old mining town nearby; blue and white tiles on the window sills are Mexican. The reds and purples of an old Paisley shawl, used as a table cover, form a charming contrast to the pale blue sofas.

When summer comes, Sugar Bowl does a right-about-face. The snow gives way to a gay mantle of California wildflowers, and later to a brown carpet of pine needles. Life is lived mostly outdoors. The same native stone and wood which are so invitingly warm in the winter offer a cool haven from the high, hot midday sun.

Plan of Mr. Hill's house appears on page 174.

Following is a list of the building materials and equipment used in the Jerome Hill house shown on pages 112 to 115:

FOUNDATION:
Reinforced concrete

EXTERIOR WALLS:
Uncut native stone and Ponderosa pine applied diagonally

ROOF:
Corrugated galvanized iron

INSULATION:
4" mineral wool batts

DOORS:
Flush wood, flush metal in storeroom and wine cellar. Paine Lumber Company, Oshkosh, Wisconsin

WINDOWS:
Wood casements

GLASS:
A" polished wire plate in front door

FIREPLACE:
Uncut native stone

INTERIOR WALLS:
Uncut native stone and finished Ponderosa pine shiplap

CEILINGS:
Ponderosa pine shiplap

FLOORS:
Vertical-grain Douglas fir—linoleum in kitchen, baths and entry

PAINT:
Three coats lead and oil paint on window sash, doors, and owner's room

PLUMBING FIXTURES:
Standard Pacific, 12-gallon water heater, Coleman

HEATING:
Oil-fired—warm air—thermostat control—blower-type furnace, H. C. Little Company

KITCHEN FAN:
Standard Airmaster

TRIBUTE TO YOUR GOOD TASTE

Tausend's CEL-O-SHEEN*
gives lasting pleasure and reflection of your good taste, for these lovely rayon damask cloths and napkins are woven entirely of long-wearing Celanese* yarn. Use them for the holidays and all year through, for frequent launderings only accent their lovely radiance and texture! Proudly featured by leading stores, in dinette to dinner sizes.
Deep wells usually yield pure water and their flow is rarely interrupted. They may cost considerably more to construct than shallow wells, but the pumping equipment and the operating cost are little, if any, higher.

Well water often contains calcium, magnesium, iron, silica, manganese and other elements. If the water contains quantities of calcium and magnesium salts, it is said to be “hard.” This hardness makes it necessary to use more soap. It makes a ring in the basin or tub. It leaves a film on dishes, laundry comes out gray from the washing machine and it leaves a deposit on dishes and plumbing fixtures, and does not look appetizing to drink. It makes white laundry come out pink. A special filter will remove iron.

When water has a bad taste and a noticeably unpleasant odor, a filter is used containing a refined grade of carbon, twenty times more active than charcoal. This is known as “activated carbon.” It is only necessary to replace the carbon bed every few years and costs very little.

Occasionally, lake or stream water is used in households, and it is likely to contain both germs and dirt. Water is chlorinated to free it from harmful bacteria and a special filter is used to make the water clear.

One more difficulty is an acidic character of water. Acidity attacks the pipes of the plumbing system. Green-blue stains on porcelain fixtures result from its action on copper and brass. Reddish-brown stains are left from the corrosion of iron pipe. A unit filled with a mineral is used to neutralize the acid in the water. The mineral bed is gradually used up. New minerals must be added periodically.

With a particularly troublesome water supply, it is sometimes necessary to install two, three or even more different types of water-conditioning apparatus. The equipment needed can always be determined by a laboratory analysis which shows precisely what must be done. Most of the manufacturers of water-conditioning units will take a water sample and supply a complete analysis of the treatment needed. At the same time, the size of the units which will supply the proper amount of water will be determined as determined by the size of the family, and other factors.
forever warm and lovely

PEARCE
All-Wool BLANKETS

You can enjoy these fine blankets through many years of prideful possession. Their greater beauty lasts because it springs from highest quality. Selected wool, firm weaving, extra deep napping, modern styling.

America's Finest Blankets
by America's Oldest Blanket Mill

$8.95 to $17.95

PEARCE MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.

PEACE MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.

RAIOS continued

Much criticism has been leveled at radios which parade in the guise of other pieces of furniture, yet there is the very best justification when they are dual-purpose. On these two pages, you will see one which doubles as a bookcase, gracefully and with a great saving of space. Two others are designed to be used as tables. But even where they take the form of simple chests and have no further purpose than their musical one, their designers are trying to conform to your needs. The small cabinet in a familiar form will obviously be most at home in a traditional setting. If your rooms are ultra-modern, your radio may look as stream-lined as you like. But if your interiors are conservative, a conservative cabinet will supply the most pleasing decorative accent. How well they look in rooms, blending with furniture, wallpaper, ornaments, is graphically demonstrated by the pictures on these pages and on pages 150 to 152.

18th-Century mahogany cabinet of the RCA Victor custom-built "Berkshire" radio-phonograph (about $250 at the Berkshire Salon, Plaza Hotel, New York) is handsome, formal. Shelves hold books, display ornaments. Prints in matching frames are hung in a balanced arrangement, armchair adds accent.

Present day design at its best blends well with period pieces. The modern cabinet of General Electric's "Musaphonic" Westchester ($826 at Chickering & Sons, Boston, Massachusetts) is elegant on an Aubusson type of carpet. The Carreño painting is dramatic above. Jug and graceful chair complete the composition.
Beside an easy chair, the end-table design of radio is excellent. This is the Howard Radio Co. “Modern,” $270 in mahogany as shown, $280 in a bleached finish, at Barker Bros., Los Angeles. It is set off by a background of camellia wallpaper, flanks a chair covered with textured fabric, is accented by old silver.

In the Provincial manner, the setting for a mahogany radio by Sonora Radio & Television Corp., $235 at Barth-Feinberg, Inc., New York. It has ample storage space for records. An over-scaled French pouf invites the listener. Wallpaper with a botanical theme is crisp, accessories are distinguished antique pieces.

Formal, in the Eighteenth-Century manner, the Brunswick “Tuscany” radio, $290 at Six, Baer & Fuller, St. Louis, is small scaled with tambour front, sliding leather shelf top. This fits in nicely with a man-size chair and ottoman, covered in a rough fabric, a brown rug, wallpaper with all-over vine pattern.

For additional details see page 195.

HUNTLEY
BEDROOM FURNITURE

Choose the furniture you buy today with a view to its usefulness and value tomorrow. Select furniture to which the maker has signed his name... Look for the Huntley Trade-mark—because it stands “for the years to come.” Booklet on request.

B. F. HUNTLEY FURNITURE COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.
BEDROOM AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE
Here’s a smart, practical gift idea—so new that even the man who has everything will be fascinated and pleased. Every change of wind speed and direction is given with scientific accuracy—right in your own living room or library. Its handsome case is an asset to any room, and Windial operates on regular house current. Compact . . . easily installed. Write for complete information.

BENDIX-FRIEZ
“Windial”

Remote control transmitter is readily mounted on roof. Twin edge-lit dials in handsome case register wind direction and speed. $225 COMPLETE

FRIEZ INSTRUMENT DIVISION OF BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION
Baltimore 4, Maryland

Waldorf Chair
by

SELIB
OF LEOMINSTER

Floral chintz with graceful, curving lines . . . a Selig inspiration for your bedroom.

SELIG MANUFACTURING CO., LEOMINSTER, MASS. America’s Outstanding Line of Boudoir Furniture

FOLLOWING the tradition of rambling ranch houses, this one near Santa Fé designed by Allan Clark, walls in a southerly patio-garden (10), corners a swimming pool (11). A wing for the three children, which in recent years has become a guest wing, is really a little, self-contained house with its own kitchen (3) and sitting room-porch (6). Each bedroom (2 and 4) has an adjoining bath-dressing room (5 and 7). A hammer-shaped extension to the main house, the master suite is three steps up from the library (13). The master bedroom (9) opens on a paved porch bordering the pool. The lady of the house uses a tub, compartmented off her bath-dressing room (8), while her husband enjoys a stall shower (12), and a separate dressing room (11). The spacious living room (15) is two steps above the adjoining rooms: dining room (25), entrance hall and powder room (17 and 16), and bar (14). The service wing contains kitchen (23), pantry (24), back bar (20), breakfast alcove (22), storage (19), furnace room (18) and bath (21). The gate, framed by two giant cottonwoods, connects to the entrance door around the corner by a covered passage. Linked to the main house by an open porch, the guest-house (26) is a separate entity.

HOW TO GET THERE

Haiti. Pan American flies every day from Miami to Port-au-Prince in 3 hours, 40 minutes; $68 plus 15% U. S. transportation tax; 10% reduction for round trip. KLM (a Dutch Line) flies from Miami to Port-au-Prince, stopping at Kingston, in 4 hours, 55 minutes; $68 plus 15% U. S. transportation tax; 15% reduction for round trip.

Jamaica. Pan American flies three times a week from Miami to Kingston (4 hours, 40 minutes; $57 plus 15% U. S. transportation tax), stopping at Montego Bay (3 hours, 45 minutes; $50 plus 15% U. S. transportation tax). KLM stops at Kingston, en route to Haiti from Miami; $50 plus 15% U. S. transportation tax.

HAWAII

The “Matsonia” (Matson Line) sails for Honolulu every two weeks from either San Francisco (stopping at Los Angeles en route) or from Los Angeles (stopping at San Francisco). Overall trip, approximately 6 days; $125 minimum plus 15% U. S. transportation tax.

United Air Lines flies daily from New York to Honolulu in 24 hours; $326 plus 26.5o premium for these extra-luxurious ships, plus 15% U. S. transportation tax. Pan American flies every day from Los Angeles to Honolulu in 13 hours; $135 plus 15% U. S. tax. The same line also flies from Los Angeles to Honolulu in 13 hours; $135 plus U. S. tax.
As far as possible everything will appear neatly packed in the big main picnic basket, but the turkey on a platter, will be nestled into a shallow separate basket of its own, breast neatly carved and put back in place, surrounded by plenty of crisp lettuce leaves. I highly recommend a slice of Joe's bread, covered with a leaf of lettuce, topped with a slice of cold turkey breast, spread lightly with mayonnaise, sprinkled with coarsely-ground pepper.

The sweet potatoes tied up cooly in a big damask napkin will be tucked into the far end of the big basket so as to not add their comforting warmth to the cold spread.

Continue on page 191...

Gracious, contemporary furniture.

Tea carts, once almost de rigueur, are again in demand because they are so serviceable. Witness this mahogany one, made by Grand Rapids Chair Company. Actually, it is a drop-leaf table on wheels, plus a big under-shelf, a good drawer at each end and a handle which can be lowered away. At right, above, you see how pleasantly it will serve for tea. It would be equally good for a terrace lunch in summer, or breakfast in your bedroom. At left, two placed together, end to end, form a dinner table. Use the table for games, or, leaves down, as an end table next to a chair or sofa. It is $95 at The Dayton Company, Minneapolis.
Unusual lines, good proportions and a choice of several effective lacquer colors make this wheeled serving cart as decorative as it is useful. It moves easily, has a frosted glass top shelf and guard rails on each tier. A Drexel “Precedent” table, designed by Wormley, costs $60 at John A. Colby, Chicago.

The Canterbury (now much easier to find than during the war years) takes its place again as an ideal stand for magazines, newspapers and even record albums. Here is a pleasant mahogany version, made by Ferguson, with nicely turned corner posts, long drawer and lift handle. Rich’s in Atlanta has it, $40.

Here is more information on the merchandise shown in the table story on pages 146-149, 182 and 183. All prices are approximate retail.

Table
Four red lacquer tables and large oak cocktail table from “Pendleton” collection by Robert W. Irwin Co., $80 at Famous-Barr Co., St. Louis, Missouri.

Chairs
Regency Hunt table by the Weiman Company, $179 at Rich’s, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia.

Chippendale armchair covered in green and white stripe; side chair covered in chartreuse, both from W. & J. Sloane.

Rug
“Pride of Cashmere” by F. Schumacher & Co.

Fabric
Green, “Paperweight” by H. M. S. Fabrics, Inc.

Accessories
Green overlay bottles; white porcelain basket, from Harriet Sherry.

Table
Round tray; decanter; highball glasses; oblong tray, all from Plummer, Ltd.

Oval tray; sterling tea service; Wedgwood “Wildflower” china, all from Black, Starr & Gorham, Inc.

Cocktail shaker and glasses from Steuben Glass Co.,

Lower right photograph.

Table
Stack-up units from Precedent group by Drexel Furniture Company, $15 each unit at James McCrery, New York, New York.

Accessories
James McCrery.

Page 147. Upper left photograph.

Victorian “Betty Lewis” mahogany, leather top sewing table by Vander Ley Brothers, $80 at Schumeman’s, Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota.

Chair
St. Regis slipper, covered in green and white chintz, Selig Mfg. Co.

Rug
“Textured” by F. Schumacher & Co.

Fabric
“Paperweight” by H. M. S. Fabrics, Inc.

Accessories
Green overlay bottles; white porcelain basket, from Harriet Sherry.

Upper right photograph.

Table
Malogany modern, round cocktail table by Imperial Furniture Company, $80 at Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Sofa and chair
French barrel sofa covered in flowered chintz; antique Louis XV walnut cane chair, both from

(Continued on page 194)
You will find the popular "Double Dresser" among the pieces of Ken-Coffey 18th Century design. Specialists in building furniture for the tied room, Ken-Coffey's Selections include smart Modern as well as authentic 18th Century. This beautiful Ken-Coffey bedroom furniture is shown at many leading furniture and department stores from coast to coast.

Table
Walnut end table by Bodart, Inc. $140 at Neiman-Marcus, Dallas, Texas.
Accessories. Silver bouillot lamp, Past and Present, Blue and white bedsprad by Textron, Inc.
White plate from The Mayhew Shop, Caché pot from Ruby Ross Wood, Inc.
Lower left photograph.

Table
Mahogany 18th-Century square lamp table by Kent of Grand Rapids, $300 at Barker Bros., Los Angeles, California.
Frosted square bowl from Georg Jensen, Inc.

Table
Magazine rack from Proceedent group by Drexel Furniture Company, $70 at L. S. Ayres & Co., Indianapolis, Indiana.
Accessories. James McCreery.
Second from right, lower photograph.

Table
Mahogany 18th-Century lamp and magazine table by Mersman Bros. Corp., $30 at The Hecht Co., Washington, D. C.
Rug. "Sculptex" by James Lees & Sons Co.
Accessories. Hand-turned wood urn lamp from Florence Clarke Studios, "Casualty-The Secretary of War Regents" painting by Jacob Lawrence, one of a series of 14 paintings, at The Downtown Gallery, Antique plate from Mottahedeh & Sons, Ebony figures from East Africa at Georg Jensen, Inc.
Lower right photograph.

Table
Chair. Upholstered in red and white fabric, Charak Furniture Co., Inc.
Rug. "Skyline" by James Lees & Sons Co.
Oblong silver box, W. Jay Saylor Co.
French silver beaker, Robert Ensko.

(Continued on page 185)

Old Fitzgerald
OLD FASHIONED
but still in style...

A century old sour mash formula plus the pride of an independent Kentucky distiller is responsible for the never-changing character you like in Old Fitzgerald. Accenting the pleasure of every sip, old-fashioned bouquet is sealed in with the distinctive, unmatched flavor.

Kentucky's Bouquet Bourbon
100 Proof

Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

Stitzel-Weller Distillery, Inc., Louisville, Ky.
TABLES continued

Page 148. Upper left photograph.
Table Modern console white oak veneer table, "Oakmaster" by the Extendable Corporation, $90 at Orchard & Wilhem, Omaha, Nebraska.
Chairs James McCrorey. Rug "Skyline" by James Lees & Sons Co.
Accessories. Playing cards and score pads from Lord & Taylor.

Table Modern console white oak veneer table, "Oakmaster" by the Extendable Corporation, $90 at Orchard & Wilhem, Omaha, Nebraska.
Chairs James McCrorey.
Accessories. Green Italian pottery lamp, Lightoller, Inc.
African sculpture at Pierre Mattise. Glasses, pitcher and tray from Georg Jensen, Inc.

Accessories. Antique clock from W. & J. Sloane.
Antique Worcester compote from Mortahedeh & Sons. Candelabra from Plummer, Ltd.

Chairs. James McCrorey.
Accessories. (On table.) Table mats and matching napkins from Mosse.
Large decanters from Harriet Sherry. Candlesticks; glass; china; silver, all from Plummer, Ltd.
(On mantel) Regency stag head cornucopias from W. & J. Sloane. Box from Harriet Sherry.
Antique clock from W. & J. Sloane.
Page 149. Upper left photograph.

Table Pembroke Cordovan mahogany table by Heritage Furniture, Inc. $85 at Carson Pirie Scott & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Fabric Everglaze Peraelle, Cyrus Clark Co.
Accessories. White tablecloth and napkins by Leron, Inc.
Round silver tray and china breakfast set from Plummer, Ltd.
Top center photograph.
Table Pembroke Cordovan mahogany table by Heritage Furniture, Inc. $85 at Carson Pirie Scott & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Rug. "Cape Cod" beige, Alexander (Continued on page 106)

FROM FRANCE . . .
THIS MATCHLESS GIFT
There is no gift quite like the genuine, the one and only Bénédictine . . . for since 1510, there has been no liqueur in the world to match it.
This superb liqueur is still produced in the famous Abbey at Fécamp, France, where the first golden drops were made 438 years ago. The original formula has been so closely guarded that only Bénédictine can taste like Bénédictine.

Another welcome gift
BENEDICTINE'S OWN BOTTLED
(Bénédictine and Brandy)
LIQUEUR
masterfully blended in
Bénédictine's own cellars
Julius Wile Sons & Co., Inc., New York, N. Y. • Sole U.S. Agents • Both 86 Proof
### TABLES continued

**Smith & Sons Company.**
**Fabric.** Everglaze Percale, Cyrus Clark Co.
**Table.** Nest of mahogany end tables, Sheraton-type by The Brandt Cabinet Works, Inc. $30 at Bullock's-Pasadena, Pasadena, California.
**Wallpaper.** Tan ground, white flowers and green leaves by Stockwell, Richard E. Thibaut, Inc.

**fleer SWISS WEAVE CREATIONS**
...they're always beautiful gifts...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXCLUSIVE WAFFLE WEAVE DESIGN</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finest virgin wool yarns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ideal gifts for Mother and Baby</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**fleer ASSOCIATES MERCHANDISE MART**
CHICAGO
Creators of Distinctive Merchandise
LEISURE THROWS - HOUSSETIRES - INFANTS' BLANKETS - LACEETS - MOOD'N MOPS

---

### HOUSE & GARDEN

#### Young People's Record Club

**A WONDERFUL GIFT**

The Best in Children's Music

New York Times

Here is an exciting opportunity to help your child grow musically through unrivalled records created especially for children 2-6, 7-11—selected by a nationally famous board of distinguished musicians and child educators. Every month Young People's Record Club members receive the most delightfully entertaining records ever made. Not only will these records fascinate and enthrall your child—they will actually guide his musical tastes to the fullest possible enjoyment and understanding of the best in music.

**FREE FOR YOUR CHILD IF YOU ACT NOW**

Write today for interesting illustrated brochure describing how the Young People's Record Club can develop your child's taste for good music—and delight him too, with records the Association for Childhood Education called "pure joy." Also full details of FREE gift record offer. Write today to the Young People's Record Club.

Dept. 12-HG, 40 W. 44th St., N.Y. 19, N.Y.

---

**Playskool Toys**

* Encourage and stimulate your child's mental development... while he plays. Color and shape discrimination, eye-hand coordination, simple problem solving... are some of the educational principles embodied in the famous PLAYSKOOL wooden and plastic toys. From six months to eight years—you will find the "right toy for every age" in the PLAYSKOOL line. Completely safe... with rounded corners and harmless colors. Endorsed by leading child psychologists, educators and parents, PLAYSKOOL toys are available at leading stores everywhere.

**Send for FREE PLAYSKOOL CATALOG**

Mail coupon today for illustrated catalog of all PLAYSKOOL toys. Contains important facts on the proper selection of your child's toys... includes information on child training by leading authorities.

PLAYSKOOL MANUFACTURING COMPANY 1764 North Lawndale Avenue, Chicago 47, Illinois

SEND ME FREE PLAYSKOOl CATALOG

Name

Address

City Zone State

### Modern

...with an air of friendly charm

**Heywood-Wakefield**'s skill with curves brings a new charm to Modern! Finishes are light and designs are "Home-Planned" so you can be sure of a harmonious background as you add pieces to living room, dining room, bedroom. Ask for **Heywood-Wakefield** Modern at better furniture and department stores.
### TABLES

**continued**

Castleton’s “Gloria” pattern dinner plates; silverware, Black, Starr & Gorham, Inc.

Gray organdy linen from Mossé.

Pepper grinders from Barry Importing Co.

**Right**, small photograph.

**Table**

Smorgasbord table, $160 at W. & J. Sloane, New York, New York. (Same as left photograph.)

Aurachair, English Sheraton, black, with original decoration, Circa 1780, Edward Garrett, Inc.

**Wallpaper**, Beauvoir Originals.

**Accessories**, Irish glass tumblers from Jarvis House.

Ash tray; cigarette box; silver coffee set; tray; after-dinner coffee cups and saucers, all from Plummer, Ltd.

**Lower left photograph.**

**Table**

Mahogany 18th-Century drop-leaf table by Grand Rapids Chair Company, $95 at The Dayton Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

**Chairs**, Charak Furniture Co., Inc.


**Accessories**, Table linen by Leron, Inc.

Castleton’s “Gloria” pattern plates; “Christina” glassware; salt and pepper, all from Black, Starr & Gorham, Inc.

Limoges centerpiece from The Mayhew Shop.

Silver from Plummer, Ltd.

Decanters from Harriet Sherry, Ltd.

**Right**, small photograph.

**Table**

Mahogany 18th-Century drop-leaf table by Grand Rapids Chair Company, $95 at The Dayton Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota. (Same as left photograph.)

**Chairs**, Lord & Taylor.


**Accessories**, “Still Life” painting by Arnold, from Otto Ziemer.

Tablecloth and napkins from Mossé.

Tea set; chafing dish; covered dish; silver sandwich plates, all from Plummer, Ltd.

**Page 183**, **Upper photograph.**

**Table**


**Accessories**, James McCreery, Lower photograph.

**Table**


Armchair, Covered in green and white striped fabric, Charak Furniture Co., Inc.

---

### DON'T WASTE FOOD

### HULL'S New Magnolia

**ART POTTERY DESIGNED FOR GIVING**

Any one of the twenty-four pieces in this lovely New Magnolia pattern will be a day-in, day-out reminder of your thoughtfulness and good taste. Gaily decorated front and back with embossed, hand-painted florals . . . glazed over-all for enduring beauty. Choose from vases, tea sets and console sets at better stores everywhere.

Created by the Master Potters of

**THE A. E. HULL POTTERY COMPANY**

**CROOKSVILLE, OHIO**

---

### BUENILUM

The graceful flowing lines and silver-like quality of Buenilum—lustrous hammered aluminum—imparts an individual charm to your settings.

Saled Service, $5.50* Compare $5.50* at the better department stores and gift shops.

---

### Table and Accessories

- **Table**
- **Accessories**, James McCreery.

- **Table**
  - Armchair, Covered in green and white striped fabric, Charak Furniture Co., Inc.

---

### Price Information

- **Prices are approximate**

Write for illustrated folder and the name of your nearest dealer:

**BRESLAUER - UNDERBERG**

(Wholesale Distributors)

225 5th Ave. New York 10
**ELEGANCE in gold and crystal**


A truly royal glassware is this beautiful "Regent" design. Another creation by those master craftsmen who make West Virginia Glass, the ware for discriminating collectors of beautiful things. Aristocratic fluid lines, sumptuously banded in coin gold. Frank flattery for most important guests. A gift in finest taste. There is a "Regent" design for every use. You'll want a complete matched set.

When buying glassware, look for the blue and gold label of West Virginia Glass Co. It's your assurance of hand-blown, brilliant crystal glassware—smart, modern design—superb quality—tasteful prices. At gifts, jewelry and department stores. West Virginia Glass Specialty Company, Weston, W. Va.

---

**HOT**

from his expedition for a pre-lunch swim. To my mind, nowhere in the world is there better bathing. The water is fresher and has more bite than the Mediterranean's. There is no reason to be afraid of sunstroke and the precautions taken against sunburn on the Riviera are adequate in the Caribbean. An hour on the beach sends him back with a good appetite for lunch; in need of the hour of siesta that follows, and from which he will wake refreshed for the strenuous period that follows afternoon tea.

The social life of the island is concentrated upon the next few hours. It is then that the tennis courts are crowded; that nets are pitched on the cricket field, that caddies are summoned to the links. The heat lessens, a breeze blows from the hills. There seems to be more color in the flowers; the leaves and grasses that by day had become but polished reflections of the sunlight, resume their own fresh greens. All day one has walked at the pace of a slow-motion film; at last one can move with freedom. And later, in the swift-falling dusk it is with a contented feeling of languor that one sits out on the veranda of the club over one's punch or swizzle.

Day after day, week after week, in island after island, it goes on like that. The social life of the island is concentrated upon the next few hours. It is then that the tennis courts are crowded; that nets are pitched on the cricket field, that caddies are summoned to the links. The heat lessens, a breeze blows from the hills. There seems to be more color in the flowers; the leaves and grasses that by day had become but polished reflections of the sunlight, resume their own fresh greens. All day one has walked at the pace of a slow-motion film; at last one can move with freedom. And later, in the swift-falling dusk it is with a contented feeling of languor that one sits out on the veranda of the club over one's punch or swizzle.

Day after day, week after week, in island after island, it goes on like that, and you can take your choice as to whether you will live in a grand l'xte atmosphere in Montego Bay or cozily and economically at Castries or at Roseau. The islands provide every kind of sport: cricket and golf and tennis; fishing, shooting, riding. They can accommodate the dimensions and needs of the largest as of the smallest purse. The cost of living varies with each island and the various sections of each island. Jamaica is perhaps the most expensive in the group, yet even there it is possible to live in real comfort at a very reasonable cost, while life is as cheap in the smaller islands as it is anywhere in the world. In 1939 the daily pension rate at the Hotel St. Antoine in St. Lucia was three dollars; it is four today. And the St. Antoine is an extremely good hotel. In Grenada, Antigua, Dominica and St. Vincent, the accommodation is more primitive and a little cheaper. The "extras," moreover, are incomparable. Fruit and fish are plentiful. Rum is a vin du pays, and when the sun is shining there is not a great deal to spend money on. By day you idle on a veranda. One day becomes the next.

Nor could the climate during the winter months be better. It is hot to the extent that a man wears ducks or Palm Beach clothes by day and a white dinner jacket in the evening. He would feel overweighted by a flannel suit. Trinidad is the only island that has a sticky climate, but even in Trinidad there is a cool breeze at night. There is very little malaria and mosquitoes are rarely troublesome. There is a certain amount of rain, but the showers, though violent, are brief. You are quite likely to get soaked, but you are very un

(Continued on page 190)
In this pattern, I think that I detect two formative factors: Puritanism and Introversion. Unlike me, you have little through life to believe that man, unlike the plants and the animals, cannot, if he is to live rightly, surrender to his nature, but must, on the contrary, struggle with it; if again your temperamenet, like mine, is of the kind that prefers your own company or the company of one other to the company of several; if, when you go for a walk, you prefer the countryside to be uninhabited, except for yourself and your companion; if you are passionately convinced that a house should be a womb with small rooms, small windows and thick walls, not a market place or a railroad station, then you are probably, like me, a cold weather man.

For in hot weather what is bound to happen? In the first place life will only be bearable if you relax, and your Puritan conscience will torment you. The lushness of summer vegetation will seem a dangerous temptation. In the second, you will have no peace, no retreat. Inside the house, windows and doors must be left open and you must lie in bed defenceless under a mere sheet. If you venture outside to get a breath of air or down to the water for a cool swim, the streets and the beaches are crowded with noises and heaps of people, some of whom, unfortunately, you know and, unless you are very careful, it will not be long before you find yourself one of the gang, wishing to heaven it were once more winter.

(Continued on page 190)
COLD
continued

afternoon are the good periods, that between lunch and tea the worst.

If I learned to feel this way in temperate England, you may imagine how intensified this feeling has become in the manic-depressive climate of the United States. Hope, _joue de vivre_, willpower are set in motion by the arrival in September of the first blessed cargo of Canadian air, but I do not really function properly until I can put the thick lining into my topee; faith and charity vanish abruptly in some dreadful explosion of heat around the end of March, for even though cool weather returns, apprehension as to what is in store for me drives everything else out of my head. When I buy my morning paper, after a brief glance at the obituaries page, I turn to a close study of the weather reports, the immediate importance of which transcends any domestic or foreign situation. I might add that the weather news during the past two years has been as depressing as the political. Both falls have been a disgrace; neither winter had any sustained cold period and the temperature figures are hundreds of degrees above the annual normal.

Should circumstances ever drive me, like Ovid, into exile, I shall retire, if I am allowed, to Isafjörður, a little fishing town in Northwest Iceland at the bottom of a grim fjord where the sun is not seen for five months in the year. There, not I hope alone, I shall eat fish, play the phonograph and die in the greatest contentment. But I have one great fear—the atomic bomb. Not, of course, any military use of it, but I read somewhere a suggestion that a possible peacetime use of the bomb would be for breaking up the icecaps. If this devilish scheme were ever to be carried out, I shall indeed be sunk, for my Isafjörður might quite easily acquire the climate—a fate worse than death—of Washington, D. C.

I LIKE IT HOT
continued from page 188

likely to have your whole day ruined.

The Caribbean is the one playground that has not been interfered with during the last eight years. I shall be very surprised if the West Indies do not enjoy during the next decade a boom comparable to that of the summer season on the Riviera through the 1930's. There is really no snag about the West Indian climate, its greatest merit for the tourist being that he need not take precautions about anything.
Place pan on a moderate flame and let the sugar melt and caramelize. Poke the nuts occasionally with a wooden spoon and tilt the pan constantly back and forth as the sugar melts. Avoid stirring, and don't let the sugar get too brown. When every bit of sugar has melted and the skins on the nuts begin to crack open and the sugar has become a golden brown syrup, remove from fire and pour out immediately onto a lightly buttered cookie sheet, spreading it out with a wooden spoon. Let it become quite cold and brittle. The next step is to reduce the nuts and caramel to a paste. Break the caramel into small pieces, and put it through the meat grinder using the coarsest blade. Replace this blade with the medium blade and put the whole through the grinder again. Replace the medium blade with the finest blade and repeat the grinding process. Now add to this mixture 1/3 of a cup of Baker's semi-sweet chocolate chips distributing them evenly through the mixture, then put it through the grinder for the fourth time still using the finest blade. And now that that is done, I hate to tell you but it all has to be gone through again for the fifth and last time. When this is accomplished, form the mixture into 13 big balls about the size of golf balls. Why 13? So that you can sample one immediately when they are done. Place them on a buttered tin in a cool place (but not in the refrigerator) for a couple of hours to harden up a bit, at which time place 2 boxes of Baker's semi-sweet chocolate chips in the top part of a double boiler over warm water, registering not more than 120° F. by the candy thermometer, and stir constantly until the chocolate has completely melted. This will take a long time, half an hour or so. Do not place the double boiler over a flame but if the water cools too much, add a little more hot water to the cooled water. When the chocolate has completely melted stir it for a minute longer; then, working in a cool room free from drafts, dip the chocolate-nut balls into the melted chocolate one at a time, rolling them around with the fingers until coated all over. Then drop them onto a cookie sheet covered with heavy waxed paper, endeavoring to make a little curl on top of each. When the chocolate coating has set, wrap them in squares of silver tin foil and place in cool place until ready to eat, which should be as soon as possible after making.

Festive after-dinner coffee for 8

An hour or so before dinner place the following ingredients in the top part of an enamel double boiler: 1 cup of Blackberry rum, 3 jiggers of brandy, 1 1/2 jiggers of Cointreau liqueur, 5 level tablespoons of light brown sugar, a small strip of lemon peel cut very, very thin and the same of orange peel, 2 small pieces of broken cinnamon stick, and 2 whole cloves. Cover and let stand until ready to use.

After dinner, make 8 cups of strong drip coffee in the following manner: scald a large 6-cup earthenware drip

(Continued on page 192)
Cutlery . . . finest of gifts
Personna . . . finest of cutlery

PERSONNA
deluxe Utility Set

A gracious gift, this basic set. Ham slicer, steak slicer, utility knife, paring . . . all in the Personna tradition of superb beauty and lasting utility. Stainless steel, scientifically tempered and hollow-ground to keep their razor-sharp edges. Rich polished oak block protects knives when not in use. Gift-packaged.

Other Personna Cutlery Sets at leading stores $5.95 to $24.95

by the makers of Personna Precision Razor Blades

SWITZERLAND...
for your winter or '48 holiday!

More than ever, Switzerland is the high point of any holiday in Europe. Here's matchless scenic beauty, healthful relaxation, sports and vacation fun every month of the year. Fast, clean electric trains run with Swiss-watch precision. Hotel accommodations everywhere are excellent, prices moderate. There's still time to arrange with your travel agent for a winter holiday. Or, plan now for next spring or summer. Write us for free booklet HG-1.

1948 WINTER OLYMPIC GAMES
ST. MORITZ
January 30-February 8

NEW YORK: 475 FIFTH AVENUE • SAN FRANCISCO: 661 MARKET STREET

TOURIST OFFICE NATIONALE
SCHWEIZER REISEBUREAU

Little Scheidegg

to match your Dreams

Selection from the
Westmoreland
Group

Colonial and 18th Century
Bedroom Furniture in Solid Mahogany
Booklet illustrating Continental Solid Mahogany
and Maple Groups—10 cents postpaid.

by the makers of Personna Precision Razor Blades
This Christmas Give the COUNSELOR...
Streamlined Beauty Scales

Express your Yuletide sentiments with a practical, lasting gift. Select the modernly-styled, ever-accurate Counselor Scale. Its streamlined beauty and gleaming baked enamel finish enhances the decor of any bedroom or bath... its specially-designed ribbed rubber platform prevents slippage and also serves as a protective surface. Exclusive Zerostat control returns dial to exact zero, and reading is simplified by means of a large magnifying glass. Ask to see, and try, the new Counselor... available at leading dealers everywhere.

THE BREARLEY CO.
ROCKFORD, ILL.

“Correct in Every Weight”

NO MORE GARBAGE!
OUR IN-SINK-ERATOR WAS INSTALLED TODAY!

BUT, JANE, WHAT IS AN IN-SINK-ERATOR?

AUTOMATIC GARBAGE DISPOSER

Q. Is it in your kitchen?  
A. Of course. It’s attached right to my sink.

Q. How does it work? 
A. Wonderful... it pulverizes all our food waste before it becomes garbage... and flushes it down the drain into the sewer.

Q. Bones too? 
A. Oh, sure. Bones, pits, rinds, peelings, parings, trimmings and ash tray contents.

Q. Do you have to clean it? 
A. Never... IN-SINK-ERATOR’s reversing action makes it completely self-cleansing.

Q. Where did you buy it? 
A. From our plumber... and he installed it, too.

Q. Swell. I’ll have Bob call our plumber tonight.

PRICE $119.50 (Plus Installation)

IN-SINK-ERATOR MANUFACTURING CO. RACINE, WIS.

Specializing Exclusively in the Manufacture of Automatic Garbage Disposers Since 1938

PICNIC
continued from page 192

separate easily without breaking the shells. When the kernels have been removed, replace them with a treasure and glue the two halves together again using just enough Duco to hold, but not enough to have it show.

As to what to put into the nuts, I leave it to your own ingenuity, imagination, and generosity. Mine are likely to contain five-and-ten-cent-store rings and earrings, or cuff links, or studs, or stamps, or Indian pennies, or at most a St. Christopher medal, or a silver charm, or possibly a neatly folded dollar bill. If, however, you would prefer to fill yours with rubies and emeralds, or thousand-dollar bills, I’ll be right over and join your party.

KITCHEN continued

Here is more information on the merchandiseshown in the kitchen story, pages 126 and 127.

All prices are approximate retail.


Stove, Estate Heatrola Division, Noma Electric Corp., Hamilton, Ohio.


Table Linen, James G. Hardy, New York, New York, “Pebble” Linen 52” x 52” cloth, 6 napkins at B. Altman & Co., New York, New York.

China and Glassware, Winfield Ware luncheon plates, cups and saucers, in Avocado pattern at Bloomingdale’s, New York, New York, New York.

Gilded pottery plates (in large photo) at Evelyn Reed, New York, New York.


“Etiquette” pattern glasses, Imperial Glass Co., at Macy’s, New York, New York.


Automatic coffeemaker, Cory Corporation, at The J. L. Hudson Company, Detroit, Michigan.

Ice crusher by Dazey Corporation at Lewis & Goner, New York, New York.


Stationery is “Watermelon” pattern by Kellogg at The Halle Bros. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
RADIOS continued

Here is more information on the merchandise shown in the radio story on pages 150-152, 178 and 179.

All prices are approximate retail.

Page 150. Left photograph.
Side chair. Walnut and gilt, blue matelassé, James Amster.
Accessories. Framed radish print, James Amster.
Antique Worcester compotes, Mottahedeh & Sons.
Page 151. Upper right photograph.
Chair. Round back, red velvet seatcovering, James Amster.
Accessories. Carved wooden figure, James Amster.
Page 151. Lower left photograph.
Rug. "Cape Cod" beige, Alexander Smith & Sons Co.
WALLPAPERS

Use Scenics and Wide Borders!

SCENIC WALLPAPERS give your home a real personality—gay, bright, modern and sophisticated, quiet and formal—depending on the design you choose. But 5-H Scenics make small rooms appear larger and more livable because they form a colorful, around-the-room, smooth-flowing mural.

5-H WIDE DECORATIVE BORDERS are the newest style for wall decoration. They give you those special decorative effects at lowest cost—they're extra wide, extra long, come in interesting patterns for every room in your home.

WRITE for two new booklets that tell you how to use these charming S-H papers. (Enclose ten cents to cover handling.) Then see the actual papers at better wallpaper stores everywhere.

THE SCHMITZ-HORNING COMPANY
777 East 82nd St., Cleveland 8, Ohio

FOR AN IDEAL WINTER VACATION in Florida

Just minutes from all South Florida's famous fun spots, a haven for conservative, congenial people who appreciate beautiful surroundings and superb service.


For use in the houses it will manufacture on the low pressure principle,

THE LUSTRON CORPORATION
OIL-MATIC
OIL-O-MATIC
FOR USE IN THE HOUSES IT WILL MANUFACTURE

WILLIAMS

OLOMATIC
HEATING SYSTEMS

THE LUSTRON CORPORATION

OIL-MATIC

OIL-O-MATIC

HEATING SYSTEMS

WILLIAMS

OLOMATIC

HEATING SYSTEMS

For the name of your nearest Williams Oil-Matic Dealer, consult his classified section of your telephone directory under "Oilburners" or write to theactory of Bemington, Illinois.

SCENIC WALLPAPERS give your home a real personality—gay, bright, modern and sophisticated, quiet and formal—depending on the design you choose. But 5-H Scenics make small rooms appear larger and more livable because they form a colorful, around-the-room, smooth-flowing mural.

5-H WIDE DECORATIVE BORDERS are the newest style for wall decoration. They give you those special decorative effects at lowest cost—they're extra wide, extra long, come in interesting patterns for every room in your home.

WRITE for two new booklets that tell you how to use these charming S-H papers. (Enclose ten cents to cover handling.) Then see the actual papers at better wallpaper stores everywhere.

THE SCHMITZ-HORNING COMPANY
777 East 82nd St., Cleveland 8, Ohio

FOR AN IDEAL WINTER VACATION in Florida

Just minutes from all South Florida's famous fun spots, a haven for conservative, congenial people who appreciate beautiful surroundings and superb service.


LADDERDALE BEACH HOTEL

FOR AN IDEAL WINTER VACATION in Florida

Just minutes from all South Florida's famous fun spots, a haven for conservative, congenial people who appreciate beautiful surroundings and superb service.
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FOR AN IDEAL WINTER VACATION in Florida

Just minutes from all South Florida's famous fun spots, a haven for conservative, congenial people who appreciate beautiful surroundings and superb service.


LADDERDALE BEACH HOTEL

FOR AN IDEAL WINTER VACATION in Florida

Just minutes from all South Florida's famous fun spots, a haven for conservative, congenial people who appreciate beautiful surroundings and superb service.


LADDERDALE BEACH HOTEL

FOR AN IDEAL WINTER VACATION in Florida

Just minutes from all South Florida's famous fun spots, a haven for conservative, congenial people who appreciate beautiful surroundings and superb service.


LADDERDALE BEACH HOTEL

FOR AN IDEAL WINTER VACATION in Florida

Just minutes from all South Florida's famous fun spots, a haven for conservative, congenial people who appreciate beautiful surroundings and superb service.


LADDERDALE BEACH HOTEL

FOR AN IDEAL WINTER VACATION in Florida

Just minutes from all South Florida's famous fun spots, a haven for conservative, congenial people who appreciate beautiful surroundings and superb service.

FOR THOSE WHO CANNOT OR SHOULD NOT CLIMB STAIRS

STAIR-CLIMBING, according to leading doctors, is a dangerous and unnecessary form of over-exertion. It is easy to avoid this hazard by riding up and down on a Sedgwick Stair-Travelor. Safe and simple to operate on your house current at small cost. Folds against wall when not in use. Sedgwick 55-year experience guarantees complete satisfaction.

NATIONWIDE REPRESENTATION

Write for illustrated booklet

SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS
146 West 15th St., New York

THE NEW
Fashions in Furniture
and see how you can win everlasting admiration!

African sculpture at Pierre Matisse. Venetian bowl, Designed For Living.
Page 152. Upper left photograph.
Chair. White Koreseal-covered chair, Dunbar Furniture Co.
Accessories. Wood and aluminum floor lamp, Rudolph Wendel, Incorporated.
Antique Chinese gazelle, W. Jay Saylor Co.
Page 152. Upper right photograph.
Chair. Mahogany, English Sheraton, one of a set of four, Circa 1790. Edward Garratt, Inc.
Page 152. Lower left photograph.
Chair. Green upholstered, light wood, Charak Furniture Co., Inc.
Giampietro black ashtray, America House.
Page 152. Lower right photograph.
Chair. Manor House.
Rug. "Cape Cod" beige, Alexander Smith & Sons Co.
Wallpaper. Plaid by Imperial Paper & Color Corp.
Large Antique Chelsea plate, Mottahedeh & Sons.
Crystal rococo inkwell, Harriet Sherry.
Page 178. Upper photograph.
Chair. Black and gold. Lord & Taylor.
Page 178. Lower photograph.
Chair. One-of-a-kind. Manor House.
(Continued on page 197)
A DECADE IN DECORATION

The title of House & Garden's Complete Guide to Interior Decoration is no overstatement, for it would be hard to imagine a question relating to the appearance or practical care of a house which could not be readily looked up in its exhaustive index. Skimming the cream of ten years' editing, Editor-in-Chief Richardson Wright offers his readers 141 colorplates, over 1,000 black and white reproductions of the work of 75 leading decorators who represent the best professional taste available in the United States. But in addition to this handsomely attractive appearance, the book's real value lies in its host of practical suggestions. It gives, for instance, basic rules for arranging furniture with floor plans to illustrate them which take into account such stumbling blocks as the extra-long, narrow bedroom, the bay-fronted dining room, etc. There are proved formulas for making windows look tall or wider, and ceilings higher or lower. There are well-illustrated chapters on the use of mirrors, lighting in decoration, color schemes, curtains, furniture finishing and construction, the decoration of small areas. A cross-section of headings includes: "Doors that Breathe—Ideas for Hot Weather," "Settings for Music Acoustically Planned," "When you Furnish a Library," "Rooms for Young People." "How to's" range from paint mixing to making slip-covers. Interspersed are knowledgeable but not too lengthy treatises on styles illustrated by line drawings.

And, for sheer pleasure of the eye, turn to the full-page color reproductions of table settings where good taste is pre-eminent in glass, china, linens and flowers. (Simon & Schuster, $7.50.) Mail orders should be sent to Conde Nast Publications, Greenwich, Connecticut.

FIRST MEETING OF THE NATIONAL TRUST

How warmly Americans are coming to appreciate their architectural and historic heritage was proved last spring by the spontaneous formation and samples of the National Council for Historic Sites and Buildings. We can now report on its first major meeting and formal organization (including the incorporation of the National Trust) which took place in Washington, D. C., on October 24 and 25.

The meeting was attended by officials and representatives of the council's 19 affiliate organizations. These include, besides antiquarian and historical societies, groups with such varied interests as the Garden Clubs of America, the American Institute of Decorators and the American Institute of Architects.

Speakers at the two-day meeting described some of the most pressing cases. Mr. Thomas T. Waterman told of neglected homes of Virginia pioneers and the fast disappearance of a type of architecture peculiar to a small region in the state. Congressman Walter C. Andrews put in a plea for the preservation of obsolete forts declared surplus by the War Department. How success­fully some of Charleston's old buildings have been protected was told by Mr. Robert N. S. Whitelaw, Director of the Gibbes Art Gallery. A keen incentive was the series of slides presented by Mr. Bradford Williams which showed the superb monuments saved from destruction by England's National Trust, the organization upon which our own is patterned.

The election of officers, headed by Major-General U. S. Grant, 3rd, President of the council, was announced at the meeting, also a list of individuals who have been elected as associates. Future issues of House & Garden will bring to its readers first-hand, exclusive features describing the rehabilitation and preservation of individual buildings under the auspices of the National Trust.

CORRECTION

The price of $1.95 for the Bible-tone Record Album, featured in October Shopping Around, was given us in error. It should have been $2.95, Federal Tax included.

DETECTO

New Aluminum Hamper

A hamper made of ALUMINUM — the lifetime hamper that always stays beautiful. No more dirt-collecting surfaces — it's smooth as your porcelain fixtures.

Rust proof — Sanitary — Ventilated. Oven-baked colors with hundreds of decorations to match your home. The world's most beautiful hamper costs less because it lasts a lifetime.

DETECTO BATHROOM SCALES are now available in limited quantities at better stores.

DETECTO SCALES, INC. BROOKLYN 1, NEW YORK

THE PERFECT GIFT

MAGICAL "THE KING OF ALL CHAMPAGNES" Naturally Fermented in the Bottle

Dry Imperator New York State Champagne

THE PERFECT GIFT

GIFT OF DISTINCTION

Sparklet REFRIGERABLE SYPHON

The world's most beautiful hamper costs less because it lasts a lifetime.

At all better stores — $10

THANK YOU for your patience.

IHE Bulletin will be issued to club members and others who have been elected as associates.

The meeting, also a list of individuals who have been elected as associates. Future issues of House & Garden will bring to its readers first-hand, exclusive features describing the rehabilitation and preservation of individual buildings under the auspices of the National Trust.

Magic!

Turn Dinners into ROYAL FEASTS

CALL FOR THE KING

Dry Imperator

New York State

Champagne

"THE KING OF ALL CHAMPAGNES"

"Naturally Fermented in the Bottle"

Gale and Agents U. S. A.

Robinson Lloyds Ltd., 580 Fifth Ave., New York
Give Luscious California AVOCADOS TO YOUR CLIENTS and CUSTOMERS TO YOUR BOSS TO YOUR SECRETARY TO YOUR FAMILY and to those WHO HAVE EVERYTHING

Gorgeous 10" gift bowl of polished hand-spun copper—filled with exotic, fresh California avocados, "garnished" with fresh limes. Cellulophane-protected and gift-tied, delivered prepaid...

TO YOUR FAMILY
TO YOUR SECRETARY
TO YOUR BOSS
TO YOUR CLIENTS
AVOCADOS
California
Give Luscious
WHO HAVE EVERYTHING

Large jug, Charles R. Gracie & Sons
Page 179. Upper photograph.


Chair, Manor House.
Rug, "Bushnell." Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., Inc.

Wallpaper, "Camellia Snow," Charcoal with red flowers, Piazza Prints.

Accessories, Peruvian silver pitchery, French silver beaker, both from Robert Ensko.

Page 179. Second photograph.


Ottoman. Louis XV, W. Jay Saltz Co.

Rug, "Bushnell," Bigelow-Sanford

CARPET CO., INC. • JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

<=GRAPHIC CONTAINS ADVERTISING CONTENT=

Cheinze

"I am the pride of an old California family, steeped in the colorful romance of the fiesta."

Chinze belongs to the aristocratic California Vernoware family.

Limited full color edition of Vernoware patterns, pictured in their early California atmosphere, now available. Send $1 for your copy. H.A. 12

VERNON KILNS
2390 East 52d Street, Los Angeles 31, California
AMERICA'S FINEST LINE OF SEMI- PORCELAINS

UNION-NATIONAL, INC. • JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

TOP: Gift bowl, cellulophane wrapped.
BOTTOM: With wrapping removed.

Radio\ continued

Large jug, Charles R. Gracie & Sons.
Page 179. Upper photograph.


Chair, Manor House.
Rug, "Bushnell." Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., Inc.

Wallpaper, "Camellia Snow," Charcoal with red flowers, Piazza Prints.

Accessories, Peruvian silver pitchery, French silver beaker, both from Robert Ensko.

Page 179. Second photograph.


Ottoman. Louis XV, W. Jay Saltz Co.

Rug, "Bushnell," Bigelow-Sanford

REED & STEVENSON, 27 E. 61 St., N. Y.
Laverne Originals, 225 5th Ave., N. Y.
Veitman-Marcus, Dallas, Texas.
Helen Lubinstein, Inc., 745 5th Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Henri Bendel, 10 W. 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
Ann Hagan, 141 E. 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
Bronzini, Ltd., 15 E. 53rd St., New York, N. Y.

Bird and Bottle Inn, Garrison, New York

Michael Tree, 617 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Alice H. Marks, 9 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.
Dempsey & Carroll, 556 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
McClain-Hedman, St. Paul, Minn.
Bazar Français, 666 Ave. of Americas, New York, N. Y.
Olive Reed, 439 North La Cienega, Los Angeles, Calif.
P. O. Box 838-2, Route 1, ViMa, California

ACCESSORIES. Regina clock, Manor House.
Antique faience plate, Mottahedeh & Sons.

Page 179. Lower photograph.


Chair and Ottoman. King of Easse chair covered in red fabric; ottoman covered in same fabric, W. & J. Shae.

Rug, "Bramble" brown, James Lees & Sons Company.

Woolen. Green vine on white ground, Richard E. Thibaut, Inc.


STORE ADDRESSES continued

NESCO Everheet
Stainless Steel Utensils
THE PERFECT GIFT TO GIVE OR GET!

HERE are utensils that rival your finest silver for sheer beauty and quality—yet are unrivaled for cooking ease. They combine the everlasting cleanliness of stainless steel with even heat distribution that's truly amazing!

They're the new, scientifically proportioned Everheet Utensils, made of stainless steel inside and out, with a layer of heat-spreading metal "sandwiched" between them. Even heat through every inch of the pan provides better, faster cooking plus freedom from "spot scorching." Washing is easy—no scouring or special cleansers are needed.

For years of happy cooking, order Nesco Everheet Utensils from your dealer ... or write for illustrated folder.

NESCO EVENHEET COOKING UTENSILS ARE MADE OF 3 LAYERS OF METAL FUSED TOGETHER.

A metal core that spreads the heat for even, faster cooking.

Locked in forever, never needs remaking.

NESCO products include electric roasters, pressure pans, enameled ware, tinware, gallronized ware, decorated kitchen containers, electric heaters, oil ranges and heaters. Look for the Nesco label.

NATIONAL ENAMELING AND STAMPING CO.
270 North 12th Street, Milwaukie 1, Wisconsin

<END>
GARDENER'S GEAR

The right tools make light work for the gardeners on your Christmas shopping list.

In this season of enforced abstinence from their favorite activity, the gardeners for whom you are planning presents will be thinking fondly of new tools and supplies for next year's gardens. You can please their hearts and help them achieve the better gardens they are dreaming of by giving them any of the items shown below. Have no fear of duplication. Shearers and trimmers, rakes and weeder, plant mulch and log carriers are equipment no gardener ever has enough of.

Wilkinson "Crown" No. 21 double cut pruner, $6.25. At Lewis & Cooper.

Eagle ship shears are light, useful in tight spots, $2.75. Peter Henderson.


"Weedmasla". Long handle (shown) $1.95; short, $1.85. Peter Henderson.

Finest steel 9" pruning shears detachable blade, $2.50. Peter Henderson.

Sunbeam electrical hedge trimmer works fast, $37.50. Stump & Walter.

Canvas log carrier is made of strong, sturdy fabric, $2.50. Peter Henderson.

"Terra-Lite" aids germination. 2 bu. bag, $2. Universal Zonolite, Chicago 3.
HOLLIES continued

What could make mom happier than a shiny new ILG Ventilating Fan on Christmas morning? A clean, odor-free home for years to come. No more "Greasy Grime", heat, stale cooking odors! Easier housework, less decorating. "Built-in" or "Portable" models for quick window installation. Write for folder and name of dealer.

ILG ELECTRIC VENTILATING CO.
2823 North Crawford Avenue, Chicago 41, Ill.
Offices in More Than 40 Principal Cities

The Home-LIFT” A Boon To Invalids and Older Folk”

The evergreen hollies which are nursery-grown plants. With these it is not necessary, as was once advocated, to strip off the leaves when transplanting. With a good earth ball, proper soil preparation and planting, and sufficient water, the plants may be set as received from the dealer, with perhaps some slight pruning. Once established, hollies stand pruning well and make excellent hedges as well as unusually fine individual specimens. So you may grow your own Christmas greens, pruning short fruiting branches judiciously at the holiday season; never, of course, hacking out too large branches or you will spoil your tree’s overall effect. Prune with sharp tools, as the bark is extremely delicate and easily damaged.

The evergreen hollies which are most useful for ornamental planting in the Northeast have been nursery-grown and transplanted a number of times to give a good root system. A small quantity around the tree each year at the start of the growing season.

In the Northeast, hollies which have been nursery-grown and transplanted a number of times to give a good root system, may be transplanted in early spring or fall. Further south and in California, they may be handled whenever the ground is not frozen and they are not in active growth. Plenty of water, applied regularly once a week, during the first three to five years, is very important.

In the past 20 years much experimentation has gone into the propagation and culture of hollies. Stands of American holly have shown much variation and growers on the Eastern seaboard have selected and propagated vegetatively as many as 75 named types, with variations in the leaves from medium-green to a dark green, medium weight or thickness to very thick and leathery, and from few spines to many spines, small, narrow leaves to long narrow, medium or broad, and some with heavier fruiting characteristics and denser growth habit. Individual descriptions of plants available may be obtained from different growers.

It is best to purchase nursery-grown plants. With these it is not necessary, as was once advocated, to strip off the leaves when transplanting. With a good earth ball, proper soil preparation and planting, and sufficient water, the plants may be set as received from the dealer, with perhaps some slight pruning. Once established, hollies stand pruning well and make excellent hedges as well as unusually fine individual specimens. So you may grow your own Christmas greens, pruning short fruiting branches judiciously at the holiday season; never, of course, hacking out too large branches or you will spoil your tree’s overall effect. Prune with sharp tools, as the bark is extremely delicate and easily damaged.

The evergreen hollies which are most useful for ornamental planting in...
Gardening


"Safeguarding Your Trees" tells how to plant and care for shade trees. Deterioration, due to insects, weak branches, storms and girdling roots, is illustrated with photographs of damages for repairing damage. The Davey Tree Expert Co., HG 12, Kent, O.

A Home Garden Guide contains lists of vegetable and flower seeds, complete with horticultural instructions. Indoor gardening and transplanting are discussed. A chart tells when to plant and acquaints you with the Latin and common names of plants. Cuthbertson Sweet Peas and new vegetable developments are discussed along with several cooking hints included. Ferry-Morse Seed Co., HG 12, Detroit 31, Michigan.

The Garden Beauty Book spotlights tulips, hyacinths, narcissi, peonies and irises. Suggestions for a rock garden collection and a Big-Six Phlox selection are included. A section is given to cultural planting notes. R. M. Kellogg Co., HG 12, Three Rivers, Mich.

Begonias, Daturas, Gladiolus are beautifully presented in a garden book which also includes standard fruits and vegetables. Twelve color pages show a variety of roses and there are plant charts and insecticides. Lagomarinos of California, HG 12, Sacramento, Calif.

Food and Wines

"Table Magic with Wines" presents menus and table arrangements that can be clipped and put in your recipe file. For special occasions and buffets, there are recipes you'll be bound to try, plus those for the family dinner. Wine etiquette, hostess tips and where to buy are covered and there is a two-page illustration of Great Western wines. Pleasant Valley Wine Co., HG 12, Hammondspoint, N. Y.

"Cooking with Wine Recipes" discusses the ABC's of wine—apéritif, table wine, dessert wine, etc.—and how to care for it. A description of Widmer wines is included. There are 17 food-wine recipes and 15 directions for mixed drinks. Widmer's Wine Cellars, Inc., HG 12, Naples, N. Y.

Decorating

A Jumbo Match Book enables you to light up your living. Tall, colored match sticks show Bigelow rug colors on the left and suggested colors for wall coverings and cushions on the right. There are two rows of match sticks. These B. H. F. colors give you 18 room color schemes, each based on a Bigelow rug in one of the nine B. H. F. colors. A little guide shows use. 10c, Bigelow Weavers, HG 12, 140 Madison Ave., New York 16.

Color Dynamics, based on the principles of energy in colors, comes to your home. Fundamental decorating notes for interior or exterior use are explained and illustrated. Full color pictures show Pittsburgh paint colors in each room of the house and are designed to increase the feeling of warmth, energy, beauty and cleanliness. Description of Pittsburgh paints is included. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., HG 12, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Reproductions and Masterpieces of the Colonial era are presented in all their charm. Hall clocks, chests, desks, chairs and tables are illustrated. There is a special section of clocks and a description of movements. A study of periods and a chronology of furniture styles—French, English, American—is included. 10c, Colonial Mfg. Co., HG 12, Zeeland, Mich.

A Paint Book for Grownups gives instructions on painting and color schemes. Color schemes, proportions, furniture, are discussed. There is a section on finishing floors, woodwork and furniture. Martin-Senour paints are described. Martin-Senour Co., HG 12, 2520 Quarry St., Chicago, Ill.

"Jewels of Victorian Furniture" are many fine mahogany pieces, hand-carved and beautifully finished. Fabrics for chairs and sofas may be selected to fit the room in a range of color and design. Dimensions for needlepoint covers are included, and there is a description of each group. 10c, Vanderly Bros., HG 12, Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Background for Living" are wall scenes in many moods and tones. These scenes are made in sets of two or ten sections. A page explains scenes in use and designs are illustrated. The Schmitz-Horning Co., HG 12, Cleveland, Ohio.

"American Informal" is presented and described in a very new booklet. Color views show living room, bedroom and dining room. Illustrated separately are the pieces which form the whole. One basic design theme is carried through-out, and you'll be surprised at the versatility of each piece. 10c, Tomlinson of High Point, Inc., HG 12, High Point, North Carolina.

"The Story of Pacific Sheets" tells how these firm cotton sheets are made and illustrates acquaint you with the mechanics behind the secret grades of Pacific balanced sheets are given, and a chart tells how to decide upon size. A page indicates how to preserve sheet longevity. Pacific Mills, HG 12, 214 Church St., New York 18, N. Y.

Needleleaf Rugs are illustrated as though they came from an artist's paint tube. They make a pretty picture in your hall, living room, bedroom or boudoir, and remind you that floor decor is important, too. "Fascinating New Needlefuls for Floor Decoration" shows 17 solid colors, and two multi-color combinations from which to choose, plus many patterns illustrated in room use. You'll want these artist's colors to highlight your floor. Needle­ tuft Rug Division, Cabin Crafts, Inc., HG 12, Dalton, Georgia.

China and Glass

"American Modern" dinnerware, designed by Russel Wright, is displayed attractively will inspire you and if monizing colors—white, coral, sea foam blue, graniti grey and chartreuse curry—in a variety of shapes and sizes. Illustrations of 29 patterns with a description of each. Steubenville Pottery Co., HG 12, Steubenville, Ohio.

"Choosing Your Crystal Pattern" is one of the first new glassware booklets. It is written with a "let's get down to facts" style you'll enjoy. Of special interest to newlyweds and young veterans and wives starting housekeeping, the booklet shows crystal pattern to fit in a general design scheme. Nine Heisey patterns are illustrated, adaptable to the kind of living you like, and decorative suggestions are included. Basic stemware pieces are sketched and a brief history of glassware included. 10c, A. H. Heisey & Co., HG 12, Newark, O.

Fine China Is Yours, to have and to use. Haviland patterns are displayed in simple relief and table arrangements, several in color. Each pattern is accompanied by a line of explanation which will help you remember it and you'll ask to see it at your retail store. 10c, Theodore Haviland & Co., HG 12, 26 W. 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y.

Kitchens and Laundries

Home Laundries are planned in six basic steps in the Bendix booklet. Combination rooms, efficient and modern, are shown in color and sketches. Their features are adaptable to your own use, whether your taste is modern or period. There are a number of combination rooms. Acme Steel Co., HG 12, 2854 Stetler Avenue, Chicago 8, Illinois.

"A Gallery of American Windows" shows 17 room views which emphasize steel Venetian blinds. These blinds are galvanized against rust and boronized to prevent rusting. The booklet shows many decorating tricks adaptable to your own use, whether your taste is modern or period. Among them, vegetable varieties, hyacinths, narcissi, peonies and tables are illustrated. There is a section given to kitchen and dining room use. You'll want these artist's colors to highlight your floor. Needletuft Rug Division, Cabin Crafts, Inc., HG 12, Dalton, Georgia.

Windows

Combination Windows—summer screens and winter sash—in one lasting unit. Rusco self-storing windows slide and lower into place for hot or cold weather, and what's more, contain a venetian blind. A list of features is given. F. C. Russell Co., HG 12, Cleveland, Ohio.

"A Gallery of American Windows" shows 17 room views which emphasize steel Venetian blinds. These blinds are galvanized against rust and boronized to prevent rusting. The booklet shows many decorating tricks adaptable to your own use, whether your taste is modern or period. There are a number of combination rooms. Acme Steel Co., HG 12, 2854 Stetler Avenue, Chicago 8, Illinois.

Miscellaneous

The Toy Yearbook is filled with colorful gift illustrations for children graded by ages. Descriptions of the toys indicate that while all are enjoyable, many are instructive as well. You'll be using this book for Christmas toy shopping and all through the year. A special section tells how to build a play area that will aid your child's development mentally, physically, socially and vocationally. 10c, Toy Guidance Council, HG 12, 1124 Broadway, N. Y.

"Be It Ever so Humble," you don't want it to burn down. An instructive booklet warns you about appliances, furnaces, dust maps and all the usual fire hazards. Do's and don'ts for safety's sake are listed as are 22 causes of fire in the average house. Safety rules, fire drills and first-aid treatments are discussed. The Pyrene home fire extinguisher is illustrated. Notes indicate that it will eject a vaporizing liquid 25 to 30 feet and may be operated from any angle. Pyrene Mfg. Co., HG 12, Newark, New Jersey.
HOLLIES

continued

this country fall roughly into three groups, with subdivisions for fruit color, type of growth and range of hardiness. The European or English holly, Ilex aquifolium, has, in most of its varieties, extremely shiny leaves, large clusters of bright red fruits, and a nice growth habit. It is best suited to the Northeast, and on the east coast from Philadelphia southwards, with some varieties hardy to Long Island.

The Oriental hollies include a red-fruited group and a black-fruited group. The most useful in the red-fruited group include Ilex cornuta, the Chinese or Horned holly, its close relatives, I. c. burfordii with almost entirely smooth-edged leaves, and Ilex pernyi, a small-leaved Chinese variety. I. cornuta was discovered near Shanghai by Robert Fortune in 1846. Its thick leaves are extremely shiny, almost rectangular, with the tip spine turning over, and the other four, two on each side, sticking out at the sides in a manner suggestive of a flying bat. It is reliably hardy only to New Jersey and in sheltered locations near New York City and on Long Island. The red fruits are scattered on previous years’ branches.

Ilex pernyi has variety, which has clusters of fruit and leaves are quite variable, some with no spines except one on the tip, some with two, and now and then with four. Each has some handsome shrubs or small tree-like shrubs reaching 8 or 10 feet in time. They are grown in California as well as in the East, and do best in the coastal plain section on each seaboard. Most hollies do well near the sea.

Ilex pernyi was introduced by “Chinese” Wilson in 1960 and is hardy in New England. It has very small leaves, not over 3/4" long, almost a geometric rhomboid in shape, with many spines closely clustered along the stems. The tree should eventually reach 20 feet, but I have never seen it over five. The late Ernest Wilson considered it one of the most useful of the Chinese hollies.

The black-fruited Oriental hollies most useful to us originally came from Japan. Ilex crenata is the largest, reaching about 8 to 10 feet. It has oval, thick, dark-green leaves, with crested edges. It is good in mixed evergreen plantings, and is hardy on Long Island, or in protected places as far north as Massachusetts.

Ilex crenata microphylla is harder than many other varieties of the crenata type. Its leaves are smaller, seldom over a half inch long, more narrow, attractive small shrub 6 or 8 feet, or taller. It is best suited individually or in hedges. The small, leathery leaves of I. c. crenata var. oculus have smooth, shiny, and convex on the edges. In a recent severe winter in Groton, Massachusetts, exposed young plants winter-killed somewhat, but came back well the following season, older, more protected planted were not harmed.

The best-known black-fruited native American holly is seldom known as a holly as it has smooth oval leaves similar to prong, for which it is an excellent substitute. This Ilex glabra, or Inkberry as it is often called, is native from New England south and west, and is ignored as an ornamental where it is most profuse, in Georgia and Virginia. It withstands city conditions well and is slowly becoming better known for use in mixed evergreen plantings, reaching a height of 5 or 6 feet. It is not pruned. Pruned to four or five feet, it forms a dense oval-shaped shrub.

The best-loved holly to most eastern Americans is our native, red-fruited, Ilex opaca, to which all the planting notes given in the beginning especially apply. With the varieties available today, one can have handsome, thick-leaved and dark-leaved trees, with bright red fruits, more profuse in certain varieties, an ornament to any planting. For further south, there are a number of other interesting native kinds, with different, less bully-like leaves, notably Ilex cassine, the Dahlone, with leaves from one-and-a-half to three inches long, and one half to one inch wide, slightly toothed from the middle to the tip, generally smooth edges below; and Ilex vomitoria, the Yaupon, with even smaller leaves having slightly serrate or scalloped edges. There are hybrids of I. vomitoria and I. opaca available from some Florida nurseries, and the interested student will find descriptions of a few other southern species not yet generally available. You can buy specimens of all the hollies described in this article somewhere in this country,
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Sixteen million square yards of

Textile-Backed Rugs

More than 16,000,000 yards of Textile-Backed rugs have been bought in the last few years.

Why? Because smart rug-buyers know that TEXTILE keeps rugs clean.

Textile keeps the pile standing straight and springy. Helps rugs to retain their original body too, and that keeps them from cracking and wrinkling. Something to remember when you shop for rugs?


Residence Elevators

This Company pioneered the House-Lighting Operated Residence Elevator

Our unique, simple and versatile life—INCLINATOR and "Elevee"—for many years enjoyed the public's confidence. Authoritative endorsements have been largely responsible for our rapid growth.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA

2208 Paxton Blvd., Harrisburg, Penna., U.S.A.
**TURNTABLE**

Fine made-in-England recordings make welcome Christmas gifts for music lovers

Performance of Bach’s B Minor Mass, perhaps the greatest choral work in music, are rare in any year. A performance as good as the one Robert Shaw directed last spring in New York is rarer still. Now this same performance, highly praised by the New York Herald Tribune’s distinguished critic, Virgil Thomson, has been issued on RCA Victor records. The extremely difficult job of recording soloists, chorus and orchestra has been accomplished probably as well as could be expected, though the sound is not always clear. But lovers of Bach’s mightiest work should not be deterred from getting this fine set. (Bach: B Minor Mass. RCA Victor Chorale and Orchestra under Robert Shaw. Victor Albums DM-1145, 1146, S18.70.)

**English imports**

A conductor previously unknown here, Paul Kletski, appears for the first time on American records in a new performance of Tchaikovsky’s Fifth Symphony. You have your choice of albums of this work by Stokowski, Ormandy and Koussevitzky (on Victor records) and by Beecham and Rodzinski (on Columbia), but this performance has its own special merits of clarity and straightforwardness. (Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 5 in E Minor. Paul Kletski conducting the Philharmonia Orchestra of London. Columbia Album MM-701, S8.35.) Another very welcome import from England is a superb new performance of Mozart’s only quintet for clarinet and strings. This is one of the composer’s loveliest works, and Reginald Kell plays the clarinet as nearly perfectly as we have any right to expect. (Mozart: Quintet for clarinet and strings in A, K. 581. Reginald Kell and the Philharmonia Quartet. Columbia Album MM-702, S5.85.)

Other releases

One of Mozart’s lesser works, the Fourth Horn Concerto, also appears in a good English performance. This is Mozart in a happy mood, which means music as bright and sunny as a summer’s day. (Mozart: Concerto No. 4 in E-flat for Horn and Orchestra. Dennis Brain and the Hallé Orchestra, Columbia Album MX-285, S3.35.) More Mozartean music is Beethoven’s youthful and exuberant Second Piano Concerto, brilliantly played by William Kapell, with a fine performance of the orchestral score by Vladimir Golschmann and the NBC Orchestra, very finely recorded. (Beethoven: Concerto No. 2 in B-flat for Piano and Orchestra. RCA Victor Album DM-1132, S4.85.)